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u
he ScanLight 256 scanner

offers a maximum resolution of

1400dpi true 256 grey-levels at
full 105mm width. Inaddition there is support for

monochrome, 16 grey level and 256 grey-level scanning at

100, 200, 300 and 400 dpi. The latest scanner model offers a

convenient one-touch scanning button and a unique overscan

buzzer which gives an audio warning when you are scanning

too fast. A handy ruler is also supplied to ensure perfectly

straight scans. The ScanLight software offers several unique

facilities that make it the leader in its field - e.g. the ability to

provide all picture processing and enhancement functions with

only the one original copy of the image in memory - vital since

scanned pictures require a great deal of memory.

THE CLEAR LEADER

IN SCANNING SOFTWARE

FOR THE ARCHIMEDES

The ScanLight software offers:

The perfect way to capture high quality pictures for

inclusion in DTP or practically any other RISC OS

application.

Instant image rotation by any angle.

Support for the RISC OS 3true 256 grey-level sprite format.

Only one copy of theimage inmemory atonce.

On thefly screen dithering for maximum image quality.

Aselection ofsampling sizes from 2x2 to8x8.

Image enhancement facilities such assharpening, edge detect etc.

Simple brightness and contrast controls.

Spline curve control over grey-map for additional control.

ScanLight 256 scanner, guide ruler, interlace board, manual and software:
For the300/400/5000 &Rise PC: £129.00 +VAT (£151.57 inc)
For the30X0 and4000 internal card: £139.00 * VAT (£163.32 incj
Specify machine type when ordering. Requires 2MBytes. No carriage ischarged.
You can purchase asecond card lor any Acorn model for just £39.00 +VAT (£45.82 incj •no need tomove the
board when you want touse ScanLight onasecond machine.

Computer Concepts Ltd
GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 6EX TELEPHONE 01442 351000 FAX 01442 351010
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Pick up a New Year bargain
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Air your news, views and opinions on
the pages of Acorn User
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10 out of 10 special offer
Send off for a free copy of Essential IT
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A comparative review of
spreadsheets; a look at

Inter-Relay Chat on the Internet;
plus all the regulars with the

Internet application Voyager on
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Don't miss
the

last sleigh!

Selected prices 4th December 96

Understanding Energy, KS3
Understanding Ihe Body,ksj

M Up and Away, age9-14
Vikings! (Anglia), KS2

IS World o( Robert Burns, ages*
p World's Wealher. KS3
H" World War II- On the Home Front, <S2.3
S (needs Keynote/Key Pius)

Angla £57 58 £49
Anglia £45.83 £39

Shersron £57.58 £49
Anql.a £4583 £39

CamhsSoh: (92.83 £79
Angtra f57.S8 £49

f 78 20 £24

i Other software
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs ifl/to fi4.ro £12
10 out of 10 DrivingTest iivio fi4.io £12
10outof 10Early Essentials, age 3-7 to/to £t4W £12
10out of 10English, age6-16 I0/I0fi4!0 £12
10 out of 10 English(ForeignLanguage)iD/ro fi4.ro £12

" 10 out of 10 EssentialMaths, aoe5-i2 10/70 £74.10 £12
10 out of 10 Essential Science. ageS-12 io/io £74.10 £12
10 out of 10 French, age8-16 10/10 £1410 £12
10outof 10German.age8-16 io/io f14 to £12
10 out of 10 Junior Essentials, age5-M 10/10 £74 to £12
10 out of 10 Maths Number, age6-i6 to/ro rrrf.ro £12
10 out of 10 Structured Spelling,age-9 io/io fM.io £12
2067 BC Oregan £7763 £15
Acorn Companion SfMfRC £H.00wf11

C> Acorn Companion 2 for Rise PCand A7000 •
5£MERC £IIOO«£11

ACross
. Advance

]g Advantage, K52.3
H| Adventure Playground, age5-8

Amazing Maths, KS1-4
Anagram Genius
Ancestry II
Animated Numbers, age3-6
Animator

ANT Internet Release II
Apollonius PDT
ArcFax

ArcFS 2
ArchrTeeh
ArchiTech site licence
Arcventure I. The Romans, age 10-12 Sheraton £3290 £28
Arcventure II. . The Egyptians, age8-n Sheraton £32.90 £28
Arcventure III... The Vikings, KS2 Sheraton £32.90 £28
ArcventureIV... The AngloSaxons,age8-11

Stanron £38 78 £33
Around the World In 80 Days, age9-12s/imton £43.48 £37

j| Bargains
- LIMITED STOCKS -

- Pleasetelephoneus beforesendingmoney-
1 Mb VRAM £57.58 £49
A3000 Case for Expansion Card Waited 14.10 £12
Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration £146.88£125
Craftshop 1 fi4 W £12
Craftshop 2, age /.

H Eidoscope
Fun School 4, age 5-7

Kudos £24.68 £21
AromfliSfS £98

tongrnan £5993 £51
Siorm £22 33 £19

CamtrsSolt (23.50 £20
fourth £1880 £16

Minerva £8930 £76
Stanton £24.68 £21

Clares £24 68 £21

Ant £115.15 £98
(Ml £164 SO£140

rvi.no £32.90 f28

V77 £2350 £20
Alpexfl84 48£157
Aspe«£57458£489

(^ . M.' -^' 'ww. -., aye j-*

* GO-5000 Printer, second-hand
Landmarks - Elizabeth I, KS2.3

___ Landmarks - Ram Forest
tel Landmarks - The Aztecs
Tj Landmarks -The Civil War, <S2,3

11.0-2500+ Printer, second-hand
\ Mouse for Acorn
I Sleuth 1 5. special offer

SoiidsRENDER, special offer

TD9571 DECT Digital Cordless
phone with Battery Back-up eWps ri«6 w£159

Xenon 2 Frtpse fio.58 £9
Zarch £940 £8

4MaK>n £14 !0 £12
CC£135 13 £95

£1645 £14
fpsonfi7625£150

longrrun f 14.TO £12
£17.63 £15
£17.63 £15

longman £17.63 £15
Epson£776 25 £150

£1880 £16
Seeoog £4113 £35

S-Von £69 33 £59

PC software
I HutchinsonEncyclopedia 1996 CD for PCArhta £4700 £40
I Windows95 CD Microsoft £9283 £79

Windows 95 FD Microsoft £92.83 £79
| Windows for Workgroups 3 11 Moomlt £76 38 £65 Ml Black Angel

<i Blinds

I CDrom software
19th CenturyBiographies, KS2.3
{needsKeynote/Key Pius)
Art in the National Curriculum, ksi-3
Artworks CD
Bitfolio 6 CD

Bitfolio 7 CD
BodywiseCD, age9-14
Breakaway Maths, age7-12
BritainSince 1930 (Anglia), KS2.3
(needs Keynole/Key Plus)
BritishBirds,age7-l6
British Isles from the Air, «2-

Angiu 17820 £24 J»C Version 2
AVP £56 40 £48 | J C Version 3
CCfnsiS £98

longman £3408 £29

Ma £4s rs £41
Stanton 5053 £43

Y77M £75 20 £64

Ang'ia £2820 £24
V17M 9165 £78

Ang/u £4S.83 £39 ]J
Cars-Maths in MotionCD,age8* Camlis Soli £4583 £39
CD Francois,age 11-16 V77M £5170 £44
Clip Art Collection (Zenta) 2enta £2820 £24
Clip-ArtCD 1 cc £.21.15 £18
Clip-ArtCD 2 CC £2175 £18
Counties of the BritishIsles, xsz-»
(needsKesrote/Xey Plus) Argfta £4583 £39
Countries of the World. KS2-4
(needs KeynoierKi-/Plusi Angij £45.83 £39,
Dictionary of the Living World Medu £49.35 £42
Dinosaurs! TheMultimediaEncyclopedia Medu £49.35 £42
Earth and Atmosphere, KS2.3 avp £79.90 £68
ElfTales CD. age5-7 Shersron 37.60 £32
Environment Series 1:Water, agen-16 yirM 7990 £68
Environment Series 2: land and Air, age n-16 wrM9i.65£78
Eureka (Anglia).icsi-3
ExploringCastles. KS7.3
Font Emporium
Frontier 2000 CD rom, «2-4
Garden Wildlife, <52
Ghosts
Granny's Garden CD, ksi.2

Ang7ia 4583 £39
Angrn £.15 83 f39
7enla £2820 £24

Canto Soft £56 40 £48
Angin £4583 £39
Media £49 35 £42

4Mat«n 30.55 £26

Guardians of the Greenwood
KS2.3 4Mat-on 4583 £39

History of Inventions Ano'ia £4583 £39
Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped)

Artworks F0
Artworks Tutorial Video
Artworks Made Easy
Audio Mixer
AudioWorks
Aztecs, age 7-n
8adger Trails,«2
Balloons, mi
Balloons (Izzyand Lizzy), ksi
Banner II
Beginning to Read, ages-7
Betsi, KS2
BigBang

Big Picture
Birds of War (not Rise PC)
Birds of War for Rise PC

CC£1I5I5 £98
Pineapple £1998 £17

Pits f7.00

VeSowstone £34 08 £29
CC £44 65 £38

Sheraton £4700 £4
Snersron £4700 £40"
ropofdg: £19 93 £17
lopo/oil £19.98 £17
Kutlian £34 08 £29

Sheraton £45 83 £39
4Mation £3760 £32
fsveore £14 10 f 12

longman £84 60 £72
founti £27 03 £23
fourth £77 03 £23
fourth £25 8$ £22

Quantum £24 68 £21
Shenton £43 48 £37

Fourth £25.85 £22
fourth f2SS5 £22

Dabs f7.00 ™£7
Data (7.00 «£7
Oata £7.00 »£7

Minerva £56 40 £48

Storm £77 15 £18

Clam iz.'33 £19
round £77.15 £18
fourth £21.15 £18

Micros £1763 £15

Storm £23.50 £20
Acorn £74 7 93 £211

WemnlftU w £12
Werewolf £23 50 £20

Clares £32 90 £28
4Marmn £.38 78 £33

Nlmg £1645 £14
Fourth £28.20 £24
Storm 1175 £10

BodywiseFD, age9-14
£ Break 147&Superpool (not Rise PC)
t Break147 8iSuperpool for Rise PC

CADet, KS3.4
Calabash Pirates,age7-n

CardShop
Carnage Inc (not RisePC)

^ Carnage Inc. forRise PC
I!> Cartoon Graphics library
I*'! Castle of Dreams, age 7-11 (not Rise po
!ic/c++
; | CDtracker

CDtracker Plus
Celebration
Chameleon, age /•
Chessll
Chocks Away Compendium
Christmas Adventure, age 5-E

Christmas Adventure
bought with another Storm title, age5-8s

Christmas Allsorts,...
Christmas Collection

^ Christmas Story.
^1 CmeWorks

jClasscardz for Result?
jClasscardz for Wordz
JClockwise, ksi-3
I ColorMobile SoftwareDriver
JComplete Animator
I Composition (R«PC only)
I Compression
I Creator II
ICrystal Rain Forest TO. KS2

»m 5.88 £5

llontS 80£16

£58
£28KSI.2 SfMESC 37 90

Oreojn£l5!.58£l29
Corron £73 50 £20

Coton £23.50 £20
.I'.'.u,; (78 20 £24

trim £56.40 £48
tola £9400 £80

Clares 98 70 £84
CC £3-1.08 £29

Alpine £54.05 £46
Stanton £42.30 £36

WO £1998 £17
fourth £25 85 122

frtpse £13 50 £20
4Mj|«n fISSO £16

bti ;/390£l48
tola 185 65 £158

SCMtK £5640 £48
Fourth r/.: v, £18

Seehlig £79.38 £25
ropotog £49 35 £42
Beetiug £21 15 £18

Oa.V.ad.1 I;* " £42
Oeoan f54 05 £46
Ortgjn £69 33 £59

4Mar»n f25 85 £22
LOOK £4348 £37

ICS £1175 £10
OtC.iAlA £24.68 £21

Oak £32,90 £28
iSV 18 80 £16

fourth £28 20 £24
fourth £28.20 £24

(ongman f30 55 £26
Beebug £6.163 £55
Seeoug£104 58 £89

FaiM £34 08 £29

Fate f)i 77 £27
fdipw f28 70 £24

Sheraron £37.60 £32
Ethernet Interface & Access* for Rise PCAtom 13983 £119
E-Type2 (not Rise PC) Fourth £2938 £25
E-Type2 for RisePC fourth £79.38 £25
E-Typc Compendium rounh [71.15 £18
Eureka3, XS2.3 longman f 10693 £91
Eye forSpelling, KSi.2 ISM £32.90 £28
Fireworkz Cotton£i03.40 £88
Fireworkz Pro Cor!onfl6333£139
FirstLogo. KSI.2 longmjn (2938
First Page.KSJ-4 Longman £5993 £5

35 £42 l.^Darkwood
Inventorsand Inventions, age9-14 W7M lists
Kid Pix2 CD. «!.? £SM £49.
Kingfisher Children's Micropedia,ksi-3 ISM [75jo £64
MagpieCD tongman £7167 £61
Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spacetecn £39.95 £34
Mission: Control - CrystalRainForest2 CD,ageM l

Sherston S0.53 £43
Multimedia for Schools Angiu £86.95 £74

J NaughtyStoriesVolumes 1 and 2 (set of 12)CD,agos-7
Stanton 69 33 £59

Nelsonand HisNavy.KS7.1 Angiu £5758 f49
Patch the Puppy, age3-6 4Mation 41.13 £35
PDCD-1 Oarafle £23 50 £20
PDCD-2 Daar* £23 50 £20
PDCD-3 Data* £2350 £20
PhotobaseDecades The 1960s longman £5993 £51
Photobase Decades: The Victorians longman £59.93 £51
Photobase: Science longnuo f59.93 £51
PicturePoint CD, KSI.J [ongman £3525 £30
PlantwiseCD, ageg-14 Sherston 50.53 £43
Primary Maths lora 56.40 £48
RidiculousRhymes CD, age7. Stanton 4583 £39

Robert Duncan Cartoon Kit
See the examples in this ad! Ma ts is £41
Romans! Angta £4583 £391
RustyDreamer. KS2 Shenron 5640 £48
Science Series 1: Elements, age14-16 VWM £91.65 £78
Science Series 7: Materials, age11-16 vrrM 9165 £78
ScienceSeries3: Electricity and Magnetism,Primary,

_e7-16 YITM £68.15 £58
IScience Series 3:Electricity andMagnetism, Secondary,

age7-16 VI7M fgi65 £78
ScienceSeriesDoublePack,agen-16 vjtM t3S65£118
Science Series Triple Pack, age7-16 nrr.t 704.4s£174
SharewareCD 2mu £2820 £24l
Sherston ClipArtCollection Sheraton 5640 £481
Survival's Mysteries ofNature Anghj £45 83 £391

j Darry! theDragon, ksi,2
DataPowcr
DataPower 2
Dazzle I
Demon's Lair
DeskEdit 4
Desktop ScreenTurlle, ksi-3
Desktop Thesaurus
Diagram!!
DigitalSymphony
DigitalSymphony4 CDRom
Dinosaur Discovery.«2
Disc Rescue
Draw8ender
DRAW_Changer v2
Draw Print fi Plot
DrawWorks2
Dungeon (not Rise PC)
Dungeon for RisePC
Earthwarp, KSJ
EasyC
EasyC+4
EasyClip

EasyFont 3
Eclipse Collection
ElfTales FD.

Great Games
for Christmas!
SPECIAL BARGAINS
limited period only

ORDER E.
TO AVOID

DISAPPOINTMENT

Alone in the Dark
AiduK)-,

Bum Out
Champions Compilation (notR>,

Cobalt Seed
Command Ship

Crystal Maze ago7
i Dune II CD

Dune IIFD.^mBWm

Fire & Ice
Global Effect
Heirndall

HighR.:,c Racingfoi RiseOS3 1
Interdicto' 2 i-v: StrongARM

OROtR

lime
running

K?S Pond 2 '(noiR.Kl'CI
feCollection(hotRoc.ct)

NoiMorelemmings(reg i
• ':old

: • . 'IK-v.PC)
I'.'IOUS

5<irQon Cars Dc-luxe

Sim City .
Sim City 2000 forAsooo
Simon the Sorcerer CD

£19.08 £17
77.63 £15

h 7 05 £6
KriS4/a 10.55 £9

•:•

rttmen £'.} S3 fit
£25:85. £22

50 £20

as -a£25
itmestv f-!-',-35 £34

Simon the Sorcerer FD

it Rise PC)
it Racer 20O0 for Rise PC

Tanks
Golf

ual Golf- Augusta Course

mW £3290

KrnAs

fourl/l 12820 f24
£28.20 £24

:«£21
£25 S5 £22

IS 28 £.13

£28
'63 £15

IIyou are not sure which
games to choose,our(rtendly
sales team willho happy to
advise you Prices star! at
under £10, so wo are bound to
have a game suitable for all
pockets and all age groups.

!• We have rriiiny special Oilers
only available until Christmas

FirstWords with Smudge, age 4
Fistlore
Flight Path, age9*
Flossythe Frog, ksi
Flossythe Frog Art Disc

MFontasy

mFontasy/DrawBender/Placard

Font Designers Toolkit

Font Directory 2
FontFX
Font Pack 277
Font Pack 298
Font Pack 312
Formula Two Thousand
Formulix
Freddy's Adventure, KS1
FreddyTeddy, ksi
Frontier 2000 FD, K52-4
Full Phase
Full Phase * 2
Genesis Professional

J Genesis Project
; Geordie Racer, KS2
l Giant Killer, KS2.3

Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 1
Dalafile £3525 £30

Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 2
Dalatte £37.60 £32

Granny's Garden FD, ksi.2
Graphics Loaders
Graphics on the ARM Machines

- Hard Disc Companion 2
5 jHatchback, age 7*

Haunted House
Hearsay II
HighRiseRacingfor RiseOS <3.1
Holed Out Compendium
Home Accounts
HTMLEdit v2

HyperStudio
Illusionist
ImageBank
imageFS 2
ImageMaster
Image Outlmer
Impression (Dabs)

Storm £23 50 £201
Mystery f24.68 £211

Storm £2820 £241
4Mal;on £24.68 £21 [
.IMatm £1175 f101

7CS £77.63 £15

ICS £35.25 £30
CSV £2820 £24

ICOK £4348 £37 fj
Dala Store £10.58 £9 j»

i5V £2350 £20 !•
iSV £2350 £20 «'
iSV 23.50 £20 J

TBA £23.50 £20 *
CC £7520 £64 ;

fopotog £19.93 £17 fc
7opo'og £1998 £17 I*

CamtaSoft £32.90 £28^^
SfMffiC £44.65 £38
S£M£RC £5640 £48

CU"r£73l.60£112
Oat £55.23 £47 ^

longman f30.55 £26
ropofag £22.33 £19

4Maron f24 68 £21
CC £4230 £36

Dibs £700 "£7
eeeoug £5170 £44

4Mawm £3760 f32
Fourth £23.50 £20 '. S

Seeoug £6933 £59 k 5
7-lodus f23.50 £20 f-
fourth WI.15 £18

Mir-.ma £37.73 £27
RComp 44 65 £38

TAG £115.15 £98
Clares £4700 £40
Man £28.20 f24

Altemum £4583 £39
f>*ng £2320 £74

Uta £54 05 £46
CUiM £7.00 "£7

Impression Publisher
CC £135.(3 £115

Impression Publisher Plus cc£267.9o £228
Impression Publisher Resource Disc DfC.cwrA £12 93 f11

Impression Style ccfS8i3£75l
ImpressionStyleResourceDisc OEC.dATA £12.93 £11n
Impressive Quantum £14 10 £121
InterTalk Acorn £9165 f78

terTalk site licence Atom£346.63 f295
Investigator IV(notRise PC) VTI £49.35 £42
James Pond - Underwater Agent / RunningWater.
KSI-4 SkfTHV £3290 £28

Junior Database, ksi-3 /ota £52.88 £45
Junior PinPoint. KSI,2 tongman £35.75 £30

Junior Sibelius! ksi.2 s*ei«£55.40 £48
Jurassic Clipart
KeyAuthor
Keynote 7 0
KeyPlus 3.0
Keystroke
Kid Pix, KSI.2
Kid Pix 2 FD, ksi.2
Landmaiks - Columbus, KS2.3
Iandmarks- Egypt, ks2,3
Landmarks- Second World War, KS7.3 longman £30.55 £26
landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930, KS2.3

Longman £1645 £14
Iandmarks Datafile looking at the Worid. KS2.3

lonoman £7645 £14^
Landmarks Micrcworids - The Victonans, KS2.3

longman £3055 £26
Logic Gates Si Counters, KS2.3 Camboarrf £14 10 f 12
logic Mania fourth 3290 f28
LookI Hear! Talking Topics (set of 6), age5-7

Shenron £6463 £55
R1V longman £30.55 £26

MacFS cc £99,88 £85
MacFSLight CC £5288 £45
Magic Maths Creaore £2938 £25
Magnetoids Oegan £23.50 £20
Magpie FD longman £7167 £61
Masterfile 3 Eeehug £5288 £45
Mathematics Through WinLogo. KS3 longman £3575 £30
MathMania, KS2-4 ropotog ClSio £24
Mathsbook (Topologika) ropo/bg 28.20 £24
MathsCard Creanie 44.65 £38
Maths CirCUS, KSI-3 4Mation [2938 £25
Maths Odyssey compfur £47.00 £40
Merp/ Mirror Image 79A £19.98 £17
MidiBox ropotog [28.20 £24
Midi Synthesizer (needs16-twsound) £SP £44.65 £38
Mission- Control - Crystal RainForest 2 FD.age7-tl

Sheraton £50 53 £43
Morpheus
Mouse in Holland, ksi.2
Music Box. ksi.2

Music Studio 32
My World 2
Naughty Stories Volume 1 (set of 6) FD.ages-7

Sheraton 45.83 £39
Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, age5-7

Sheraton f(4.00"£14
Naughty Stories Volume 2 (set of 6) FD,ageS-7

Stanton 4S83 £39
Navigator. KS2-4
Network Acorn
New TeddyBears' Picnic,ksi
NightSky
Noot, age 4-12
Notate, ks2-4.
Nstoie 4D
Numbettime, ksi
Oak PCB II
Occasion

OmniClient
Orrery

Ovation Pro
Ovation Resource Disc

UbtrcS £1763 £15
Angia £63.45 £54
AngSa £31.73 £27r,:
AngJa £69 33 £59|jjj

CJuanrum £3790 £28
£SM £31.73 £27
ISM £3995 £34

Longmm £30 55 £26
Longman £30.55 £26

Oegan £4113 £351
•IMabon (29.38 £251
ropolog f37.60 £321

longman (9635 £82 I
SFMERC £44.6S £38 i

'opoiog £3995 £34
SEMfRC £IJ.00»£11

Shenron 36.43 £31
Clares £7167 £61

4Mltion [4818 £41j
longman £71.67 £61

US [4348 C37'
Longman 13055 £26:

Oak £77 55 166
£xp<AN £68.15 £581 k-

Acorn 1145.63 £975
Spacerech £6933 £59

Beeoug £191.53 £163
P£C_dATA f9.40 £8

OxfordReadingTree Stage 7 MoreTalkingStoriesA,
IageS-7 Sheraton f4t.i3 £35!

OxfordReadingTree Stage 2 StoryBooks,ages-7
Simston £9.00 w£9 |

Oxford ReadingTree Stage 2 TalkingStoriesFD,
age5-7 Sheraron £4113 £35,1

OxfordReading Tree Stage 2 Wrens TalkingStories,
age5-7 Sheraton £45 83 £39'J

OxfordReadingTree Stage 3 More TalkingStoriesA,
age 5-7 Shenton £41.73 £35|
OxfordReadingTree Stage 3 Story Books,age5-7

Sheraton £9.00 w£9'
Oxford TalkingInfant Atlas FD. ksi sherston £27.33 £19
Parish MagazineClipArtCollection occdAM £18.60 £161
Party. Wedding 8i Anniversary Collection

DCCJATA (1528 £131
PC Pro Aleph 4700 £40:|
PC X86 Software Acorn £12.93 £11i
PenDown, KSI-3 longman £6580 £56J!
PenDown DTP longman £63.75 £58
PenDown Etoiles, K53.4 longman £65.80 £561
PenDown Plus. <S2-t longnan C963S £87



Persona! Accounts V3
Phases - Ancient Egyptians
Photodesk v2
Photodeskv? Light
PicturePoint FD, KSt.J
PinPoint 2, KS3.4

^ Pinpoint Datafile Animal Kingdom, KS2.3 tongmanf16.45 f14
• PinPoint Datdfile Diet and Nutrition, KS3.4

Longman £1645 £14
PinPoint Datafile Second World War, KS3.4

Longman £1645 £141**

Apncott £4348 £37 IBTurboDriver Epson Stylus800 CC £4583 £39
SCMCK 132 90 £78 ^•TurbcDriver MP CC £4583 £39

Spj:e:csh 26190 £228 ^H Twain Canon IX incl Scan-light Professional
Spateteth 137 78£113H Pilling (IBSO £16
lo.ig.-njn £3575 £30HTwain Epson G18000. 65C0 Piling aa.80 £16
longman c02 S3 £79 ^(Twain HP Scanjet II. He, Ilex iv.mg cis.so £16

[TWO (Task and Window Organiser) res (11.7S £10
TypeStudio
Undelete
Vector, aoo9»
Versatile
Virtualise
ViVID 20
Vox Box
Voyage of Discovery, age9-13
Wardrobe, KS1

Beebug £32.90 £28 5J
Quantum 17.63 £15 ~
4Mafwn 168 IS £58

Longman (47 00 £40
Clam 12350 £20

iSV 12S3 £11
Clarei £47 00 £40

Sncslon (36.43 £31
ropotog £19.98 £17

Pinpoint Datafile Solar System. <S3.4 Longman as 45 £14
(Placard res £11.75 flOlSjl

• 5»Shmton 149 35 £42
SMSW (24 M £21 t,

Topolog £74 68 £21 J
Clares 04.03 £63 if

fSM £77.33 £19
NtaoS £17.63 £15 | j

iPlantwiseFD. acjea-u
IPlaydays, age 3-8
I Playground, <si

Plot
Podd, KS1.2
Prehistoric Animals Graphics

» Watch - MagicGrandad 90 YearsAgo iiwnm.inno.55 £26
Web Designer's Toolkit
What Do You Know?, ago 4.
WinLogo, ksi-4

a—World Geography Maps
World WildlifeGraphics

.aWorraCad
li Worst Witch, ago 7-10(no:KxcPC)
^ Zig Zag- Vikings

Zoo. <Si

K-Conip 28.20 £24
CamliiSoll £23.50 £20

Longman £84.60 £72
MvoS (28 20 £24
M'CroS £17 63 £15

Oak £76 38 £6S
Snrnlon (28 20 £24

Longman £3878 £33
Topotog £1998 £17

Primary Teachers Clip ArtStarter SetotOMM fis?8 £13 ^
{ PrimeSolver Full version, KSl-4 Mrwva £57.58 £49 i^

ProArtisan 24 (RuePConly) Cia-ci 98 70 £84 -
ProCAD. <S4 Mtierva (292 58 £249
Prophet 2 Apncoie(168 03f)43

\ PublishArt Release 2. Artworks format Snarl £3408 £29
• PublishAn Release 2, Draw format Smart £34os £29

Puddle, ksi ropotog £1998 £17

R QuicKey ks mw £10 3
S Rainbow, KS1.2 Longman £3575 £30
}I Real McCoy 4 tounh (2S.8S £22
i Real McCoy 5 - found 32.90 £28
! Recordz Cotton £10978 £93
j» Report Generator isv isso £16 '
• Report Writer, KSt-4 Creatne 4465 £38
• IResultz Colton £88 19 £75
y Revelation ImagePro 24bit. limited offer, «2-4

I IDE hard disc kits

Revolver
Rhapsody 2

Dabs Guides
only £7

Artworks Made Easy

Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the
ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Steps

ter, «2-4 >,;
longman £45 83 £39 i •

«4w£12 '
£5640 £48SI

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Series
- ADD tU TO INCLUDE OUR CD RUNG SYSTEM -
- OR £5 IFYOU REQUIRE A USERPORT-
80 Mb IC5£I750S£149

240 Mb es cmsa £169
540 Mb ICS£743 23 £207
Smaller sizes are now rare so please check availability

IDE Internal Hard DiscKitfor Archimedesrange

W 540 Mb ics 233 83 £199 |S
1000 Mb ics 276.13 £235
1.6 Gb ICS 339 5S £789

7S)torc

or FREE with
one of these

Artworks • Big Picture
C/C++ • Easy C (++)

Impression Style
Impression Publisher

(Plus)
Pendown • Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24
Textease

Rise OS 3.1upgrades

The best IDE filing system
Password protection • Disc partitioning •

• Not limited to 512 Mb*
Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

All ICS CD products require Rise OS 3.1 or later

* .Rhapsody3 Owes £8695 £74
| Rhythm-Bed ClanM £44 65 £38
1 Ridiculous Rhymes FD. age 7. Shcoton £45 83 £39
' RISC OS3 First Steps Oata £700 ">£7
iRISC OS3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol1-4

A3000 CD bargains
JDo you already have an ICS IDE Interface?
new LOW prices

6-speed Upgrade for A3000 Serieswith ICSIDE
ICS 724 43 £191

8-speed Upgrade for A3000 Serieswith ICSIDE
nCS 245.58 £209

-You need Rise OS 3.1 and a free external IDEconnector-
Checkthe versionnumber of your IDEFS module.

press F12and type 'Help IDEFS
If it is 3.14 or more you just pay the above prices.

If it 7 5 or more but less than 3.14
your interface needsa modificationcosting £19.

If it is less than 2.5 please call for advice

5-Base 2 Personal
Schema 2
Score Draw

EBjScreenTurtie. KSi-3
™ Search andRescue, age 9.

Sea Rescue, age 7-9
Seashore Guide
SecurelT-Plus
Seelinks - Ourselves, ksi.2
Serenade
Shakespeare Show
SnapeFX Data Store £1058 £9
Sibelius 6. KS3.4 ibeHus f ISO 95£154j
Sibelius 7 Sibttms£974 08 £829
SimpleCircuits.XS7.3 Camboard £2820 £24
Simple Control. «2.3 Camboard £71.15 £18
Sleuth 2 Betbog£10928 £93
smArt,age7. 4Maton £3878 £33
smArtFaces:English 4Mawn f17.63 £15
smArtFantasy 4Matmn £17.63 £15
smArt Fashion 4Matran £17.63 £15
smArtFiler, age 7» 4Maiwi £28.20 £241
smArtHomes: English 4Ma(.on £1763 £1!
Smudge Discovers the World, age 5-9 Sromi 4465 £381
Smudge Punctuates, age5» Storm 3290 £28
Smudgethe Scientist,age4. storm £44.65 £38
Smudge the Spaniel, aje4. storm £2733 £19|
SomersetTalkingComputer ProjectLearningMaterials

Longman £3O.OOi,!£30
Space City, age 7-9
SparkFS
SpeakingStarspell
Special
Spellingweek-by-week, W2

_.Spex+ Full version
S Spex*Homeversion

Image, age7-16

Acorn £105 00 "£105
RISC OS 3.1 Documentation Mom £32.90 £28
RISC OS3.6 Programmer'sReferenceManualvol 5a

Acorn «s.oo«£35
Rise PC Technical Reference Manual Acorn £55 oo^tSS
RollVT Paragon £24 68 £21 g
Rosie and Jim
Duck loses hisQuack, age 3-6 Snereton CUM £10 ti

Rosieand Jim:Jimgets the Sneezes,age3-6
Shmton £11.75 £10

Round the World Yacht Race, age 9> storm £28 20 £24
RTFand WordPerfect Loaders and Savers cc £32.90 £28
Sally and Wally Orcgan £23.50 £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses Fourth £17.63 £15
S-Base 2 Developer tongmanfios.io £92

longman £5523 £47 I
Cla-esflllSS £95 I
Clares £51.70 £441

Topolog £3995 £341
Storm £2820 £241

IDE CD onlykits
- ALL ICS CD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1-

6-speed for A3000 Series
6-speed for Archimedes
6-speed for RisePC
6-speed + HDF5for A3000 Series
6-speed * HDFS for RisePC
8-speed for A3000 Series

SnZor] £2933 £251\ | f-speed for Archimedes
Micros £17 63 £15fiy 8-speedforRise PC

Camber £34 08 £29 igf^ *»°g for A3000 Series
£SM £31 73 f27 3 8-speed + HDFS forRise PC

Oarcs £88.1.3 £75 ^ El$r\ W** <"' fffi ^ropo-og £45.83 £39 ? ......-,.,..•..•..IDECD Interface for Archimedes
IDE CD Interface for Rise PC
IDE CD + HD Interface for Rise PC

ICS 269 08 £229
ICS 257 33 £219
ICS IS863£135
ICS 282 CO £240
ICS 171.55 £146
ICS 28905 £246..^
iCS 776I3£235|!J GamesPadDual
ICS 173.90 £148
ICS 301.98£257
ICS 188 00 £160
ICS (83.43 £71
ICS £68 15 £58
ICS £64.63 £55
ICS £77.55 £66

\Acom
Rise PC700 5M HD540 14" Monitor Acorn 152633 £1299
Ri5CPC700 5MHD540 4xCD 14" Monitor 164383 £1399
RiscPC700 10MHD1GB 14- Monitor Atom I76U3£1499
Rise PC700 10M HD1GB 17" Monitor Atom 2IUS3 £1799

:RiscPC700 10MHDlGB4xCD 14" Monitori878 83£1599
•RiscPC700 10MHD1GB4XCD 17" Monitor773l 33E1899

Ate/ili 464.13£395
Castle £44.65 £38

Aljystemi 20445 £174
Momwide £11163 £95

Acornf779 13£195
Mom 116.33 £99

. Cx 5x86-100 Card for RisePC
E5 Ergo Keyboard forRise PC

5 ;Power-tec SCSI IICard for RisePC
f Rise PC 1- 2 Mb VRAM Upgrade
3 Rise PC 2 MbVRAM
5. RisePC Case Upgrade
|]| Rise PC (Series 8 and above) Single Slice Upgrade
rtJ| Atom 88 13 £75
»j Rise PC Sound Card Mom £68 IS £58. ^
~M Rise PC x86 Card 5x86 Acorn 467 65 £398 >j 3
fjRiscPC x86 Card DX7-66 Atom(29l .40 £248 ft

I Rise PCx86 Card DX4-100 Atom (350 15£298
a SCSI II Interface for Rise PC Cvmana£193 88 £165

• SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit 41.13 £35
\ I SIMM 8 Mb 32bit 52.68 £45

SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit 92.83 £79
SIMM 32 Mb 32 bit 188 CO£160
StrongARM Processor upgrade Acorn 29i4o£248
StrongARM bought with computer Acorn 116.33 £99

Acorn portables
:A-linkfor Pocket Book
Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 1 Mb for Pocket Book
Mains Adaptor forPocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book
Pocket Book II 756K
Pocket Book II 1MB

Acorn 5993 £51
Acorn £9283 £79
Acom £119.85 £102
Acorn £18 80 £16
Acorn £3290 £28
Acorn £238.53 £203
Acom 31608 £269

Other hardware
1A305/3107440RISC OS3 Carrier Board uu (22.33 £191
1A7000 4M1ID540

A7000 4MHD540 4xCD
Auto-Scan 1438 Monitor (14")

I AKF 50 alternative
Auto-Scan 1450 Monitor (14")

] AKF 60 alternative Microwrec £229.13 £195 Jj§
IBackplane, 4-slot 4-layer with fan TO £64.63 £551;
ICasioQV-10ACamera Mom 40S9o£348[iij
IColorMobile Direct Scanner forWindows

Pmn.u£l7S.08£149

JColorMobile OfficeScannerfor Windows
Pnmax £233.83 £199

Acorn 1056 33 £899 I
Acom 1173.8? £999I

Micravir«f29963£255l

DeskTV Entry level ydtowstone £192 70£164j
DeskTV Standard (with Tuner) Yellowstone£232.65 £198t
DMI 30 Au»of106.93 £91 [
DMI50-S Aurf.o£ 192 70 £1641
Ergo Keyboard Cas*£115.15 £981
Ethernet Interface, A400 10base2+T Access*

Atomw.de£116 33 £99[
FanKit forA300/A400Series KS £17 63 £15[

GamesW £35 25 £301
GamesPad ProDual Gamesw £3995 £341
GT-5000 A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner (parallel port)

fpson£410.08£3491
iTV Warn £19740 £168|
Lambda16 Warn£115;IS £98
Midi Max CC £79.90 £68
Midi Port Standard Podule forA5000, A7000, Rise PC 5

Acom 63.45 £54 j
MovieMagic CC£232 65£1981
MozartDigital Audio YWowstone £6933 £591
PD Cartridge, 650 Mb Rewritable Panasonic £44 65 £38 j
Power Switch GamesW £19 93 £17[

5PowerWAVE 50XG Audio (292.58 £249 i
Printer PortSampler vn £57.58 £491
ScanLigh1256 CC £150.40 £128 \
SeanLight256 for A300O/301O/3070/A4OO0

CC£162.I5£138C
ScanLight Video 256 A310/400/500CVRiscPC

t CC£22090£188l
M ScanLight Video 256A3000/A4000 CC (220.90 £188 J
Z. Sound Force 1 Multimedia PC Speaker System

QuicJSno! £3995 £341
- Sportster Vi 14.4 LIS Robotics £112 80 £96 J

a Sportster V! 28.8 USR £179.78 £1531
-.Tele-Card xos 177.43 £1511
R Tele-Card +Teletext-Turbo xos 420 65 £358 j
J TV Tuner with Teletext CC £173 90 £148)
H User Port Analogue / MIDI for A3000 Series and A4000)

Acorn 68.15 £58\
|S User PortAnalogue / MIDI forA5CO0, Rise PC

Acorn 98 70 £841
f S Vision 24A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal 11CCS10223 £871

s; A3000 1 - 2 Mb, Upgradable
I A3000 1 - 4 Mb
" A3010 1 - 2 Mb

A30l04Mb
A3020/A40002-4Mb
A5000 2 - 4 Mb

I Printers

im £6iio £52
IFfi. 99.88 £85
flL £44.65 £38
IHL 9283 £79
ITCL £86.95 £74
IFfl £76.38 £65

5'

U

BJ-30 Bubble Jet Printer (Black/White) Canonf162.15 £138
BJC-70 Colour Bubble Jet Printer (8lackAVhite)

Canon £71033£179
BJC-210 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon £175.08 £149
BJC-740 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon 2W.331U9
BJC-620 Colour Jet Bubble Jet Printer Canon 33188 £325
BJC-6xx Ink Cartridge. Black High CapadtyCanon 14.10 £12 |r
BJC-6xx InkCartridge, Cyan Canon 1175 f 10 II
BJC-6xxInk Cartridge, Magenta Canon 11.75 £10
BJC-6xx InkCartridge. Yellow Canon n.75 £10
BJC-4100 Colour Bubble Jet Printer Canon .23J.8J £199 » i
BJC-4200Colour BubbleJet Printer Canon 26438£225 M

ubble JetPrinter [inBJC-4550 Colour

B)C-4xxxCartridge, Colour
BJC-4xxx Cartridge. Black
BJC-4xxx Ink Tank, Black
BJC-4xxxInk Tank, Colour
DeskJet 340
DeskJet 500 Series / Deskwritcr Ink Cartridg'
Blackhigh capacity hp £24.68

DeskJet 500 SeriesTri-chamberColour Ink Cartridge
up (246s £21

Desklet 660C
DeskJet 690C
DeskJet600 SeriesInk Cartridge. Black
DeskJet600 SeriesInk Cartridge. Colour
DeskJet 870Cxi
EP-L Toner Cartridge for IBP-4
EP-SIIToner Cartridge for LBP-8
LaserJet 5L

!Stylus 200
IStylus 500

Stylus Color 200
20 mo

too

Car n 36308 £309
Canon £4700 £40
Canon £3055 £26
Canon £10 58 £9

Canon [17.63 £15
HP(199 75 £170

£21

HP£246.75 £210
IIP 264.38 £225
HP 24 63 £21
IIP 27.03 £23
HP(44063 £375

Canon [69.33 f59
Canon £81.08 £69

HP 393.63 £335
fpson 14805£126
Epson 287.88 £245

Cpion 182.13 £155

TcE! %
for details

HOW TO ORDER

IDE HD + CD kits
- FOR A3000 SERIES-

- ALLICSCD PRODUCTSREQUIRE RISCOS 3.1 - ! !!80 Mb* 6-speed
80 Mb + 8-speed
240 Mb + 6-speed

240 Mb + 8-speed
540 Mb + 8-speed

ICS 374.83 £3191
ICS 39363 £3351
ICS 421.83 £359

•14063 £375
ICS 478 73 £407

Carriage is free within mainland UK if you pay
on ordering.

Cheques should be made payable to Ian
Copestake Limited.
You may also pay by credit card, debit card or
Switch. We normally make no charge for this,
and take no payment until goods are
despatched. Weneedyour address as known
to tne card issuer, the card number and expiry
date, and the valid from date and issue
number ifany.
Ifyou leavean order on our answering machine
please include your telephone number, your
card details as above, and your calculation of
the total payment due.
Official orders are welcome from UK edu
cational and government institutions (invoices
are due for payment within 14 days and are
subject to carriage and late payment charges).
Prices including VAT are shown in italics,
followed by the price excluding VAT: eg
"fit 75 £10". Zero-rated items are marked
VO. Please pay the amount including VAT
unless you are a VAT-registered EC customer
outside the UK, in which case please quote
your international VAT number. Ours is
GB 595 7258 84.

w

Hard discs & CDs

:| Split an
RS Sptosht

Spobbleoid Fantasy
-'' StarFighter 3000

Starspell
StartWrite
Stereoworld
Stig of the Dump. KS2.3 (notRisc
StrongGuard
Studio24 + Studio24Pro
Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks

Table Aliens ages
TableMate 3
TABS
TalkingAnimated Alphabet, age3-6
TalkingClocks, ttt.2
Talking PenDown. ksi -3
Talking Rhymes Pack 1, KSI
TalkingTextease
TechWriter
TechWriter Professional
Teletext-Turbo
Termite Basic

Termite Internet
Textease Version 2

Shetston £29 38 £25
Piling (23.50 £20
frsher £48 18 £41

KS £1175 £10
Chaltaolt £28.20 £24

Aipex £4465 £38
Aspex £38 78 £33

Snenlon £1998 £17
Kurgan (44 65 £38

foun:ri£37 9o£28
fedtlet (2703 £23

fisner £3055 £26
Icon £6463 £55

Fourth £32.90 £28
Sherslon £7820 £24

ARM Club 23 50 £20
Pineapple £145.70£124

Fourth £1880 £16

Sherston £77 03 £23
Oawarti £3408 £29

Aspe«£l"t( £95
STwiton £32.90 £28
Topotog £3760 £32

Longman £73.73 £67
ropotog (28.20 £24
Softease £7520 £64

Iconf 169.70 £144
/con £724 43 £191
XOS 267 90 £228

Doggy £5758 £49

Doggy £92 83£79
Softeaje£56--o£48

I TimeDetectives ... The Victorians, KS2 Shmun £4935 £42'
ITime Machine fourth £72 33 £19
iTimeTraveller-Britain Since 1930. XS2 ism £31 73 £27
[time Traveller-The Victorians. KS2 fSM £31.73 £27
I TimeTraveller - Tudors8 Stuarts, K52 £5M £31.73 £27 1
ITinyDraw/TinyLogo,KSi.2 Fopoiog £2938 £25
iTopModel Spaceiecb 115 15 £98
iTopoqrapher Clams £69 33 £59
I Touch Type tota £44.65 £38
I Trace Piling £10.58 £9
iTrecka tea fi998 £17
iTurboOriverCanon CC £45 83 £39

IDECD Drive 6-speed
IDECD Drive 8-speed
IDE 2'/i" Hard Disc, 240 Mb
IDE2'/." Hard Disc, 540 Mb
IDE 3V5" Hard Disc, 540 Mb

IDE 3'// Hard Disc, 1000 Mb
IDE37," Hard Disc. 1.6 Gb
IDE HD interface for A3000 Series
IDE HD Interface for Archimedes
IDEHD Interface for Rise PC
IDE HD Interface + User Port for A3000 Series

iCS £9783 £79
Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes KS (17 63 £15

* Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A3000 ics £823 £7
; Hard Disc Fitting Kit forA3020 KS (823 £7
! Hard Disc Fitting Kit forRise PC5'/."bay ics (7350 £20
J Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 27/ to 3'/," ICS £8 23 £7
5 Second Hard Disc Fitting Kit forA5000 ICS £1763 £15
k Second Hard Disc Y Power Lead KS £8 23 £7

ICS 10340 £88
KS 173 38 £105
1CS£I2S0S£109
ICS 177.73 f 147
ICS 175.06 £149

ICS2I7.38 £185
ICS 280.83 £239
KS (88 13 £75

Ki "°l°, rf2fi'r« Vision 24 AS000/400/300/RisC PC HCCS 102 23 £87
iCS £7050 toll , J vi5i0n24 508 line A3000/301CV302O/40OO internal
IieS ! fl ,.rr< .„,

Removable discs
I IDE Removable HardDiscKitfor A5000.270 Mb

ICS £471.83 £359
I IDERemovable Hard Disc Kitfor Rise PC, 270 Mb

KS £421.83 £359
[IDE 3TV" Removable Hard Disc Cartridge SQ310. 105 Mb

SyQuest 2938 £25
I IDE 3/i" Removable Hard Disc Cartridge S0327.270Mb

SyQuest 4230 £36
I RemovableHard DiscFittingKitfor A5000KS £2938 £25
I Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit forRise PC 5'/."bay

KS £73 50 £20

POSTAGE IS FREE
FOR f'K'l I'AIU SALES IN Till UK

Visit our
http://www.ianco.demon.co.uk
for up-to-the-minute prices and special otters on

over 2000 products!

Memory
IA305/310/440 I - 4 Mb

HCCS 13630 £1161
Vision 24 508 line A5000/400/300/Risc PCi(CCSi36.30£116 I
Vision Master Colour Monitor 15" ilyamj 295.00£295

I Vision MasterColourMonitor17" iiyama 545.00£545
J Vision Master Colour Monitor 17" Pro lyama 645.00£645
• Whisper FanQuietener(forA300/A400Seriesonly)

ICS £17.63 £15
WItzoS (or A5000 KS £45 S3 £39
ZipDisc 100 Mb vn 1645 £14
Zip Pack (dnve + disc) vn 17390 £148

lfUf!38 65£l18 ,

Overseas carriage: If you are paying by credit
card we will add airmail and insurance at cost.
Otherwise please add £6 (Europe) or at least
£12 (elsewhere) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft payable at
a London clearing bank, or Eurocheques for
not more than £100 each.

All products, prices and specifications are
offered in good faith and are subject to
availabilityand change without notice. Special
offers apply onlywhile stocks last. Goods are
guaranteed but we do not supply them on
approval. Returns (in original packaging) and
cancellations can only be accepted by prior
agreement and there may be a charge to
cover the costs involved.

i
I

«

:
Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer

Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limitedplease

Dept U612,1 Kington road
West Kirby, WIRRAL

Merseyside, England, L48 5ET
Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk

http://www.ianco.demon.co.uk
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Microsoft to convert Windows to the ARM

WELL, YES and no. Microsoft has decided

to produce a version of Windows 95 for
small handheld computers called Windows
CE and only recently has disclosed that it
is to be converted for the ARM range of
processors. This drastically slimmed down
version of Windows 95 is to be supplied in
only 4Mb of ROM and needs a mere 2Mb
of RAM to run it. It is a 32-bit, multi-task
ing, multi-threaded operating system that
has an open architecture design and comes
supplied with support for a variety of
devices. It will be supplied with Microsoft

Internet Explorer for surfing the Internet
and the OS will contain software for

communicating and exchanging informa
tion with Windows-based PCs.

Microsoft will be supplying the software
to hardware designers in 1997 and finished
products are expected to start at around
£500. All this will have profound impact on
Psion who were rumoured to be launching
a Psion 4.0 in 1997 which is said to contain

a StrongARM processor with speech recog
nition. If anyone is worried (or
delighted?) about this being a small step
towards the possibility of a version of
Windows 95

S>
being converted *
to the Acorn plat
form, don't hold
your breath...

ffl WncfowsfCE
!"•— !••""•

New Acorn

Users group
SASAUG is a new group for all users of
Acorn computers who live within the
Surrey and Sussex area of England. The
group are meeting for the first time of
January 30 1997 from 8pm till 10pm in
The Holbrook Tythe Barn, North
Horsham, West Sussex. The evening will
feature Gordon Taylor, on behalf of
ART, demonstrating a wide range of
applications on a StrongARM-powered
Rise PC, running at 200MHz.

Contact Stuart Bell at sabell@argonet.
co.uk for more details.

MellDI, a 32 track

MIDI sequencer
THE LACK OF good MIDI sequencers on the Acorn platform
has been long overdue. MellDI by Liquid Silicon may change
all of that by offering a huge range of professional features
like: 32-track pattern based MIDI sequencer, standard MIDI file
import/export, tempo/pitch bend/aftertouch/velocity/
controller maps, drum pattern and Piano roll editors,
supports any Acorn-compliant MIDI interface, up to 64 inde
pendent MIDI channels and still runs in a 2Mb machine with
room to spare!

It is due out in the first quarter of 1997 with an enhanced
fully professional version to follow later in the year.

Liquid Silicon is offering an advanced Beta version of MellDI
due to public demand. If you've got e-mail access then you
can even join a special MellDI mailing list.

Contact Liquid Silicon for more details at FREEPOST EH2725,
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR. Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592)
596102. E-mail: liquid@cableinet.co.uk, WWW:
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/

StrongARM goes from
strength to strength
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT Corporation has revealed that its
StrongARM SA-110 microprocessor has jumped to the lead among
CPUs for Internet/intranet appliances and thin-client computer
products. Due to its low cost and high performance, companies
from around the world are flocking to Digital in order to license
the use of the device in their own systems.

WyseTechnology, who makes approximately 80 per cent of the
industry computer terminal sales and LG Electronics, an affiliate
of Lucky Goldstar Group, one of the world's largest consumer
companies are just two of the companies who have already stated
their goal in producing StrongARM powered computers for the
consumer and industrial markets. At this time we can't speculate
what direct involvement Acorn has with these companies but as it
is part owner of ARM Ltd, Acorn can't lose.

CJE number change
THE NEW contact numbers for CJE Micro's, an Acorn Centre
of Technology, are, tel: (01903) 523666, fax: (01903) 523679.
WWW: http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/

New images for ImageFS
ALTERNATIVE PUBLISHING has just
released v2.30 of its hugely popular
graphic file converter - ItnagcFS. This
package was originally designed to
handle the fast and easy conversion of
foreign bit-map graphics into Sprites.
Now v2.30 can just as easily convert a
Sprite into any one of dozens of types like
TIFF, GIF, BMP, JPEG, MacPaint,
PhotoShop or even Psion3 images.

Other extra features included are a

redesigned front end to allow easier
tailoring of its configuration, more sub-
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graphic formats like 16-bit or CMYK
Windows 95 BMPs, PhotoShop v2.5/3.0
files and it is now fully StrongARM
compatible.

One major and perhaps most interest
ing update is that ItnageFS now has the
ability to import Windows WMF files,
which are the rough equivalent of Draw
files for RISC OS. This opens up a huge
amount of PC clipart that is available to
the ImageFS user.

AP also plans to add support for a
much wider range of file import, for

example: Computer Graphics Metafiles
(.CGM), Adobe Illustrator (.AI .EPS), Corel
Presentation Exchange (.CMX),
Wordpcrfect graphics (.WPG), Data
Exchange Format (.DXF), OS/2 Metafiles
(.MET), Hewlett Packard Graphics
Language (.PLT .HGL), Lotus PIC graphics
(.PIC).

Alternative Publishing can be
contacted at 30 Clyde Place, Glasgow,
G5 8AQ, United Kingdom. Tel: 0141-
418 0881, fax: 0141-418 0889. E-mail:

support@apsoft.co.uk
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Tanks for the memory
WEREWOLF SOFTWARE'S Tanks is a
new multiplayer combat game for any
RISC OS computer. The concept is
simple, each player has a TANKS
(Tactical Armoured Nuclear Kombat
Station) that is placed somewhere on a
hillside. By firing a variety of missiles,
bombs and other devices over the hills,

the player tries to destroy the other
TANKS. The last one alive is the

winner.

At first glance this game looks like a
step back in time with no music, no
video clips and a screen reminiscent of
a games invented in the late eighties
with its plain 2D view of a hillside. But
once you've played a few times you're
hooked as this game has what even
some state-of-the art games still don't
have - playability!

Not for the Xenon players among us
maybe, but without doubt it is addic
tive and definitely worth £25.95
(+£1.50 p+p). It is fully StrongARM
compatible and a demonstration

version is available to download from

Werewolf's web site.

Tanks can be ordered from Werewolf

Software, 23 The Spinneys, Bromley,

Kent, BR1 2NT, England. Tel: 0181-467
1148. E-mail: info@werewlf.demon.co.uk,

WWW: http//www.werewlf.demon
.co.uk/

Canon goes for
Photo Realism
CANON HAS just release a new range of colour
bubble jet printers, the A3 BJC-4550 and the A4
BJC-4200. These state-of-the art machines were
being displayed for the first time to Acorn users at
the recent December Scottish Acorn Show in East

Kilbride. With 720x360dpi they can use the new
Canon Photorealism ink cartridge as well as the
more normal two cartridge CMY and K inks
system for monochrome and 'normal' quality
colour output.

The Photorealism cartridge actually holds eight
waterfast colours, two of each of the CMYK colours,
and by varying the strength of each of these inks
the dot on the page can be given a much greater
tonal range of colours than ever seen before for a
bubble jet. Indeed after seeing this printer create
imagesat virtually dye-sublimation quality we have
to say that we've never seen images this good
before on a low-cost bubble jet. The cost? The A3
BJC-4550 is £299+VAT and the A4 is £249+VAT. The
Photorealism cartridge costs £30+VAT and comes
supplied with 50 sheets of coated paper.

One minus note at this time is that the Acorn

printer drivers are not yet finished to enable Acorn
users to print via '.Printers, but Integrex, the distrib
utor for Canon, says that an Acorn driver will be
available shortly.

Contact Integrex, Church Gresley, Swadlincote,
Dcrbys,DE11 9PT.Tel: (01283) 550880. Fax: (01283)
552028. E-mail: printers@integrex.telme.com.
Canon can be contacted on Tel: 0121-666 6262.

Scottish Acorn Show
THE FIRST major Acorn user show in
Scotland was deemed a success by
everyone who attended. The show was
only organised a few months ago by
Acorn dealer Robert Todd of Todd

Education Computer Services in
Glasgow and was well attended with
over 450 people who overwhelmingly
agreed that is was about time Scotland
had its own show!

A large number of the visitors said
they were unable to attend the Acorn
World or Wakefield shows due to the

distance and expense involved. Some
of the exhibitors were Acorn User,

ART, SpaceTech Ltd, SIMTEC

Games Suite

Electronics, Design IT, Learning
Through Computing, APDL, Argonet /
VTi / Eclipse, Software7, Tower
Electronics, Alternative Publishing,
Liquid Silicon, DBC Publications Ltd,
R-Comp, CTA Direct, The Computer
Depot, Wardlaw Surveys, Serious
Statistical Software, Integrex Printers,
Quantum Software/The Acorn
Cybervillage, Xemplar (Scotsys),
Clares, Creative Curriculum
Software, Dalriada Data Technology
and Rise BSD.

Robert Todd said that it looks very
likely that there will be another bigger
and better Scottish Show next year!

GRASSHOPPER SOFTWARE is due to release The Games Suite in January. It
includes everything needed to write professional quality games in any
language. Powered by a powerful relocatable module and running at up to 19.5
times faster than the Acorn VDU drivers, the suite incorporates fast sprite plot
ting with a host of game support procedures.

Also included is a range of support applications to take the work out of
games writing. The editing application IMakescene allows a user to create work
ing games simply in a fully WIMP environment without any programming or
entering any code. A fully working game can be produced by anyone with only
minimal experience.

Applications created on the Games Suite install on the icon bar and run in
the wimp environment. Once the game has been created, it will also generate
distribution discs which can be numbered and registered to individual users.

The Games Suite is to retail at £25. For further details contact Grasshopper
software, 6 Truro Close, East Leake, LE12 6HB or WWW
http://users.ox.ac.uk/-sjoh0576
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RiscTV
The Award Winning Desktop Television System is only £298.45!*

'Price of the complete package including expansion card, software, postage andVAT

The 1996

Awards

This is to certify that

Irlam Instruments

has won first prize in the

Acorn User award category of

Best Expansion Card

RISC TV

\

RiseTV is a unique multimedia digitiser complete with
built-in television tuner and audio processor. It allows
you to watch television on the desktop and digitise high
quality still images from the tuner or an external video
source.

RiscTV uses hardware to update the screen, so your
computer runs at full speed and the real-time display
is always true colour (24 bit) irrespective of screen
mode.The display can also be scaled to any size or
made full-screen.

There is simply no other expansion card which can
come close to RiseTVs image size, colour depth and
speed of update. In recognition of this performance,
Acorn User have given RiscTV the ' 1996 Best
Expansion Card' award.

Rise TV Features

• 24 bit framestore providing 16.7 million
colours updated at 50Hz.

D Real-time display sizes of over 1024 x 768.

D No DMA slot required. Rise TV even works
onA5000's!

D No processor power required to update
the video window.

lJ Real-time control of scaling, filtering,
contrast, brightness and saturation.

a On-board TV Tuner covers all VHF and UHF

channel frequencies.

D Tuners suitable for European and other TV
systems available on request.

O Auxiliary inputs for composite video and
S-VHS sources.

D Audio support including control of bass,
balance and treble adjustments.

O TV tuner fitted as standard.

I") Modular system provides support for future
expansion and upgrade.

Optional Upgrades

A teletext hardware module is already available for
RiscTV. This comes complete with software at the
very modest price of £45.83 including VAT.

Teletext pages can be selected and viewed in the
desktop, and subsequently saved as sprite or plain
text files, for use with other applications. Fastext
and index page links are fully supported

Weare working on at least one other major upgrade
to be released in the coming weeks!

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 811401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: Rise TV works on A5000 &RISC PC machines (requires one free expansion slot). You must have
RISC OS3.1 or later, a hard discand 2Mb RAM minimum. Rise TV has a full 1 years guarantee. E &OE.

Access
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Best of Europe
THE ACORN Cybervillage by Quantum
Software is one year old this month and
what better achievement for this popu
lar Internet web site than to be awarded

the 'Best of Europe...' award for the best
Web site in the United Kingdom in the
category of Computer by Europe Online.
Well done!

The Acorn Cybervillage is at
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/

the best of Europe...

Europe Online

StrongHelp manual for Toolbox
TOOLBOX, the set of modules for easier
WIMP programming has been around
for some time now but to date the only
way to find out how to use them has
been to purchase the weighty C/C++
package. Programmers can now contact

their local dealer for a copy of the
StrongHelp manual off Acorn's web site
or if they have Internet access from the
Acorn Cybervillage Programmers page at
http://www.cybervilIage.co.uk/acorn/pr
og.htm

Wakefield Acorn Spring
Show 1997
AFTER THE huge success of last year's Wakefield Acorn show the Wakefield
Acorn Computer User Group have released details of the time and place of this
years show. It will be taking place over the weekend of Saturday 17 and
Sunday 18 May 1997. It is sponsored by Acorn User and supported by ART
and Xemplar.

The opening times are Saturday - 10.30am until 6pm, Sunday - 10.00am
until 5pm with advance ticketholders allowed in half an hour earlier. The venue
has been changed to reflect the enormous success of last years show which at
times was a touch packed out. The new venue is at the Sports Hall in the
Thornes Park Athletics Stadium, Horbury Road, Wakefield, WF2 8TY.

Ticket prices are Adults - £3.00 (£2.50 advance), Juniors (under 18) - £2.00
(£1.50 advance). Further details are available from the Group at Show 97, 95
Cumbrian Way, Lupset Park, Wakefield, West Yorks, WF2 8JT or contact one of
the Show Co-ordinators. Chris Hughes: show97@cumbrian.demon.co.uk, tel:
(01924) 379778 or Mike Wilson: show97@barc.demon.co.uk, tel: 0113-253
3722. WWW: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wakefield/

RumourVille

Caller display from
Octopus Systems
JUST IMAGINE: The phone is about to ring.
You don't know it hut your computer does.So
it displays the nameand numberof the caller,
opens their notes and account records and
turns off the audio CI) that's playing in the
CD-ROM drive. It does all this just hefore the
phone ringsand then speaks the name of the
caller in case you are away from the screen.

This is the scenario presented by Octopus
Systems for a new device for the Acorn plat
form. A small Caller Display unit plugs into a
standard telephone socket and passes the
callers telephone number which is transmit
ted between phone rings into the computer
via its serial port. The software can be config
ured to simplydisplayor speak the telephone
number or to run a database/address book

program to automatically present all the
caller details. For businesses this is an invalu

able time saver and Octopus are to be
congratulated on bringing to the Acorn
market a very important professional busi
ness device. The Caller Display device with
Speech softwarecostsonly £125 and includes
the Caller Display unit, software, manual,
telephone splitter, VAT and delivery.

Octopus Systems, 9 Randwell Close,
Ipswich IP4 5ES, England. Tel: (01473)
728943, fax: (01473) 270643. E-mail:
sales@octosys.co.uk. WWW: http://www.
octosys.co.uk/

Creator v3.0
HOT ONthe heels of v2.01, Creator, the popularShareware
bitmap graphic file converter program isnow at v3.(). This
version includes extra features for Webpagedesigners and
isfully StrongARM compatible. JohnKortink has included
sophisticated quantisation anddithering algorithms in 100
per cent pure ARM code sothat for example theamount of
colours used in an GIF file can be reduced very quickly
with the minimum of image distortion and so reduce the
sizeof thesetype of images substantially. Creator supports
many file formats including AIM, Clear, GIF, IFF, IMG,
Irlam, JPEG, MacPaint, MTV, PCX, Sprite, TIFF and can
create Clear, GIF, JPEG, PBMPlus, Spriteand TIFF images.
Registration of Creator is only 30 Dutch Gilders or its
equivalent in banknotes or eurocheque. John Kortink can
be contacted at Nutterbrink 31, 7544 WJ Enschedc, The
Netherlands. E-mail: kortink@inter.nl.net. WWW:

http://www.inter.nI.net/users/J.Kortink/

IT IS STRONGLY rumoured that Digital, the producer oftheStrongARM, has already stretched
the boundaries of processor speed by making a prototype 378MHz version of theStrongARM
only a few short months after introducing the202MHz and 233MHz version. This would seem
to reflect Peter Bondar's breathtaking statement at the Acorn World 1996 show where he
stated that 300+MHz StrongARM RiscPCs would be in production by theendof 1997!

Early in 1997 Acorn will heshipping a StrongARM computer packaged with a game from
TBA Software which uses their latest 3D rendering software engine TAG. This game is to be
StrongARM only and is reported to show to the world just what the graphics of an Acorn
machine can do. Is this for the RiscPC or the rumoured A7000 StrongARM replacement that
Peter Bondar also talked about at the show?

BSkyB is rumoured to be in talks with Acorn over the development of a new Sky set-top
box for the next generation of digital satellite receivers to lead Sky into the 21st Century
with a box that can deliver 200+ television channels, widescreen ability and Internet access.
If true,and wewishAcorn the best of luck in this endeavour,Acorn boxescould be found in
the homes of millions of British homes but no one will know as it's unlikely to he badged as
an Acorn box.

Of course, these are just nimours...
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QuickCam for the Acorn
QUICKCAM by Connectix is
a very popular small golf-
ball like black and white

video camera that plugs into
virtually any computers
parallel port and offers the
ability to capture live digital
(up to 320x256 by 64 greys)
video pictures directly onto
the computer's hard disc.
Until recently this amazing
device has not been

supported on the Acorn
platform.

Oregan Developments is
the official Connectix

QuickCam developer and
has provided the same
features of the PC version

and more. The device is

quick to set up and very
easy to use and simply fits
on to the computers parallel
port and requires no inter
nal capture cards so it is
easy to transport from one
machine to another. Some

functions that Oregan have
provided are Replay movie grabbing, Sprite
snapshots, a timelapse facility, timer func
tions and real-time movie compression.

The device is available for RISC OS

machines (3.1 to 3.7) direct from Oregan
Developments for £109.95 fully inclusive or

if you've already got one running on a PC
then the Acorn software can be purchased
separately for £24.95. Oregan is currently
converting the Colour version of the
QuickCam to the Acorn and this will be

available from January 1997.

Contact Oregan Developments at 36
Grosvenor Avenue, Streetly, Sutton
Coldfield, B743PE. Tel: 0121-353 6044, fax:
0121-353 6472. E-mail: support@oregan
.demon.co.uk. WWW: http://www.oregan.
demon.co.uk/

Acorn patches Winters 1.53 Unc|e|ete nQW available
Acorn has announced a patch for users of
'.Printers vl.53 on mainly RISC OS 3.1
machines, although a small number of
RISC OS3.5/3.6 users may also be affected.

The patch corrects the following two
problems:
• Established applications that once
printed reliably with '.Printers 1.28 or
earlier sometimes/always encountered
errors and failed to complete a print
• Newer Hewlett Packard printers that
cannot be used because output to them
from the Acorn parallel port is extremely
slow

If using '.Printers 1.52 or earlier, then
Acorn recommends obtaining '.Printers 1.53
and then installing this update kit. The kit
can be obtained from your local Acorn
dealer, who may make a small charge for
it, or via the Internet at http://www.art.
acorn.co.uk/ftp/riscos/patches/print-
ersl53.arc

Users of '.Printers 1.54 (as supplied with
RISC OS 3.7) should install the RISC OS 3.7
ROM patch set available from your local
dealer or via the Internet at http://www.
art.acorn.co.uk/ftp/riscos/patches/riscos37
Osa.arc instead.
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FOR ALONG time now Acorn users havemoaned about the inability to undelete files
from theirfloppy or hard discs. In a survey Quantum gave to theircustomers, the top
most wanted ability was to be able to quickly and easily recover accidentally deleted
files. '.Undelete is the result of this.

The product workson RISC OS3.1 to StrongARM 3.7 machines and allows files that
have been deleted since the program was installed to besimply selected from a list in
a window and clicked upon to restore them. It is totally non-technical in use, no
complex map, sector, tracks or any other in-depth knowledge of discs is required,
unlike some other file rescue programs on the market. Plus it can remember files
deleted over a period of time which means that a machine can be switched off and
filescan be recovered the next day.

'.Undelete is available for£18.95 plus £1.00 for postage and packaging in the UK for
a single user license, site licenses prices are available on request. For more details
contact Quantum Softwareat 35 Pinewood Park, Deans, Livingston, EH54 8NN. Tel:
(01506) 411162. E-mail:sales@quantumsoft.co.uk. WWW: http://www.cybervillage.
co.uk/acorn/qs/

Wyddfa StrongARM compatible software
IF YOU ARE using any Wyddfa Software products then the following software
versions are nowStrongARM compatible: Talking Pictures 1.05, The Spoken Word 1.12,
Talking Stories 1.03, Talking Calculator 1.04.

Upgrades from recent versionsare available free of charge from WyddfaSoftwareat
3 Preswylfa, Llanberis, Gwynedd, LL55 4LF. Tel: (01286) 870101. Fax: (01286) 871722
or via the Internet at http://www.argonet.co.uk/business/wyddfa/
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StrongARM stickers for
Rise PC door flap
ANDREW CONROY, a primary school
teacher in Nottingham and Keith
Parker have designed and will print a
high quality flexible vinyl label to go
on the Rise PC door flap, to announce
to the world that it has a StrongARM
inside. The label will cover the origi
nal sticker and we are told will cost

only £1.00 all inclusive. But first they
want a vote to find out which design
to mass print, over 500 firm orders are

needed before they will commit to • Road, Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Nottingham,
one of the designs. : NG17 9FF or vote via his web page at

Decide which one you like and • http://www. argonet.co.uk/users/
contact Andrew Conroy at 100 Skegby : a.m.conroy/

TM

R ISC

StrongARM
RiscPC

200MHz
TECHNOLOGIES

RiscPC SAlKHOOMHz
Which

StrongARM
sticker would

you prefer ?
It's up to you

TBA Software release !TBAFS
TBA SOFTWARE has released TBAFS, a rival Filing
System to the popular ArcFS by Mark Smith of VTi. The
main advantages of TBAFS over ArcFS, say TBA, is that
TBAFS has been optimised for speed of compression or
decompression placing large files in to it. TBAFS also
uses far less memory regardless of the size of file being
accessed, than ArcFS.

It's been a while since ArcFS has been updated to
cope with demands - it can't cope with ADFS filenames
being over 10 characters in length. On the other hand
TBAFS has been designed to cope with filenames of up
to 36 characters — both can handle a very large

number of files in a single directory. Ideal when work
ing on a web site or with a PC partition! TBA Software
also say that further expansion is planned to cope
with the other compression types used such as Spark
and Zip.

TBAFS is only £24.99 fully inclusive. The product was
officially launched at Acorn World and since then vl.l
has been released. A demonstration copy of TBAFS is
available from their web site at
http://www.netlink.co.uk/users/tba/ or contact TBA
Software at Mead Farm, North Road, Timsbury, Nr
Bath, Aeon, BA3 1JH. Tel: (01761) 470003.

New Artworks tool released
FOLLOWING THE success of the shareware Polygon and
Translate Artworks tools there is yet another new module
called Intersect just released. This module can be used to
create many interesting effects, including hatching,
pattern-filling and even simple transparency effects in
Artworks.

Intersect is completely free to registered users of the
Polygon tool so the only legal way of obtaining it is to regis
ter for Polygon — which is only £10 for private users.

The Polygon tool has been upgraded to vl.10 which now
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allows control of the angular offset of the inner corners of a
star. You can even produce self-intersecting spirograph-type
objects. The new release of Polygon also includes the tutor
ial pages for the Intersect module so you can see yourself
how powerful it is.

Polygon can be obtained from Martin Wuertbner at
Jahnstrasse 18, 71116 Gaertringen, Germany. Tel: +49 7034
928986, fax: +49 7034 928988. E-mail: wuerthne@trick.infor-
matik.uni-stuttgart.de. WVVW: ftp://micros.hensa.ac.uk/
micros/arch/riscos/e/el55/ with Translate at /e/e!56/
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CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

The UK's premier
Acorn peripherals

manufacturer

Introducing

THE NEW
[GH QUALITY

ANFLAT II
SCSI Flatbed scanner

plus SCSI II Interface
The single pass high
quality Scanflat II
range of A4 flatbed
scanners is a new

and improved
version of the highly
successful Scanflat

series. With a new

compact footprint to save space, and improved
scanning speeds, the Scanflat II provides both quality
and ease of use for the busy officeor classroom.
Available now in 600dpi and 800dpi versions.

♦ New versions with 400x290mm footprint
♦ High resolution Scanflat 1200 still available
♦ Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
♦ Pre-scan colour/brightness control
♦ Free ImageMaster Software & TWAIN driver
♦ Full I year guarantee

SCSI II INTERFACES from
(when bought withScanflat II Scanner):

A3000, A30I0, A3020,A4000 £66 (£7755)
A310*. A400, A540, A5000, RiscPC, A700O* £72 (£84.60)
Castle Technology's plug-&-play softwareallows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Freesoftware includes
ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer, and IChange FSI.

*Backplane may berequired

Price in brackets includes

delivery and VAT
Brochure

Price
Offer
Price

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi)
£449
(£539.33)

£249
(£304.33)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi) £549
(£656.83)

£299

(£363.08)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi) £699
(£833.08)

£349
(£42).83)

ORDER NOW!

CALL 01728 621222
or order by FAX ON 01728 621179

Delivery .€10 (f 11.75 incVAT) perorder.
Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise indicated.
Cheques (allow 5 working days to clear), debit cards (Switch &Delta),
creditcards (2%charge may apply), andeducational ordersaccepted.
All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road
Framlingham Suffolk IP139IA

e-mail: sales@eastlc-lechnology.co.uk

Web: http://wwv.castle-technology.co.uk.

SPECIAL PURCHASE

120Mb and 400Mb Hard Drives
for A3020 / A30I0 / A3000 (Rise OS 3.1 required)

120Mb

ex VAT mY%"y
400Mb

.,._ inc delivery
ex VAT s m '

A3020 £90.00 £11730 £120.00 £15175

A3010 incl Interface £129.00 £16333 £159.00 £19858

A3000 incl Interface £129.00; £16333 £159.00 : £19838

A further unexpected bulk purchase allows this unbeatable
offer to be repeated - order NOW to avoid disappointment!

Get one of our Special Offer hard drives and dramatically increase the
power of your Acorn. Fit it yourself - no special knowledge is required and

no extra parts are needed. Just connect and go!

♦ Easy to fit
♦ Uses Rise OS 3.1 for full compatibility

♦ All drives formatted and soak tested

♦ Full I year guarantee
♦ 500Mb also available

AN EXPANDABLE SCSI EXTERNAL

D-ROM
or any Acorn computer

(except A4)

Available now!

Call 01728 621222

300 Kb/sec CD-ROM

Tray loading CD

Volume control

Headphone socket

*Spare slot
(for other SCSI devices)

SCSI cable

SCSI terminator

SCSI ID selector

Daisychain PSU

Whisper-quiet fan

for only

£99
(£128.08 inc

DELIVERY & VAT)

Combo Case with CD-ROM

SCSI II INTERFACES from £66

(when bought with CD-ROM):

A3000, A30I0, A3020, A4000 £66 (£7755 mcVAT)
A3lff,A400,A540,A5000,RscPC,A7000' £72 (£84.60 reVAT)
Castle Technology's plug-&-play software allows up to 7 SCSI

peripherals to be connected. Free software includes

ISetup (SCSI), PhotoView, CDPIayer. and IChange FSI.

Backplanemay be required

The unique expand
ability of SCSI makes
it so easy to install
extra SCSI hardware,

and Castle Technology
is delighted to be able
to make this once-

in-a-lifetime CD-ROM

offer. Make use of the

wealth of CD-ROM

material available as

well as playing audio
CDs direct from your
computer.

- Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion

Phono output (to hi-fi etc)

Replay, Audio player,
PhotoCD etc compatible

*Use spare slot for

other SCSI devices:

Hard drives up to 2Gb from

£39 (100Mb), Panasonic PD
(600Mb optical + CD),
SyQuest, Jazz, Zip etc

removable drives.

Faster CD-ROM drives are

available as an option -

Call for details



in Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices INCLUDE VAT) Carriage not included p

CD-ROM Drives
Mulli-Session, PholoCD, CD-DA, White & Green Book
compatible. SCSI drives requite SCSI card with
CDFS>2.20
Carriage: a=£2, b=£6, c=£8

Internal ATAPI
Toshiba 8xCD AT
Cable & Fitting Kit!

ROiyTDrives
" (Tray) £85b

»£10a
Abovedrivesare compatible£ilh RiscPC'A7O00 only.
Internal SCSI Drives (Tray)
Sony 2x CD SCSI 275ms- £80b
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI 150ms £185b
PCW Verdict • 'It's extremely quick, and a bargain,'

Pioneer 10x CD SCSI isoms £235b

External SCSI CB-ROM Drives
Sony,2x CD SCS&sm £135c
Pioneer 4.4x CD SCSI isoms £260c
Pioneer 10x CD SCSI isoms £315c

For SCSI interfaces refer to Hard
Disc section adjacent.

Hard Discs
IDE 31/2" Bare Hard Drives
Seagate (Connor) 1Gb £150b I

„ IBM 27TGT5 £200b|
I ForA30007A3010 hard discs see HardCardsection11

SCS) 31/2" Bare Hard Drives
IBM 540Mb £'70b|
Fujitsu 1Gb £250b
IBM 2Gb £300b

Carr.: a=E2, b=£6, c=£8

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
All following Syquest Drives Include a Cartrldgo
105Mb Internal £109b
EZ230 External—£240c
270Mb Internal £165b
270Mb External £245?

Hard Disc; lnfetfaces>Apc'essories
IDE interface j : jj£Q5b
Morley Uncached\Bl\l3b
Morley Cached £l65b
Cumana SCSI II £195b
PowerTec SCSI2 £195b

External case/psu C90o

105Mb Cartridge £29a
E2135Mb Cartr. £20a
EZ230Mb Cartr. £21a
270Mb Cartridge £40a

50'-5bQ SCSICb!e£1
25D-50CSCSICbl£10a
SCS(2-50C Cable £ 18a
SCSI2-25D cable £18a
50lDC-4-waySCSI£15a
50C Terrriinator £10
50HPC Terminator £15
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

RJSCPC/A7000 SyStemS Ring now for special offers!
Allinclude tyr on-site maintenance. 3yr On-sito is available. Carrlago included on computer systems. For PC Cards see
PC Cardsectionbolow.Plonse nolo that the 10Mbmachine has ono slice &a backplane Is not titled to RiscPC600.
Computer Model With AKF60 With AKF91 No Monitor

17" Monitor
£1469

£1769
£1675

£1775
£1900
£2000
£2100
£2200

A7000 4MHD540
A7000 4MHD540+8XCD
RiscPC600 4MHD540
RiscPC600 4MHD540+8XCD
RiscPC700 5MHD540
RiscPC700 5MHD540+8xCD
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb
RiscPC700 10MHD1Gb+8xCD

roming boon:

With AKF60
14" Monitor

£1069
£1169
£1275
£1375
£1525
£1625
£1750
£1850

Deduct £50 for iiyama MF-8617E or Add £30 for iiyama MT-9017E.
StrongARM (when.purchased with a RiscPC before endJan '97) £117
20/20 Finance on Acorn computers
20% deposit (min) &20 interest free monthly payments. Minimumloan £700,
Maximum loan £2000. Availablesubject to status. Finance only applies to
Acorn branded computer systems. Add other items to deposit. Ring now!

N/A
'HIA

£1030
£1130
£1280
£1380
£1530
£1630

zip/jaz Drives
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard drives
except they are removeable, letting you
instantly access files and applications.
• zip drives use 100Mb capacity discs & jaz
drives use 540Mb/lGb discs allowing any
number of discs giving unlimited capacity.
• The drives are fast. Data transfer speeds
around iMb/s for zip drives & >2.3Mb/s for jaz
drives - ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.
• These drives require a SCSI card that is
suitable for removeable devices.

Internal zip drive (5V4") £145c
External zip drive £145c
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge £15a
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges £65b
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (31/2M) £350c
External 1Gb jaz drive £435c
Single 540Mb jaz cartridge ECall
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge £70a

QuickLynk(vi 04)£32a|
With 5m Local Cable £39a
With 10m Local Cable E45a
With 20m Local Cable £52a
QuickLynk allows you to access another
unattended RiscOS computer remotely using
the serial port via modems or locally using a
cable to connect the^2 computers. Each
computer can becOnfirjiifed to allow access
to any attached filing system device eg ADFS,
IDE, SCStfCDFS," etcOnce connected, files
can be transferred to/from the remote ,
cofnputef. 01(16/feature's include password |
atfpess/kuto dialler with phone book andchat
mpdejp send message^ toremote computer/
use/. Transfer rates up to 1.9'kbytes/scan be
achieved with older computers, eg. A410,
A30Q0kising to 11.4 kbytes/s on-.the RiscPC
range.Th64ransfer rate is limited, by the
speed of the serial port. QuickLynkcannot at
present be used directly from programs/
command line. Requires RFscOS 3.10 or
greater, ring for details.

TopicArt
TopicArtCDI £25a
This CD-ROM Contains over 2000

ClipArt files, each in Draw,
Artworks & EPS formats

„ ^ + Replay Movies &demos

Floppy discs £8a each
Singfe drsc.clipartcontaining approx. 50 highDuality
dm* format clip art images on each disc, on a single
suD.ect.-Comes with rocno reference sheet. 20 subject
are available now*' Please specify when ordemgj Site "'
licencejs included.

1 G®teraP 11 Tools
2 Transport . iIB Arwr.alsGB
3 Costumes , 'I 13 ChemicalHazardSigns
4 Entertainment- ',','14 Fira/EmergencySigns
5 Bugs 2 Slugs IS Hazard Signs
6 Road Signs . "16 Safety Signs
7 Sports Equipment —-.17 Xmasl
8 Sports Figures 18 Xmas2
9 Dinosaurs 19 Xmas3
10 Symbols 20 Xmas4

QuickTile ^ 03) £29a
QuickTile allows you to create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application, including Impression.
Simply enter the size of poster
required & select PRJNT from the
application! Quicklileidoes the
rest, printing each till with crop
marks ahej tile references. New
features include the'facility to
print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile;can only
be used with the RiscOS printer
Driver or TurboDrivers.

Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.
Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise P

RiscPC PC Cards

RiscPC, B=purchascd scperatcly. Carr.: £6

PCCard A B
5x86-100 £350 £460
486DX4-100 £230 £350
486DX2-66 £175 £290
PC Pro (without PCExchango) £40
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a
The above can bo installed directly fror
without previously installing PCDOS/MS-DOS.

Carriage: £3 lor Sound Cards

StrongARM Upgrade £275b|
2nd Slice with PSU £117c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a

lor latest prices, they MAY vary
RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25|8Mb
16Mb £65|32Mb
RiscPC VRAM

1Mb £90|2Mb
1-2Mb u/g (exchange)
Call lor details and prices ol memory
upgrades lor other Acorn computors.

J, onitors (Carriage

£30
£140

£120
£90

AKF50 14"0.28dp £3151
Iiyama MF-8617E 17" £575
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

Iiyama MT-9017E 17" £645
Very Highspec Diamondtron lube, 0.25" stripe

Printers (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-210

Canon BJC-4100
Canon BJC-4200
Canon BJC-4550
Canon BJC-610 (720dpi)
HP LaserJets Printers
Add £47 to above printers (or Turbo

A30X0 EtherLan 102
Archi EtherLan 514
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602

! prices lor Accessi

£140
£140
£120

[Portable Computers Hard Cards/Multi-Pods RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades
Pocket Book II (1Mb) £315b
Psion 3a NEW 3c
1Mb RAM £290 £320
2Mb RAM £320 £385
AuIoRoulo Express UK/Eire £62a
- 'ono of the best packages (or the PB/3a
A-Link £59a IPC Serial Link £60a
Parallel Link £28a Mains Adaptor £18a
128k RAM SSD £45a 512k RAM SSD£125a
256k Flash SSD £50a 512k Flash SSD £85a
PB/Ps3 Games £Calla |PBII/Ps3a Games£38a!
IS Ml.IV/:11^1
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
iTV TV Tuner & TTX £150b
Joystick l/F (Not riscpc) £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn)£26a
Midi Max Card (CC) £79b
Movie Magic (CC) £275b
Scart Cable o or15Pin> £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
25W Speakers (mains) £35b
80W Speakers (mains) £45b
IBBBfSfeTSyftfelilJktWA^
14.4 Voice Sportster £115
33.6 Voice Sportster £180
Modems come with a 25-25 PC wired cable &
25*9 adaptor which may hinder the printer port.
A 9-25 way cables is available at £10 See
below. A3k/Archi req. Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £115a
ArcFax £32a
Dual Serial Card £104b

19-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cable £12ea.
13-way SenalT-Swilch (incl. comm.cable) £32 I

IScanLignt Video 256 £2151
Epson Colour Scanners, Include ITWAIN S

IImageMaster(or RiscOS.Bundlesinclude
ICorelPalnt &OCR softwarelor PC's/PC Cards.
GTx-5000 Para bundle £369
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £425
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £369
GTx-8500 Para bundle £585
GT-8500 (bare) ECall
GTx-9500 bundle ECall
GT-9500 (bare) ECall

A3010 Hard Disc Multi-Pod
80Mb+User Port £2101
130Mb+UserPort £275
160Mb+UserPort £3201
A3000 IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £1701
130Mb + User Port £21 (
160Mb + User Port £2551

nnter Consumables

|BJ-10(BC-01) E18IBJ-200 (BC-02) £19
|BJ-210(8C-05) £28 BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
IBJC-600 Series BJC-4000Sorlos

BJI-201HCbk Black£10 BCI-21Bk Black £9
|BJI-201bkBlack £6 BC1-21C Colour £17

BJI-201C/M/Y £8 ea. BC-20 Fast Black £28
BJC-800 HP DeskJets
BJI-643 Black £18 Mono £23
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea. |Colour £25
Epson Stylus Colour Black £16/Colour £26
Epson StylusColourII Black£20/Colour £26
C3903A Toner (LJ5P) £64
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £64
HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L) £60

| Swi(t24 Mono/Colour Ribbon E8/E16

carriage
I showroomcarriage is itemisedseperately. The
Icarriageindicated is (orsingle items. Please
Icallus (ortotalcarriagewhenordering more
I than one item since it is not cumulative.
ITerms: All prices includeVAT except books.
I Carriageis notincludedunless otherwise
Istated.Carriage chargesapplyto mainland UK
I (excluding remote areas, Scottish Highlands.
IChann Isles, IOM), elsewhere at cost. Ordors
I MUST be accompanied bya phonenumbor.
I Pricesand spec's subjecttochangewithout
I notification. Goodssubjecttoavailability.
IGoodsnotollerod on trial basis.Restocking
Ifee on non-faulty returns. Ollicial ordors
Iwelcome from educational institutes, chqwith

nder £30. E&OE

arnage

rflflwiiiflT

bingle Rom set
10 Rom sets
Documentation/Discs
Carrier board (A3oo/A440)

£37a

£290b
£22b
£25a

ITnrnaqe:orrlage: a=£
Acorn RISCOS3 PRM's £99.95c I
Acorn Volumo 5a PRM £29.95b
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide £19.95b
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual £49.95c I
Artworks Made Easy (Dabs) £5.00a
Budget DTP (Dabs) £5.00a
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs) £5.00b
RiscOS 3 FirstStops (Dabs) £5.00a |

Proqramrninq lor All (Beebua) E10.95aM']M

s (Carnage £2)

Applications

twnrc '

ArlWorkson CD (CC) (Carriage £6)
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC)
Dinosaurs (MS)
Duno II (Eclipse)
Granny's Garden CD
Guardians ol the Greenwood
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia
Musical Instruments (MS)
PB Boars Birthday Party
RiscDisc Vol 1/ 2 CD

the Sc

riage
Advantage (Longman)
ANT Internet Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pilling)
AnWorks (CC)
Blinds (Quantum)
Card Shop (Clares)
Chameleon 2 (4Mation)
Compression (CC)
DataPowor (IOTA)
Disc Rescue (Look)
EasyC»v(Beebug)
Eurekav3 (Longman)
FireWoikz Pro (Collon)
Font Directory2(Look)
Font FX (DalaStoro)
Graphics Loaders (CC)
Hatchback (4Mation)
HTMLEdit 2 (R-Comp)
lmagoFS2(AltPubl)

ITA

£110
£21 each

£44
£41
£32
£51
£22
£44
£37

£17/£20
£41

£52a
£115a

£32a

£100b
£25a
£23a
£39a
£34a

£105b
£33a

£110a
£110a
£164a

£42a
£12a
£50a
£38a

£44a

£44a
Imago Outlinor (lOfA) £54a
Impression Stylo / Publisher £80 / E135b
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC) £89 / £53a
Ovation Pro Limited Oder (9 copies) £150b
PC Pro (without PCExchango) £40a
Personal Accounts (Apr) £44a
PhotoDosk (Spacotcch) v.1 £185a/v.2 £245b
Prophol (Apricolo) E171a
Resultz(Colton) £88a
Rhapsody (Clares) v3 £87a
S-Baso2 Porsonal / Developer £57 / £115c
ShapoFX (Dalnslore) E12a
Sibelius 6/7 £206b/£920b
Sloulh2 (Boobug) £110a

SparkFS (Pilling) £24a
I Speech 21(Superior) £24a
IStudio24 Pro(Pineapple) £130b I
ITouch Type (IOTA) £45a
I Top Model(Spacotech) £115a
I TurboDrivcrs (CC) £50a

Vector (4Mation) £86a

risalis)
Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool
Bum Out (Oregan)
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis)
Carnage Inc (4D)
Chocks Compendium
Chuck Rock (Krisalis)
Crystal Maze (Sher)
Cyber Chess (4D)
Darkwood (Eclipse)
Dune II (Eclipse)
Empire Soccer (Maglm)
E-Type Compend. (4D)
E-Type 2 (4D)
Fire S Ice (Times Warner)
Global Effect (Eclipse)
GODS (Krisalis)
Haunted House (4D) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium
James Pond (Krisalis)
Krisalis Collection
Lemmings (Knsalis)
Lemmings for RiscPC
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris)
Magic Pockets (Reneg)
Man United Europe (Kris)
Oh No More Lemmings
Play it again Sam 2/3
Populous (Krisalis)
Real McCoy 2^3/4
Repton 3'4 (Superior)
Sally &Wally(Oregan)
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D)
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City (Krisalis)
Sim City 2000 (RPC/A5k)
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D)
Starfighter 3000 (Fednet)
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D)
SWIV(Krisalis)
Time Machine (4D)
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb
Wolfensteln 3D (Powerslavo)

0 each
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs), Junior Essentials (5-11).
Maths (Number) (6-16), Maths (Algebra) (6-
16), Maths (Statistics) (6-16), Spelling (over 9)
Fun School 3 (<5, 5-7. >7) £19
Fun School 4 (<5, 5-7, >7) £19
Granny's Garden (4M) £27
Maths Circus (4Mation) £29
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2 £58 cad-
Playdays (Gamesware) £21
Ridiculous Rhymes ECal
Rosie S Jim - Duck loses its Quack £1C
Rosie &Jim - Jimgets the sneezes £1C

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk
Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 OBT



graph
New hardware promise
- a boost for 3D graphics
ON THE Spacetech stand

at Acorn World was the

head TopModel programmer,
Giancarlo Castagno, demon
strating StrongARM versions of
TopModel and previewing
TopModel 2.

There should soon be a new

manual together with the
arrival of version 2 featuring
bump and chrome mapping,
anti-aliasing and special effects
like lens-flare. Hopefully
TopModel Pro will follow with a
fully professional editor and
good export facilities to power
ful Raytracers, like PoVRay.

If any coders are interested in
developing specific areas of
TopModel like Special FX, file
transfer or AVI generators I
would recommend contacting
Sincronia ASAP, as TopModel
Prowill be the hot new graphics
package next year. Potentially,
it could become the Sibelius of

the graphics world, and a num
ber of 3D imaging professionals
and researchers have already
expressed a serious interest in
the system.

The other 3D programs,

DaVinci 90 from Aspex and
Merlin were also at the show,
but as many of us predicted last
year, the market can only sup
port one 3D modelling package,
and that turned out to be

TopModel. However, work has
continued on DaVinci and some

got a sneak preview of 180.

1997 will hopefully see its
launch with new tools;
improved floating point emula
tor and yet faster rendering will
make it the perfect package for
many lower end users.

The realtime rendering power
of TopModel on StrongARM I
found comparable to a twin
200MHz Pentium Pro running
Lightwave 3D with an Open GL
3D graphics accelerator (using
my highly accurate 'blimey-

Picture of the month

that-was-quick' benchmark).
But it is low-cost multiple
StrongARM performance that
will be vital to attract profes
sional 'showcase' users.

Will the Rise PC benefit

enough from the imminent
Hydra upgrade to rattle Twin
Pentium Pros or Twin PowerPCs

for raw power? Well, the next
generation of Rise PC, announced
by ART at the show, will boast
twin 300MHz StrongARMs-of-the-
future, full multi-processor and
multi-threading support with
options for maths co-processors
and further CPUs.

These machines will be a

fraction of the price of simi
larly powered graphics work
stations and based on ART'S

current performance, this is
not just pie in the sky stuff,
which could happen possibly
maybe in the decade or so.
Twelve months is the time-

scale. Watch this space.
Sincronia is on 00 39 11 954

0540 or sincro@inrete.it, the UK
distributor is Spacetech (01305)
822753.

Aspex is on (01822) 611060.

THE PICTURE of the Month competition is welcomed back this issue with William Thompson's Spots.
William, from Hath, was inspired by the graphical 'Spot' icons featured in the BBC's 'The O Zone' pro
gram but all his Spots were created from scratch using Artworks.

Great attention to detail belies the apparent simplicity of the graphics: Note the glass effect on the
Monacle, the hair on the Mad Scientist, the bullets and smoke on the Gangster, the fishscales in the
Diver graphic and the 3D hair on the Punk.

DTP news hot off
the Press

Fonts. There are lots of them

around and many companies offer

quite incredible deals. Hand over

your loose change and you could

walk home with a 1,000-odd

fonts. Okay,this is exaggeration
but how can any companyafford
to sellfonts so cheaply?5p a font
is not at all unusual.

The answer is that they are not
all original. Many are edited from

public domain libraries or

converted from the Mac or PC.

This is not to say that they are
poor quality - many are full

character sets with scaffolding
and kerning pairs. However, the
work required to do a good

conversion is not nearly the

amount needed to design a font

from scratch and very serious

issuesof copyright may be
involved.

In the New Year I will be

looking in more detail at fonts,

font management software and
powerful accessoryapplications
like Clive Semmens' .'float. I will

also be reporting the good, the
bad and the ugly font libraries

available. Until then beware,

every 5p font you buy may be
putting bone fide Acorn font

designers out of pocket and
possibly out of business.

Texture Garden
update

Two months ago the Graphics

page featured Tim Tyler's Texture
Garden. The version available at

the time of writing is 5.5 which

now includes menu options for

textures up to 1024x1024pixels.

New raytraced lighting effects are

available to produce

bumpmapped textures. Light
sources and colours can be

changed and various shading

algorithms can be used like

Specular, Phong and Gourade. I'm

sure it is just a matter of time

before the package is whipped up

by 3D graphic developers for

texture map generation.

TMT's web site is at

http://www.varuna.demon.co.uk/

tmc/
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public domain
Damn!
Damn is the latest demo from

Arm's Tech and is a must for

die-hard Geoff Crammond

fans. The production is a nice

little intro which crams some

good ripped music, an

introduction effect and a

Sentinel-like 3D world into a

tiny 38K chunk of code. It
only came fifth place at the
Yelling Jam but as a small

intro it's a worthwhile

addition to your demo

collection. Damn is available

from the Arm's Tech section

of the Acorn Demo Site.

POVray
Version 3.00 of the popular

ray-tracing program, POVray

has been released and is

available direct from the

HENSA ftp site. POVray is a

port to the Acorn, and is

written by Andreas Schubert.

It is ideal for ray-tracing

output from 3D editors like
TopModel.

Recommended

PD libraries
The Datafile,

Willoughby House, 89

Woodville Road, Boston

PE21 8BB

Naked PD,

'Fayence', Fulford Road,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs

ST11 9QT

Arch Angel PD,

PO Box 41, Exeter EX4 3EN

APDL,

39 Knighton Park Road,

Sydenham,
London SE26 5RN

Five Star Marketing,

4 Shepherds Walk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD2 1LZ

Beebware PD,

83 Forrest Road, Huncote,

Leicester LE9 3BH

ARM Club PD Library,
Freepost ND6573,

London N12 0BR

Rise World PD,

daniel.hayes@argonet.co.uk
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Super Foul Egg
AT FIRST sight, the whole basis behind this
game seems rather tired. It's yet another
Tetris clone, and yes, there's already been
one or two of those. After a few plays, Super
Foul Egg seems to be no different. Coloured
eggs fall clown the screen in patterns and
four of the same colour have to be together
at the bottom of the screen so that they dis
appear to make room for more. Okay, the
graphics are quite neat and there's a nifty
quarter screen four player option, but why
am I giving it a mention in the column?

It's all down to a feature called cascades.

When four eggs of the same colour come
into contact they disappear letting other
eggs above them shuffle into new positions.
If this extra movement brings another four
together, they disappear as well.

This is called a cascade. When this hap
pens, a nicely sized points bonus is earned
and a pile of rocks falls onto the screens of
the other players. The rocks get in the way

DataBurst

VIS
impo

and make it harder to get further cascades. It
may sound quite confusing but after three or
four games, it suddenly clicks, and the set
ting up all manner of fiendish cascades
begins.

This extra element forces the player to
think ahead rather than just trying to get
lines whenever possible as in Tetris. In SFE
the most obvious decision of dropping four
eggs of the same colour together won't get
you very far. It's essential to get cascades to
get ahead of opponents.

If I have one criticism of the game, it's the
difficulty level of the computer opponents.
Even on the easy setting it's very hard to
keep up with their pace. As with most games
of this kind however, it's the multi-player
modes where the game really comes into its
own.

Super Foul Egg is available from Arctic BBS
or the Datafile I'D library on disc Game 100.

AS ANNOUNCED on the Comms pages of the December issue of AU, the Digital Databank BBS has now
launched its first official disc magazine, DataBurst Organised by Digibank sysop, John Stonier, it
brings together the knowledge of a wide range of users of the BBS. The main theme is comms but the
array of articles also covers areas such as C programming, product reviews and non-computer related
columns.

The interface is of the single tasking, scrolling page variety and works well. My only real moan is the
limited number of articles but this can be excused as it is only the first issue.

The magazine is an interesting follow-up to the now defunct New Dawn, and illustrates perfectly
what can be achieved when ordinary Acorn users club together to produce PD software. DataBurst is
Freeware but can only be obtained from the Digital Databank BBSor the ARM Club PD library.



FireBolt
THE REVIVAL of the

classic PD game,
Moonijuake, which has
featured heavily on
both the AU games
page and the Internet
news groups recently
has caused much inter

est in Bomba Man

clones, and yet another
version has found its

way onto my VDU.
FireBolt is much the

same as Moonquake but
with improved graph
ics and four player
modes.

The main difference between

the two is the addition of mon

sters. They enter the playing
through doors at the edges of
the screen which must be taken

out with bombs while open.
The monsters cause serious

problems by either eating you
if you get too close, or by sim
ply laying down rocks as they
move around.

This adds much more inter

est for the one player mode and
increases the difficulty for
those bored with the old

Bomba clones. GamcOn

is required to run the
game on a RPC.

FireBolt is PD and

can be obtained from

the Datafile PD on disc

Game 100

A word of warning to
StrongARM users. Many
game modules have
been compressed using
Crunch and will stop
the game from running
on the SA - the QTM
music player often
causes this problem.

This can be solved very simply
by copying over the crunched
QTMmodule app with a relo
catable module version of the

player.
FireBolt will need to have its

QTMmodule updated before it
can be tried on the SA.

Software requests
A COUPLE of quickie software requests this month.
P Barry would like to see a version of the
Countdown numbers game that runs in the desktop
and Alan Metcalfe is looking for a comprehensive
desktop sound configuration program.

Various utilities that allow sound links to desk

top actions have appeared in the past, but I've

Yelling Jam
THE FIRST Acorn demo party took place in
Germany in October and the competition
entries are just beginning to filter through to
the scene here in the UK.

A full report with comments from the
freaks who attended the party can be found
on Frederic Elisei's excellent demo pages on
the Web at: http://sidonie.imag.fr/Acorn
Demos.

For those without access to the net, the top
five entries in the demo competition were
selected as follows:

l.Jojo
2. NoPal

3. Insanity
4. Doors of perception
5. Damn

Archiologics
Bass

Expression
Icebird

Baah/

ArmsTech

Voting was very close with only four votes
separating the top three.

While we wait for the complete release of
the winning Archiologics demo, check out the
review of the Arms Tech entry elsewhere on
these pages.

Roll on next year's party!

personally not found any that are quite satisfac
tory. In addition to linking sounds to system
events, Alan wants to be able to play specific
sounds for each key press, making the program
into a valuable tool for visually impaired users. If
you can help, send an e-mail or drop me a line at
the usual address.

Colony
MORE (JAMES news this month with the

announcement of the impending release of a new
strategy game conversion by Anthony Sims. It
puts the player in charge of a small colony of set
tlers in the near future. The aim is to conquer the
galaxy by manufacturing and sending out space
ships to attack and gain control of enemy planets.
The good news is that it's multiplayer and judg
ing from the preview copy there will be some
computer Al to allow single player games.

Although a little hard to get into at first (the
interface isn't particularly self-explanatory)
Colony looks set to be a must for all the strategists
out there. It isn't ready for release yet, but in the
meantime check out the Colony web site at:
http://www.simsfam.demon.co.uk or e-mail
Anthony to become a play tester at: ant@sims-
fam.demon.co.uk Expect a full review on the PD
page when the complete game is released.

Contacting me
You can contact the PDpage by writing to me, Paul
Wheatley, at Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK104NP. Or

preferably,by e-mailto aupdpage@idg.co.uk

Signum
Apologies for confusing the new
Xperience demo with Expression's
latest demo release, Signum,in
the December issue. Signumwas

actually produced by membersof
Expression and Icebird at the
Expression demo party.

Unfortunately it's not as

exciting as first reports indicated,
but the level of graphics and
animation used is quite good for
the groups first demo release.
Signum can be downloaded
from the Acorn demo site on the

Internet, at: http://sidonie.imag.
fr/ AcornDemos

Dare

The Derbyshire Acorn Rise Clubis
a relatively new club on the Acorn
scene and features an in-house PD

library.The libraryis now well
established with a big range of PD
software.

Library manager, Paul Mellor,
wants to keep it as

up-to-date as possible and
welcomes contributions from PD

authors and users. Paul will swap
new PD for existing software
from the library.

Contact Paul at: Salisbury
House, 161 Shardlow Road,

Alvaston, Derby, DE24 OJT.

IClear
An updated version of the IClear
module, which works on the

StrongARM, is now available. For

those who have not yet
encountered this incredibly handy
utility, it emulates an aspect of

Windows on the PC, to make text

entry to writable icons much
faster.

When a writable icon isopened
(for example when you open a
save window, the pathname to
save to is in an icon of this kind),

it usuallycontains some default
text which you have to clickon
and delete using the keyboard.

After loading IClear, a double
click selects the text which is then

automatically deleted when you
start typing your new text.

IClear is one of those

invaluable utilities that you take
for granted as part of RISC OS
until you use a computer that
hasn't got it loaded up. You can
find it on this month's cover disc.
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The latest in a great line of offers
from

CUMANA
Cumana, in partnership with Anglia Multimedia,
bring you a unique opportunity to take the
first steps into equipping for multimedia.

A
ANGLIAl
Multimedia

Now equipped with quad
speed performance and
featuring a computer/CD
audio mixer plus a 256Kb cache
memory. With fast, reliable
performance Oscar can access a whole range of CD-ROM's, audio CD's, Kodak Photo
CD's and fully support the most powerful multimedia applications.
Oscar is simple to connect and being external can be moved between computers and
platforms. Being parallel connected Oscar has a 'through printer port' to connect other
parallel devices giving complete flexibility.

SPECIAL CD-ROM PACKAGE
* The Oscar CD-ROM Drive

(including Acorn and PC driver
software and a set of

mini stereo headphones)
plus

• A FREE CHOICE of 4 from 14 Anglia
Multimedia CD-ROM titles

, For the
Special
Price of

£299
(including delivery and exc. VAT) Order Code: Anglia.Off

(Offer ends 31st January 1997)

Choose your 4 titles from:
Seashore Ufe

Garden Wildlife

Vikings!
Romans!

Exploring Castles
Nelson and His Navy
Eureka: An Encyclopedia of
Discoveries and Inventions

Understanding Energy
Understanding the Body
Being a Scientist
Looking at Animals
Survival's Mysteries of Nature
British Isles from the Air

The World's Weather

Call the CUMANA team for full details of this

offer or a copy of our latest catalogue.
Tel: 01483 503121

Fax: 01483 451371

E-Mail: sales@cumana.co.uk
Cumana, Boundary House, The Pines, Broad Street,

Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH



comms

Making the World Wide Web work
IN THE PC World, there are plenty of World
Wide Web page and HTML authoring packages,
but for the Acorn user who wants to create a high
quality Web site there is much less choice of
native software. One way round this is to combine
the superb graphical ability of the Rise PC with
the existing PC authoring packages.

Good examples of what can be achieved can be
seen on the Web site of John E. Came of
Adelaide, Australia. John has created pro
fessional graphics such as the bird illustra
tions here using Computer Concepts'
Artworks on a Rise PC 600, but creating the
HTML for his Web site pages with the PC
Windows package HotDog, running on a
33MHz 486 PC card in the same machine.

Some of John's pages use HTML frames
which cannot be displayed (to date) by any
available Web browser for Acorn machines,

but non-frames versions of the pages are
automatically presented. Other Web graph
ics examples on his site have been created
with Clares ProArtisan in combination

with Artworks.

After six years in the forces and 20 in
the defence industry, and then having
been made redundant, John Carne spent
some time travelling the outback of South
Australia indulging in writing, painting
and photography, then touring the UK,
parts of Europe and other parts of
Australia.

John now has a small business providing
freelance travel writing services, HTML
authoring and Web graphics. So maybe all

you need to start a Web page design business as a
second career is a Rise PC with a selection of Acorn

graphics software such as ArtWorks, ProArtisan,
Spacetcch's PhotoDesk, David Pilling's bnagemaster
and a document scanner.

Of course, you'll need some artistic talent as well.
John Carne has plenty of this which can be seen on
his Web site at http://dove.mtx.net.au/-jxc/
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?Can Bulletin Boards survive Internet challenged
EXACTLY a year ago I wrote about the friendly
atmosphere felt when using a dial-up BBS com
pared with accessing the impersonal Internet and
all its world-wide wonders. I hoped then that Acorn
comms enthusiasts would continue to call Bulletin

Boards in spite of the Internet's attractions.
BBS call rates during the past year have not

been encouraging, and there seem to be several
reasons. Past frequent BBS callers have 'moved-on'
from school or college to university or into jobs
where Internet access is free and always available
when modems are not. It's good though to find
that many of our past Arcade BBS regulars are now
working for Acorn companies.

Newcomers to comms are being lured to the
Internet and away from BBSs by low-cost modems,
Internet software packages and local call ISP
accounts. This is happening in spite of the excel
lent Freeware available for dial-up comms such as
'.Connector, OLRead and DigiMail readers, FidoMail
and IBinkley.

Although comms is the remit for this page,
there has been some criticism that there's too

much about 'old-hat' bulletin boards and not

enough about the 'wonderful world' of the
Internet. I've been checking back in past issues

and the evidence is that the emphasis has really
been about equal.

During 1996 the Comms page featured seven
leading articles on dial-up Bulletin Boards,and six
on Internet or non-BBS subjects. Of the supporting
articles, three were about I'idonet or offline mes
sage readers for BBS use, while the other nine con
cerned the reader with Internet interests.

So what aspect of Acorn comms should this
page be reflecting? Should there be less about
Bulletin Boards and more about the Internet or

has the balance been about right? Your comments
are valued and feedback from you is welcomed.
Call your local BBS and Nctmail your comments to
David Dade at 2:254/27.0 or contact me at the

usual address.

Contacting me

Keepsending me interesting URLs for the next
yoUR List bywriting to me,David Dade at Acorn
User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP,or by e-mail to
david@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail #2 on Arcade

BBS 0181-654 2212.

Faster Thunderbolt

Toby Mackenzie, sysop of
Thunderbolt BBS in Orpington,
Kent reports improvements to his
BBS, including upgrading to a
28k8 Sportster modem and
increasing his Rise PC'smemory to
17Mb. A selection of Toby's own
ArmBBS support software is now
online, and the BBShas become

the full FidoNet node 2:440/480.0.

Thunderbolt BBS

Tel: (01689) 603608

StrongARM site

Peter Smith's StrongARM Games
compatibilityWeb page has a
useful list of Acorn 32-bit games
and their working status under
RISC OS 3.7 and the StrongARM
processor. There's also a section
of hints and tips plus some
downloadable patches and links
to patches on other sites. Peter's
home pages also feature the
specification of the ART
'RocketShip' Rise PC and some of
his own software, all StrongARM
compatible.

SA Games page

http://www.ursaminr.
demon.co.uk/sagames.htm

Digital Exposure

Even if Andover, Hampshire isn't
a localphone call,have a look at
Marc Warman's new 24-hour

Digital Exposure BBS. Running
ArmBBS on a Rise PC 600 with a

33k6Sportster modem, the BBS
features some really nice ANSI
graphicsand dynamicscreen
effects. Marc welcomes any
donations from users giving them
enhanced facilities for helping to
expand the BBS.

Digital ExposureBBS
Tel: (01264) 361212

Ubik BBS again

On October 18, all French tele

phone numbers changed to 10
digits, including that of Ubik BBS,
the only Acorn BBS in France. Ubik
now has an expanding ArmBBS
freeform filebase of SoundTracker

module files, and an Internet
newsfeed of the comp.sys.acorn*
newsgroups. Bertrand
Jesenberger also reminds us that
there's no PC area on his 24-hour

Ubik BBS.

Ubik BBS France

Tel: (+33) 0140 84 98 89
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A prosperous New Year
GIVEN THAT you cannot buy the future in
computing - what can you buy now that
will increase your productivity and there
fore your profits? A PC can be an easy way
to part with money as it is never satisfied.
Acorn machines, post-BBCs, bought a num
ber of years ago are generally insulated
from this and can be relatively cheaply and
easily upgraded to a worthwhile and work
able computer.

As New Year approaches now seems a
good time to upgrade and extend. From a
business point of view computers generally
fall into two categories - the replacement
and the functional. The two are not mutu

ally exclusive.
A replacement computer takes over from

the typewriter, filing cabinet and ledger
books, running mainly word-
processing/DTP, database and spreadsheets.
This is a fairly mature area of the Acorn
market and a lot can be done with a basic

Arc with 4-8 Meg of RAM and a reasonable
sized hard disc. Obviously a decent printer
and good software also helps.

I suppose that the scope for upgrades in
this area is both less obvious and desirable

but the question comes down to productivity
- how much more productive could you be

with a faster, more modern Arc. The A7000 is

somewhat similar to the A3000 in that it is

not particularly expandable, apart from
RAM, but is also not very expensive. It also
opens possible new areas for your business.

Perhaps the best upgrade advice I can
give to a business this year is to buy a fast
modem and get on-line. The Internet may
be the biggest hype since Windows 95 but
just look at the ads on TV which now con
tain a line like http://www.product.com.uk.
Even those who can afford television adver

tising are not ignoring the potential of the
Web.

The present BT campaign, to persuade
businesses to take a 0800 number to give
the impression of size, is similar to a good
Web site creating a superb image of the
company, independent of its real size in
terms of place in the market. Note, I said
good site. A bad Web site, full of under con
struction notices, misspellings, poor colours
and so on, is worse than no site at all.

Although we've been poorly served in
the Acorn world by both service
providers sympathetic to Arcs and Arc
specific Web software, things are getting
better. Look at the Comms and adverts in

this magazine if you need help, or con

Charity begins at work
THERE EXIST a number of organisations,
charities and ad hoc arrangements to recy
cle older computers to schools and com
munity organisations. The majority of
these concern themselves largely with recy
cling older 286/386 and now 486 PCs.

This has always seemed to me of dubi
ous benefit as these machines would

probably require expensive upgrading to
make them useful to the beneficiary. Of
course an old Arc is still useful as it has

a much longer life than a PC. As far as I
know there exists no co-ordinated

method of businesses recycling their
older Acorn equipment to schools.

There must by now be a large num
ber of businesses who have upgraded
to newer, faster Arcs, Rise PCs and
A 7000s.

Many use their older machines as
back-up or relegate them to more mun
dane aspects of business. And no doubt

Flipside

some have been relegated to cupboards
and storerooms.

I am willing through this page and
my mail/e-mail to act as a co-ordinator
for any business with such Acorn equip
ment which it wishes to donate to

schools and/or community organisa
tions. This is not quite as straightfor
ward as it sounds as not all schools use

or would want Acorn equipment and a
degree of movement of equipment may
be required.

It may sound ungrateful but old BBC Bs
and Masters cannot be part of this scheme.
The oldest machines considered useful

would have to be A310s and onwards.

These could be upgraded in terms of mem
ory and hard discs if required.

So, any business feeling in a chari
table mood please contact me
through this page and we'll see what
can be done.

FLIPSIDE ARE a new company using Acorn machines to create Web sites for businesses and
organisations. They have an Acorn dedicated Internet Service Provider (ISP) and the ability
to check work in Netscape Navigator running the PC card in the Rise PC.

For further information contact Richard Adams on r.adams@argonet.co.uk or on (01803)
863863. Their own Web site is at http://www.flipside.co.uk
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tact me at the address below and I may
be able to offer advice.

A considerable other benefit of going on
line is access to e-mail. E-mail is widely con
sidered to be the most cost effective method

of communication. The fax machine should

never have been invented and should now

be consigned to the scrap heap of technol
ogy. Again beware just as junk faxes are a
problem so is junk e-mail and this should
be avoided.

The second class of computer I men
tioned above is the functional - that is a

computer or computers around which a
business revolve. They may be running a
specialised vertical application or involved
in some aspect of the DTP/printing industry
or connected to CNC lathes.

These computers are the ones most likely
to benefit from StrongARM processors. This
certainly seems like the upgrade of the year
and should become the killer processor,
that is, the processor so good you buy the
computer to run it in.

In summary if your basic Arc is OK, that
is, not needing more RAM or a bigger hard
disc, then consider a modem and go on
line. If the computer needs replacing, think
about StrongARM and go on-line.

Counter Care
VTH INFORMATION Systems Limited have
developed a system called Counter Care.
This vertical system is designed for phar
macists and basically supervises the sell
ing of over the counter (OTC) medicines.

It is based on an A7000 and the system
holds cross referencing records on 1500
OTC medicines and 90 healthcare topics;
its automated diagnosis techniques
recognise almost all self-treatable com
plaints and refers other complaints to
the doctor via specially printed slips.

With the continuous rise in prescrip
tion charges the growth of the OTCmed
icine market has grown considerably and
modern pharmacists can struggle to
keep up-to-date with the pace of change.
The information is updated monthly. The
system is currently on trial with two
national pharmacy chains.

For further information contact

Stephen Tudway of VTi on (01329)
289416.

Contact
Youcan contact me, MikeTomkinson,by

post at the usualAcorn User addressor by
dropping me an e-mail at:

aubizniz@idg.co.uk
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Your accounts may even become
enjoyable with Prophet 3, the award
winning business accounting application from
Apricote Studios.

From simple book-keeping to invoicing, stock
control, VAT and final accounts, Prophet 3 does it.

"MThether you are doing your accounts by hand or with
a spreadsheet, database and DTP software, changing

to Prophet 3 will make the whole job that much simpler-
no more manual adding up, entering formulas,
incrementing invoice numbers etc., just open the relevant
ledger and type in your data - everything else is

automatically done for you.

It is no wonder that we have won the Acorn User Best

Business Software Award two years running.

rhy not give Prophet 3 a test drive today - telephone or
fax us on 01354 680432 or visit our WWW site:

http://homepages.enterprise.net/apricote and ask for our
free brochure and demonstration disc.

APRICOTE Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PE15 OND



Artisan excitement
FROM a portable perspective the most
exciting news from Acorn World was the
announcement of a new Acorn notebook:

code-named Artisan. Unlike the Stork and

the NewsPad which are both prototype
designs the Artisan is actually going to be
available to buy. Peter Bondar, director of
ART, describes it as an updated hybrid
design of the Stork and NewsPad.

On paper the Artisan looks like being a
superb machine: it will initially be powered
by the ARM7500FE chip but a StrongARM
version will come online later. The

machine will have the option of a colour TFT screen as well as the
traditional blackand white one.The specifications arc pretty vague
at the moment - all Peter Bondar will say is that it will have lots of

The Stork- soon to emerge as an Artisan

Acorn User Web site

memory: ROM, flash and SRAM.
Unfortunately there will be no internal CD-
ROM option, though one could be con
nected via the parallel port.

The most impressive part of the initial
specification of the Artisan is, in my opin
ion, ART's estimated price - circa £999 for
the entry level model. Although I have no
idea what the specification of the entry
level model will be I would be surprised if
it had less than 4Mb and around a 250Mb

hard disc. The Artisan should be available

by the third quarter of 1997 - which may
seem a long way off but I'm convinced the wait will be worth it,
especially as it means that at long last Acorn can be taken seriously
in the notebook market again.

THE ACORN USER Portables Page Web siteshould be on-line by the time you read this. I'm still unsure of
the URL at this timebut full details of thiswill beput on theAcorn User website.

The site has four main sections: a web site/ftp links page, an essential software page, a top 10 software list
anda back issues section. Rather than describe each section in detail it's probably best to just check out the
Web site when it comes online. This ismy first attempt at HTML soplease forgive me for any errors in the
code. Also ifanyone wishes todesign some graphics for theheaders I would be very grateful - drawing isnot
my strong point!

Acorn World 1996
IN RECENT weeks I'vespent quite a
bit of timetravelling on trainsand I

must admit to having a silent chuckle

every time Isee someone lugging

around a laptop and annoying the

person sittingoppositeby takingup
most of the table.

MyPocket Book II is small,

unobtrusive and doesn't annoy

anyone - the perfect device for

working whiletravelling... Probably.

AS WELL as the Acorn Artisan other announce

ments at Acorn World of interest to portable users
were two new Pocket Book solutions - Pocket

Contact and Sense andControl - fromXemplar
Pocket Contact is a control system for the

Pocket Book II, which issuitable for teaching con
trol at KS2, 3 and 4.

The pack includes; the Pocket Contact software
on SSD, a Contact Controller Plus interface which

hasfourmotoroutputs, eightdigital outputs/inputs
and four sensor inputs, a link cable and all the rele

vant manuals.The packagecosts£363.50.
Sense and Control isa comprehensive datacapture

package for science subjects. The package includes
four software applications: Pocket SaC Graph, Pocket
SaCSense, Pocket SaC Time and Pocket SaCCount, a
SaC interface and linkand a curriculum pack. The
software supplied allows all manner of readings to
be taken including frequencies, velocities, pH'sand
much more. The packagecosts £586 and is suitable
for Key Stage3 and 4 Science.

Xemplar Tel: (01223) 724200

Upgrade your PBII to nearly a 3c!
WITH THE release of the Psion 3c many Pocket
Book users may be considering upgrading to
the newmachine. Butbefore youdo, it is useful
to know that unless you want the hardware
enhancements of the 3c, you can upgrade the
softwareon your PBII to virtually that of the 3c.

The main software enhancements on the 3c

are the addition of Jotter, SoundMasterand Fifes
and enhanced versionsof Dataand Agenda.

The enhanced database now offers a sort

facility and a listview. The two DataView pro
grams offer these facilities and more, but cost
around £50 + VAT. Also available is JBData,a
PD program which offers a list view and sort
ing. The program can be downloaded from the
web at http://www.compulink.co.uk/~jbsoft/

The enhanced Agenda application includes
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a monthly view showing timed appointments.
A shareware package called JAM can provide
this feature on a PBII. The programisavailable
for download at: http://ourworld.com-
puserve.com/homepages/ Martin_R_Sturgess/

The SoundMaster package is identical to the
one Psion sells and was reviewed in AU in

February. It costs £29.95 and provides full
sound-editing and manipulation facilities. The
files application is similar to that of the
Windows file manager. FileManager from
Purple Software and JBTree from JBSoft will
both carry out the task more than adequately.
File Manager has more features than either Files
or JBTree but costs £34.95 whereas JBTree is PD.

The only application that is not, as far as I
know, available from a different source for the

PBII is Jotter which allows you to make quick
notes just as you would on a notepad.

As I hope to have shown, for very little
outlay, the software on your PBII can easily
be upgraded to that of the 3c. So before
everyone rushes out and buys a 3c think care
fully whether you are buying it for the new
hardware features or just for the enhanced
software.

Contacting me
j You can contact thePortables page by writing
•to me, Mark Taylor at Acorn User, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or by
email to auport@idg.co.uk
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(The Professional Desktop Publisher)
Ovation Pro combines fast responsive word processing with state-of-the-art page layout features to deliver
the ultimate desktop publishing system. Packed with a staggering range of professional features—many
available on the Acorn platform for the first time—Ovation Pro opens up a whole new world of document
design. At last you can flow text inside and outside irregular frames or rotate them to any angle—in both
cases the text remaining fully editable. Even with such vast range of features Ovation Pro is still easy to use,
thanks to a superb user interface that makes the software easy to learn and instinctive to use.

(Superb Facilities Include:
♦ Definable Button Bar

♦ Multi-step Undo and Redo
♦ Named colour system
♦ Definable width Pasteboard

♦ Frames with skew and rounded corners

♦ Straight and curved line drawing
♦ Easy-to-use active master pages
♦ Reads Ovation, RTF, DDF, Artworks

♦ Irregular frames with Bezier curves
♦ Drag &C Drop for text and objects
♦ Definable colour charts

♦ Justification and letter spacing
♦ Vertical justification
♦ Autoflow around irregular graphics
♦ Context sensitive info palette
♦ Macro handling and script language

)
♦ Rotated text frames with editable text

♦ Drag and drop between documents
♦ Automatic drop caps
♦ Multi-column frames

♦ Frame borders and drop shadows
♦ Show invisibles

♦ !Chars and single-shift font change
♦ Customisable with saveable changes

(Free Update)
Afree update will be sent to all registered users, offering more advanced features such as full-colour and spot colour separatiorts

image processing, auto paragraph numbering and 'local OPI' for handling large graphics bigger than the memory size.

(The Extendable DTP System) 1^
Ovation Pro has advanced expansion capabilities using extension modules called Applets. These allow new features to be adde
without the need to upgrade the main application. Simple extensions may also be written using the integrated..script language.

Arange of extension applets and scripts are planned for the future.

(The Ovation Pro Package)
Ovation Pro is supplied with a300-page reference manual, separate tutorial, reference card, Bubble Help, Desktop Thesaurus

50 outlines fonts (from EFF, Acorn and Beebug) and a sample selection of clipart from DEC_dATA.
Full colour brochure available on request.

(Ovation Pro costs £193.88)
Upgrade from Ovation (bought before 27/10/95) £92.83

Upgrade from Ovation or other DTP* £l 16.33
"includes impression, EasiWriter, PenDown+ and Advance

Other upgrades andsite licences available - please phone for details
To upgrade you should return your original disc with payment (discs will be returned).

Prices include VAT but please add £3.50 carriage
Airmail will be charged at cost .to overseas customers

—

Tel: +44 (0) 1727 840303 Fax: +44 (0) 1727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

Beebug Ltd.
117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 4JS

/
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Acorn New Zealand

Acorn in the
The Acorn market is

alive and well in

New Zealand, as
Mark Moxon

found when he

visited Acorn's

offices in Auckland

Acorn User January 1997

When visitors to Auckland, New
Zealand's largest city, find out that

the city is built on a dormant volcanic field
that has the potential to erupt at any
moment, they can't quite believe it. Even
the looming cone of Rangitoto Island, the
huge volcano that popped up right in the
middle of the harbour only 600 years ago,
isn't enough to make the leafy-green
city feel as if it's sitting on one of the most
powerful forces known to man.

Auckland's subterranean field isn't the
only part of the city that's full of potential.
Acorn New Zealand, Acorn's last fully-
staffed overseas subsidiary, is prospering,
and looks set to avoid the pitfalls that
caused Acorn Australia to all hut disappear
earlier this year.

Despite the turmoil in the mother com
pany in the UK over the last few years, and
continuing pressure from the PC and Mac-
platforms in the education marketplace,
Acorn New Zealand is still a market leader

in education, something that Acorn fans
aren't used to hearing outside the UK.

'The market in New Zealand is different
to that in the UK,' says Doug Pauling, man
aging director of Acorn New Zealand and

Acorn Australia. 'Our main competitor is
Apple, which is the largest supplier of com
puters to the tertiary market and shares the
biggest part of the primary market with us.
Here we've always had a large share of the
Primary School market, upwards of 40 per
cent, as well as a definahle share of the

High School market, upwards of 15 per
cent.'

'We've always enjoyed a really promi
nent place in New Zealand education,' says
John Mansbridge, director of sales and mar
keting. 'There are a number of factors, but
one of the most important has been the
high quality of our dealers; most of them
have educational backgrounds, so they can
empathise with teachers, understand chil
dren and know all about learning theory.
Ibis has given us the edge over our com
petitors.'

There is nothing as constant as change
though: NewZealand has just moved onto a
four-term year, which has altered the
schools' buying patterns. There is also the
problem with boards of trustees and school
governors who overlook the educational

value of computers, and decide to buy ordi
nary PCs because they think it's important

of the lo



to buy the 'industry standard'. Somethings,
it seems, are the same whichever side of the
world you're on.

Chopping and changing
Acorn New Zealand was formed at the same
time as Acorn Australia back in 1990, when
Acorn UK bought BarsonComputers in Aus
tralia and New Zealand, a company that
had been trading very successfully as the
main Acorn dealer and distributor since its

inception in 1982. The Acorn New Zealand
office is tucked away in Epsom, a leafysub
urb that's close enough to the city to be
convenient, but far enough away to have
parking space.

Beyond the tidy reception and the man-
agement offices lie the bones of the
operation. There's the busy workshop
where components line the shelves, com
puters spill their innards onto the
benchtops, and old Beebs and Domesday
machines come to die while Rise PCs get
future-proofed with StrongARM processors
and extra slices.

There's the storeroom with its piles of
computers, monitors and software packages,
most imported from the UK, all ready to be

sent out around New Zealand. At the back
of the building is the office of EdlT Solu
tions, the new Auckland dealership formed
by the Auckland sales staff when Acorn New
Zealand reorganised. And tucked in next
door is the technical department, where net
works are designed, software is supported
and problems are solved.

It's a compact company, with the advan
tage that there aren't too many people
doing too many little jobs - a criticism
often levelled at Acorn UK before its own

reshuffle. The recent history of Acorn New
Zealand is familiar to observers of Acorn
Australia and Acorn UK: after sustained
growth, profits fell and the company was
reorganised according to a different busi
ness plan.

'In 1993 we changed from being a total
distributor to being a direct sales organisa
tion,' says Doug, 'and we bought out our
dealers in Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch, merging them into the opera
tion. However this year we've changed back
to being a distributor, operating through
separate dealers, because having our own
sales force was proving too expensive.'

This new business model - taking one

nq white

Acorn New Zealand

step back and just being a distributor and
supporter - isn't too far removed from
Acorn UK'sappointment of its agents.

Luckily Acorn New Zealand hasn't had to
make the very large staff cuts that both
Acorn Australia and Acorn UK were forced

to make in the last two years, a large num
ber of original staff remain. This is to
Doug's credit: he's a people person, and the
fact that a large number of the core
employees of Acorn have been working for
the company since the days of Barson Com
puters is a testament to the loyalty of the
staff and management and their belief in
the Acorn message.

'We have some very good people here,'
says Doug, 'loyal, dedicated staff who have
been working for the company for well
over ten years, in a number of cases.
Through their hard work the New Zealand
operation has always been profitable, apart
from a short spell very recently, and we're
back in the black now. I think that with
the new business model in the UK, every
one feels it's working, and that optimism is
spilling over onto us.'

This optimism stems from a number of
things, not least of which is the renewed
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Acorn in the land
vigour with which Acorn UK is attacking
the marketplace, with investments in RISC
OSdevelopment, new products like the Net
work Computer and StrongARM cards and
alliances with some very big players.

'1997 will also be a big year for the Net
work Computer,' says Doug. 'It will sell into
schools, and the Online Media set-top box
will sell into specialised broadband markets.
Our core business, though, remains
education, and it's very important
to us: it's vital for us to build up
our profile again after the
problems of the early 1990s
and to ensure that the
Acorn name remains syn
onymous with education.

'There are new market

placesopening up for the new
products, but these markets are
led by a totally different ethos, so
it's likely we'll form a new company to
cover that area; on the other hand, if we sell
network computers to schools, that will be
done through the existing channels and
through the Acorn name.

'While our core business is definitelyedu
cation,' saysJohn, 'we are still looking at
the new market and potential revenue
streams generated by Acorn's latest technol
ogy. We're trying to break down the
concept of the desktop computer as the
icon for IT in schools: we talk about a
whole range of IT solutions, from the
straight word processing of the Student
Writerthrough to the palmtop powerof the
Pocket Book, then to devices like network
computers, all the way up to NT and Unix
servers at the top end. Xemplar's concept of
the media range fits into our marketing
philosophy perfectly.

'Bundling software is the way to go, a
decision we arrived at independently of
Xemplar's decision to market their tool
boxes. We'll be looking to use the toolboxes
over here, but we'll also be putting together
our own more localised toolkits, such as the
"talking computer" which comprises an
A7000, Talking Textease, Picture Point, a
range of Sherston's Talking Books, Ani
mated Numbers, Talking Atlas, and more. It
provides an IT scheme for reading, maths
and language for ages five to seven and it
makes it fun.'

Acorn Australia
Just over the Tasman Sea from New
Zealand, Acorn Australia has proved to be
less successful than its Kiwi cousin. Down

sized to almost nothing, Acorn Australia
still exists, but only just: it has delegated
not only the selling of machines to dealers,
but has also appointed a distributor, leav
ing the Acorn presence free to cut out all its
overheads.

'Acorn Australia still exists,' says Doug.
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of the long white cloud
'It is registered as a company in Victoria
and is likely to appoint more distributors
for Australia. One of the differences

between the markets in New Zealand and

Australia is that in New Zealand we don't

have the problem of being legislated
against.

'For example, in New South
Wales the government had a

scheme to set up an Internet
connection for every school,
but Acorn was left out of the

equation because they reck
oned our browser couldn't

read Netscape files. Similarly,
the EDNA scheme to produce a

recommended computer for
schools was heavily biased towards

PCs and Macs. We need to reconstruct

Acorn Australia to combat these sorts of

problems. I think we'll pick up a lot of
responsibility of the dealers in Australia,
and the existing and future distributors
over there.'

The Australian market is also interesting
in that the current distributor and largest
dealer, based in Perth, is selling both Acorns
and Macs, having come independently to
the same conclusion that led to the forma

tion of Xemplar in the UK. However, New
Zealand is different.

'The Xemplar model is an option for us,'
says Doug, 'but Xemplar is a local UK com
pany and the model has far more relevance
there than here. While it's of interest to us,
we'd need to form our own alliances here if

Xemplar's concept of the
media range fits into our

marketing philosophy
perfectly

we were to broaden our range of goods
beyond the traditional Acorn range, and
sell complete "education solutions", but I'd
rather be an Acorn company selling Acorn
products. We're watching the success of
Xemplar closely, but we'll be focusing our
effortson sellingAcorn products,as long as
that continues to be successful.'

New Zealand innovation
It seems fitting that Acorn New Zealand
should be so loyalto the Acorn brand, espe
cially when you consider the number of
technological contributions the company
has made to the market over the years. The
attitude of management has been very
much along the lines of 'if nobody in the
UK will produce this solution for us, we'll
do it ourselves'. A throw off from the sheer

difficulty involved in communicating with
the UK across huge distances and a time
difference of either 11 or 13 hours, depend
ing on the time of year.

There are plenty of examples of Acorn
New Zealand doing it themselves, such as
the I'SLock chip that fits into the fifth ROM
slot in the A5000 to produce a lockable
hard drive, the code from which was
included in RISC OS 3.5; or the BBC Masters
with built-in floppy drives that satisfied
customer demand for internal 3.5in disc

drives; or programs like TAP, written by
Acorn staff to cater for the lack of an assess

ment package for use in the classroom.
It's also thanks to Acorn New Zealand

that programs like ANT's Internet Suite
come with a large number of scripts for
New Zealand Internet Service Providers

which otherwise wouldn't have appeared.
This Acorn-friendly attitude is also preva

lent among the numerous user groups
throughout The Land of the Long White
Cloud.

'We have several very switched-on user
groups all over the country,' says Doug,
'and we're trying to persuade the Clan to
broaden its appeal to an international level.
The Clan is working over here and there are
lots of people on the mailing list, which
goes to show how strong our enthusiast
market is.'

And the bottom line? Acorn New
Zealand isn't going away, and has learned
some valuable lessons from the near-

demise of Acorn Australia, not to mention
a new-found optimism stemming from
the re-organisation and developments in
the UK.

'It was extremely gratifying to go to
Acorn World and see a large number of
wonderful new products on display,' says
John, having just returned from a trip to
the UK.

'There are a huge number of software
companies out there supporting the mar
ketplace and it's important to remember
that good software is the key to our success
and fits in with us re-focusing on our
strengths in having excellent curriculum-
based software.'

'Acorn New Zealand is doing well again
at the moment,' says Doug. 'It's hard going,
but we're making money. We've been
through a bad year, but the reorganisation
has allowed us to become profitable again.
New Zealand is quite an advanced user of
technology - not such an advanced pro
ducer -and Acorn fits into that very well. It
will continue to do so for some time to
come.'

Acorn New Zealand has its own Web A

site athtt[>:/Avww.acorn.co.nz/ /i\j
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StrongARM compatibility

Unravelling
Steve Turnbull looks at

the current state of

development in the Acorn
market and makes some

guesses

There is so much going on in the Acorn
world that sometimes it's hard to get a

clear picture of where ART is actually tak
ing us. There have been hints so let's take
a look at what's been happening and how
it may tie together in the end.

What happened to Hydra?
Just before the enthusiasm about the

StrongARM really took off another hard
ware achievement hit the Acorn market,
Simtec's Hydra.

This innovative board allowed up
to five ARM processors — but not a
StrongARM —to be plugged into a single
Rise PC and contained basic software to

allow specific sub-tasks to be assigned to
an individual processor which could then
carry out the task autonomously.

Potentially five tasks could be operating
at any one time — real parallel processing
rather than the cooperative multitasking
we've had since RISC OS 2.

However it was only of any use to soft
ware specifically programmed for it and
that software wouldn't work on non-

Hydra machines unless a separate version
was created.

Also the crucial area of the operating
system itself was not covered, while it
would be feasible to rewrite sections of

RISC OS to work with the Hydra this
would not be a trivial task and required
Acorn's cooperation.

Then came StrongARM offering more
power in a single plug-in chip than the
entire Hydra board and Acorn only had to
upgrade certain areas of the operating sys
tem to make it work successfully.

The programmer's interface for the
Hydra was just too complicated and
unfriendly, the need to create two versions
of any software implied annoying expen
diture of time and resources — so the

multi-headed monster was forgotten in the
rush for the slick mono-headed beastie.

Multi-threading: The Module
In another part of the Acorn world
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Neil Carson, driving force behind Rise-
BSD — a public domain version of the
UNIX operating system — wanted RISC
OS to multi-thread just like every other
major OS.

Multi-threading is a fairly simple con
cept, just as multi-tasking is the ability to
run more than one program at a time,
multi-threading is the same sort of thing
but within a single program. A thread is
an execution unit, all programs have them
— usually just the one thread.

But potentially a program could be
doing more than one thing at a time
within itself, one thread could be monitor
ing keyboard or mouse input while
another is updating the screen — or, if you
consider that updating a RISC OS screen
involves redrawing one or more rectangles,
a program could spawn a redraw thread for
every screen rectangle it has to update.

Creating a multi-threading application
is no easy task on a system that has no
fundamental support, however adding the
ability to use threads is a simple matter of
creating a Threads module.

And that's exactly what Neil did — he
wrote a 16K RISC OS Threads module and

then released it.

Even though there is a slight speed

penalty running threads on a single
processor it can speed up a program's
response to user commands by providing a
constant monitor. On a multi-processor it
comes into its own which is where the

Hydra rears its multiple heads once more.
Although the current Threads module

will not work on the Hydra, development
continues and, hopefully by March 1997,
it will be Hydra compatible.

Suddenly the Hydra becomes a much
more attractive proposition for developers.
Now they need only create a single version
of their software, utilising the Threads
module. If there's no Hydra present on the
machine the software will work in threads

that get switched across the single proces
sor, but if there is a populated Hydra
available suddenly the speed of execution
will increase in leaps and bounds.

Taking the example of Spacetech's Plw-
todesk 2 the filter operations, such as
edge-detection, work on an original ver
sion of the image and generate a new
version. In its current state it has one

thread which looks at each pixel in turn
deciding what it should be changed to.
But with threads the program can spawn
four execution units, each of which will
handle a quarter of the image. Of course it
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the threads
would be useful to enquire of the system
how many processors are available because
then the program could decide on the
optimum split. But given four processors
the system would be four times faster —
and given four StrongARMs it is poten
tially 20 times faster than a Rise PC 700.

But the Hydra can't handle StrongARMs.

Rise PC II: The Sequel
Peter Bondar has been tempting us with a
description of what he envisages as the
next generation of Rise PC — gone is the
CHRP machine with ARM/RISC OS as an

add-on — the incredible success of ART
during the last year has meant that RISC
OScan be developed with confidence.

So what will this new machine have, or

rather, what might it have? Mega-loads of
VRAM for those people who want unbe-

Creating a multi-threading
application is no easy task
on a system that has no
fundamental support

however adding the ability
to use threads is a simple

matter of creating a
Threads module

lievably high resolution in 16 million
colours — it would be useful for laying-out
a magazine. Ultra-fast data bus for carry
ing information to and from the main
memory, the current Rise PC manages to
support its processor, very well but the bus
becomes a bottleneck for the StrongARM
— it's not as bad as was expected but it
could be better.

And then of course, there's the two (or
four) processor slots for inserting your two
to four 300MHz StrongARMs. Now that
one could slide by you if you weren't look
ing for it — up to four StrongARMs sitting
in a machine with an operating system
that isn't designed for multi-processors?

Take a step back, pause for a moment
and it all becomes clear. Acorn are rewrit

ing RISC OS to run on multi-processors
and will undoubtedly use the same pro
grammer interface for their Threads
module — if not actually the same module
— and suddenly it becomes crystal clear
that makers of high quality software need

to redesign to use Threads because, come
the revolution, non-multi-threading soft
ware will be left far, far behind.

For those who won't be spending money
on a new machine (or a new motherboard
for the existing Rise PC as that's what ART
may well offer) you could just upgrade to a
Hydra add-on and, with the Threads mod
ule, still get the benefit of faster execution.

Cup of Java or Mocha?
The need for threading becomes all the
more prevalent when you look at the lan
guage of the Internet age: Java. This is a
language that's similar to C++ in concept
but is designed to operate across the Inter
net and to be as platform-independent as
is realistically possible.

Let's suppose a DTP application written in
Java needs to display a type of graphics it's
neverseen before —an Artworks file perhaps?

Along with the file there's the Internet
address of the Java code that can render
Artworks files, so the application just
requests it, across it comes and suddenly
this DTP application, whether running on
a PC, a Mac, a Rise PC, a VAX machine or,
indeed, anything, has the ability to put
ArtWorks files into frames on the page.

This concept is not as far-fetched as you
might think, the big US corporation Corel
recently released their Office Suite soft
ware, written in Java. And the software
will work on any machine that runs Java.

But Java needs multi-threading — the
language has that capability and uses it
itself extensively — hence the machines it
runs on must have it. With the module

created by Neil Carson, the writers of Java
for RISCOS no longer need to go through
the nasty convolutions they've been
working on in order to achieve the neces
sary result.

However it doesn't end there, Java also
really needs floating point support as
well. Peter Bondar has stated explicitly
again and again that the Rise PC will
never have floating point hardware,
though I'm sure he could change his mind
if he wanted to...

The Floating Point
The NetStation — as created by Acorn — cur
rently uses an ARM7500, which as we all
know does not support floating point in
hardware. But in the future it will have an FE

suffix which means that it does have floating
point hardware, as will the strong equivalent

from Digital. This is good news, at least Java
will run fast on them, if not on the machines
that ART sells to us — although a new ver
sion of the A7000 may well use one of these
chips. But the Rise PC won't — is there any
justification for this? Well ART do have one,
and it's called a Piccolo.

One of the TLAs (three-letter acronyms)
that's being bandied around more and
more is DSP, which stands for Digital Sig
nal Processor. It's a processor designed to
perform a series of identical operations
involving multiplies and adds on each ele
ment of a block of data.

If the block of data was a sound sample
you could program a DSP to multiply
every element by two, hence increasing
the volume of the entire sample. So the
Piccolo is one of these.

When the ARM instruction set was first

designed it incorporated the ability to have
additional instructions for up to 16 other
specialist processors. The first was the Float
ing Point processor — only ever partially
implemented in the Floating Point Acceler
ator — but now we have the Piccolo.

A Piccolo shares the instructions with

the main processor and just carries out the
ones that apply to it, and they share the
same data bus. All the Piccolo instructions

are part of the main instruction sequence.
With a Piccolo applications which

involve processing a lot of digital data,
video, audio, still images, modems and so
on can be designed. However it just so hap
pens that floating point calculations also
involve this kind of highly repetitive pro
cessing. Sowhile a DSP isn't a floating point
processor, it can be used by a floating point
emulator to produce very fast answers.

As a side issue, with a DSP it's possible
to carry out a very large number of three-
dimensional transformations in an instant

— which makes 3D modelling applications
very attractive on a Piccolo-equipped
machine, and would allow some totally
mega games.

It seems to me that Peter Bondar is

putting forward the Piccolo solution for the
Rise PC II because it will make floating
point calculations acceptably fast —though
I suspect there will be those who will never
be satisfied unless they have a complete
chip to do that work — and it provides
amazing benefits in other directions.

The only question I have then is:
Will there be a Piccolo for every J,.
StrongARM? /lU

m
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A3000 upgrades

Memory
l-4Mb £85(99.87)
l-2Mb £39(45.82)
(Sec also the "2nd user" section)
1-2Mb (upgradable to 4Mb) £54 (63.45)
2-4Mb upgrade pack £45 (52.87)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
The above upgrades arc all constructed on four-layer boards, as
recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for
reliable contact with the A3000 main board.There are noclips or
wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb). Pull instructions
supplied. Some older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded to
4Mb. but we offer a trade-in allowance. Please phone for details.

Hard drives

A rangeof internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the
A3010.

120Mb £135(158.62)
170Mb £145(170.37)
240Mb £169(198.57)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129(151.57)
(Dealer fitting recommended for the ARM3)

A3000 4Mb RAM £85 (99.87)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £60 (70.50)

A5000

Memory
2-4Mb £69(81.07)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
Dealer fitting for the 8Mb
upgrade is recommended for
the 25MHz A5000.

A400/1

Memory
Per Mb (up to 4Mb) £30 (35.25)
4-8Mb £175(205.62)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
ARM3 (25MHz) £129 (151.57)
Hard drives. For prices, refer to
the A310 section.

How to order: The VAT

inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made
payable to IFEL. Most Credit
cards accepted, and Switch.
Official orders welcome.

A3020/A4000

Memory
2-4Mb "
Hard drives

120Mb

170Mb

£74 (86.95)

£75(88.12)
£89(104.57)

Various

Alsystems SCSI 2 £170 (199.75)

ARM3 £129(151.57)
RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
MEMCIa £39(45.82)
MEMC1 a (2nd User) £20 (23.50)
Hard disc cradle £6 (7.05)
Fan filters (pack of 5) £3 (3.52)
RISC OS manuals, no vat £22

Donglc dangle £6 (7.05)
Chip extractor tool £4 (4.70)
(for eg MEMC, ARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI
card £25 (29.37)
The following item is reduced to
clear. Please phone to check
availability.
Wordworks £23 (27.02)

IFEL
21, Glenfleld Road, Glenholt, Plymouth FL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fax(01752) 777830

Educational and quantity discount available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I-4Mb £89(104.57)
l-2Mb £38(44.65)
2-4Mb £75(88.12)
The 4Mb upgrade is constructed on a compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required. Full instructions supplied.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades
simply plug into the internal expansion slot. For prices, refer to the
A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMs...

4Mb £17 (19.97)
8Mb £32 (37.60)
16Mb £60(70.50)

32Mb £125(146.87)
16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade

£75(88.12)
(By upgrading your 16Mb SIMM to 32Mb you don't lose a
SIMM socket. The original 16Mb SIMM must be returned to
IFELand the type must be suitable - most arc. Please phone to
check first or ask for our free leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mb £29 (34.07)
16Mb-32Mb £77.50 (91.06)

Each pack consists of 8 chips which simply plug into
empty sockets. Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb £55 (64.62)
2Mb £97(113.97)
lMb-2Mb upgrade £65 (76.37)

1 A310 j 2nd User M
Memory
2Mb £59 (69.32)
4Mb £89(104.57)

Backplane (4-slot. four-layer)
£49 (57.57)

Fan for above £8 (9.40)

RISC OS 3 £39 (45.82)
RISCOS carrier board £17 (19.97)
ARM3 25MHz £129(151.57)

Please phone to check
availability.

A3000 l-2Mb £15(17.62)
A3000 RAM board £5(5.87)
(ie bare board, no chips)
A5000 2-4Mb £38(44.65)

j Spares/Repairs
MEMCIa £39(45.82)
Hard drives

850Mb IDE £125(146.87)
1Gb IDE £135(158.62)
IDE controller £65(76.37)
SCSI discs also available.

We carry stocks of most
replacement chips for the
Acorn range. (MEMC, VIDC,
IOC and most memory
devices). We can also fit any
upgrades and offer a computer
repair service.

All products(exceptsome marked "2nd User") are fully guaranteed for 12 months.
All items normally earned in stock have a 14-day money-back guarantee. Please note
that the cost ol"memory products varies - please phone for the latest pricing.



HTML explained

Giving and

receivina
David Matthewman

introduces the subject of
servers in this issue's

HTML tutorial

Up to now in the tutorial, I've been
more or less assuming that the HTML

written would be sitting locally on your
hard drive. While it is perfectly reasonable
to use HTML in this way, it is a fact that
an awful lot is written to be used on the

World Wide Web over what those awful

Intel adverts refer to as 'Your computer's
Internet link'.

How does that work then? What

happens is that the browser on
your machine (ArcWeb, Fresco,
Webite or whatever) sends an HTTP

request (HyperText Transfer Proto
col) to another machine on the
Internet, which sends back a Web
page, image, archive or whatever.

Clients and servers
In more general terms, the machine
making the request is called the
client, and the one answering the
request and sending the page is the server.

The most familiar form of client is a

Web browser, but there are others. For

instance, there are programs designed to
automatically request and index pages
across the Web - search engines such as
the one at AltaVista use these. They are
also 'clients', technically speaking. How
ever, for the purposes of this series, I mean
Web browsers exclusively when talking
about clients.

A server runs on a machine and basi

cally sits there sending out Web pages all
day. Internally there's more to it than this
- which will be touched on later - but

from the point of view of the person
browsing the Web, that's what a server
does.

Most servers run on Unix machines

and will probably continue to do so for

the forseeable future, but there are two

Shareware and one Freeware servers for

Acorn machines. Because your machine
really needs to be on-line all the time
(you never know when people are going
to want to look at your pages) this is usu
ally only useful if you have an Acorn
machine permanently connected to the
Internet.

Nonetheless, some Web sites are served

from Acorns - Stewart Brodie's, at

http://delenn.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ is one
example - although again, from the point
of view of the browser it makes very little
difference what the server's running on.

The third element in this is the connec-

W*b client

(«0ArcW«6.FNMO
or Nettc*pa rttvgtKy)

Mary instance*,
running on dfl«f«ri
machine*.

How the data flows between client and server

tion itself, down which both the request
and the data are sent. Although the connec
tion can basically be seen as a pipe down
which data flows, it's often important to
remember that there is a step between the
server and the client. After all, the connec

tion may run halfway round the world and
- the Internet being what it is - it's unlikely
to take the most direct route.

Server-side software
Usually, the server simply receives a
request for a page and sends it, with no
fussing (by 'a page' I'm referring to
images, embedded data and even archives
here; any data that can simply be sent).
However, sometimes the server may do
much more than this. Before it sends the

page, the server may pre-process it looking
for 'server-side includes' - embedded

instructions in the page that tell the server
to add other HTML files or run specific
programs.

The server can also be instructed by the
client to run certain software and send dif

ferent pages accordingly.
One example of this is image maps.

Here, the server is sent co-ordinates of a

point on an image and the location of a
map file. The Imagemap software on the
server (which may be a separate program
or simply a routine within the server itself)
decodes the co-ordinates using the map
and sends the URL indicated.

The image map decoder is a spe
cific example of a general group of
programs called CGI scripts (Com
mon Gateway Interface). A CGI
script is simply a program run by
the server whose input is taken from
information sent by the client and
whose output is sent back through
the server to the client. CGI scripts
are not tied to any particular lan
guage or platform, although most
are written in Perl (or C/C++ for
complex scripts or where perfor
mance is at a premium).

I'll be looking at CGI scripts in a little
more detail next issue, when I look at

forms (in fact, it's impossible to cover
forms properly without talking Ajj
abut CGI scripts). /1U

Acorn server software
These programs are available from the
page:

http://ftp.dsse.ecs.soton.ac.up:8080/ftp/fre

enet/

• Deltanet, by ChrisPoole(Shareware)
• HTTPserver, by Stewart Brodie(Freeware)
and from:

ftp://ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/mirros/hemsa/
micros/arch/riscos/e/e144/

• NetPlex, by David Thomas(Shareware)
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HTML applications

igned
David Matthewman looks at

five free or nearly free applications
for the Acorn Web designer

Imagen

Author: Justin Fletcher

Price: Freeware

WWW: http://users.essex.ac.uk/gerph/
Imagen is an image map editor. What's an image
map? It's an image on a Web page which when
clicked on in a particular area takes you to a
particular URL. More precisely, the image map
itself is a text file which lists the URLfor each area.

Acorn used to have one in the shape of a
signpost on its home page to take you to the
various divisions - it's now replaced this with a
much moreconventional navigation bar, but I guess that's what happens when you become a
respectablecomputer companyand start wearing purpleflackjackets.

Stuart Halliday told you all about image maps in the December issue, so I'll not go into great
detail, but they are a popular adornment to many Web pages. The idea of pointing and clicking
at various areas on an image to get to different parts of a site is highly intuitive. That is, it's
intuitive if the people browsing the page have graphics turned on; it's worth providing an
alternative text-only set of links in case they don't.

Before Imagen came along, there were two basic choices for creating image maps: do it by
hand or use a non-Acorn machine. Thankfully, Imagen makes both the painful alternatives
redundant. Creating an imagemap in Imagen is done by dragging a GIF to the program, and then
drawing rectangles, circles and polygonsonto the GIF. The user interfacefor this part is about as
basicas it can be, and it would have been nice to see editable handles on the shapes and some
way of selectingmultiple shapes but that's a minorgripe.

Imagen saves in all three standard image map formats: NCSA, CERN and the client-side HTML.
Now that ArcWeb understands client-side image maps, it's worth saving out one in this format
(as well as NCSA, not instead of it), because pages can then be tested locallywithout having to
use a server. Otherwise, most servers expect NCSA-formatted image maps.

There's not a lot else to say about Imagen, except that it's very useful. It's being developed
quicklyby Justin, and a much-improvedShareware or commercialversion is promised soon.
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Nowyou can edit HTML
in StrongEd, too

StrongEd

Author: Guttorm Vik

Status: Shareware

(£10)
WWW: http://logon.
eunet.no/~guttorvi/st
rong.html

Imagen, the only choice for image
map editing on the Acorn so far

Surprising as it may seem to Almanac
users, Stallion Software did sell a stable,

useful, reasonably-priced piece of soft
ware - called StrongEd. This same
program (much updated) is being dis
tributed again by its original author,
Guttorm Vik. A recent version was on

the last Acorn User CD-ROM and an

even more recent version on the

CD-ROM that came with the Stron

gARM upgrade. Both these versions are
significant in that they contain an
HTML mode, written by Andrew Black.

There are several similarities between

the StrongEd HTML mode and the Zap
one, just as there are between the two
rival text editors. Both perform syntax
colouring of HTML, both are not WYSI
WYG in the slightest, and both are
wedded to upper case HTML tags (I'm
not myself, but I'm quite up for a spot
of hacking, so that's OK).

StrongEd's mode is far more inte-

InterGIF

Author: Peter Hartley
Price: Freeware

WWW: http://www.ant.co.uk/~peter/soft-
warc/intergif.htm
InterGIF is another program which has been a
long time coming to the Acorn market. It's a
sprite to GIF convertor. 'Oh, but we've got sev
eral of those already!' I hear you cry. True, but
InterGIF will do what none of the others will do

- create animated GIFs.

This isn't really so surprising. Animated GIFs
are simply GIF' files containing more than one
image, something that Acorn owners have
taken for granted for ages with the sprite for
mat. InterGIF takes a sequence of sprites in a
file and converts them to an animated GIF (it
will convert the other way, too). Unfortunately
it is something of a batch conversion; a global
frame delay only can be specified, not one for



grated with the program than Zap's.
Buttons appear on the button bar to
allow a number of tags to be entered
and there arc more options integrated
into the StrongEd menu. Having said
that, ZapHTME wins on the number of
tags that can be entered automatically,
and does more sensible things when
entering tag pairs. ZapHTME is the most
productive way to write HTML that I've
yet found on any platform, but if the
StrongEd HTML mode were just to sup
port a few more tags it would run it
pretty close.

I'm a Zap fan anyway, so I'm almost
bound to prefer ZapHTML to StrongEd's
HTML mode. However, if you're a
StrongEd user and used to the way the
program operates, I can heartily recom
mend getting hold of a version with an
HTML mode. Now all we need is a

StrongHelp manual for HTML - perhaps
I should write one?

WebLint

Author: Sam Kington
and Neil Bowers

Price: Freeware

WWW:http://grelb.src.
gla.ac.uk:8000/~sam/
acorn /wcblint/

Requirements: The Perl
interpreter (available
from HENSA)

Feedback from both

WebLint and

HTMLCheck -
generally WebLint's

warnings are
friendlier

HTML applications
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HTMLCheck

Author: Tom Hughes (and others)
Price: Freeware

WWW: http://www.compton.denion.co.uk/
Requirements: Acorn's DDE is needed for the front-end
And finally - two programs that do more or less the same thing: check the syntax of
your HTML. WebLint is a port of a commonly used Perl program with a well thought
out RISC OS front-end. HTMLCheck is a port of a mini-set of Unix programs which
run in the Desktop via Acorn's DDE. DDE isn't actually needed, because HTMLCheck
can at a pinch run from the command line, but I really wouldn't recommend it.

With both programs, a file (or group of files) can be dragged to the icon bar, and
the programs will check them for HTML syntax, reporting any errors in a throwback
window so that you can go straight to the offending line in your HTML source.

Of the two programs, HTMLCheck is the faster by a factor of three or four times for
most operations I tried. This will be highly significant for people checking and re-
checking large Web sites on slower machines.

WebLint however, is the easier program to use. Its massive configuration dialogue
box allows the fine tuning of options
required in a user-friendly manner.
And unlike HTMLCheck, it will warn

about such things as not giving width
and height attributes for images. If
speed is not a prime concern, I can rec
ommend it highly.

Both programs are agreeably picky,
and found a lot of genuine mistakes in
my own HTML. Often, the things that
the programs spot wouldn't stop the
HTML displaying correctly in most
browsers, but might cause problems
when editing the file later. Hither pro
gram is well worth having to hand
when writing HTML.

individual frames, and there's no way of set
ting X and Y offsets for smaller frames in the
sequence. However, at least animated GIFs can
be created in the first place.

At this point, I should state my favourite
maxim regarding animated GIFs: the only good
animated GIF is a dead animated GIF. I find

them heavily over-used on Web pages. Design
ers use them to create impact, but it's all too
easy to draw the eye away from potentially
important content on a page to a cool but
meaningless picture of a globe spinning.
Browsers that can't display them (ArcWeb, for
starters) often don't display anything in their
place. Many browsers that can display them do
so at the expense of performance, and they can
take forever to download. I've even known one

person who should have known better try to
use one as the background to a Web page - no
thanks!

If you've survived this rant and still want to

use animated GIFs (and I might concede that
it's possible to use them well; there are a couple
on pages I've designed, after all), then InterGIF
is an essential piece of software. It's quite use
ful even for creating static GIFs as it does this
very well.

Incidentally, although Peter works for ANT
Ltd, this is a totally independent piece of
software.

Creating an animated GIF from a
sprite with InterGIF

Options
|Interlaced
| Looping animation
jOneframeper file
| Keep sourcepalette

Frame delay || 8 | c

Transparency

(8 None

J Specify:

_) Auto

Help

Help file

Output

fi GIF .J Sprite

Correction to last month
I blame the flu, but for some reason a cou
ple of blatant errors crept into the listings
last month. For a start, there was a spuri
ous </a> tag in place of the last </td> tag
In each listing, and the listings on disc
were missing their initial <html> /Jtt
tags. -T-U
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RISC User
is entering its 1Oth volume
Ifyou are not already a subscriber to the leading
Acorn subscription magazine, here are 10 examples
of what you have missed* in volume 9 of RISC User.

Making the News

Exclusive story of Acorn Rise Technologies' NewsPAD, by the head of the project
Acorn's Timecode software

A detailed explanation by the Acorn programmer who wrote Timecode
Something to Sing About

Details of the CHRP (PPCRP) hardware platform, by an Acorn engineer
The Vision of ART

All about the future of Acorn Rise Technologies from ART's head, Peter Bondar
VIP Interviews

David Lee (Acorn), Peter Bondar (ART), Brendan O'Sullivan (Xemplar) and others
What's Cooking?

Future developments at Acorn Online Media, ANT, ARM, IMS and others
Practical advice

Techniques for desktop publishing, graphics design and more
In-depth reviews

Expert coverage of the latest software and hardware, by experienced writers
Programming features

3D animation in Basic; floating point in Assembler; type-in listings and more
Regular features

Articles on the Internet, education, programming (Basic, C/C++, ARM, Wimp, Toolbox) and others

Recent comments from readers

"I have read every issue of RISC User ... "Another good issue of RISC User. 1hate
They really are exceptionally good, to say this, but I think [Archive] readers
particularly the more recent issues." ought to be subscribing to both RISC User
—Alexander Singleton, and Archive]" —Paul Beverley, Editor,
computerjournalist Archive magazine

See for yourself: contact Beebug for a sample copy for just £1

A yearly subscription to RISC User (10 issues) costs £24 (inclusive)
for new UK subscribers; renewals cost £22-50. Overseas readers
please enquire for subscription rates. RISC User subscribers are
eligible for discounts on Beebug software and books.

BEEBUG Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road,
St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel./fax 01727 840303/860263
Email sales@beebug.co.uk

Special offer!

Subscribe to RISC User and

get two extra issues free!

*Back issues are available from Beebug



cover disc
Xenon II

This exclusive Acorn Uscr/VTi update by
Stephen Harrison has been modified to

work correctly on the StrongARM and use
16-bit sound on those machines that sup
port it.

Plus it now has four or eight channel
operation with extra sound effects in eight
channel mode and high quality music and
effects on all machines.

The new version runs full screen on Rise

PCs and VGA/SVGA monitors, at the correct

game speed — monitor detection is auto
matic, with manual override. The VGA
support requires 2Mb and preferably ARM3
or better.

To run Xenon II on a 1Mb machine you
must be in Mode 12 and have no other pro
grams loaded. Your font cache must also be
set to zero K.

The program can be installed on hard
disc simply by copying it
across.

Keys
Ctrl+Escape - Exits back to

the desktop
Escape- Back to the

intro screen

Two sets of control keys are
available. Press either 1 or 2

when the game starts. The
default selection is set 1.

Right

Left

Up

Down

Fire

Setl

x

z

/

Set2

x

z

Return

If you find that the game unexpectedly
returns to the intro screen or the desktop, it
may be necessaryto use the second key set.

The second key set is designed for use on
A30x0s, A5000s, Rise PCs and later comput-
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ers because these have a new keyboard con
troller that can cause the first key set not to
work correctly in some situations.

VGA monitor
This version now supports VGA, SVGA and
multiscan monitors correctly, using Acorn's
GameModes module. VGA monitor detec

tion should be automatic,

however if you find the
game is running very fast, in
letterbox mode, you can
alter the !Run file inside the

!Xenon2 application
(Shift + double-click
!Xenon2) to always use the
VGA setting. Load the IRun
file into an editor for more

information.

Xenon II requires 2Mb to
run in VGA mode, if you are

using a 1Mbcomputer and a VGA monitor,
edit the IRun file to always load Xenon II in
TV resolution.

Better audio
Using the QTM music player for the in game
music and sound effects improves the qual
ity and range of sound effects, if you wish.

The default settings are the same as the
original release of Xenon II, where four of

Can't read HD discs?
You can have your Xenon II HD
disc replaced by two DD discs by
returning the original to: Xenon II
discs, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media
House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield,
SK104NP

the computer's sound channels are used for
music and samples together.

This setting can be altered to eight chan
nels, by simply changing the number in the
IRun file. The eight channel setting uses
four channels for music and four for sound

effects, enabling lots more sounds to be
heard in the game.

However, using the game in eight chan
nel mode uses more processor time, so an
ARM3 or later processor is recommended.

The quality of the music and samples can
also be changed. If you are using a faster
machine, like an A5000, you may want to
increase the quality of the sound, this can
also be done simply by altering a line in the
IRun file.

Double density installation
Xenon II has been supplied with the maga
zine on a high density floppy disc. However
you can nin the game from two low density
discs if needed — either by making two DD
floppies from the HD version on a machine
that can read HD or by sending back the HD
disc to the address given below.

To make your own you will need two blank
800K-formatted discs. Label the discs I and 2.

For disc 2: Copy the directory Levels, from
inside the !Xenon2 application, on to disc 2.
This disc is now complete.

For disc 1: Create a new directory called
!Xenon2, on disc 1. Open this directory
(Shift+double-click) and the original
!Xenon2 application, and copy the entire
contents ,except 'Levels', from the original
into the new disc 1 directory.

The game is now ready to be run from
two discs. You will be prompted to insert
disc 2 when it's required.
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•Split Adam Hamilton

I Split was written to ease the transportation
• of large files from one computer to another.
No attempt to compress the file is made, as it
is assumed this has already been done. '.Split
will split a file into a number of smaller files,
and will join them again when required.

It can be started either by running the
application directly or by double-clicking on
a split file, see section on joining files.

The iconbar menu

Pressing the menu button on the iconbar icon
will display a menu:
Info - This displays information about the
program

Autoload - When joining files, if this option is
selected, '.Split will automatically attempt to
locate the next part to join.
Faster - If selected, the multi-tasking window
will not be updated with bytes read and writ
ten, making the operation faster.
SingleTask - This option will toggle between
single and multi-tasking.
Quit - This will quit the program.

Splitting files
The split window can be displayed either by
clicking on the iconbar iconwith Select, or by
dragging a file to the iconbar icon. The pic
ture shows an example of the split window —

Regular items
• Bucketloads of *INFO from graphics
to games

• Mike Cook's Stage Lighting control
program

Great Extras
• HTML Tools: Imagen, InterGIF plus
theJFShared library
• The StrongARM version of the
ICIear module

cover

you may open and close Filer windows, or
change floppy discs betweensaving.

Enter the filename for the file you want to
split, or simply drag the file to the split win
dow. If you drag, the Filename field will
automatically get filled in, although you can
still change it if you wish.

There is a base filename to be used for each

part the file is split into. Using the example
above, the base nameis RaveAler so the partswill
be named RavcAlerOT, RaveAler02and so on.

The maximum file size is given in K (1024
bytes) and is the size that you want each part
to be saved as. You may either type in the size
or use the menu for default sizes appropriate
to various disc types.

Clicking the Split button willopen a save as

t-tu—i m iimimh—iwraqw-r-.-.—-,.,
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[Single saveAcarneiO

Split
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Hive
Due to a lack of space we were unable
to fit the extensive graphics for the
Hive game with this issue — they will
be included next month.

However if you are very impatient,
and have Internet access, they are
available on the Acorn User web site

from this month's magazine page.

window prompting you to drag the icon
to a directory window. If the Single Task
option has not been selected from the
iconbar menu, then a transfer window

will be displayed and the splitting process
will begin. If you only want to save certain
parts, use the Skip button.

Joining files
The join window can be opened either by
clicking on the iconbar icon with Adjust,
double-clicking or dragging to the iconbar
icon, a file of type Split. If you opened the
window with the Adjust mouse button,
you must double-click or drag the first file
to the join window. If you maximise the
join window you will see some short hints
to help you along.

Once '.Split has the first part of the file
to join, you need to tell it where to save
the joined file. Drag the file icon to the
directory where youwant it saved, or type
the path into the text icon and press Save.
Pressing Save without a full path in the
text icon, will save the file in the current
directory.

If the Autoload option is on, '.Split will
automatically look for the next part to
join. If it is found, joining will continue,
otherwise joining will be suspended and
you will need to either double-click on the
next part (filetyped as Split), or drag it to
the join window or the iconbar icon.

If single tasking is not enabled, the
transfer window will be displayed. The
joining process will be aborted if Cancel is
pressed and the window closes.

Full details are in the IHelp file which
also has information on customising the
program to your own requirements.

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2
from VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then dou
ble-clicking on the archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS
on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before being
run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program that
saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the
archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?

If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking
with Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should
return it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford,
Yorkshire BD4 7BH. If it verifies successfully return it to
the Acorn User editorial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover discs have been checked for

viruses using Killer version 2.500 from Pineapple
Software.

Acorn User January 1997
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Mai OrHorTe,:01924254800Fax: 01924258036Ivlcfl V/lUwl E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
RiscPC+Upgrades

All RiscPCs
include Ivr on-sit.

RiSCPC 600(arm610)
4M/HD540 14"mon. C1299.00e

RiSCPC 700(arm710)
5M/HD540 14"mon. C1549.00e

|lOM/HD1GB14"mon. C1799.00e
Strong Arm upgrade

Available to order with neiratt
Riscl'C atonly £116.32 ™

I For 17'AKF90 monitor Add £376.00

For CDrom Drive 4x Add E99.00

For CDrom Drive 8x Add £139.00

Ml Computers
with printers t utsaftm

•alan

A7000's
i maintenance.

chased iitstallt
al<,'il:,

I486-DX2-66PC Upgrade £292.00d
[486-DX4-100 PCUpgrade £351.00d
1586-100 PC Upgrade £468.00d

Deduct £117.50 oJfPC upgrades
when purchased with RiscPC

IPC Exchange £29.00a
IWindows 3.1 + DOS 6.22 £59.00c
Access* Card

|S/UArm710 +3.6 ft*
IStrong Armupgrade
[Audio Mixer
IMovie Magic
[SecondSlice noPSU
ISound Card
RiscPC 4Mb RAM

iRiscPC 8Mb RAM
I RiscPC 16Mb RAM
RiscPC 32Mb RAM

IRiscPC 1Mb VRAM
iRiscPC 2Mb VRAM

Scanners
Epson GT5000 parallel £399.00d
Epson GT5000 scsi £469.00d
Epson GT8500 para/scsi £529.00d
Epson GT9500 para/scsi £659.00d
Sean11gill 256 libiI £164.00c
Scanlight 256 16bit £151.00c
Scanlight 256 Video £222.00c
Image Master/Twain Driver £39.00a

I Printers )
Canon
BJ-30
BJC-70
BJ-230
BJC-240

BJC-4100
BJC-4550
BJC-620
Epson
Stylus Col 2 (colour)
Stylus 500 (colour)
Hewlett Packard

(colour)
DeskJet 690

I LaserJet 5L
Calllgraph
A4 1200 Laser

(black)
(colour)

(A3 black)
(colour)
(colour)

(A3 colour)
(colour)

£292.00b
£40.00a

£279.00c
£90.00d

£69.00b
£25.00a

£40.00a
£99.00c

£199.00c
£149.00c

£245.00c

(colour)
(black)

£149.00d
£199.00d

£311.00d
£209.00d

£239.00d
£389.00d
£379.00d

£299.00d
£269.00d

£169.00d
£259.00d
£399.00d

Rrchimedes CompJ
IA7000(1.6 Floppy 4Mb expandable to
\U0Mbmm. Am 75ODAKP60M/SMon, 540Mb

|4M/HD425 14"mon. E1099.00e
l For -ixCDrom Drive Add£100.00

Pocket Book
£239.00c

£319.00c

£59.00b
£59.00b
£59.00b
£29.00a

£14.50b
£119.00c

Pocket Book 2(256k)
Pocket Book 2(1 MB)
A-Link
M-Link
PC-Link +
Parallel Link
Power Supply
Flash SSD 1MB

Hardware Upgrades j
I Casio QV-10 Camera £399.00d
HawkV9Mkll £194.00c
Lark Midi Sound-Sa. £172.00c
Midi Max £78.00c
Rise TV (Irlam) £295.00c

ITeletextmodule forabove £45.00a
SCSI16bit £95.00c

ISCSI2 32bit (Power-Tec) £205.00c
ITVTuner £99.00c
| TV Tuner + Teletext £159.00c

Data Storage

IA30x0 CDAtapi interface £84.00b
Quad External Atapi CD £176.00c
A30x0 IDE interface £88.00b

IA30x0IDE/CD interface £104.00b
all above include HD fixing kit

I IDE 2.5"
170mb £99.00c
270mb £125.00c
540mb £289.00c

IDE 3.5"
1.0 gb Conner £210.00c
1.6 gb Conner £249.00c
1.7 gb IBM £229.00c
SCSI 2 3.5"
544 Meg Fujitsu £188.00c
1Gb10mslBM £289.00c
IDE CD Tray Internal
Panasonic Quadpro £99.00c
Goldstar 8 speed £139.00c
SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal
Toshiba XM-3601B £POAc

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal
IToshibaXM-3501B £299.00c

PD SYSTEMS
AXspGGd CD-ROM Drive
650 MB Optical Disc Drive
Intomal or External
Including 1 Cartridge £539.00d
Extra 650MB Cartridge £45.00a

Parrallel Port
[Zip Drive 100mb £175.00c

memory Upgrades
£64.00b

£139.00c
£53.00b
£96.00b
£99.00b
£99.00b

A3000 1-2mb
A3000 1-4mb
A3010 1-2mb
A3010 2-4mb
A3020/A4000 2-4mb

IA5000 2-4mb
Ail Upgrades filled free il ordered

win Computer else £18.00

monitors
|AcornAKF60 £380.00d
Acorn AKF91 £699.00d
Myama17"MF8617E.26dot £629.00d
liyama 17"MT9017E.25dot £699.00d
Microv 14"1438 (akfsoj £289.00d
Microv14"1450(AKF60) £219.00d
Microv 15"1565 28doi £299.00d

(black) £1150.00d

Printer Inks/Refills

Inkjet Refills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge
All inks come complete with gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.
Single 20ml Any Colour £6.70a
Twin 2x20ml Black £12.30a
Bulk 125ml Any Colour £23.00b

'CartridgeMate' a new and

easy to use cartridge refillsystem for
HP 51626A high cap. cartridges
A refill system with no mess
Comprises: CartridgeMate

& 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks
Cartridge not included £35.00b
Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £21.00a
HP51625A Tri-Colour Cartridge
refill kit 3 x 3 colour refills
Comprises:

C/M & Y Inks, Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £35.00a
We also carry a large slock of inkjel

cartridges and ribbons

Canon LBP-4 Toner
I Canon LBP-8 Toner
• HP LaserJet5L Toner

£69.00c
£79.00c
£59.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n Wear (2 whlto Bnsebnll Caps +
3 transfer papers) £10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2 whlto T Shirts +
4 transfer papers £13.50b
Colour'n Wear
(4 transfer papers only) £7.50a

(30 transfer papers only) £41.00b
Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8 A4 150g Perforated £5.00a
Col InkJet matt photo white paper
25 sheets x 120gms £5.50b
Monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software

ArtWorks
ArtWorks Clipart I
AitWorks Clipart II
Being a Scientist
Bitfolio Ed7
Breakaway Maths
Britain from the Air
Britain Since 1930
British Birds age 7-12
Cars-Maths in Motion(Cambs) £105.00b

(CC) £<W.00c
(CO £20.00a
(CC) £20.00a

(Anglia) £44.00a
(Lino) £50.00c

(YITM) £70.00b
£44.00a
£28.(X)a

(YITM) £109.00c

Dinosaurs (M/S)
Castles (Anglia)
Guardians of the Greenwood
Granny's Garden
Garden Wildlife
Hutchinson M/Media

Industrial Revolution

Inventors&Invenlions

Kingfisher Child Mic
Kiyeko andthe lost ni|
Langsdale
Medieval Realms \a

Musical Instruments
Mysteries of Nature
My 1st IncredibleAi
Naughty Stories V

(4Mat)
(Anglia)

(M/S)
(Anglia)

2 (Sher)

PB Bear's Birthday Parly (DK
PhotoBase I920s,30s.40s,50s,60s
Victorians,!.andscapes Bach(I.L)£54.00a
RiscDisc I (Uniqueway) £ 15.00a

£45.00a
£44.00a
£54.00a
£35.00a
£44.00a

£4S.00a
[Anglia) £94.00a
(YITM) £!64.00a
pedfa96 £65.O0b

&KBMS) £34.00b
(CCS) £ 104.00b

4-IJ00 £164.00c
£45.00b

TBA
r£45.00b
£93.001)

£36.00b

Finance
Clearly the Best Choice

(based on 2096 deposit anil 096finance
over 20 month pcriod)(Acorn Ileitis Only)

20\0%
Personal finance is available to qualifying

purchases. Credit subject to statu
Writtenquotation on request.

APR 0%
RiscDisc 2
Rise-Disc 3-gSj
Seashore Li!lT7-11)
The Way Things Work
Understanding Energy
Understanding the Body
World War 2

(Uniqucway) £23.(X)a
(Uniqueway) ETB.Aa

£.|-l.(M)a

£36.01)1)

£53.00a
£44.00a
£28.00a

Rpplication Software
Advance

Advantage
Ancestry H
ANT internet II

Apple FS
Arcfax

Armadcus

ArtWorks

C++
Card Shop
Celebration
The Comp.Animator
Composition
Compression
DataPower

Desktop Thesaurus

(Acorn) £H6.00c
(LI.) £54.00a

(Minerva) £87.00b

(ANT) £109.00b
(Oragan) £30.00a

(David P) £33.00a
(Clares) £2S.00a

(CC) £99.00c
(Acorn) £249.00c
(Clares) £22.00a
(Clares) £32.()()a

(Iota) £93.001)
(Clares) £l50.00c

(CC) £31.00a
(lota) £99.00c

(RDev) £19.00.1

Davyn Software
Draw to DXF Converter

Only £23.00a

> DXF

DrawWorks2 (iSV) £l7.00a

Easydip (Fabis) £31.00a
Easy Font 3 (Fabis) £31.00a
Eidoseope (RiscPC only) (CC) £170.00b
Eureka 3 (LL) £IO4.O0c
Formuiix (CC) £70.00a
FontFX (Datastore) £ 12.00a
Frame-Ill or 2 (Davyn)each £6.(X)a

Publisher irregular frames

Graphics Loaders (CC) £44.00a
Illusionist (Clares) £45.00a
ImageFS2 (Alternative P) £41.00a
ImageOutliner (Iota) £S4.00a
Impression Publisher {CO £139.00c
Impression Style (CC) £79.00c
Intertalk (Acorn)
Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare)

(LL)
(ANT)

RComp)
P (LL)

(LL)
(LL)

(Apricote)

£92.00c
£72.00a
£62.()0b

£45.00a
£29.(X)a

£59.00b
£58.00c

£83.00c
£.|().00b

Notale

PCPROop&m
PC Sound Pro.

Pendown DTP
Pendown Eloiles

Pendown Plus

Personal Accounts

PhotoDcsk 2

Pinpoint
Pro Artisan 2

Pro Artisan 24
Prophet 3 Accounts
Render Bender v2

Replay Starter Kit
Revelation ImagePro
Rhapsody 3
Rhythm Bed

(Space Tech) £259.00c
(Longman) £ KM.00c

(Clares) £ 135.00a
(Clares) £99.00c

cote) £I63.()()e
'Clares) £45.00a
(Acorn) £40.00b

(LL) £ 163.00c
(Clares) £93.00a
(Clares) £-15.00.1

RiscCad Professional
s/i: (Dawn) £250.(X)e
Education £2(X).(X)c

Site Licence £581.62c

Serenade (Clares) £93.(K)a
Sibelius 6 (v3) (Sine) £ 179.00c
Sibelius 7 Prof. (v3) (Sibe) £899.00(1
Sibelius 7 Student (v3) (Sibe) £499.00d
Sibelius Junior (Sibe) £53.00b
SmArt (4Mation) £41.00a
SmArt Files (4Mation)each £ 17.00a
SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Malion)£2l.()0a
Snippet (4Malion) £38.(X)a
Sound FX Maker (CIS) £39.0()a

Termite Internet (DoggySoft) £89.tXK.-
TexlEase (SoftEase) £54.00a
TexlEase Talking (SoftEasc
TextEasejfiErng Multimedia
TimeCode

Tiller

Topographer
Touch Type
Turbo Driver

Twain Drivers

(ART)
(Clares)

(Clares)
(Iota)
(CC)
(DP)

£74.00a

£94.00c

£29.00a

£93.00a

£73.00a

£.|5.00b

£51.00b

£ 19.00a

0 out of 10 Full Range Each £l4.00a
llnosaurs, DrivingTest, Early Ess.,English,
iss.Mallis. fiss.Science. Hss.IT. French. German.

Jr.Essenlials, Main Algebra. Math Geometry,
Maths Number. Math Stalisucs. Stucl.Spelling.

Adventure Playground (Storm) £21,00a
•\mazing Maths (CSH) £22.00a
Amazing Ollic (Storm) £15.00a
(\rcventurel Romans (Sher) £38.00a
Arcveniure II Egyptians (Sher) £38.(X)a
Arcventure III Vikings (Shcr) £38.00a
•\rcvenlurc IV A Saxons(Sher)

Around World 80 Days (Sher)

Education Software

Aztecs

BadgerTrails
Balloons and Zoo

BodyWise
Calabash Pirates

Coffee

Connections
Crystal Rain Forest
Crystal Rain Forest 11
Darryl the Dragon
DataGraph
Farm

First Logo
First Page DTP
Flossy The Frog
Flight Path 9+
Freddy Teddy
Freddy Teddy's Ad

(Sher)
(Sher)

(Topo)
(Sher)

(Storm)
(Storm)

(Slier)
(Sher)

(Sher)
(4Mal)
(Topo)
(Sher)

(LL)
(LL)

(4Mat)
(Storm)
(Topo)
(Topo)

Fun School 3/4 (5.5-7.7+) each

£38.(X)a

£49.00a

£48.00a
£48.(M)b

£21.00a
£48.0()a

£25.00a

£29.00a
£34.()()a

£48.00a
£48.00a

£21,00a

£30.(X)a

£22.(X)a

£25.00a

£53.00a
£26.(X)a

£3l.(X)a

£15.(X)a

£I5.00a
£20.00a

(Please Specify age group)
Granny's Garden (4Mat) £26.(X)a
HappyLife (CCS) £31.00c
James Pond running water £29.(X)a
Landmarks full rangc(LL)cach £28.(X)a
Look Here Talking Topics(Sh) £6l.(X)b
Magpie (LL) £62.00b
Maths Circus (4Mat) £29.(X)a
MathsMania (Topo) £25.(X)a
Music Box (Topo) £35.(X)a
Naughty Stories VI or 2 (Sher) £58.00b
Number Tiles (Topo) £25.00a
Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) £l6.(X)a
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2
Talking Stories (Sher) £45.00b
More Talking Stories A (Sher) £45.(X)b
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3
Talking Stories (Sher)
Oxford Talking Infant Atlas

Burn Out

Cannon Fodder

Chuck Rock

Cobalt Seed

Crystal Maze
Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess
Darkwood
Dune2
Dunc2 CD

Dungeon
Empire Soccer
Enter The Realm
E-Type Compendium
E-Type Jaguar 2
Fire & lee
Flashback

F.T.T.

Global Effect

Gods
Haunted House

Pinpoint Junior (LL)
PlantWise (Shcr)
Rosie & Jim (Shcr)
ScreenTuitle (Topo)
Sea Rescue (Shcr)
Smudge the Spaniel (Storm)
Smudge the Scientist (Storm)
Smudge Punctuates
Space City (Shcr)
Splash (Shcr)
StigoftheDump (Shcr)
Story Starts (Shcr)
Talking Clock (Topo)
Talking Animated Alphabet
Talking Rhymes I (Topo)
The Playground (Topo)
The Puddle & Wardrobe('Topo) £20.00a
Time Detectives (Sher) £-19.00a

Tiny Draw/Logo (Topo) £25.00a
TinyPu/zle (Topo) £20.(X)a
Teddy Bear's Picnic (Sher) £31.00a
Voyage of Discovery (Sher) £38.00a

Games Software J
Aldcrbaran <&£> (Evolution) £10.00a
Alone in the Dark (Krisalis) £25.(X)a
Arcturus (Oragan) £22.(X)a
Aries 4games (GamesWare) £25.(X)a
Anagram Genius (4D) £27.(X)a
Big Bang (Psycore)
Black Angel (4D)
Boxing Manager^jis^tXrisalis)

(Oragan)
(Krisalis)
(Krisalis)

(TBA)
(Sher)
(TBA)

(4D)
(Eclipse)
(Eclipse)
(Eclipse)

(4D) 2mb
(Empire)

(4D) 2mb
(4D)

(US Gold)

£45.001
£21.00a

£31.00a
£49.00a
£ 11.50a

£35.(X)a

£29.(X)a

£19.00n
£42.00a

Storm) CTB.Aa
£31.00a

£22.0()a

£26.()()a

£26.00a

£35.00a

£32.00a

£26.00a

£25.00a

£ 14.00a

£28.00a

£5.00a

£23.00o
£23.00a
£ 10.00a

£21.00a

£27.00a

£ 17.00a

£28.00a

£22.00a

£32.00a

£45.00a

£29.00a

£23.(X)a

£2l.(X)a

£22.(X)a

£29.00a
£2l.(X)a

£25.00a

(TBA) £17.00a
(Eclipse) £32.00a
(Krisalis) £10.00a
(4D)2mb £22.00a

^•••^__•••___
llemulall (££> (Krisalis) £15.00a
Hero Quest CSP* (Krisalis) £15.00a
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £21.00a J
James Pond (Krisalis) £ 10.00a
James Pond 2 RoboCod (GAV) £20.00a

James Pond running water £29.00a
Krisalis CollectiorjggSrisalis) £19.00a
Lemmings/Oh No More (RPC) £27.00a
Lemmings Oh No More (Kris) £15.(X)a
Magic Pockets ^g^Xenagadc) £15.00a
Man United Europe (Kris) £10.00a
Populus (Krisalis) £25.00a
QuestforGold ^gi^Krisalis) £5.00a
Revolver (Psycore) £l4.(X)a
Real McCoy 2 (4D) £29.00a
(Apocalypse, ll»l<-<! Qui, Olympics, Incnial
Real McCoy 3 (4D) £29.O0a
(PowtfBand, Ntvryon, DropShip. TheWimp Game}
Real McCoy 4 (4D) £29.00a I
(Galactic Dan.Cricvousbodlfy'Arm. X-FlrcQttxl] mil
Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £29.(X)a
Scrabble (US Gold) £25.(X)a
SimCity 2(XX) (Kris)A50(X)/PC £33.(X)a |
Simon The Sorcerer (GAV) £35.00a
Simon The Sorcerer CD(GAV) £41.00a
Small (Virgo) £15.00a
Speedball £g«S> (Krisalis) £15.00a
Spohhlcoid gj'jJCCyhernalion) £5.(X)a
Spobbleoiil Fantasy (4D) £27.O0a
Starfighter 3000 (Fednet) £25.00a
Stereoworld (4D) £27.(X)a
Stunt Racer 2(XX)

Swiv
Time Machine

Virtual Golf

Virtual Golf augusta course (4D) £20.(X)a
Zool 1.6m disk (gg> (AP) £8.00a
Gamesl'ad 2player (GAV) £33.001)

(4D) £29.(X)a
(Krisalis) £ 10.00a

(4D) £23.(X)a

(4D)2mb £29.00a

5.25 40l bare disc drive

8bit User Analogue Interface
A Mouse in Holland (EY)
Doris the Dotty Dog (EY)

£ 19.00e

£23.00b j
£20.00a I
£ 10.00a

£20.00a

£ 10.00a

£25.00a

£ 15.00a

£30.00a

£ 15.00a

£8.00a

£15.(X)a

£l5.(X)a

£15.(X)a

£ring
ttalemers

Flossy the Frog
Gemini

Polvominocs

Podd

Prime Mover

Pro Driver

StartWrite

StartWritc Talking
Waiter
Word Works

New & Used Aeon

(EY)
(EY)

(Topo)
(ESM)

(Minerva)
(Ace)
(AP)
(EY)

(Digital)
(CC)

Spares

•it.•'m //„ Ifatt^Oir

Holu To Order )
Cheques: should be made

payable to PavyK Computers
Credit Cards: youmay alsopay]
by Visa. Delta, Euro. Switch.
Election, or Master Card. We

normally make no charge lor lhis.|
and take no payment until goods
are ready for dispatch. We needl
the card holders address and I
telephone number, card number!
and issue number if any and the)
expiry date.
Carriage: chargesare as follows
a " Small £1.251
b Medium £2.50
C Medium Recorded £4.501
d Courier £10.00
e Courier Large £ 15.00
Official Orders: are welcome
from UK education and I
government institutions (invoices I
are due for payment within 14
days and are subject to carriage |
and late payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send|
your orders to;
Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal,|
Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

9.30- 7.30
9.30- 7.30

9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andI
specifications are offered in good I
faith and are subject to change I
without notice. We Process alll
orders immediately, but suppliers |
do sometimes keep us wailing.
Goods are guaranteed but are noil
suppliedon approval. Returns audi
cancellations canonly be accepted I
by prior agreement and there may I
be a restocking and administration I
chargeA fullcopyof our termstire I
available upon request.
E.&.O.E 6th December 19%



Matthew Bloch

presents a tempestuous
game for your enjoyment

n this month's cover disc, you'll find
Hive, the game I've quietly been work

ing on over the last couple of months,
complete with sources for your perusal. In
its current state, it could only be regarded
as a prototype - to run at 50fps it requires
a StrongARM. It also needs nearly 2Mb of
hard drive space and generally lacks some
of the programming rigour you might
expect to see in a game.

But from the outside it looks just fine:
double click on the '.Hive icon, to get a
slick, if limited version, of Space Invaders.
Later, we can build in some compression
for the sprites, and re-write some of the
Popcorn routines in ARM code to make it
playable on low-end machines. If you
think it's too easy, too hard, too boring,
I'll explain how to change every part of it.

My industrious servant
Programmers should know their limits,
and mine don't go as far as being able to
draw. The best solution, in these circum
stances, is to find someone who can and

ask nicely. In fact, Hive doesn't use much
traditional 'drawn' graphics; most of the
game objects were modelled, rendered and
animated by either POV, TopModel or 3D
Studio.

Similarly, I'm no good with the sound
system. It's complicated and not worth the
trouble when the freeware QTM module
will do the job quite competently. It uses
barely 60Kof module space and providesa
SWI to play a chunk of memory on a par
ticular sound channel, which is all that is
needed for this game. It also leaves the
option of adding in music later on.

Master of this design
Think about the parts of the game
'around' the main game loop. It's all too
tempting to write a reasonable game and
then tack a nasty front-end onto it. For
instance, how is the player going to start
the game and what options will there be?
Since Hive is only a simplegame, I'vegone
for an 'arcade machine' approach, where
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Global variables used in Hive

* Tables (structobjectjable*) and their contents
ship_table

missile_table

alien_table

fx_table

alien_swoop_table

alien_missile_table

token table

an objecttable containing one object:the spaceship at the bottomof the screen
any objects the player firesat the aliens

the aliens in formation

any special effects orobjects which otherwise don't interact with therest ofthegame
aliens which havebroken formation andaren'tsubject to the usual
backwards-forwards motion

objects which the alienslaunchat the player
for thosespinning tokenswhichflyout sometimes

* Boolean (TRUE/FALSE) values

quit quits thegame ifTRUE
dirty_rotten_cheat activates all the 'cheat' keys, and makes the player invulnerable by disabling

collision checking with ship_table

hit_bottom set when the aliens shouldn't go any lower. Without it, they fly off the bottom of
the screen

max_fired

fire_freq

fire_again

aliens_left

last killed at

The player's score
hi_score

lives

next_life_time

invulnerable

a value which keeps track ofwhich 'tilt' position the shipis in. Seethe ship_handler
function for details

is a COPY of the ship's Xposition, so that interested aliens can make a bee-line for it.
Theship's Yposition is always 255«12

number of'normal' shots theplayer has fired; this isincremented when theplayer
shoots, anddecrememted when a bullet hits analien orgoes off-screen
maximum number of shots the player can fire

the minimum amount oftime (in hundreths ofasecond) before the player can fire again
a value which is decremented onevery frame; when it reaches zero, theplayer can
fire. When theplayer does fire it issetto firejreq, to introduce a delay before he
can fire again

The special weapon number, triggered byspace. Setto zeroifnone
the game's current state; 0means 'title page', -1 means 'game over screen', anything
else means the game is being playedon that wave
number of aliens left on screen; when this becomes zero, the next wave comes on

theclock value when the last alien ina wave waskilled. This is-1 normally, butafter
aliens„le£t hitszero,it isset to the currenttime. Foursecondsafter this time,it is
set backto -1and the new wave appears

Hi score,saved to discafter the game if it is beaten

Lives left;it is inclusive, so 1 meansthe playeris on his last life
Set tothecurrent clock value when the player has been killed, sothat thenewship
can come on a moment (2.5s) later

The number offrames ofinvulnerability the player has left; this isdecremented by
ship_handler on everyframeuntilit reaches zero. Since the game runsat 50Hz, a
value of 500 means 10seconds of invulnerability
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play the game, and press the same button
to start it again. We needn't bother with a
hi-score table; just a single 'best score' will
do, which is saved to disc. The player can
stop a particular game with escape and
return to the desktop with Ctrl+Escape; it's
worth keeping these standard keypresses
for continuity with other games.

These design ideas have to fit in, some
how, with the way programs are written
based on Popcorn. Because of its object-
orientated nature, the library calls for the
same sort of event-based programming
used under the desktop. The r—
main() function, in c.game, is
only a few lines long, and only
one thing is done outside of
the main game loop, which is
to call the game_initialise()
function.

Its job is to load all the
resources and prototypes into
memoryand start the game off
in its initial state, waiting for the player to
start the game. I've listed the global vari
ables and their purposes above; they're all
defined in h.game for the other source
fragments to include.

After this, the main() function follows
the usual animation loop, processing every
table in turn, calling handlers and so on,

game's state is controlled by the 'wave'
variable. The game_initialise() function
calls wave_initialise(0) which reads the
wave definitions from IHive.Data.WaveX,

where X is the wave number. The wave
files follow a simple format: the first line
is the full path of the backdrop to load for
that wave, and each subsequent line
should follow this format:

<Prototype ID> <x> <y> <xv> <yv>

The wave_initialise() function will read
each of these IDs and create the relevant

one in the alienjable at the specified posi
tion. Wave zero consists of one object: the
'TITL' prototype, which is the enormous
'Hive' graphic, plotted at the top in the
centre. This has its own handler, titlejian-
dler (defined in c.game),and the attn_plot
flag is set.

This means that after the title has been

Start point (20, 30)

Velocity =
End point - start point

No. of frames to reach

target in

^ e.g. to reach target in fifty frames (one second):
\r^X End point (9. 22) (9-20. 22-30) /50 =(-11,-8) /50 =(-0.22,-0.16)

Figure I: How to make the aliens aim andavoid trigonometry

,-. Sf/.:v' ; -

'PRESS SPACE TO START' prompt. Also,
the attn_every flag is set so that when the
user does press space, the TITL object
deletes itself, creates the 'SHIP' object (i.e.
the player), and calls wave_initialise(l)
after resetting the player's score and num
ber of lives.

There are a few waves supplied on the
cover disc, but not nearly enough to make
the game complete: if you come up with
any more, do send them on to me.

There is one object which has the
attn_every flag set which is initialised at

1 the start of the game and
never deleted. misc_every_
handler is the handler which

picks up on events which
aren't handled directly by
handlers. For instance, it calls
checkjiew wave() which will
handle setting up a new wave
if all aliens have been killed.

The handler has the attn_plot
flag set; it uses this to display any neces
sary text on the screen. Besure that when
plotting anything on the screen, it
shouldn't be done with the attn_every flag,
since this is called every frame, as opposed
to whenever the plotting happens, which
could be every other frame on some
machines.

In this way, we've implemented the title
page and 'GAME OVER' message as
another 'wave', which is treated specially
by some object handlers.

A thousand twangling
instruments

The freeware QTMmodule fits in very con-
veniently with Popcorn's resource
manager, as can be seen by the size of the
IHive.c.sound file.

This makes three functions available

to the rest of the game, one to start the
sound system, one to stop it, and
another to make a particular noise. The
resource manager looks up the filename
of a sample, which should be stored in
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8-bit quality, 10416Hz (half the default
RISC OS sample rate) and in the usual
logarithmic format.

The two best freeware programs for con-
verting samples between formats are
called ISoundCon and ISampConv, and
they are available from Hensa as packages
d044and a034. Although the latter is three
years old, it still works under RISC OS 3.7.
As for finding the sound effects, this
requires less skill than doing the graphics,
but it's surprising how hard it is to find
appropriate samples. Some may say I've
failed on this count, but again, if you
don't like the samples, replace them with
better ones; I've left Hive open-ended for
tinkering with.

To fly, to swim, to dive
into the fire

Most aliens in Hive have their own sepa
rate handlers; the source for all these is in
!Hive.c.aIien_hnd. They all, however, call
the dull_alien_handler for when they go
off the screen or collide with any of the
player's projectiles, so that these events
can be handled in the same way without
duplicating code. To start with, each alien
is given the same horizontal velocity.
Then, when one alien from alienjable
(that is to say the ones meant to stay in
formation) hits the side of the screen, the
handler reverses the velocities of all the

aliens in the table, so they all move in an
identical fashion.

The other aliens must call this on col
lide or gameout events to stay in
formation, but other than this they are
free to do what they like. For instance,
bomby_alien_handler creates a 'BBMB'
(bluebomb) randomly(1/1000 chance per
frame = 1 per 20 seconds per alien), which
is initialised with a random velocity, and
is affected by the gravity of the alien_mis-
silejable. This gives the impression of it
being tossed downwards. The
bigblue_alien_handler does the same job,
just with a more lethal bomb.

However, Iaser_alien_handler is more
vicious in that it alms several shots at the
player's spaceship. This has the problem
that wecan't be surewherethe player isor
where the player's spaceship will be
located in the shipjable. This is solved
with a global variable, ship_x, which is
kept updated by the shipjiandler func
tion. Inelegant, but it works.

Next, how do we aim a barrage of shots
without resorting to trigonometry, and
messy look-up tables? It's simple to do,
even with polar geometry; take a look at
Figure I. Once there is a velocity which
will reachthe player's co-ordinates in, say,
four-hundred frames, it can be multiplied
up for successive shots, creating a laser
effect. Also, the 'LASR' prototype differs

Aguide to creating yourown space invaders
*Create a folder inside the 'Originals' folder with your alien's name.
*Draw each animation frame with a mask, saving each one asaseparate file, with sensible file
names(0,1,2...); the sprite name doesn't matter.
*Run IMakePop to convert your sprites to Popcorn format; they will besaved inside the
IHive.Graphics folder.

*Add each frame ofyour sprite tothe !Hive.Data.Resources file, being sure toadd the ALIN
tag onto the beginning.

*(optional) Write a handler for your alien, being sure topass control back todull_alien_han-
dler if

*Create an alien prototype in the !Hive.Data.Prototypes file. You must setthese flags:
std_plot collide velocities attn_gameout. Also, ifyou are animating the alien, setthe
animate flag, and yoyo ifyou want the animation todothis rather than cycle. Attach either
yourcustom-written handler or copyone of the other alien's.
*Write your alien into one or more ofthewaves by changing theappropriate
IHive. Data. Wave file.
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from the normal alien shots in that it isn't
affected by gravity.

The most complex handler is the
swoopy_alien_hand!er which makes the
alien swoop down and then find its origi
nal position again. The way this is done is
as follows, once the random element has
decidedthat the alien is going to swoop:
• A new alien object is created in the
alien_swoop_table, thus freeing it from the
formation

• The alien object in the alienjable (in
formation) is not deleted, but it has its
std_plot and collide flags temporarily
turned off. This means that it is invisible

and can't be hit, but its position is kept
track of as if it were still there

• The address of the invisible alien object
is stored in the new alien object's
user_data area and the new alien is givena
random velocity, aiming downwards.
Also, a five second timer is set

• Its behaviour is then to try to relocate its
original position by increasing its velocity
towards it. The new alien's velocity has a
limit to it, as does its acceleration, so that
it doesn't go back too quickly. When the
timer expires, these limits are broken
slightly so that it can get back more
quickly rather than hovering
• When the new alien finds its original
position, it deletes itself from the
alien_swoop_tabIe and then turns back on
the collide and std_plot flags thus putting
it back in formation

Epilogue
That covers it for this series. However, Pop
corn is an ongoing concern as I'm working
on something else with it. If you're inter
ested in programming games, keep a close
eye on my home page, http://homepages.
enterprise.net/mattbee, where I'll keepdetails
of what I'm doing to the library. Be warned
that in its current state there are some mem
ory leaks in the library, which occasionally
cause it to crash. I'm ashamed to admit that

I've worked around these problems to pro
duce Hive and I'll try to release a fully
debugged version of the library and game
before the New Year. Feel free to contact me
with your ideas; my address is in the j
help file onthecover disc. L
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Processor/Speed : Stand Alone (RRP):

CJE 5x86 133MHz* 460.00

Acorn 5x86 100MHz 468.83

Acorn 486 DX4/100MHz 349.83

Acorn 486 DX2/66MHz 292.58

Acorn 486 SX/33MHz 233.83

Part Exchange SX/33 : With New Computer

350 350

350 350

234 234

175 175

117

5x86 133MHz cardsarcAcorn Mk II Gemini Cardsupgraded by us.
NUp to 933% Tasterthan a standard SX/33 and 26% faster than Acorn's 100MHz 5x86.

If you can buy cheaper, tell us... ...I/you can't, tell your friends 11

RiscPC IDE CD Rom Systems
Quad Speed £ 70 EIGHT Speed € 100

(Above Pricing is for RISC OS3.6or 3.7.For 3.5add£ 15).

SCSI CD Rom Drive Double Speed - tray loading £ 95
SCSICD RomDrive6.7 Speed- tray loading £ 170

SCSI CDRom Drive EIGHT Speed - tray loading £ 200

All prices
Include VAT

@ 17.5%

Combined Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive AND 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 375*
Complete CD Rom Systems for A3/4/5000 £ 259

SCSI I Interface for A30x0/A4000 £ 115
SCSI I Interface for A300/A400/A5000/Risc PC from £ 90

SCSI II Interface (Cumana / PowerTec) £ 195
All CD ROM Drive examples are for internal RiscPC versions. For details ofother versions please call.
Cases for External CDRom Drives from £47 Caddies from £ 5 *Optical Discs for PD Drive £ 46

0%

RiscPC Ram
4MB

8MB

16MB

32MB

£ 25

£ 50

£ 90

£ 180

1MBV-RAM £ 80

2MB V-RAM £ 130

I-2MBV-RAM £100

For DRAM Part Exchangeprices pleaseCal

monitors
14"MicrovitecSVGA (AKF 60 equlv.)
14" Microvitec MultiSync(AKF50equiv.)
15" Link LN-15E (0.28mm FSTMPC 1280 x 1024)
17" Idek 8617e (0.26mm FSTMPC 1600 x 1200)
17" Idek 9017e Pro (0.25mm FSTMPC 1600x 1200)

Hard Disc Drives
210MB Conner 3.5" IDE

540MB Conner 3.5" IDE

1.2GB Quantum Fireball TM 3.5" IDE
1.7GB Quantum 3.5" IDE
2.5GB Quantum Scirrocco 3.5" IDE
3.8GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE iW
1.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI

2.0GB IBM 3.5" SCSI

4.3GB IBM 3.5" SCSI Jfll

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020 from £90)
Syquest EZ230MB 3.5" Drive from
Xyratex540MB Drive (removable cartridge) from

Iomega 1GB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge) $&> from £

BJ30 Black

BJC210 Colour

BJC4100 Colour

Printers
£ 160 BJC620 Colour £

£ 180 Stylus Colour 500 £
£ 220 HP5L4ppm £

225

300

290

620

675

90

135

195

225

290

350

250

395

800

175

250

320

460

370

270

430

RiscPC's from £ 52 p.m.
20% deposit.

20 Months to pay.
Call for further derails.

^V

15" monitors at Hf" Prices
with ACB75 RiscPC systems.

(£ 15ACB77/£25ACB64)
OR

£ 10 Quad Speed CD Drive
with ACB 75 RiscPC systems.

(£ 20 ACB77 / £ 30 ACB64)

Prices above are for Quad Speed.
£ 30 Extra for EIGHTSpeed.

Complete RiscPC Systems from £ 1299.

RiscPC's Built to your specification.

Example : RiscPC 200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS 3.7,
6GB H/D, 16MB RAM, 2MB V-RAM, 15" FST Monitor

£ 1800 inc. VAT & Delivery.

All Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £8.00
Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

ISCR
TECHNOLOGIES micro

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN11 2EN Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax
Email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk Web : http://www.art.acorn.co.uk/coft/CJE/

R
;.\-;v;i,'.i

ISC
TECHNOLOGIES

01903 523679



Slimline Siena
Take the world's best selling pocket com

puter - the Psion Series 3a (also known as
the Acorn Pocket Book 2) - make it even
smaller and lighter, add a wireless infra-red
communications facility, a proper calculator
keypad and make it more affordable.That was
Psion's goal when it set out to design a Series
3a with wider appeal - the result is the Siena.

On paper it sounds fantastic. However,
compromises are not absent from the Siena's
specification. You don't get a built-in SSD
(solid state disc) socket, there is no external
poweroption, the Sienacannot be hooked up
to Psion's new and faster 3Fax modem and

the screen isonly half the width of the 3a's.
The 3a and 3c have a natty sampled sound

system and recording option but this was
left out of the Siena. Instead there is a

cheaper sounding beeper - you can't tone-
dial phones with it any more but for alarms
it is just as effective as before. The keyboard
is slightly more fiddly to use and our exam
ple was prone to double-keying.

Instead, Psion has concentrated on pre
serving the 3a's primary strengths in the
Siena while making it smaller and more

affordable. The Siena really does fit into a
shirt pocket, it has the same multi-tasking
operating system as before and many appli
cations designed for the 3a will work on it -
screen width limitations aside. It will still

run off a pair of batteries (AAAs this time) for
40 or more hours - my wife has used a Siena
daily for two months before needing to
change batteries.

Psion 3a owners will look in envy at the
improved standard applications; like the
new 3c - the database now has a list func

tion, there is a quick notepad application
and a better file manager. The Agenda
diary/organiser now has a busy views mode,
while the calculator can be used in the excel

lent traditional Series 3 algebraic mode or in
conventional mode, complete with a virtual
till roll which can be scrolled up and down.

The IrDA wireless infra-red port means
'beamed' information can be exchanged
with another Siena or Series 3c user and

also allows printing to IrDA-compatible
printers. Other organisers, personal digital
assistants (PDAs) and notebook computers
are now tending to feature IrDAcompatibil-

Generation 3c
The Psion 3c is the latest version of the

hugely successful 3 series launched in
1991. The 3c is fitted into a re-designed case
and contains a number of enhancements to

both the hardware and software.

The new case is very similar to the original,
it is a slightly different colourand located on
the hinge section is an Infra Red
transmitter/receiver. The case also has new
texture which is more rubbery than the previ
ous one and in my opinion has a strange feel.

Once the machine is turned on you imme
diately begin to feel at home,even if the feel
of the case is a bit alien. The first obvious

difference between the 3a and the 3c is that

all the application icons have been
redesigned to give them more of a 3Dlook.

The 3c's applications suite consists of an
enhanced Data, Agenda and Calc as well as
three new applications: Jotter, Files and

SoundMaster. The 3c also has a Patience

game which the 3a had but the PBII doesn't.
The enhanced database now has a sort

facility but only offers A-Z sorting which is
quite primitive. There is also a list view
option similar to that found in DataView etc.

Agenda now has a 'busy' view which is
basically a monthly view showing all the
timed appointments in blocks. It is quite
similar to the old week view on the original
Sc/iedw/eforthePBI.

Calc has been updated to offer two modes
of operation - working either as a scientific
or a simple 'four function' calculator. Both
offer the usual 'till roll' display so you can
see what you have done previously.

The first of the new applications, Jotter, is
a simple program for making notes which
works in a similar way to a reporter's
notepad.

Files allows easier management of files
than when in the normal desktop mode. It
offers tree and list views as well as a large
number of file management options.

SoundMaster is identical to the version

sold by Psion and allows editing and manip
ulation of sound samples.

The Patience game is quite a strange vari
ant compared to the one I'm used to. It is
very addictive and my flat mates kept bor
rowing my review 3c to play it.

The 3c's enhanced comms system now

New Psions

ity as well. Although there are no SSD sock
ets built in, an external SSD add-on is
offered. A Type I PCMCIA memory card
adapter is also promised.

Psion has a winner with the Siena.

People who lusted after a Series 3a or a
Pocket Book 2 but couldn't justify the
cost, now have no excuse.

Ian Burlcy

offers InfraRed communications and a faster

serial port. The IRsystem will communicate
with other Psion's and any printer that sup
ports the IrDA standard. The serial port has a
new style port requiring a new lead in order
to connect it to a computer. At the time of
writing, I don't know whether it will work
with PocketFS.

Overall, the 3c is another superb machine
from Psion, although I personally wish they
hadn't changed the design of the case. If you
already have a 3a or PBII the question is
should you buy a 3c? All I will say is that I
won't be trading in my PBII just yet... A

Mark Taylor /IU

Product details
Product: Psion Siena

Price: 512K model is £169.95 inc VAT and

1Mb model costs £229.95 inc VAT

Product: Psion 3c

Price: Recommended prices for the 1Mb
and 2Mb models are £339.95 and £399.95

respectively incVAT

Supplier: Psion PLC
Address: Alexander House, 85 Frampton

Street, London, NW8 8NQ

Tel: 0171-262 5580

Fax: 0171-258 7340
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Hard Drives

A3000 I20MO IDE • User Pot Internal

A30OO 170MO IDE• User Port. Internal
A30CO210Mb IDE • User Pon. Internal

A3000 410MDIDE . User Port. Internal
A3010120MO IDE.Internal
A3010 170Mb IDE. Internal

A3010210M& IDE. Internal

A3010 410Mb IDE. Internal

A3020 120Mb IDE. Internal
A3020 170Mb IDE. Internal

A3020 210Mb IDE. Internal

A3020 410Mb IDE. Internal
A300 400 4000 5000 A7000 RISC PC

512Mb IDE Drive. Internal
850Mb IDE Drive Internal

1.0 Gb IDE Drive. Internal

1 6 Gb IDEDrive. Internal

2.5 Gb IDE Drive. Internal

SCSIDRIVES (INTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Drive. Internal
850MbSCSI Drive.Internal
1 2 Gb SCSI Drive.Internal
2 0 Gb SCSI DriveInternal
4 0 Gb SCSIDriveInternal
SCSIDRIVES (EXTERNAL)
540Mb SCSI Drrve. External

850Mb SCSI Drive. External

1.2 Gb SCSI Drive. External
20 Gb SCSIDrive.External
4 0 Gb SCSI Drive. External

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£145 £163

£155 £182

£165 £tS4

£259 £304

£135 £159

£145 £170

£165 £!S4

£249 £293

£85 £100
£95 £112

£105 £123

£199 £234

£112 £132

£129 £152

£129 £152

£189 £222

£159 £234

£125 £147

£139 £163
£199 £234

£329 £387
£caii Ecal

£165 £194
£179 £210

£233 £25!

£369 £434

Ecaii £ca::

Syquest Drives

270Mb IDEDrive. Internal

270Mb SCSI Dnve.lnternal
270Mb SCSI Drive. External

270Mb SyquestCartridge

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£179 £210

£109 £128

£149 £175

£38 £45

Optical Drives

230MbSCSI Drive.Internal
230Mo SCSI Drive. External

640Mb SCSI Drive. Internal
640Mb SCSI Drive. External

230Mo Optical Cartridge
640Mb Optical Cartridge

Memo

A3000 1-2Mb
A3000 1-4Mb

A3010 1-2Mb
A3010l-4Mb

A3020 2-4Mb

A4000 2-4Mb

A5O002-4Mo

A5O004-8MO
RISC PC 4Mb

RISC PC 8Mb

RISC PC 16Mb

RISC PC 32Mb

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£325 £382
£365 £429

£369 £434

£414 £486

£12 £14
£35 £41

Exc. Inc.

VAT VAT

£39 £46

£85 £100

£3B £45

£89 £105

£74 £87
£74 £87

£69 £81

•"' I •

£19 £22

£29 £34

£65 £76

£129 £152

Scanners
Epson GT-5000300x300 dpi
EpsonGT-SOOO 600x600dpi
UMAX S6E300 x 600 dpi

£299 £351
£599 £704

£279 £328

Upgrades

A300/4MIDECard . User Port
A3CC0 IDE Card . User Port

A3010IDECard £57 £67
SCSICard(All Acorn Computers) £85 £85
RISC OS3 (Chips Only) £29 £34
RISCOS 3 (Cups. Software S Manual) £59 £69
SCSI25 to 50Way1 Metre £10 £12
SCSI50 to 5-0 Wayt Metre £10 £12
SCSI Terminator £10 £12
SCSI 3 Connector Rbbon Cable 1 Metre £10 £12
SCSI4ConnectorRbbcnCable 1 Metre £12 £14
IDE3 Connector RibbonCable 1 Mertre £8 £9

Multiple SCSI Storage
Solutions by

DATA CHASER
Any combination of 1 to 8 SCSI

Devices in one

Prolessional SCSI Enclosure

x8 SPEED CD SPECIAL £79.00

BARE INTERNALCD-ROM DRIVES FOR RISC PC & A7000

RISC PCA7000 x4SpeedInternal IDE
RISC PC-A7000 x8SpeedInternal IDE
RISCPCA7000x6Speed InternalSCSI
RISC PCA7000 x8SpeedInternal SCSI
INTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITSFOR RISC PC &A7000
RISC PCA7000 x6SpeedInternal with SCSICard
RISCPC.'A7000 x8Speed InternalwithSCSICard
EXTERNAL SCSI CD-ROM KITSSUITABLE FORALL
ACORN COMPUTERS INCLUDINGSCSI CARD

>6Speed External (Complete Kit)
x8Speed External (Complete Kit)
CD-ROM TOWERS (SCSI)
x6SpeedSCSI2 Drive Tower System
x8SpeedSCSI2 Drive Tower System
16SpeedSCSIADrive Tower System
x8SpeedSCSI 4 Drive Tower System
x6SpeedSCSI6 Drive Tower System
x8Speed SCSI 6 Drive Tower System

Exc. Inc

VAT VAT

£45 £53
£79 £93

£109 £128

£129 £152

£189 £222

£214 £251

£249 £293

£269 £316

£289 £340

£339 £398
£559 £657

£639 £751

£839 £985

£949 £1115

i-Cubed Network Cards
Etherlan 102lorA30O0 30103020"4000 iPcdJe SlotCombo!
Elherlan210 torA302OA40OO (Network Slot 1DBase2)
Etherlan 211lorA3020 A4000 (Network SlotlOBase T)
Etherlan512lorA5000 8 A400 300(Podule SlolCombo)
Etherlan513 FibreOpticAdaptor IroA5000S A400300
Elherlan522lorRISC PCwith DMA lorimproved Performance
Etherlan523Fibre Optic Adaptor lorRISC PC600700S A70O0
Ethcrlan602lorRISC PC4 A7000 (Podule SlotCombo)
Elherlan 102/A* lorA3000 with FLASH ROM (Acorn Access .)
Etherlan 210 At TonBase2 A30204000 FLASH ROM (Acorn Access t) £145
Elherlan 211 A* TenBaseT A3020'400O FLASH ROM (Acorn Access ♦) £145
Elherlan 512'A» Combo lorA500O FLASH ROM (Acorn Access •) £139
Elherlan602,'A. lorRISC PCFLASH ROM (Acorn Access.) £115
AVIGNONETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102B A3000 Avignon Budge Card £169
E200B TenBase2 A3020 Avignon Bridge Card £179
E201B TenBaseT A3020 Avignon Bridge Card £179
E512B A5000 Av-gnon Bridge Card £169
E602B RISC PC4 A7000 Avignon Bridge Card £149

3 Avignon SoltwareUpgrade loranyaboveEtherlan Card £49

£126

£119

£389

£145

£269

£99

£139

£457

£170

£316

£116

£163

£170

£170

£163

£135

£199

£210

£210

£199

£175
Equipment, prices and backup
that make Technology Matrix
the preferred supplier

-fi

Payment Cards Welcome

E3 "^ El M

j]/Jsj-J:rh Hot Line

_ Technology Matrix supplya full rangeof i-Cubed
Network products. Pleasecallfor prices

O'IdI 320 OOOOrJJ]f] L
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THE RISC DISC - VOLUME 3

The StrongARM Special
Due to the desireto make Rise Disc 3 a StrongARM special we delayed launching it at Acorn
World 96 to allow all ourcontributors as much timeas possible to update their programs for
use with StrongARM.
We hope that you will find it worth the wait.
Following the features of The Rise Disc One and Two, Volume 3 has sections on Commercial
Demos. PD/Shareware, Resources files (including Artworks, MIDI, Replay, Sprites, Drawfiles,
JPEG, GIF, Electronic Books) and muchmoreall presentedInthe unique easyto use format.
The PD/ Shareware section has all the latest versions and includes over 30 Games, 35
Graphics programs and 28 Internet utilities, in fact over400 programs intotal. Essential
Utilities include ZAP and StrongED as wellas a large number ofgraphics files and utilities
suitable for creating your own Web pages.
Subject toavailability wealso hopeto have the full 1.2Release of RiscBSD along with the
latest StrongARM info and updates from Acorn.

Background texturegeneratedby
Texture Garden

Demoof Kiyckoand the Lost NightCD StrongARJ

PLUS BUY Rise Disc 1+2 for only
£20.00 extra with Rise Disc 3

Uniqueway Ltd
3 Clarendon Road, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071

Email sales@uniqueway.co.uk

£25.00
inc P&P and VAT

£23.00 CLAN members

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME



RiscTV

On the

nonitor
Rob Miller explains that
RiscTV is much more that

just another way of
watching television

One of the latest 'gimmicks' that com
puter manufacturers have used to shift

more boxes into the home market, is the
ability to watch television on the com
puter screen. Just think of all the benefits.
No need for a separate TV, er well
that's about it. In fact, looking at it
another way, who wants to watch TV hud
dled around a small computer monitor
(not everybody has the luxury of a 17inch
screen), when they can sit and watch a
nice, large purpose-built TV?

What is it?
Well, the best way to make something like
this more useful is to throw in a couple of
other features such as being able to digitise
TV pictures or access teletext information,
and this is exactly what Irlam Instruments
has done with its RiscTV upgrade. For
£298.45, you get a TV tuner and video
digitiser, all on one single-width expan
sion card, with an optional teletext tuner
that can be added later for an additional

cost.

The card itself is a surprisingly simple
design and requires just a couple of con
nections to install it in the computer. The
way in which the card is designed is simi
lar to Computer Concepts' Colour Card
where the video signal from the computer
is fed into the expansion card, manipu
lated in some way, and then fed out again
from the card to the monitor.

In the case of RiscTV, the expansion
card generates a video image (either from
the built-in TV-tuner or from an external

video source) and 'overlays' this onto the
incoming signal from the computer. The

resulting picture is then output from the
RiscTV card onto whatever monitor is

attached. One of the benefits of this is that

the resulting video picture is always dis
played in true colour (ie. 24-bit colour) no
matter what mode the computer is in.
Frame update is also very fast, even on the
relatively old A5000, because the RiscTV
card doesn't rely on much of the process
ing power of the host machine.

One rather strange effect of using this
over-layed picture technique is that it
makes the mouse cursor disappear when
ever it is moved in front of the RiscTV

window, plus the RiscTV window itself
freezes whenever any other window is
dragged in front of it. This is not a prob
lem however, but it can be a little
disconcerting to have the pointer disap
pearing at odd moments.

Sound from RiscTV is fed directly from

...the expansion card
generates a video image
(either from the built-in

TV tuner or from an

external video source) and
'overlays' this onto the

incoming signal from the
computer

the expansion card to the main circuit
board, which allows it to be played back
directly through the computer's speaker,
or through the headphone socket on the
back of the machine. Unfortunately,
sound is only in mono which is due to the
type of television tuner used on the RiscTV
card. Nicam stereo tuners are becoming
more and more popular in the domestic
market so there is a fair chance that

there'll be a Nicam add-on, or perhaps
even a separate Nicam card in future.

Setting it up
The software supplied with the RiscTV
card is extremely simple to set up. Like
most RISC OS applications, it's just a case
of copying the relevant files from floppy
to hard disc, although it can be run from
floppy if you prefer. Because the software
can only be used with the RiscTV card,
there's no software protection as there is
no point in copying it.

Once installed, double-clicking on the
RiscTV application brings up a small mon
itor icon, similar to the Display Manager
icon in RISC OS 3.50 onwards. From here,

all the features of the RiscTV card can be

controlled, plus the additional Teletext
tuner if fitted.

Before watching any television, the
tuner needs to be tuned to the required
station. This is achieved by clicking on
arrow icons inside the tuner window, until

the desired station is displayed. This can
be a bit fiddly, although there is a fine
tune option and once the station has been
selected, the position can be saved for use
at a later date.

A few enhancements which would be

useful are automatic tuning (which is
found on most modern TV sets), plus more
preset channels, although the eight sup
plied are more than enough for the
'terrestrial' tuner fitted to the RiscTV card.

Like an ordinary TV set, the RiscTV has
audio and video controls. These can be

saved in a similar way to the channel pre
sets for later use. The audio choices

window provides control over Volume,
Balance, Bass and Treble, although the
computer's sound output really needs to
be connected to a hi-fi (or a pair of active
speakers at the very least) to hear any dis
cernible difference.

The video controls are also comparable
to those found on a TV set, apart from Hue
and Saturation which are similar to the

standard Colour control. Like audio, the

video controls can be adjusted to whatever
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setting is required and then saved for use
later on. In all cases, a set of defaults can
be recalled to 'reset' the controls on the

RiscTV card.

As well as being able to watch television
pictures from the TV tuner, a video feed
(VCRor camcorder) can also be connected,
either through the composite video or
SVHS inputs on the back of the card. Play
back through the SVHS connector is
especially good and I even managed to
connect up a Sony Playstation and have
the screen output displayed in a window
on the RISC OSdesktop!

Grabbing images
Apart from viewing TV and video, the
other main use for the RiscTV card is to

grab or digitise still images. This is
extremely simple, just click the middle
mouse button over the Video window and

save out the screen as a sprite. It's interest-

ing to note that even though the video
picture is displayed in 24-bit colour (no
matter what screen mode you're in) the
colour resolution of the sprite depends on
what screen mode the sprite is grabbed in.
Forexample, if you grab the video window
in a 256 colour mode, the resulting sprite
will have 256 colours.

At present, the software only outputs
sprites although it would be quite feasible
to change this to include other formats in
future. In fact, after looking through the
bit of code that saves the screen output, it
would appear that the image is stored first
as 24-bit data and then converted to what

ever colour resolution the current desktop
mode is.

Grabbing just the picture is easy due to
the fast frame update of the video win
dow. With most so-called real time
digitisers, you see the picture you want, hit
the grab button, and then invariably end
up with a frame that is at least two of
three after the one required. With RiscTV,
video is shown in real time on the screen,
with very little overheads on processor
time. When the grab button is hit, you get
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exactly what's on screen at that moment.
Of course, you must have a reasonably
good reaction time.

The quality of digitising is good
although remember that the video source
will have a finite resolution, so the best
pictures will look as good as video stills
from a decent VCR. Saying this, the output
is fine for most applications, especially if
the resulting pictures are scaled down in
size. All the pictures shown in this article
contain only 256 colours and are a good
indication of what to expect.

In future?
The RiscTV card has been designed so that
it can be expanded and upgraded at a later
date and there is space on the circuit
board for adding suitable connectors.
Nothing exists as yet, but there are plans
afoot for an MPEG decoder which will

allow the user to view MPEG (type 1)

Playing back through the
SVHS connector is especially
good and Ieven managed to

connect up a Sony
Playstation and have the

screen output displayed in a
window on the RISC OS

desktop!

movies such as those found on VideoCDs

and educational CD-ROMs. This is (or will
be) similar to Computer Concepts' now
discontinued Movie Magic card but has
the added benefit of being able to display
films in a window on the desktop. This
makes it ideal for uses such as Computer
Based Training, Presentations and Point of
Sale Kiosk's etc.

Other upgrades might become available,
for example, Nicam tuners and sound sam
plers but really it depends on what the
end-user wants. If you've already bought

or are thinking of buying a RiscTV card,
why not contact Irlam Instruments and
make a few suggestions?

Conclusion
The idea of being able to watch TV on
your computer is all very well, but to be
honest, I'd prefer to sit down in front of a
'proper' television without all the bits of
computer hardware lying around. The
ability to digitise the TV pictures and the
fact that input can also be taken from
either a VCR or camcorder however,
makes the RiscTV card a far more attrac

tive idea. Added to that, the optional
teletext decoder and the promise of future
add-ons such as hardware MPEG and

Nicam stereo means it is quite a product.
At almost £300 (£298.45 inc. VAT) the

RiscTV card does sound expensive, but
compared to the price of a separate TV
decoder and real-time digitiser it's not that

bad. The RiscTV provides the basis for a
complete video playback system, which
incidentally takes up far less expansion
space than the equivalent set of separate
cards that would be required to do the
same job.

All in all, the RiscTV is an excellent
piece of hardware that could find a home
in quite a number of Acorn machines. If
the promised upgrades meet the same high
standards with regards to hardware and
software, the RiscTV card looks like it'll be

a winner. But hey, it is! It's just won the
Acorn User Award for Best Expan
sion Card of 1996. A]

Product details

Product: RiscTV- for A5000 and RiscPC

Supplier: Irlam Instruments Ltd

Address: Brunei Institutefor Bioengineer-
ing, Brunei University, Uxbridge,
Middlesex, UB8 3PH

Tel: (01895) 811401

E-mail: sales@irlam.co.uk

Price: £298.45 inc VAT+p&p
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Now!
With Caller-ID support!

Company

Contact

Address

You've seen it on T.V.

Now it's on your Acorn!

Display customer details

automatically before

you answer the phone.

PHONE, WRITE, or EMAIL
for sales or details, to -

P.O. Box 36

BODMIN
PL30 4YY 01208 850790

sales@circlesw.demon.co.uk

Phone

Fax

Exampie.Main

Acme Engineering Date last contacted

By ^) Mail ,^J Reply sent
(& Phone (5" Reply received
.^) Fax [y Action needed
J E-Mail

Ogll Display notes |

Fred Bloggs

Unit 5

Industrial Estate

Town Centre

0171592 4789

12.10.96

0170 592 4752 Send Write... Print label

£125.00
+ VAT

Create data cards like this, using familier desktop features.
Programmable buttons combine many complex actions into
single button clicks, to make life even simpler!

The easy choice



EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY

SHOW

See the future of teaching & learning

with IT at BETT'97, the only technology

show dedicated to meeting your

educational needs - today.

THOUSANDS OF IT SOLUTIONS

Compare innovative products from over 350 leading
educational ITsuppliers providing solutions for all
your teaching demands.

SPECIAL FEATURE AREAS

Master the Internet for FREE in the Net @ SETT, explore the
Software and Publishing Centre, focus on the future in your
classroom at Class Act '97 and discover the innovations available

in the Special Needs IT Village.

BETT'97 SEMINARS

Benefit from the advice and guidance of experts in the comprehensive seminar
programme. Featuring all main curriculum and management areas, the sessions explore
the key issues and latest developments relating to your ITrequirements for teaching.

WHAT'S NEW IN EDUCATIONAL IT!

Ensure you are at the cutting edge of this fast moving technology. Whatever your
part in primary, secondary, further or higher education, a visit to BETT'97 will
enable you to make informed purchasing decisions for all your ITteaching needs.

Call now or complete and return the coupon to receive your
FREE What's New at BETT CD ROM and newsletter packed full

of all the news, views and latest product launches taking
place at the most important IT event of the year.

Organised by

EDUCATION j
part r.fEMAPComputing Ltd

Sponsored by
British

375, EST Educational TKS
"*M Association C0MTO&1KHNOIOGY ^idSsSbftsE.

In association wit

Please send FREE tickets to (print clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS)

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I Surname I

<o Job Title Establishment

Address

Postcode

Please send my colleagues FREE tickets and further information

Mr/Mrs/Ms I Initials I Surname I

Mr/Mrs/Ms Initials Surname

TICKET HOTLINE

0181 984 7711

SEMINAR FAXLINE
0336 423440*

"Calls will be charged at 39p cheap rale and 49p car minute al all other limes

BETT ON THE NET
http://www.emap.com/bett/

NO STUDENTS OR UNDER 18's ADMITTED

Return to - BETT'97, EMAP Exhibitions,

PO Box 24, Barking, Essex IG11 OPA

Telephone

Job Title

Job Title
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The open door
THE DOORWAY Classroom Pack by LTC
(Learning Through Computing) has been
available for some time as a set of ready-
made multimedia applications which are
viewed using the Doorway Browser. Apart
from being very useful learning resources
for Key Stage 1 and 2, they clearly demon
strate the power of Doorway as a
multimedia tool.

Supplied on the two discs are the

browser, some extra fonts and a folder of 14

multimedia applications. They are all well
thought out, relevant and very well pre
sented, it's difficult lo pick just a couple of
highlights from this pack, but Clock and
Supermarket caught my eye, and perhaps
more importantly, caught the imagination
of my children who immediately took own
ership of the software.

Clock offers four levels of difficulty, care-
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Several telling the
time programs are
available

This program
enables young

children to carry out
simple transactions

in which change
must be given

News

fully graded to match national curriculum
levels. The exercises include setting the
clock and telling the time. In Supermarket,
the user is the shopkeeper. A customer asks
for an item and the shopkeeper must take
it from the shelf and place it on the
counter. The customer then offers the

money and the user must count out the
change. All of the applications are highly
interactive with carefully graded exercises.
These two alone justify the cost of the
package.

At the time of writing, the full author
ing version of Doorway was not available
but it promises a great deal.

Prices for the Doorway Classroom Pack
start at £45 + VAT for a single machine
and £90 + VAT for a site licence.

LTC, tel: 0131-662 1881 or e-mail:
sales.ltcomp@argonet.co.uk or http://
www.argonet.co.uk/ltcomp/

The right angle
AS A FORMER teacher of technical graphics, which included geometry, I was particu
larly interested to receive Pappus Mkll, a complete re-write of the successful Mkl
version first implemented on the BBC.

It is a comprehensive drawing package which allows the user to create geometric
diagrams in a mathematical way. It is effectively a geometry simulation which includes
compass, ruler and protractor (or angle indicator, as I've recently heard it referred to
as). Geometric constructions from bisecting a line to constructing polygons can be eas
ily drawn.

Pappus will help pupils to learn and understand the mathematical properties of
shapes. The manual takes the user through the various constructions in a clear and pro
gressive way.

Computer Tutorial Services Ltd, tel: (01983) 294333, fax: (01983) 298439 or e-mail:
software@ctsltd.demon.co.uk

k
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Spreadsheet ideas
OF ALL the software used for the National Curriculum, I find devising
relevant material for use with spreadsheets the most difficult. Anglia
Multimedia have come to the rescue with Spreadsheets Across the Cur
riculum, a book of exercises and tasks for most areas of the curriculum

including Food Technology, Science, Geography and of course, Mathe
matics.

On the face of it, £30 +VAT might seem expensive, but the book
includes everything required for each module: teachers' notes, photo-
copiable worksheets and worked examples. Also included in the pack is
a disc containing over 50 spreadsheet files for each of the exercises.
Needless to say, the files are for Anglia's own Key Calc spreadsheet pro
gram. Perhaps they might consider producing files for other
spreadsheets. Contact SCA, PO Box 18, Benfleet, Essex SS7 1AZ, tel/fax:
(01268)755811.

Not Sherston's Hodge Podge
FURTHER TO November's piece about Hodge Podge House, it wasn't
Sherston's decision not to include Acorn users, but because AOL
requires specially written software.

Angles within a semi-circleare always right angle.
The construction can be used for accurately plotting

tangents and constructing right-angled triangles

More training sessions
THE ADVISORY Unit: Computers in Education have
announced a huge list of proposed courses for secondary and
primary teachers. The list is long and so rather than attempt
to duplicate their calander of events, I suggest that anyone
interested in meaningful high quality INSET should contact
the unit.

Tel: (01707) 266714, fax: (01707) 273684 or e-mail
advunit@rmplc.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by
writing to me, Geoff Preston at Acorn User,

IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mail to:
aueduc@idg.co.uk
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CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

Curriculum Training Associates
Dept. AU01, 34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley
Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01942 749325 M29 7EREMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.u-net.com/~cta Tel - 01942 511000

RiscPC/A7000 System Offers
When purchased with RiscPC:
Buy4x CD Drive,gel 8x CD Upgrade- FREE
Buy 540tnb HD. get lgb IID Upgrade - FREE
Buy Igb IID. Gel 2.lgb HD Upgrade - FREE
Extra8mb Memory- FREE
StrongARM- £99 inc vat

When purchased with A7000:
Buy 4x CD Drive,Get 8x CD Upgrade-FREE
Buy 5.|0mb IID, gel Nelcard - FREE

Or we will match or beat your best offer!

RiscPC PC Cards

sx-33

DX2-66

DX4-100
586-1 (X)

PC CD-ROM Packs

Kiddie Pack

Education Pack

Games Pack

Adventures Pack

Resource Pack

With RiscPC

£115.99

£174.99

£233.99

£350.99

With PC card

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

FREE

Separately
£233.99

£292.99

£350.99

£585.99

Separately
£49.00

£49.00

£49.00

£49,00

£49.00

These Prices Include VAT

MONITORS

Ex. VAT

14" SVGA 0.39 Colour £149.00

14" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £165.00

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour £198.00

17" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour£37S.OO
17" Multisync 0.28 Colour £489.00
29" SVGA Colour w/spkrs £984.00

(AKF50) Multisync 0.28 Col £239.00
(AKFtSO) SVGA Hi Res Colour £165.00
Multisync A3OO/3000 cable £8.50

Inc. VAT

£175.08

£193.88

£232.65

£440.62

£574.58

£1156.20

£280.83

£193.88

£9.99

Desktop FAX MODEMS

28800 V34 CE approved
336(H)Voice CE approved
28800 BABT inc line spline
336(H) Voice U.S. Robotics

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£85.00 £99.88

£99.00 £116.33

£115.00 £135.12

£160.00 £193.88

Special Offer
A3000/A30I0 Hard Drive

& Interface

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Internal 60 Mb £99.00 £116.33

Internal 420 Mb £ 149.00 £ 175.07

Internal 512 Mb £179.00 £210.33

External for A3000 add £20.00 +VAT

170Mb

250Mb

420Mb

540Mb

1Gb

540Mb
IOb

1.2Gb

1.7Gb

2.0Gb

2.1Gb

2.5Gb

3.2Gh

1.2Gb

2Gb

4.4Gh

HARD DRIVES

£ Ex. VAT
2.5" IDE £79.00

2.5" IDE £85.00

2.5" IDE £99.00

2.5" IDE £125.00

2.5" IDE £CALL

3.5" IDE £85.00

3.5" IDE £124.00

3.5" IDE £132.00

3.5" IDE/Qua Sci £154.00
3.5" IDF. £169.00

3.5" IDE/Qua F/B £179.00

3.5" IDE £209.00
3.5" IDE/Qua F/B £245.00

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

3.5" SCSI

£179.00

£249.00

£525.00

Removable IDE Housing Unit £20.00
Removable SCSI Housing Unit £20.00
SCSI External Case £49.00

Inc. VAT

£92.83

£99.88

£116.33

£146.88

£CALL

£99.88

£145.70

£155.10

£180.95

£198.58

£210.33

£245.58

£287.88

£210.33

£292.58

£616.88

£23.50

£23.50

£57.58

8x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES

High Speed CD-ROMs for Rise PC
and A7000 including drivers.

ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)

12x IDE CD-ROM DRIVES
High Speed CD-ROMs

for Rise PC (RiscOS 3.6 & above)
ONLY £109.00 +VAT (£128.07 inc)

PC ***NEW*** Acorn

4x 4x Autochanger CD-ROM
High Speed CD Drive enabling user lo access four
CD-ROMs at a time. Ideal for schools keeping all

your clipart on-line etc.

ONLY £79.00 +VAT (£92.83 inc)
Acorn Rise PC and A7000. drivers £15 + vat.

Special Offer
Zip & Jazz Removable Drives

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Zip 100Ext lOOmbSCSI £129.00 £151.58
Jazz 1Gb bit SCSI £339.00 £398.33

Jazz 1Gb ExI SCSI £339.00 £398.33

lOOmbZip Drive Cartridge £ 11.50 £13.51
1Gb Jazz Drive Cartridge £68.00 £79.90

Casio QV10 Camera
Ex VAT Inc VAT

With Acorn Software £349 £410.08
With PC Software £299 £351.33

StrongARM Special Offer
£275.00 inc VAT

(with any RiscPC Memory purchase)

RISC PC MEMORY
(Please ring for latest prices)

Also FOR A7000

4Mb SIMM

8Mb SIMM

16Mb SIMM

32Mb SIMM

1Mb VRAM upgndeibl
2Mb VRAM

Ex. VAT

£14.50

£29.00

£55.00

£116.00

£69.00
£99.00

Inc.VAT

£17.04

£34.08

£64.62

£136.30

£81.08

£116.33

ACORN MEMORY
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4-8MB Up. (A310,440,3000*) £175.00 £205.63
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) £195.00 £229.13
•rework for A3000/A5(HH)/25mhz £25.00 £29.38

A3010 1-2 MB Upgrade £39.00 £45.83
A30I0 2-4 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A30I0 1-4 MB Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade £82.00 £92.83
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade £79.00 £92.83
A3000 1-2MB Non-Upgradeablc £22.00 £25.85
A3IHH) 1-2 MB Upgradcable £55.00 £64.63
A3000 2-4 upgrade for above £64.00 £81,08
A3000 1-4 MB Upgrade £89.00 £104.58
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade £23.00 £27.03
A310 4Mb Upgrade £115.00 £135.13
A400/I IMb Upgrade per meg £45.00 £52.88
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20.00 £23.50

MEMCIA Upgrade Kit £35.00 £41.13

MICE

Acorn Original Mouse
Acorn ReplaccmcntMouse

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£25.00 £29.38

£12.00 £14.10

Yellowstone
Educational Solutions

See us at BETT'97
Stand 283

January 8th-11 th, Olympic
Bramingham Park Business Centre, Enterprise Way, Luton, Bedfordshire LU3 4BU.

(Telephone 01582 584828 Fax 01582 654440 E-mail sales@yellowstone.co.uk
Prices include VAT but exclude carriage

OIU £175
omputer Systems Interface

CI
...the fastest SCSI Interface yet.
Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

Cojplso^rast SmairCorr

&tf<?v/7T^/L 4nSJ£2>0t £70.44

Digital TV

Price from £219

r~\ r~\~

£35.19 Mixer
Four channel mixer for the Rise PC

AYellowstone production
starring IM#(J»KII1i««
and featuring aTV TUNER* with TELETEXT*
Screenplay in FULL MOTION
sound in NICAM DIGITAL STEREO*

*Optional upgrades required

Rise PC IDE Interface.

8MB/s Sustained data transfer
. .. Attach upto 4 extra IDE devices16-b.t Digital Audio card with Mixer StrongARM amfatMe

for the Rise PC £139.83
Erif-ancsd Portorm*nce ATA-2 Interface

K^plDEll plus hard drives
Quantum Fireball 1.28GB £289
Quantum Fireball 2.1GB £359

Quantum Fireball 3.2 GB £375

Quantum Fireball 3.8GB £409

8 Speed CD-ROM £ 99
12 Speed CD-ROM £149

Please call for our Memory prices!
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A BETTer
showAs usual, BETT will offer a diet of com

panies displaying and demonstrating
some of their latest hardware and software

plus a full programme of lectures and sem
inars on a variety of education-related
subjects delivered by the experts.

For many Acorn-related companies this
is the premier exhibition as it gives them
an opportunity to show off their products
to the policy-makers within Acorn's largest
market sector - schools. Teachers from all

over the country (and in many cases from
overseas) will flock to Olympia to see what
is on offer for the children they teach.
Anyone who thinks Acorn is a spent force
should take a look at some of the software

which will be on show this year. Here are
some of the highlights....

4Mation

Thegraphics are excellent. Click on the edge of
the pictureand you rotate to see the adjacent

wall. There are several meaningful activities
mainly for the core subjects

Patch the Puppy is 4Mation's first major
product since Mike Matson left the com
pany last year. This dual format CD-ROM
is aimed at pre-school children and is sure
to be a valuable resource both at home

and nursery school. It is an interactive
adventure set on a farm. Clicking on a
object on the title screen takes you to that
place. Clicking the mouse on a door takes
you through the door and into a room.
Clicking on the edge of the picture is
rather like turning yourself through 90
degrees in the room enabling you to see
the adjacent wall.

There are plenty of questions asked
along the way and all the text is both

The 1997 BETT exhibition

promises to be the best
ever. Geoff Preston

looks at what Acorn users

should find interesting
printed and spoken in a clear voice. There
are several simple tasks dotted along the
way which are intended to develop basic
skills in the core subjects; Mathematics,
English and Science. These include count
ing items of food, sorting out the washing
by colour and simple sequences.

There is a teachers' page enabling the
teacher (or parent) to select certain activi
ties and to load and save the place the
child is currently at (eliminating the need
to restart each time the program is run).

This is a very well thought out program
with lots of appropriate activities covering
a wide range of skills. It is sure to enthral
children who use it.

In addition to the CD-ROM and the user

guide, the pack includes four reading
books. Patch the Puppy costs £39.50 + VAT.

Also on show will be the rest of

4Mation's catalogue including the Strong
ARM version of Vector. For those unaware

of Vector, it is a vector drawing program,
similar to Draw and ArtWorks.

4Mation are on stand no 152.

Sherston
4Mation's loss was Sherston's gain when
Mike Matson joined the company. His first
project, Rusty Dreamer, gets a full review
next month. The other major release from
Sherston is The New Teddy Bears' Picnic.
which is an activity program for pre
school/Key Stage 1 learners. It is on three
levels with six activities on level 1 and five

activities on levels 2 and 3.

All activities can be used with either one

or two players. They are varied although

There are six different activities, each
developing a wide range of skills

all have the 'bear' theme running through
them. The theme is not restricted just to
teddy bears but also focuses quite seriously
on real bears (and creatures who are mis
taken for bears like Koala's).

There is a very useful Teacher's Page to
control certain features of each activity
including sound, date format and print
ing. There are also several keyboard key
combinations which will enable the

teacher to intervene. For example, at any
point during a game Ctrl+T will go
directly to the teacher's page. There is also
a very helpful overview of each activity.

As with all of Sherston's software, there

is a great deal more in the pack that just a
couple of discs. Along with the manual is a
booklet entitled Educational Ideas which

is well worth reading to give both parents
and teachers some ideas of how the mater

ial can be best used and how the work

could be developed.
Also included in The New Teddy Bears'

Picnic are worksheets which enable chil

dren to further learn about bears, explore
colour mixing and carry out some elemen
tary craft by way of card models to cut out
and colour. There is also a reading book
about the teddy bears' picnic. The New
TeddyBear's Picnic costs £32.95 ex VAT.

Look out also for The Sherston Clip Art
Collection which was produced in associa
tion with DEC_dATA. This is not just
another clip art collection, but a hyper-
linked presentation as well. It provides a
good deal of useful and informative text to
accompany the pictures which, as anyone
who has seen DEC_dATA's graphics will
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A BETTer
show

confirm, are slightly better that superb.
Sherston are on stand no 260.

Anglia Multimedia
The output from this company still aston
ishes me. With modern multimedia

authoring tools anyone can put together a
decent looking multimedia production.
But to consistently output high quality in-
depth material in this format takes time,
skill and a good deal of careful financial
management. So it's all credit to Anglia
Multimedia for producing these excellent
products carefully authored to fit the
National Curriculum. Most are triple plat
form CD-ROMs developed using Anglia's
own Key Author multimedia authoring
software.

Romans, Viking and Egyptians are not
new CD-ROMs, but are typical of the style:
an interactive role playing adventure. The
program encourages the user to investigate
and explore the life and times of these fas
cinating civilisations.

Nelson and his Navy was released at
about the same time as Romans and is

another example of a highly motivating
interactive program.

Among the new releases from Anglia
Multimedia will be National Trust: British
Countrysides, Survival's Virtual Safari and
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picture CD-ROMs. National Trust: British
Countrysides is the latest joint venture
between Anglia and a national body. Pre
vious collaborations which have involved

the likes of The National Maritime

Museum and The Energy Foundation have
proved extremely popular.

National Trust: British Countrysides is
hosted by Tony Robinson and centres
around many of the issues the trust has to
deal with on a day to day basis - nature
conservation, trees, tourism, farming, the
coast, archaeology, historic houses and

Another new release

shown for the first time

at BETT are CD-ROM

picture discs using

Anglia's extensive

archive

gardens. If you're involved in any of these
topics at Key Stage 2 or 3, this CD-ROM
will almost certainly prove invaluable.

Survival's Virtual Safari involves navi
gating a 3D world in a mouse-controlled
Land Rover.

The CD-ROM is based on a photo
graphic safari. Upon landing in Africa the
first task is to collect all of the items

required (camera, film and car keys)
before driving into the sunset where the
savanna, acacia, the waterhole or the river

can be visited. Here you operate the cam
era and lake pictures of the wildlife. The
best pictures will be displayed on Anglia's
World Wide Web site.

Another new release shown for the first

time at BETT are CD-ROM picture discs
using Anglia's extensive archive. Initially

five discs will be released on popular cur
riculum topics such as Settlement, Wildlife
and People and Places. Each disc contains
120 high quality photographs with text
which may be read aloud to the user. Each
disc will cost just £9.99 each.

Anglia are on stand no 357.

YITM (Yorkshire International
Thompson Multimedia)
In a recent SCAA report, it was claimed
that the IT use in science was somewhat

limited by the lack of readily available
and suitable resources.

Presumably in this context, resources
means software. If this is true, then there
are several new programs which should
address the problem. If you can choose
only one, Science Explorer would be my
choice.

Science Explorer is an interactive
CD-ROM aimed at KeyStage 2 Science. The
program is a tour through a virtual
museum where pupils can wander and
search for the 26 interactive experiments.
There are seven galleries with the museum
focusing on electricity, light and sound,
the human being, living things, forces and
motion, the material world, space and
games to discover. The text is clear and
concise and features hyperlinks to other
topics.

Although the software can be run from
the (ID-ROM disc, a hard disc is useful to
store the position the student is at,
enabling him or her to return to the same
place without the need to re-run previ
ously completed tasks.

Also included in the pack is a sturdy
teachers guide and a free CD-ROM show
ing brief interactive extracts from all of
YITMs other CD-ROMs.

YITM will be on stand no 402.

Other places to visit
Much Ado at Rainbow's Edge from
Resource was reviewed late last year. If you
haven't seen it yet, don't miss this oppor
tunity to see what is one of the best
CD-ROMs for a very long time. Also on
show will be Further Stories from Rain-
how's Edge which is a CD-ROM containing
talking books based on the characters in
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Entertainment Software

Alone in the Dark £25.99
Black Angel
Cannon Fodder
Cobalt Seed
Cyber Chess
Darkwood
Fire& Ice
Fist Lore
FTT Formula 2000
Global Effect
High Rise Racing
Lemmings/More RiscPC £23.99
Rick Dangerous
Saloon Cars Deluxe
SimCity 2000 (A5000)
SimCity 2000 (RiscPC)
Simon the Sorcerer
Star Fighter 2000
The Real McCoy 2,3 or 4 £26.99
Time Machine £16.99
Virtual Golf £24.99
Wavelength £19.99
Wolfenstein 3D £25.99

Application Software

Software
Touch Typing•I- rfej/Ec

£83.99
£34.99

Turbo D'riverBJ/Eps/HP £46.99
Educational Software

Badger Trails £42.99
Chrystal Rain Forest £42.99
French Learning Scries £ 19.99
Oxford RlTree Stage2 £39.99
Oxford R/Tree More £39.99
Oxford R/TrecStage3 £39.99
RosicftJim (Sneezes) £11.99
Rosie&jimfDuck) £11.99
TalkingAnim. Alphabet £29.99
10/10 Dinosaurs £13.99
10/10 Driving Test £13.99
10/10 Early Essentials £13.99
10/10 Essential Maths £13.99
10/10 Essential Science £13.99
10/10 English £13.99
10/10 French £13.99
10/10 German £13.99
10/10 Junior Essentials £13.99
10/10 Maths Algebra £13.99
10/10 Maths Geometry £13.99
10/10 Maths Numbers £13.99
10/10 Maths Statistics £13.99
10/IOSpelling £13.99

Delivery £1.50
per title or

£3.99 for 4+ ,

PC700 M.^MKJ^M. ^S KJ

SMbHD540&AKF60 £1517.99
5MbHD540/CD&AKF60 £1617.99
5MbHD540&AKF90 £1892.99
SMbHDS40/CD&AKF90 £1992.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF60 £1742.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF60 £1842.99
IOMbHDI.OG&AKF90 £2093.99
IOMbHDI.OG/CD&AKF90 £2192.99
PC600
4MbHD540&AKF60 £1258.99
4Mb HD540/CD & AKF60 £1367.99
4MbHDS40& AKF90 £1664.99
4Mb HD540/CD &AKF90 £1767.99

PC Cards WKh Ri« pc Separately
SX-33 £115.99 £233.99
DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00 £233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £468.99

£26.99
£22.99
£22.99
£26.99
£26.99
£21.99
£21.99
£23.99
£29.99
£21.99

£26.99
£32.99
£32.99
£34.99
£26.99

Bookshelf96 £40.99
Dinosaurs £26.99
Encarta96 £39.99
Golf £26.99
MSDOS 6.22 & Windows £67.99
WorksV3 for Windows £26.99

Reference
Chambers Dictionary £35.99
Grolier Encyclopedia £15.99
Red Shift Astronomy II £37.99
Dorling Kindesley Titles

Encyclopedia of Science £27.99
Encyclopedia of Nature £27.99
HistoryoftheWorld £27.99
My 1st Incred. Dictionary £21.99
PB Birthday Party £23.99
Stowaway £24.99
The WayThings Work £27.99
The Ult. Human Body £27.99
The Ultimate Sex Guide £27.99
Virtual Reality Bird £23.99
Virtual Reality Cat £23.99
Top sellers on CD-ROM

Civilisation 2 £33.99
Command and Conquer £31.99
DukeNukem3D £28.99
FSFX £31.99
Formula I Grand Prix 2 £33.99
Final Doom £11.99
FlightShop £37.99
Grolier M/M Encyclopedia £16.49
Nuke IT £17.99
Quake £29.99
Settlers 2 £28.99
Warcraft2 £29.99
Zork Nemesis £27.9

Acorn^A7000 Systems
A7000 4MbHD540&AKF60 £1061.99

A7000 4MbHD540CD&AKF60 £1161.99 ArcComm2
ArcFax/./2
Arcterm 7
Artworks 1.54
Hearsay II
Home Accounts
Copernicus Astronomy
Impression Style
Impression Publisher
Sibelius 6 Version 3
Sibelius 7 Sudent ver3
Sibelius 7 Version 3

£53.99
£37.99
£65.99

£1 15.99
£75.99
£31.99
£29.99
£72.99

£117.99
£174.99
£544.99
£999.99

(Dual SpeedCDdrives from £26.99
SixSpeed CD drives from £54.99
16 Bit Sound Card £68.99

[Extra Slice Case £1 15.99

Microvitec 1438

Monitor
.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £264.99 I
10/10 Education series

Any 2 for £25.99
PC CD ROM Software
Schubert £37.99
Strauss £26.99
Stravinsky £37.99
Ancient Lands £26.99

StrongARM

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Intel Pentium Processor

performance for all Acorn RISC
PC's. Amazing Speed increase!!.

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.99
AS000/A4000 Disk Drive £81.99
A3020 Disk Drive £100.99
A3010 Disk Drive £100.99
A3000 Disk Drive £81.99
RiscOS3.l I Full Upgrade £86.99
RiscOS3.l I No Manuals £43.99
MIDIMax(RiscPC&A5000)£80.99
MIDIUser(A30xO&A4000)£67.99
MIDICables(2x3m) £9.99

Ripilr & Fining Service Avulliblo

2.5" H/Drives
CO/Stmtl pyjfrsu ^Seagate
80Mb 2.5" IDE £84.99
130Mb 2.5" IDE £99.99
170Mb 2.5" IDE £104.99
250Mb 2.5" IDE £119.99

340Mb 2.5" IDE £129.99
540Mb 2.5" IDE £149.99

A3010/3000 IDE Card*£69.99
•When Bought With Di'

3.5" H/Drives ) Memory Modules
QuantUm TOSHIBA&»***
540Mb 3.5" IDE £117.99
l.0Gig3.5" IDE £152.99
540Mb3.5"SCSI £151.99

I.OGig 3.5" SCSI £235.99
2.0Gig 3.5" SCSI £345.99
A3/A400 IDE Card £80.99

, A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 19.99

(RiscPC/A7000 4Mb£19.991
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £39.99
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £89.99

lRiscPC/A7000 32Mb £179.99,
RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £169.99
With I Mb Trade In £122.99
A3000 I Mb to 2Mb £65.99
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £44.99
A30I0 IMbto4Mb £99.99
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb £81.99

|AS000 2Mbto4Mb £72.99
Part X. your old Memory Call....

Printers Accessories
'rinter Switch Box 2 way £ 12.99

IPrinter Switch Box 3 way £ 17.99
PrinterStands(Universal)£4.99

II.8 Metre printer cable £4.99
J3 Metreprintercable £6.99
15 Metre printer cable £8.99

10 Metre printer cable £12.99
SCSI Internal Cable £8.99
SCSI Cable 25D-50Cent £9.99

Multi Media/CD ROM
Delivery £1.50

per title or
£3.99 for 4+

Canon
Canon BJ30 £165.99
CompactPortabt*nwno printer,30page ASFbuiltIn.
Canon BJC70Colour £185.99
Highquality Portable colour primer, 30 page ASF.

Canon BJ240 Colour £191.99
New Colour Printer. 720 dpi.

CanonBJC4l00Colour £222.99
Highqualitycolour,tiip<<r fat mono printing720dpi
Canon BJC4200Colour £254.99
New Version, with Photo RralUm Cartridge Option

Canon BJC620 Colour £348.99
New Enhanted. dedicated colour printer. 720x720dpi.

rii'i.i'J.ii-l!

Star LC909 pin mono £75.99

Star LC240C24 pinColour £85.99
molour printer ASF built In. 4 LQ font,.

StarSJI44Colour £179.99

CITIZEN

ABC Colour printer
Matrix Col, Printer, Tra<

£129.99
rdUnll (.14.99

What HEWLETTmL'HM PACKARD
HPDeskjet400c
FullColourPrinter.V«iy Lo.

HP660

£154.99
xlOOdpl

£229.99

HP 690 Colour £249.99
New Colour Inkjet. 600.600.fpl Mono. 600x100 dpi Colour.

HP870CXI £391.99
7 p/p'm Mono. 2 p/p/m Colour

HP 5L Laserjet £369.99
4 pVp/m 600dpi. IMb of RAM.

HP 6P Laserjet £611.99
8 p.'p.'m 600dpi. 2Mb of RAM.

EPSON
Epson Stylus 500c £249.99
220 dpi, 100 ihe»t ASF. full colour printer

Epson Stylus 200c £179.99
720 dpi. 100 vhect ASF. colour or mono printer

Epson Stylus 200 £139.99
720x720 dpi. Mono printer, upe.radcable to colour

Epson GT-5000 Scanner £339.99
Entry level A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner.

Epson GT-8500 £479.99
400dpi Full, featured A4 Colour Flatbed Scanner

Modems Cables/Tabby-I

PRIMA
V34+

Fax Modem
Superb Price/Performance

33,600 bps, BABT Approved
Conn.<tins cablr and Com.m Sollwar* Provided.

Crjpr.l

Also available

Arc Comm2 £53.99. Arcterm 7 £65.99
Arc Fax I.I2£37.99& Hearsay II £75.99

6n.7£l!9.99

a Call Discrimination

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand • Class I Fax

• 14,400 Data/14,400 Fax £98.99

•33,600 Data/14,400 Fax £161.99
The UK's Best Selling Modems

Cables and Adaptors..Lots more in stock
Phone Line Ext. SM/10M/15M £6.99/£0.99/£ 10.99

Dual Socket Adaptor £6.99
Telephone Socket adaptor BT-US/US-BT £4.99
Printer Cables 1.8M/5M/10M £4.99/£ I 1.99,£ 19.99

Modem Cable/Null Modem£9.99/£9.99

2 x 3M MIDI Cables£9.99.Dual IDE cable £8.99

-II
New improved version ofthis very popular

Graphics Tablet. Only 176mmx 165mm in size
yet with a 2048x2048 resolution, with an

accuracy of+/- I Pixel.

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6&3.7)
8x Goldstar R580B £79.99

6x Goldstar R560B £64.99

4x Goldstar R542B £46.99
Dual IDE cable £9.99

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)
8x Optics Stingray £93.99
6x BTC CD drive £54.99

Comes with software driver disk

Dual IDE cable£9.99

Disk labels

500 £6.99

1000 £9.99
Re-Mark-ltdisklabelsxIO £1.99

10 Capacity box £0.99
50 Capacity lockable box £3.99
100 Capacity lockable box £5.49
*90CapacityBanxbox £11.99
*l 50 Capacity Posso box £20.99
100 Capacity CD holder £4.99
"add £3.00 delivery ifpurchasing justonePossoor
Banxbox.Normaldelivery whenpurchasedwith

. oilierproductorwhenbuying 2ormore. •

Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar (Parallel) 4 Speed CD Drive

£170.95
£229.99

£134.99
£287.99

Acorn CD Software
APDL Clipart DTP I
APDL Clipart DTP 2
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2
Cars-Maths In Motion
Childrcns Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dune II
Goldilocks
Grannys Garden

£18.99
£18.99

£129.99
£20.99
£58.99
£87.99
£55.99
£41.99
£45.99
£34.99

Hutchinsons Encyclopedi;
Oxford Reading Tree
PDCD I (Datafile)
PDCD 2 (Datafile)
PDCD3(Datafile)
PDCD I (APDL)
PDCD 2 (APDL)
Simon the Sorcerer
Photobase Landscapes
UnderstandingtheBody

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49

Consumables
Ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.99
Citizen Swift/ABC colour £12.99

StarLC90monoribbon £4.99
Star LCI 07100 mono £3.69

StarLCIO/IOOcolour £7.99

Star LC240c colour £13.99

Star LC240c mono £8.99

| StarLC240 mono £5.99
Star LC24-10/200/300 Colour £ 13.99

Re-lnkSprayformonoribbons £11.99
MOST OTHER MAKES

AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK

Cartridge Refills
afo

1,1.-j. I.
•1. Ca
• SJ48.

O|l0/J0i80/I10;20
•111..

Single refills (22ml) £6.99
Twin refills (44ml) £12.99
Three colour kit (66ml) £19.99

colour kit (88ml) £27.99
jBulk refills (l2Sml) £24.99
IPrinterrepairspecialists call

for quote

Ink Cartridges
CanonB|IO/StarS)48 £17.99
Canon BJ200/230 £18.99
Canon BJ30 (3 pack) £12.99
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) £ 10.99
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack) £ 17.99
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) £ I6.99
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) £6.99
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. £28.99
Canon BJC 600i- mono high cap. £8.49
Canon BJC 600e colour £7.99
Citizen Printiva Std. colours £6.49

Citizen Printiva Metallic colours £ 16.49

HP. Deskjet S00/SS0 Mono £22.99
HP. Deskjet 500/550 Colour £24.99
HP.Deskjet 660 double mono £23.99
HP.Deskjet 660 colour £25.99
Epson Stylus mono £13.99
Epson Stylus colour £27.99
Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Mono £ 17.99
Epson Stylus Col. II/S/820 Colour £24.99
Star SJ 144 mono/colour (single) £8.99

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets £6.99
Fanfold (tractor feed) 1000sheets £12.49
Fanfold(tractorfecd)2000shccts £21.49
Single sheet 500 sheets £6.99
Single sheet 1000sheets £12.49
Single sheet 2000 sheets £21.49

Disks

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99

30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99

50x£l4.99 500x£l 14.99

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.99 I00x£4l.99

30x£l3.99 200x£76.99

50x£2l.99 500x£l75.99

Bulk DSHD
I0x£3.99 100x £29.99

30x£l0.99 200x£55.99

50x£l6.99 500x£l29.99

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.99 100 x £44.99

30x£l5.99 200x£82.99

50 x £23.99 500 x £189.99

Disk labels x500 £6.99
Disk Libels xl000£9.99J
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A BETTer
EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY

SHOW

Much Ado. Don't forget, purchasing Much
Ado at Rainbows Edge will also help sup
port The Rainbow Children's Hospice.

CSH will be showing some products
which are so new and secret that I was

only allowed to see them very briefly and
only on the proviso that I don't write
about them. Suffice to say, if you are
involved with children between the ages
of 5 and 10, whether you are a parent,
carer, teacher or guardian, don't miss a
visit to stand 313A.

Softease will be showing the latest incar
nation of TextEase. If you can visit stand
845 be sure to see a Replay or Ace movie
rotated and still running. TextEase is an
extremely easy-to-use word processor which
is available in three versions. The standard

version which will support graphics, a simi
lar version which has in-built speech and
Multimedia TextEase. This is still a word

processor but with speech and hyperlinks
to other documents and/or other pages,
making it a multimedia authoring tool
which can still be used for a simple letter.

Education Interactive Imaging will be
showing a range of CD-ROMs designed to
meet the resourcing needs of teachers of
Biology and General Science. Each disc con
tains about 100 magnified images of objects.
These are as diverse as botanical specimens
and screws, and have been carefully selected
to fit exactly with the National Curriculum
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show
requirements. The pictures are an exact
replacement of glass specimens traditionally
used in Biology teaching but being digital
they have a lot more potential - for incorpo
rating into worksheets for example. There
are six discs in total and support is offered
on the World Wide Web at http://our-
world.compuserve.com/homepages/ed_inte
r/ideas.htm

Education Interactive Imaging will be
on stand C52.

Educationally-sound
seminars
As always, there will be several talks and
seminars from key personnel about educa
tional matters. Although there are now
Acorn specific talks, there are a couple of
sessions which should be particularly
interesting for teachers in general, and
Information Technology co-ordinators in
particular.

Niel McLean is from SCAA (Secondary
Curriculum and Assessment Authority)
and is the Professional Officer for IT. Niel

has the enviable ability of being able to
translate the incomprehensible into the
understandable and therefore is always
worth listening to. In anticipation of his
popularity, he has been given so may slots
that he is likely to need some strong throat
lozenges before the week is through.

Of them all, session A2 on Wednesday
8th at 2pm in Seminar Room A should not
be missed as the subject is Assessing IT at
Key Stage 3. Anyone getting sleepless
nights after reading the latest require
ments would do well to queue up early to
ensure a seat. They should also obtain
copies of SCAAs software to help support
the end of Key Stage 3 assessment.

The seminar is followed by Electronic
Communications in the Classroom in the
same room, also by Niel McLean. He is also
speaking on Thursday 9th at 3.15pm in Semi
nar Room D on the subject of Information
Technology in the National Curriculum.

The work of John Crick is familiar to

many of us and his Clicker software has
been featured in Acorn User on several

occasions. John's seminar, A New Way to
Support Writing is aimed at SEN teachers
(Special Educational Needs) and is lecture
C15 on Friday 10th at 12.30pm in Seminar
Room C.

This seminar will provide ways to sup
port speech and enable pupils to write and
communicate with whole words, phrases,
symbols or pictures. This lecture forms
part of Fridays programme of seminars for
SEN teachers in Seminar Room C.

A short while ago we featured articles
about dyslexia and software specifically
aimed at dyslexic children. On Wednesday
8th in Seminar Room B, The British
Dyslexia Association are giving six semi
nars about teaching dyslexic children
focusing on how technology can be used
to help. Most of the seminars are aimed at
teachers although on Saturday there are
some which are targeted at parents.

Parents Information Network is a

national support organisation helping par
ents to support their children's education
with IT. On Saturday 11th at 12.30pm in
Seminar Room A, Dr M Holgate from PIN
will be talking about the differences in
learning with IT at home and at school. It
suggests ways parents can become
involved with their children's education

using a computer and enjoying the iTT
experience oflearning together. JlXJ

BETT '97

8 to 11 January 1997

National Hall,Olympia, London
No students or under 18s admitted

Opening times:
Wednesday8 Jan 10am-6pm
Thursday9 Jan 10am- 6pm
Friday 10Jan 10am-6pm
Saturday 11Jan 10am- 4.30pm

Ticket hotline
0181-984 7711

BETT on the Net

http://www.emap.com/bett/
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Anglia Competition

Will an Anglian collection
Software worth over

£500 is up tor grabs

WHICH educational CD-ROMs would you
like to own? Anglia Multimedia have put
together five collections of programs just
for Acorn User readers and you could win
one for home or school by taking part in
this easy-to-enter competition.

Collection One:
primary history
Romans -Transports you to a Roman town
where you need to talk to the townsfolk,
walk into their homes and choose a career

and then work to gain your citizenship
Vikings- Travel back to the time of
Viking York - Jorvik, and drawing on the
artefacts found at the Jorvik Centre,
explore the evidence which helps us
understand their lives

Castles - Introduces a selection of castles

to be found in the British Isles. Explo
ration reveals the details of castle life and

warfare

Collection Two:
secondary history
Nelson and his Navy - Explore the Victory
and the naval battles with animation,

video, audio and paintings, photos and
artefacts

Industrial Revolution - What actually hap
pened in the 18th and 19th centuries?
How did society change and how did this
radical change effect our society and
economy?

Collection Three:
primary science
Seashore Life - Highly illustrated with
video from the Survival TV team to see

flora and fauna on the British shoreline

Garden Wildlife - Interactive collection of
photographs from UK back gardens.
Explore the town and find your facts in
the Library, Cinema, Mike's House, the

Garden and the Park

Being a Scientist - Helps
children understand scien

tific processes - exploring,
investigating and evaluat
ing. An ideal companion to
practical work in the class
room and helps with the
more difficult concepts

Collection Four:
secondary science
Understanding Energy -
Allows students to look at

the different kinds of

energy and to interact with
a program which helps
basic understanding at the
child's own pace
Understatiding the Body -
Using video, photographs,
diagrams and text, you can
travel through the different systems of the
human body to see how they work and
interact

Eureka - An encyclopaedia of discoveries
and inventions made by man, and how
they have affected culture, food, building,
life, energy, industry, medicine, transport
and warfare

Collection Five:
nature in the raw
British Isles from the Air - The country as
you've never seen it before. As well as
allowing you to take advantage of these
illustrations for project work you can
look at the effect weather and climate

have had

The World's Weather - Examines the dif

ferent types of weather and climate found
around the globe and looks at how these
affect the lives of both people and the
other organisms that share the planet
Survival Mysteries of Nature - Hide with
an octopus or swim with a penguin. This
is a collection of sound, video and anima

tion showing what animals can do and
humans can't

How to win
All you have to do is identify these three pictures from
the magazine. Then complete the rest of the entry form
and ensure that your entry reaches us before February 1,
1997. The first correct entries to be pulled from the sack
will receive one of these Anglia CD-ROMcollections.

Entry Form
Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone

Product

A

B

.

Page no.

Tick whichcollection you would liketo win:

n Primary History

D Secondary History

• Primary Science
• SecondaryScience
• Nature in the raw

Now send this to: Anglia Competition,

Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

I .I Please lick ifyou <fo not wish toreceive promotional literature
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Ml software packs
WORTH £1133

for every reaier

ACOBNUSER

tsssssss^^tearainff pacrvase for ctoWren -
••••issential

Help yoor Gaili enjoy learning
Part of the award winning 'Essential' educational range for chil
dren, including Essential Maths and Essential Science,
Essential l.T. is designed specifically to help yourchildrenget
to grips with the complex world of computers.

As a reader of Acorn User, the biggest Acorn Magazine in the world, you
are entitled to a fully working, boxed copy of Essential l.T. worth
£14.99, free of charge. In fact all you have to do to guarantee your
copy is cover the cost of postage and packing.

Your child will learn about: p . —

SfFBalsheets GOIBIIISIIllS num^er§
Each software pack contains sixexpertly designed games, featuring 36 challenges, for all budding l.T. enthusiasts. As chil
dren play the games their progress is automatically monitored and recorded, requiring no input from parents orteachers,
which means you can watch your children learn, join inthe fun or leave them and check ontheir progress when you return.

mi sommi
Jo secure sour copy otEssential 1.1 simply fill in the form below ami post itto: Scorn User, 10 out of 10 Offer, Media House, Mington Park, Macclesfield Cheshire SK10 MP

Thisvoucher entitles me to one free copy of Essential l.T. (rrp £14.99). I understand that In
order to receive mycopy I have to cover the £1.95 cost of postage and packing.

Enclosed is my Cheque/P.O. for £1.95, made payable to IDG Media.

Name

Address

itcode

Telephone

As an Acorn User reader you can claim this softwarepack free of charge

all sou have to dn is pay BUS packing and pnstage and it's ynurs!

0 Please tick if youdo not wishto receivepromotional literature from other companies.
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Mark Seaiey sets out some c
practical guidelines for choosing ^
educational software m

Choose well;
use better

Several thousand educational prod
ucts are available for the Acorn

family of computers. Advertisements
and reviews in magazines like Acorn
User show that new titles are still arriv

ing and old ones being upgraded. If
you have a finite budget or are starting
from scratch in a new situation, it is
important to choose software very care
fully in order to support and drive
learning experience in your school.

How to begin?
Do you pick titles from only the most
reputable of producers? Do you read
reviews in magazines like Acorn User? Do
you look in the subject areas and allot
accordingly? Do you consult with col
leagues? Or do you examine the way you
implement the curriculum across the
school or department (because there is
just too much material ever to buy even
10 percent of the very best) and allow
your choice to be informed by school
priorities?

It seems impossible; yet this article will
show that by asking the right questions a
sufficiently clear picture should emerge
for you to be able to make appropriate
choices and discover much about your
approach to education in the process.

Before you even begin, ask yourself
whether the task can be done better with

out the computer? To assist with
estimating weight in maths or teaching
Spanish verbs it may be more effective

Simulations are always worth
investigating but they should not

be used to the exclusion of the real
thing - where possible

leaving the machine switched off?
If the computer is chosen for the task,

non-specialist teachers may feel uncom
fortable using it - for equipment is still
fallible. If this is the case, ensure the

computer is the best teaching medium
for the job.

A minimum list
At first it is tempting to think that there
are two ways to begin: first, by choosing
the titles, series and suites that you can
not be without; second, establishing
criteria against which to judge which
titles are most likely to lead to effective,
engaged and creative learning. Let's work
on the list first.

A wordprocessor, a spreadsheet and a
database. That's right, isn't it? Or is it?
Can you justify this collection? What
about a drawing or graphics package?
What about your topics this term? A
music composition suite? How about a
way to access the huge resources on the
Internet? And what about utilities - for

printing and cataloguing?
Is it really that easy? Is there a defini

tive list of software must-haves? I think

not. Dangers of such a list are stopping at
the end and never changing it or concen
trating too hard on getting everything on
it regardless.

Far better to put energies into deciding
term by term (or more frequently if
money allows) how to pick up what is
needed because circumstances allow. And

where better to start than by deciding
with colleagues what these circumstances
are. What does your school expect from
IT and IT in the curriculum? How can an

understanding of these expectations and
priorities influence and be influenced by
what's available?

A practical example: if language
development is being concentrated on
this year, talking books, stories and
interactive, language-rich encyclopae
dias are obvious choices. If you are
determined to offer as much first hand

experience as possible in maths and sci
ence, examine your provision for control
technology. In other words, curriculum
first, titles second.

There is a particularly useful book pub
lished by Falmer Press written by David
Squires and Anne McDougall called
Choosing and Using Educational Software.
It covers research carried out into learn

ing and teaching styles and matches the
requirements of pupils for effective soft
ware to these.

Perhaps this book is somewhat special
ist for every school library, but at least
know of its existence and be able to draw
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well;
use better

on it if you are an Information Technol
ogy co-ordinator. It ought to indicate
what constitutes good software from a
cognitive point of view. Very important,
isn't it?

Criteria for decision
There are certain characteristics

expected of any good educational soft
ware product. The list is not exhaustive
and most important is for you and your
colleagues to discuss and prioritise
according to the circumstances of your
own school. This may be one of the most
valuable INSET (IN SErviceTraining) ses
sions you ever have!

Here are some themes to start with:

• Adult involvement: How far can the

pupils work on the suite without supervi
sion? Does this matter? Would you want
to work with them and, if not, is its edu
cational rationale sufficiently thought
out for users to get just as much from it?
Is there consistent on-screen help?
• Age: Is there evidence that the product
will work with the intended age range?
Usually this depends on language, to
some extent imagery and probably on
complexity. You are in a good position to
judge; do you always look at the software

A word processor seems
to be a minimum

requirement and should
be able to be tailored to

suit individual needs

4Mation's Granny's Garden
- a superb example of high
quality software aimed at a

specific audience

I am the Kingand Queen's Raven. I have MAGIC
powers. Would youlike me to helpyou? Yes!

^t^^^nn^Muiam^j^m^^mnh.ffi5y8?S?jP
♦|q|p) ,?L i £| :.l ..l.JJ.J i &y\ .J:-Jjl) U
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from a learning - as well as a teaching -
perspective? Some of the Anglia products
will appeal to a particularly wide range of
ages for example.
• Approval: Some companies (ESM,
4Mation, Sherston) operate a try-before-
you-buy scheme. Alternatively some offer
a disabled or 'Lite' version. This allows an

opportunity to see whether the software
does what is required. Is it useful to you?
As these companies have such faith in
their product does this make you trust
them too?

• Collaboration: Will the title sponsor
purposeful discussion around the screen
and keyboard (and off it)? Is it designed
to acknowledge that the moment of
learning often occurs when thoughts are
shared with others? Or does it fall into

that increasingly common trap of trying
to bash information in regardless, by
drill-and-kill? This can be done alone,
can't it? Is it how your school works?
Have such issues ever been considered?

Many good suites encourage directed
work away from the computer. Sherston's
are always full of ideas in the teacher
materials. Would your classroom be ready
to take advantage of this?
• Cost: Is the product affordable? Does it
represent good value for money? Are
upgrades provided free of charge? Does
technical support come free? More and
more companies provide good, high-qual
ity technical support and this may be
essential. If the software freezes the

machine or is in some way incompatible
with other software (printer drivers or on
line spellcheckers, for example), it will be
essential to overcome this; if it has to be
paid for by the minute, station or year, it
will need to be taken into account.

• Customisation: Can you alter the way
the software works through a series of
Options... sound on/off, autosave, 'Ask

before printing' etc? Can a copy be per
sonalised against piracy? Is it
copy-protected anyway? If so, does this
pose difficulties? Should consideration be
given to the fact that we all work differ
ently: some children may relish a button
bar a mile long; others may be confused.
Can the functions of the software be

introduced incrementally? If so, is this
easy? Some Minerva and Logotron prod
ucts are excellent in this respect. Indeed,
is the software flexible enough to be used
in a variety of ways?
• Description: Certain products do
such valuable jobs but are difficult to
describe and market: has this put you
off? Clares' Knowledge Organiser may be
highly appropriate in a certain sixth
form context yet hard to understand
from a description by an enthusiastic
user, for example.
• Design: Has the software obviously
grown from a hybrid, or worse, from
designs such that certain menu options
are available only from the icon bar,
others from a main menu and others

from a toolbox. Worse still, is a subset of
each inexplicably duplicated? If so, will
you ever manage to remember how to
use them?

• Documentation: Do you take it for
granted that the thicker and more com
plete the manuals, the better they are?
Remember that set of documentation

which has been oh-so-thoughtfully writ
ten yet has managed to scatter the
information required throughout all five
chapters? Does the attractively laminatedi
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Tuvo new CD-ROMs from RESOURCE!

Much Ado> mt Rmwi
Much, much more than Talking Stories. Over 100 daft
and different characters live in Rainbow's Edge.
Follow any of them through their adventures.
From Helmut the sausage-mad dog, to G. Porgie,
the village bully, there's a feast of interlocking stories.

Plus PSE topics, map work; comprehension, treasure trails
and puzzles.

The Billy Goats Gruff
Eighteen talking and singing books of your favourite
stories. Narrators include Anneka Rice, Victoria Wood,
Julie Walters, Gary Lineker and Jimmy Nail. High
quality animations and sound effects will appeal to
ail ages and are guaranteed to make you smile.

Coming soon to an Acorn near you...

Kodak Digital Cameras
Further Inlormation available

2-track pattern based

po and velocity)
telly alterable by

drawing with the mouse

"~ "'can bo linked to

changes made to
Jth«r patterns

~ HandrWJSystem Exclusivos
Multitasking playback

Supports any MIDI
Interface, including
parallel port ones

Up to 64 MIDI channels

Pin iiH'i details on request

ielIDI

Computer Systems
These prices aro valid tor all methods ol payment.
StrongARM oflor for CI IG.33 to end of December
Rise PC600 •inii.ilMli 540Mb HD. AKF60 - C1266.S3
Rise PC700 4MbttMb 540Mb HD, AKF60- C1510.28

RISC PC700 8Mb.2Mb !Gb HD, AKF60 - E1754.03

Monitor options when buying n Rise PC :
Acorn AKF91 (17") -nddC366.60
HyamnMF-8515F(15") -add CI19.50
llyamaMF-8G17E(17") -addC395.00
HyamaMF-8617ES(17") -addC4!0.00
MyomaMF-9017E Pro (17")- add C465.00
HynmoMF-8221T(2r) -addC92f.00
ilyomo MF-9021T Pro (21")- add C9B1.00
PC cards:

SX-33 -C116.30

DX2-66 -C174.50

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: (01592) 592265 Fax: (01592) 596102

See us
The RESOURCE Centre

51 High Street. Kegworth, Derby DE74 2DA
Telephone: (01509) 672222 Fax: (01509) 672267

E-mail: info@resourcekt.co.uk

DX4-100 -C233.00

5x86-100-C349.00

5x86-133-C349.00

PC Pro (Includes PC Exchange) - C47.95
Othor options:

1Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add C60.00

CD ROM drives - Call

Memory Upgrades
Please call to chock prices. Others available.

A3010 1-2Mb- C44.50
AMU) 1-1 Ml) C94.00
Rise PCrA7000 SIMMs:

4Mb - C18.80

8Mb - C34.10

16Mb- C70.25

32Mb-Ct43.95

1Mb VRAM-from C75.00

2Mb VRAM-CI25.50

Flash SSD (120K)- C34.95
Flash SSD (256K) - C54.95
Flash SSD (512K)- C89.95
Flash SSD (1Mb)-C119.50
Flash SSO (2Mb)-C192.00
Flash SSD (4Mb) - C325.95
RAMSSD(128K)- C49.95
RAMSSD(512K)-C129.90
RAM SSD (1Mb) - C245.00

Music & Sound Section
This Is a small example ol our music section

Acorn MIDI card - C64.50

MIDI Max card- C79.O0

lit 16-bit sound upgrade - C69.95
Parallol Printer Port MIDI intoilacos:

IxIN, txOUT- C89.00

IxIN. txOUT. IxTHRU- C89.00
2xlN.4xOUT-CI34.88

4x IN. 4x OUT - CCall
Prosound-C1IG.gr.

Rhapsody 3- C86.95
Junior Sibelius - C55.95

SiboliUBG-C179.00
Sibelius 7 Student - CS23.00

Slbollus 7 - C925.00

Soltwarc Synlhoslsor - C39.95
Sound Byto Rccordei - C44.05

SPDIF Intorlaco - CCall
Yamaha YST-M5 spoakors - C45.00

Yninalui VST-M15 spookors - C59.00
Yamaha YST-M20 DSP speakers - E06.00

YST-MSW10 nubwoolor - C95.00

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher (allows two processor cards

to be Installed and switched between)
-C116.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50
2.1Gb Fast SCSI 2 drives - C339.00

Canon BJ30-E164.00
Canon BJC70-C214.00

Canon BJC210-C188.00

Canon BJC4100 - C254.00

Canon BJC620 - C383.00

Epson Stylus 200 Mono - C154.00
Epson Stylus 200 Colour - C192.00
Epson Stylus Colour 500 - C2B9.00
Turbodrlvor (with printer) - C47.00

Hard drives & kits - CCall

HP 5L laser printer - C408.00
HP 4V lasor printer - C1749.00

Panorama digllisors - from C292.50
Pockot Book A-link - C59.50

Power-toe SCSI 2 card - C195.95
RaplDE 32 card - C139.95

Rise TV - C290.00

Rise PC second slice - C116.30

RPC socond slice (no PSU) - C90.00
StrongARM upgrade - C289.00

VideoDesk- CCall

Other Software
Alone In tho Dark - C30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - C112.00

ArcFox- C33.00

Bllfolio7CD- C47.95
Blinds- C24.95

Bit 7 & R. Duncan Cartoon Kit - C85.90

Tho Cobalt Seed - C22.00

DarkWood- £22.00

DatoPower-C110.50

OrawWorks2- C20.40
l)iiin-II £31.00

Dune II CD- C45.00

Empiro Soccer 94 - C22.00
Firo&lco- C17.S0

Flashback- £24.00

GamoOn!2.5- £15.00

Global Etlccl - £31.00

lmagoFS2- £45.95
Impression Publisher-£135.00

Impression Style - £88.00
Koyotroko- £34.95

Kingllshor Ch. Mlcropodlo - £G4.95
Kiyeko- £34.50

My 1st Incredible Amnz. Diet. - C3G.25
Ovation Pro-C174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - C43.00

Photodosk Light - C125.00
Photodosk 2 - C247.95

Play It Again Sam t. 2 or 3 - C22.00

Premier Manager -
Prophet 3 -
Proposal -

Schema 2 -

£160.00

CCal

C119.95

Start ighter 3000 -
StrongGuard -

Tanks -

C26.0C

£25.00

£22.00

TopModel -
Textease 2 -

£109.95

C54.50

Talking Textoaso -
Undelete -

C71.95

C18.95

Virtuallse- C23.5(

The Way Things Work - £42,95

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £9.95
RISC OS 3 PRM-£104.00

RISCOS3PRMV5a- £32.75

We do hundreds of different cables.

Data switches arc also available.

speakers etc.) - £4.95
Midi cable (0.5m) - £2.20

MIDI cable (1m)- £2.50
MIDIcable (2m) - £3.50
MIDI cable (4m)- £5.25
MIDI cable (5m) - £5.95

MIDIgender changer - joins two MIDI
cables together - £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95
Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95

Null modem cable (10m) - £14.95
Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

PowerWAVEtoHiFi)(1.2m) - £3.95
As above (5m)- £5.95

As above (10m) - £6.95
9 or 15-pin Scart leads - CI0.95

Bargains
Other bargains are av

A3000 User/Analogue Port -
Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover -
Graphics on the ARM book -
RPC 14" mon. & slice cover -

RISC OS Style Guide -
Tech. Publications Style Guide -

RISC OS 3 PRM V5 -

10/10 Dinosaurs-

Carnage Inc -
Jahangir Khan Sqsh, not RPC -

Sleuth V.1 •

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

email: Uquid#cabioiriot.co.iik All prices INCLUDE VAT & UK carriage (?
http://www.cyborvillacjG.co.uk/acom/liquid/ Ollieiiil ardors and cnllors wolcome i *•
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card that looks as if it will be so useful

contain the 30+ operations most used by
the writers but not by you in school?
Again, examine how you work: are you a
'if-I-can't-get-it-working-in-15-minutes-
I'11-give-up' type? Is a tutorial approach
preferable? Is the documentation written
so that easily assimilable passages can be
legally extracted for colleagues? Is there
on-line help?
• Library: However good the program
may be, if it goes over ground already
covered by existing resources, is there
any reason for adding it to the software
stock? There may be good ones but have
you thought them through? The range
of graphics and music packages from
Clares is superb but individual titles
need to be chosen carefully to meet your
exact needs.

• Offence: Does the software's content
(images, language and graphics) fail to
reflect what progress has been made in
equal opportunities? If not, do you dis
card something that, say, reinforces
gender stereotypes, or do you discuss
their treatment in the software? World-

aware produces some excellent resources

Somegames are purely
for amusement. Not

necessarily a bad thing,
but if you can learn
while havingfun

Acorn User January 1997

Softwareto support other activities
have becomevery popular. Sherston
produces a rangeof talking booksto

support the Oxford Reading Tree
and the Cambridge Reading Scheme

aimed specifically at teaching about the
South as opposed to the rich North.
• Progress: Does the program allow
pupils of different attainment and abil
ity, not to mention different learning
styles, to make the most of it? And, as
they progress, can the material be re-vis
ited to bring new insights into how it
can be used to get more from it a second
time? The way that Logotron's PenDown
(Plus) can have facilities added when

needed is a good model. Or is there one
rigid path that makes any re-visit filling
time, not learning? Can you - in any
case - assess pupil use and advances in
learning and understanding as a result of
the way the program is structured? Does
it come, perhaps, with templates or
workcards that lead the pupils (and you)
through what it is designed to do? These
may facilitate record-keeping.
• Purpose: Docs the software have a
clearly stated and a well thought-out
purpose, e.g. to enable children working
at Key Stages 2 and 3 to better under
stand aspects of everyday life in ancient
Greece? Or is it merely an excuse to dis
play a carousel of glossy images from the
parent company's extensive photo
library with a few right/wrong answers
stuck in so that it can be called an 'edu

cational' or 'edutainment' title?

• Styles: Can the program be used in a
variety of teaching styles - whole
class, individual and pairs/groups? If
not, can your style be adapted to the
program? Will it - best of all - encour
age a re-examination of how you
work? Does it require peripherals
(camera, printer etc) to which there
may not be easy access? Does it work
on the network? Will this cost more

than is affordable? Does any of this
devalue the pupils' access to it?
• Support: How reliable and easy is it

to get through to the company for help
in installing or if things go wrong? Is
the number permanently engaged? Has
the helpline number been tried out
before you buy? Do you have previous
experience (and that of colleagues) to
help here?

This list is not in any priority but in
alphabetical order. There are many more
ways to assess software. Try adding to the
list, subtracting from it and arranging it
according to your own criteria. Such an
exercise will teach you more about how
software matches your school's needs
and hence be of much more value than

other people's checklists.

Conclusions
The Acorn range (and now teamed with
Xemplar, the combined Reference Plat
form range) represents undoubtedly the
richest quantity and quality of educa
tional software anywhere. We are
fortunate - although this huge choice
obliges us to examine why and how we
use what we do.

Ask these questions with your col
leagues and examine your school's
approach about appropriate provision of
software. Once this process has begun,
all sorts of questions about the way you
work will be posed and what may have
started as the compilation of a simple
checklist may turn into something
much more profound and of much
greater consequence to the success
of your school. Am
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TextEase

What type of
program is this?
Geoff Preston looks at

the latest version of Text-

Ease which started life as

a simple word processor

When I first saw TextEase I was imme

diately impressed. Although a
relatively low-cost program, it is likely to
meet all of your word-processing needs
whether at school, home or work. Text-
Ease started life as an extremely easy-to-
use object oriented word processor which,
unlike most others, is not frame-based
enabling the user to simply click
the mouse somewhere on the page and
start typing.

For those who are used to putting text
and pictures into frames, TextEase may
seem a little odd at first. Although simple
to use, it is a full feature word processor
offering the user such features as justifica
tion, underlining and free use of text styles
and sizes.

Like many modern word processors,
TextEase can handle graphics in a variety
of formats (including Drrnvfiles and
sprites) making it more of a DTP package
rather than a plain word-processor.
Although it is cheaper than almost all oth
ers, it stands up very well against the
familiar heavyweight DTP packages,
Impression and Ovation. In fact, there are
some things that TextEase can do which
the others cannot at present.

Talking TextEase
The next feature to be added to TextEase

was sound and this was achieved by incor
porating Jonathon Duddington's brilliant

i_L KfSt<m<X>x*ypTtmmfMmia±Timm).*MHim~

u'.v/vase Quick start j
(MMM » very easy lo use. It you arc familiar with Acorn
computerv you should he able to start using the application after
readingthe simple guidelines hclou. The User Guide contain*
t»o short tutorials, and a comprehensive description of the
feature* and functions of MB '•• •

Use die screen like a sheet of A4 paper. Move the pointer to any
positionon the pageandchd. nowyoucan sun lo t*pc. Double
dick on the leu » select «. move it by dragging »ith the mouse
• hen you sec the hand. Wtm: loot.« mores m rod tbne.you am
sre riucrtv unerr yoa iw if.'

~u_

MultimediaTextEase is just as capable of
writing a letter as it is for creating a
multimedia presentation

Speak module. Although the sound output
is constructed from phonemes, it is
nowhere near as robotic as some synthe-
sised speech I've heard.

The addition of speech will clearly be of
benefit to users with certain physical
impairments. As well as synthesised
speech, TextEase can also play some digi
tally recorded sound samples which have
the potential of being much clearer,
although the vocabulary will be restricted
to those words actually recorded.

Multimedia TextEase
Further developments on TextEase contin
ued so that it can now support animations
in either Ace film format, Replay or as
sequenced sprites. I saw the latest version
of Multimedia TextEase at Acorn World

and was amazed to see a Replay file ren-
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Replay files can be rotated and played. Any
object can be a linkand the dialogue to
program the link issimplicity itself

dered on the screen at an arbitrary angle
of around 30° and still playing. (I under
stand 1 was not the first to stand

open-mouthed at seeing this.)
Hyperlinks to other files have been

added so that now TextEase really is a true
multimedia program. At the time of writ
ing it was not possible to link to other
pages in the same document. This is easily
overcome by creating your multi-page doc
ument as several one page documents and
linking those.

By the time you read this, links to other
pages and HTML support should be part of
the program. Another enhancement
planned for launch about now is a browser
which will enable anyone to view (but not
alter) a TextEase document.

TextEase was previously compared with
Impression and Pendown but these
enhancements now bring it into the multi
media category and hence new
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TextEase candisplay Ace films, Replay films and
sequenced sprites

comparisons need to be drawn. Compar
isons with Ultima and Magpie might be
regarded as a little unfair as they have
both been around for a lot longer and
have undergone more development. Even
so, TextEase stands up very well, although
I think it unlikely that it will be used in
quite the same way as 'traditional' multi
media programs.

On first using Multimedia TextEase it is
obvious that it started life as a word

processor as it has lost none of its superb
text handing features.

To enter text, just click the mouse
pointer and start typing. There are no
frames to position, no setting up to be
done and in this respect it is way in front
of most of the opposition.

Where it really does score over the
others is because it can still be used as a

basic, easy-to-use, click-and-go word
processor. The other features are available
if you want them, but if you don't, they
don't get in the way.

Product details
Price: Standard version of TextEase costs

£49,TalkingTextEaseis £65and
Multimedia TextEase is £85.All prices
exclude VAT, and site licences are available

for both primaryand secondary.
Supplier: Softease
Address: The Old Courthouse, St Peters

Church Yard, Derby, DE1 1NN

Tel: (01684) 773173

Fax: (01684) 772922

E-mail: sales@softease.co.uk
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Orega

Sound Editing
Audio Processing

ProSound is a fully integrated hard disc recording, sound editing and audio

processing suite. The extendable modular design of ProSound allows it to be

tailored to the users own application.

ProSound utilises a fast virtual memory system making it possible to edit

enough audio to fill a typical audio CD, using just a 4Mb machine.

ProSound offers an eight track mixingdesk. Each track may be assigned

somewhere between the left and right stereo positions, at varying volume

levels. The tracks are then mixed in real-time when the project is played.

ProSound is able to import and export most industry standard audio file

formats, as well as the familiar Acorn native formats, thus solving any

platform portability problems.

ProSound offers a comprehensive portfolio of audio effects and processing

options, permitting flexible manipulation of audio samples. Tools such as

bandpass filters, and frequency analysis diagrams may be used to improve

sample quality, whilst special effects may be utilised for.the production of a

synthesized sample.

ProSound supports multiple projects, to allow editing to take place on several

different projects simultaneously, just as you would expect a desktop

publisher to allow you to edit multiple documents and move data around

between them-.

ProSound enables many of the currently available audio capture cards to

record directly to disc, and so recording duration may be virtually unlimited.

egan Developments
venue : Streetly : Surfon Coldfield : B74

21 353 6044 / Fax :0121 3536472

>://w\vw.oregan.demon.co.uk

COLLECTION CD

The NEW ClipArr Collea ion is the most
comprehensive lowcost Acorn clipart CD
yet produced. All of it's 10.000files areall
inpure drawformat,no sprites'.

Supplied with a thumbnail viewer which
makesfinding the clipyou want easy. Clips
are split into 88 categories, just 12 are
shown here. Can be used with Impression.
Ovation, Pendown, Draw, Etc.

10,000 PiverSc V>raw cU'ifArr T=i|&£

pwtp&MM4n

Featuring over 550 different font families.
This CD ROM is supplied with a
comprehensive font selection application,
which splits the fonts into handy reference
groups for easy typeface choosing.

Ourfonts will work will with ALL software
that supports fonts, including Impression
and Ovation. Posterfiles are supplied.

1,JOO Tvftofdroec, On Mt Ov\o GP
MEL The Font Emporium Selector

0
3D Open Assortment

E
W
Heavy

Assortment

7@
Script

Swirfy Script Handwriting

7ft
Medieval

and Gothic

m
Themed

w
Object
Letters

h Mm

He
Technology

Dc rLi j
Sans Serif

Fonts

a
Serif Fonts

*
Deformed

Symbol and

Language

. f - •1;.; If you've ever skilled lapping your feel
while playing a game withgreat music, then
you'll love this CD. Well over 3000 music
tracks are included on the disc, enough to
satisfy even the most avid devotee. Includes
Classic, Piano. Rave. Blues and Jazz.

]•/•••/•
Ma5terp'\GC65 Collection CD

3,000 Sfviwirur Mv$k>al CoMPos'i+'ms

Each CD £29.95

Buy all three for £69.95
/mm mm mmmi am

Zenta Multimedia

10 Ravenhurst Drive / Birmingham / B43 7RS
Tel 0121 358 3054 Fax 012J 358 5969

vjww.zenta.demon.co.uk ZENTA



Steve Mumford

looks at the latest

games releases

ollowing on from last month's review of
Inferno, the first in a range of budget

releases by the programming team Paradise,
here's a dollop of information from David
Flynn. He's keen to point out that they'd be
very appreciative of any feedback relating to
the demo or the full game.

If games players write in to tell them what
they think they've got right, it will enable
Paradise to keep those aspects in future titles
while attempting to strengthen any weak
areas. I think it's an admirable policy and I
hope they receive enough feedback to give
them something to aim for while they're com
posing their next product - which just
happens to be a game provisionally titled
Overload.

Back in more standard territory, Overload
is a sideways scrolling shoot-'em-up, offering
more out-and-out arcade action. Although it's
still very much in the process of crawling off
the drawing board, graphics have been
designed for the first world of four, and the
game is beginning to take shape. However,
due to constraints on time, mostly caused by
such things as final year exams, they can
only describe the release date as 'some time
in 1997'.

Finally, Paradise is in the process of
revamping its web pages, and you'll be able
to see brand new screenshots and details of

its forthcoming games in the near future. In
fact, one announcement is that Inferno can

C Cc

run on a StrongARM with the help of the
StrongGuard utility - I hope to bring you
more information on that program soon. The
Paradise web pages can be found at
http://pobox.com/-paradise/ and you can
e-mail David at dflynn@plymouth.ac.uk

Absolutely fantastic
Billy Kotsias has contacted me to say that
Fantasia has decided not to continue its pro
jects and will be releasing the sourcecode for
some other worthy programmers to pick up
where they left off.

Luckily, although Fantasia's project came
pretty close to stalling, Billy was pulling my
leg, and in fact the team are going from
strength to strength - you may remember
they were doing the bulk of games develop
ment on an upgraded A3000 machine.
Nowadays, they're using two meaty Rise PCs
and consequentially the graphics for the
games have improved a lot since you last saw
them. Wizard Apprentice, a puzzle-based plat-
former, will now run at a resolution of 640 by
480 pixels in 256 colours on a Rise PC, and at
320 by 256 pixels on all other machines. It's
got over a hundred levels, and Billy says it
should be finished in a month or two -1 hope
so.

MetalFighters 4000, the other title in the sil
icon oven, hasn't been forgotten either and all
the graphics of this beat-'em-up will be pre-

rendered in three dimensions - instead of

aiming this game at a machine with two
megabytes of RAM, Fantasia Software has
written it with a high-end computer in mind,
and will cut out features for those Acorns

with a little less under the bonnet. Finally, if
you'd like to know more, e-mail the team at
fantasia@hol.gr or write to me and I'll pass
your messages on.

I'll take the high end
A while ago, I asked whether you'd prefer
games to be written with high-specification
machines in mind, so that they could show
off the power of the Acorn and push the boat
out a little in terms of gameplay, or whether
they should be engineered to be playable at
the lower end of the range, so that everyone
can take advantage of the product. The
thought of running, say, Destiny on a ridicu
lously powerful multiprocessor Acorn is
something I find hard to resist, but then again
I'm aware that very few people would be able
to appreciate it.

David Taylor has an A3010 and wants to
see games that run on the lower end
machines - he says that in his experience of
PCs, processor-hungry titles such as Duke
Nukem 3D and Quake have caused a great
deal of infuriation. He goes on to say that in
the past, the Acorn scene has always sup
ported both ends of the spectrum, and
doesn't want to see to see alienated those
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people who can't afford to upgrade to the lat
est high-spec machine.

This view is echoed by Simon Jones, who
would like to see games released that are
within the power of all Acorn computers,
except perhaps the lowest models. He
stresses that computers such as the A3000
are getting pretty old now, so games such as
Destiny shouldn't be made unnecessarily
inferior just so that they run on all models
under the sun.

Of course, the difficulty is knowing where
to draw the line, and there are bound to be a

few toes trodden on in the process. Although
it's vital to cater for a wide range of potential
players, I think it's important that there
should be one or two games around that have
been written with a fast system specifically in
mind - this is the only way our programmers
will branch out and discover new areas of

gameplay to explore. We'll have to wait and
see what effect the StrongARM has on the
Acorn games scene but it'll certainly be inter
esting finding out.

Crushed Ice
A quick request from Graham Tarrant re
to one of my favourite platform games
and Ice. Graham says he can't break c
level 3 into warmer climes - several p
have asked me this question before an
stumped, mostly because I've never I
problem.

However, if you can't find an exit and the
level seems to be bereft of baddies, it's possi
ble the disc protection is to blame - I've
witnessed it activate incorrectly on my A5000
but resetting the machine cured the problem.
Just out of interest, has anyone else experi
enced this?

Back to the Beeb
We're all painfully aware of the lethargii
at which new games are being release
the Acorn, and if you're becoming a li
bored with playing the same old titles until
the discs wear thin, it might be time to step
back and wallow in a little nostalgia.

David Bradforth of ProAction has writte

to let us know about his plans to revitalise the
market - he points out that the BBC Micro
branch of the Acorn tree has been chopped
off and discarded before its time, and now
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that Rise PCs can emulate the humble BBC

almost faultlessly, it's time for the cream of
the BBC crop to be re-released.

The ProAction team has already got its
hands on games like E-Type, Holed Out,
Nevyron and White Magic as well as originals
such as TimeSlip and Clogger. And a further
morsel of information - David says he's look
ing into the possibility of releasing FireTrack
either as an emulation game or a full-blown
Acorn product. Only time will tell whether his
gambit will be successful.

To try a slice of sugar-sprinkled nostalgia,
further information, including a full product
list can be obtained, by including a stamped
addressed envelope and writing to ProAction,
c/o 162 London Road, Romford, Essex, RM7
9EU. I'll let you know as soon as I hear more.

And finally
Andrew Docking has written to me once again
to supply a little more information on his
'futuristic three dimensional racing game'. It
now has a working title of Drifter, and

ndrew's been kind enough to send me a set

s/s

Drifter is an amazingly
fast WipeOut clone that

really does the business
for RISC OS machines

. y -*****"

of demonstration discs. When I first saw the

screenshots a month or so ago, I knew they
reminded me of something - now I've played
the game, I can remember what it was. If
you've seen WipeOut running on a
Playstation, you'll have an idea as to what
Drifter's about. Although the chances are the
graphics will be a little more subdued, if
Andrew can capture the essence of the popu
lar Playstation title, we'll be on to a surefire
winner.

WipeOut, for those not in the know, is -
how can I put it - a futuristic three-dimen
sional racing game where the competitors
speed round warped tracks, floating in an
anti-gravity field. The lack of friction
means that you have to adopt a much
looser racing style, and it all adds up to a
serious bout of smooth, fast arcade
action.

Although still in the development stages,
Drifter already has a nice control mechanism
and with good graphics and varied levels -
this game could go far. Watch this space, as
they say.

•*j&&!**-''**5\fi
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WWW games pages

have a hunch that most Acorn users do

not have a StrongARM card, are not on-
rnet and are perfectly

happy with an A3000 or thereabouts. Happy,
at least, until yet another article is printed
that somehow assumes anyone without a
top-of-the-range Rise PC is nobody at all.
This is one of those articles, but at least I
feel a twinge of guilt, like a Victorian
shopowner at Christmas who can see the
street-urchins' faces pressed up to the win
dow.

StrongARM news first. A little late in the
day, I can report that my own product, the
freeware adventure-game compiler Inform,
works perfectly on StrongARM without any
modification. It runs about five times faster

than on a Rise PC 700, tearing through some
3 to 4000 lines of source code per second.
The largest program ever written in Inform, so
far as I know, compiles in a little under six
seconds. !Zip2000, the RISC OS player for
/n/orm-written games, is also fully
StrongARM-compatible.

But then, most applications written in C or
BASIC are, action games however are
another story. Work is going on to hack
together patches for Rise PC games, though
there's some way to go. There was a similar
panic during the changeover from the
Archimedes to the Rise PC, when the much-
used Game On!appeared, a bundle of careful
fixes which nobody would enjoy having to
work out for themselves. The ARM Club, who
wrote Game On!, were already showing off
StrongGuard! at Acorn World, and their WWW
home page contains a database of which
games work with StrongARM. (Be warned:
there are two 'ARM Clubs' on the Web. The

other one is a French dating agency.)
Other enthusiasts, like the ARM'd and

Dangerous group, are also reacting to
StrongARM, in some cases releasing new
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Graham Nelson

tours the games
pages on the Internet

versions of their games. I hope commercial
companies follow suit - anyone who's bought
a StrongARM card presumably has money in
the bank, so there ought to be a market.

Searching the Web
The Internet is another world. There seem to

be three ways to look at it. One view is that
it's a monster. BBC2's Newsnight recently
broadcast a helpful diagram showing the
three essentials: 'Users', connected to 'The
Internet', connected to 'Child Pornography'.
Thank heavens this is nonsense, though we
are going to have to re-think the definition of
free speech. The second view is that the
Internet is the marvel of the millennium,
bringing together people, learning, trade, per
suasion, debate: a whole new-found

continent, in everything except physical land.
And then there's the third view, that it's an

enormous village fete of white elephant stalls,
where nothing is quite professionally done.
Except that mixed up among the torn paper
backs and rickety saucepans there could be
an Old Master going for a song. (No, not a
BBC Master, though come to think of it...) It's
hard to find out a lot on anything, but easy to
find a little on absolutely everything. I stum
ble over beautiful pages I would
never have setout to look for: such j
as medieval maps of Britain or
descriptions of every computer built
between the Renaissance and the

early 1950s.
This month I've been looking for

games pages. A good place to start
looking for anything is Digital's
astonishing AltaVista directory of j
the entire Web. It reports that
2,239,068 pages contain the word
'games' today. On the other hand, ft
the first ofthe 223,907 pages listing I
these pages, ten to a page, includes I

a description of 'Star Trek: The Next
Generation Canonical Drinking Game'. Where
a Mr Mark Locum wants us to take a shot of

liquor every time anyone mentions 'dilithium
crystals'.

So I decided to let AltaVista keep the
remaining 223,906 pages of suggestions to
itself, and turned instead to Yahoo, always a
little behind the times but a proper library-
style catalogue. This is still bewildering,
holding 2,251 entries under 'Genres of com
puter game' alone, but it's well organised and
links to 26 alternative indices if you don't care
for this one.

General gaming pages
Games pages seem to fall into five cate
gories: reviews, ways to cheat, games to
download (commercial demos, shareware and
sometimes freeware), programming tips, and
of course catalogues of all the others. Most of
the Internet's gaming community is using
Macintoshes or PCs, but their pages can still
be worth a look, if only to see the state of the
art.

For reviews, the most comprehensive and
fearless page I've found is 'Gamer's Zone
Software Reviews': wide coverage, plenty of



Table of URLs

The Recreational Software Advisory Council (for

worried parents and teachers)

http://www.rsac.org/

The ARM Club's StrongGuard! application

http://www.armclub.org.uk/products/strongguard/ind

ex.html

Historic maps at the Bodleian Library, Oxford

http://www.rsl.ox.ac.uk/nnj/mapcase.htm

History of Home Video Games

http://www.sponsor.net/-gchance/

Computer History and Emulation Homepage

http://www.freeflight.com/fms/comp/

AltaVista search engine

http://www.altavista.digital.com/

Yahoo's Computer Games index

http://www.yahoo.com/Recreation/Games/Computer_Gaines/

Downloads for the Week - Games

http://headlines.yahoo.com/zddownload/games/

screen shots, and opinions like 'If you value
your friends, you may wish to reconsider
inviting them to play' (of a multi-player
extravaganza).

For downloads, try 'Downloads for the
Week - Games', a page run by Yahoo, point
ing almost exclusively to PC and Macintosh
software.

For programming, with algorithms from
sprite rendering to virtual reality creation
and heaps of wisdom, I've been very
impressed by the 'Nexus Game
Programming Page".

Finally, for another catalogue try the
'Video Game Yellow Pages'.

Acorn gaming pages
Much the best general place to start is
Gareth Moore's '32 Bit Acorn Gaming Page',
especially strong on news, reviews and
screen shots of proposed games whose
writers are trying to canvas support. There
are also links to the world of 'retrogaming',
that is, playing old games using emulators
for long-gone computers.

RISC OS emulators have been written for

the ZX Spectrum, BBC Micro, Amstrad CPC
and the Game Boy and Sega video games at

Gamer's Zone Software Reviews

http://www.worldvillage.com/wv/gamezone/html/ga

merev.htm

Nexus Game Programming Page

http://www.gamesdomain.co.uk/gamedev/gprog.html

Video Game Yellow Pages

http://www.gamepen.com/yellowpages/

32-bit Acorn Gaming

http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/gaming/

BBCMicro Gaming

http://homepage.cistron.nl/-wouters/bbc/bbc-etc.html

Warm Silence Software

http://www.wss.co.uk/

Jet Set Willy and Angband are available from

Demon's Acorn FTP site

ftp://ftp.demon.co.uk/pub/archimedes/games/

The Rheolism home page

http://www.mantis.co.uk/%7Eolly/rheolism.html

ARM'd And Dangerous

http://box.argonet.co.Uk/users/robert.t/games.html

Hensa RISC OS software archive

least. Many of these are free, though the
best Spectrum and BBC Micro emulators
seem to be those sold by Warm Silence
Software.

My favourite free game to download is
also a retrogame: the lavish RISC OS port of
the Spectrum classic Jet Set Willy. Other
treats include Rheolism, a full implementa
tion of Tetrls in one line of BBC Basic by
David Moore and Martin Hollis. (I remember
once asking David what the keys were: '4, 5
and 6/ he said, 'or almost anything else,
actually.') There are also Angband, a RISC
OS version of the latest character-graphics
dungeon game, and some worthwhile
'ARM'd And Dangerous' games.

The best Acorn software archive on-line,
Hensa, has little in the way of games, but it
would be criminal not to mention it. A new

Strong A RM-a ware '.Zap v1.35, at a161 in
Hensa, will be welcome to any Inform users.
For a general catalogue of Acorn sites, see
'Gerben's Acorn page'.

For cheats, take a look at 'Cheats
Prosper'. Finally, a few individual games
have their own pages, among which Elite
stands out and Destiny will be nice when it's
finished.

WWW games pages

http://micros.hensa.ac.uk/micros/arch/riscos/arch-

riscos.html

Gerben's Acorn Page

http://www.cs.vu.nl/-gerben/acorn/index.html

Cheats Prosper

http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/cheat.html

Elite home page

http://www.york.ac.uk/~sgc102/EliteDir/Elite.html

Destiny (a proposed Doom-like game) home page

http://mphhpc.ph.man.ac.uk/-mbcaprt/DESTINY.html

The IF Archive

ftp://ftp.gmd.de/if-archive/

A browsable index of the IF Archive

http://www.undergrad.math.uwaterloo.ca/~svanegm

o/if/if-archive.html

Inform 6: A Compiler for Interactive Fiction

http://www.gnelson.demon.co.uk/inform.html

The Inform Programming Page

http://www.doggysoft.co.uk/inform/

TADS, the Text Adventure Development System

http://www.duke.edu/~srg3/IFprogramming/tads.html

Interactive fiction
My own favourite genre, interactive fiction (or
adventure gaming), is especially well served by
the Internet. The centre is without doubt the "IF

Archive', which contains gigabytes of excellent
and mostly free material. I'll also recommend my
own Inform 6 page, Andrew Clover's 'Inform
Programming Page' and the home of my arch
rival, the 'TADS Text Adventure Development
System'. TADS games have recently become
playable on RISC OS, and by the time you read
this the compiler may also be available.

Just time left to mention some newsgroups,
'rec.arts.int-fiction' is the discussion forum for

IF authors, and 'rec.games.int-tiction' for play
ers and traders of clues and solutions. Finally,
comp.sys.acorn.games' is a place for Acorn

gamers of all kinds.

Acknowledgement
I've been using ANT's Internet Suite II software.
a US Robotics Sportster Modem and a Demon
account to access the Internet. Of course, all
these have perfectly good alternatives. But I'd
like to take this opportunity to thank ANT's
prompt and helpful support staff who provide
the best after-sales service I've seen in the

Acorn marketplace.

A selectionof games
pages on the Internet
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IMS' Giant January Sale of CD ROMs

The Ultimate. Human Body
Dbrling Kinderslcv's comprehensive

multimedia guide to the body and how

it works. Stunning illustrations, animations
rxopholography in typical DK style,

2:00 + P&P + VAT (£3935 inc.)

^ND-tKg-to/Jrtls/^f ..
This is a beautifully drawn interactive story

book containing 11 pages in 5 languages.

Each page is narrated and contains many

animations to be explored.
£23.49 + P&P + VAT (£29.95 inc.)

Ancient Lands

Discover the wonders of the ancient world,

from the dawn of Egypt through the glory
of Greece lo the fall of Rome. Explore on

your own, or take a guided tour.

£32.00 + P&P + VAT (£39.95 inc.)

Minimum system requirements:
ARM3 processor (SA compat), -1MbRAM

2xSpeed CD, Multisync Monitor

Other sale titles:

MS Dinosaurs £39.95 (inc.)
MS Musical Instruments £39.95 (inc.)

DK My First Incredible Dictionary £29.95 (inc.)
DKP. II. Bears BirthdayParty £29.95 (inc.)

DK The Way Things Work £39.95 (inc.)

Prices only apply 01/01/97 to 31/01/97 when you
mention this advert.

Innovative Media Solutions

Box Bush Farm, West Wick,

Weston4-Mare. BS24 7TF

Pel (01934) 522 880

:ax (01934)522 881

5ales@ims-brist0l.c0
httfr//www.ims-cdc.dernor/.co.uk

L

Artworks renderer now available, also please contact us
about the latest plug-ins and loader/savers!
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^publisher
What do you loojk for in a magazine? FOR A
Our readers tell us that Acorn

Publisher is the best looking, most riiJCiJD
readable magazine there is for all CAMPTV
Acorn users. Our emphasis is on
graphics, desktop publishing and the J LUr 1
Internet —all about helping you to Jw wpjTT
achieve effective communication *' j
whatever medium you are using. If ,4PHONE
you want an Acorn magazine that is
as good as^jjftlooks, then isn't it time
you took a Ift&k at Acorn Publisher.
We don't thiiuWou will be
disappointed.
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EMAIL

US NOW

Inspiration
Information

Acorn Publisher
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vfKALAT^
JTjlPublishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.C'
Tel.01582 881614 fax01582 881614
Email: akalat@kbnet.co.uk
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More doodles

and ditties from

the two Daves

A dark in the lightness Author: Jonathan Rawle

Every so often, somebody sends us a letter
suggesting that we take all the graphical
doodles we've featured in *info, collect

them together and make a screen saver out
of them. Up until now though, nobody has
ever just done this and sent us the result.
Three cheers then to Jonathan Rawle, for
saving us the effort of having to write the
prog ourselves.

To be entirely honest, Jonathan has not
done all the work necessary for the ulti
mate *info blanker, but be has supplied
the framework needed to allow extra

blanking effects to be added simply by
slotting in a few lines of Basic. He has sup
plied a few of his own devisings but it
would not be beyond the wit of man to
insert a few classic Vibisms.

Double clicking on the '.Saviour icon
installs the screen saver. You can quit it
from the Task display window. If you wish
to install Saviour permanently you might
like to copy it into your boot sequence.
Boot.Choices.Tasks would be an appropri
ate location.

To configure Saviour, double click on
the '.Saviour icon with Alt held down. A

window opens giving the following
options: Delay The time delay before the

screen saver activates. Completely black:
The time delay before the screen goes com
pletely black, this must be longer than the
'Delay' option! Use ScreenBlanker module
outside desktop: Saviour only operates
when you are working in the desktop. If
this option is selected, the screen will still
blank after the delay time if you are out
side the desktop (but no display will be
loaded).

Click on OK to save the options. These
options will now be used every time Sav
iour is loaded. Clicking on OK also updates
Saviour if it is loaded, or loads it if it is not

already loaded.
To save memory, Saviour loads the dis

plays from disc when it needs them. For
this reason, it's best to run it from the hard

disc. If you do not have a hard disc, you
could copy Saviour into RamDisc or regis
ter it in the resource filing system.

The displays are stored in the directory
ISaviour.Savers. When the computer is left
alone for the time delay (set in the config
ure window), one of these displays is
chosen at random.

To prevent a display from being chosen,
rename it into another directory. To test a
display, it can be run by simply double-
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clicking it. Displays can easily be created
in BASIC.

Ideally they should be moving graphical
displays with no part of the screen show
ing the same thing for too long (this is
what causes screen burn). The background
should be black.

The following line should appear at the
start of a display program:

LIBRARY

"<Saviour$Dir>.Library":PROC-
saviour_init

This line should be included at the end

of the main program loop:

PROCsaviour_check

For clarification, you may wish to exam
ine some of the displays supplied.

Although written in BASIC, displays can
contain assembler and can be stored in

application directories. Using application
directories is an advantage when you need
to include resources such as sprites for
your display, and to reserve the right
amount of memory with the Wimpsiot
command.
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> The stainless steel mat Normal wisdom
Author: Mark Adcock

Here are a couple of trusty grey-scaled colour cycling metallic like
creations. The first, Metallic, comes in two forms prudently num
bered 1 and 2. The second, Mark says, looks better during the
animation phase, the first looks better when static. And no, we
don't know why the second prog also has an extra T'.

Mark's other program, The Mask uses similar techniques to pro
duce the colour effects, but rather than plot the whole image, cuts
out eight 'worms'
from it (using j
OS_SpriteOp to oper
ate on the sprite's
mask) and plots
these instead.

Author: Jonathan Amery

Anyone scared of .statistics .should now hide I)r Who like
behind the sofa until the mathematical equivalent of
the cyhernien have gone away. For this prog is a demon
stration of the Central Limit Theorem. Now don't say
you never learn anything in *info.

When you run it, it will ask for the sample size - the
bigger this is the better the fit to a Normal distribution.
If the size is too big the program will just be slow. The
suggested size of 16 is good. For each individual test a
random number is generated between 0 and 639. These
are averaged over the sample. The graph (in blue) is of
the means of the samples. It should approximate a Nor
mal.

As the graph reaches the top of the screen it is
redrawn at a smaller scale. If Space is pressed the pro
gram will superimpose a Normal (in yellow) on the
graph so you can check the fit. The program then quits.
If Return is pressed instead, the current data is saved to
a file (!I)ata) inside the application. To reload this data
run the application with Return held down.

It's good - for BT - to talk Author: Scott Bonham

Here's a small desktop app
that keeps track of exactly
how much money British Tele
com is going to extract from
your hard-earned wad at the
end of the quarter.

The innards of the program
are a simple stopwatch that
starts counting when the pro
gram is started up. By
selecting the appropriate type
of call - either Local, Regional
or National, it can then do a

quick bit of multiplication to
come up with the damage.

Call charges change according to
the time of day and day of the week
and these are also taken into

•iV,

Phone bill...

Local

J Regional
National

account.

In its current incarnation, the fol
lowing charges (shown in pence per

Bar, bar, black sheep Author: Clem Edmond

Just to prove that we do get music sent
to us by people apart from Barnaby
Rowe and Mr Adamson, here's an

amusing (and in his words 'jumpy') lit
tle offering from Clem Edmond.

Sheeps and Ducks follows on the
timeless tradition of that most excel

lent of all soundtrackers

WonderChicken. We'll be hearing more
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from Clem next month, but in the

meantime crank out Digital Symphony
and have a listen to Shecps.

We would like to point out that
space on the cover disc is at a premium
(and^We're often more extravagant
than we should be) so soundtrackers
modules can be a bit of a luxury.

We therefore impose a rather arbi

minute) are used:

Day Eve VV/E

Local 4.0 1.7 1.0

Regional 8.3 4.0 3.3

National 9.8 5.8 3.3

Obviously this program
could equally well be used to
keep track of your on-line
charges and hence exactly how
much 'cheryl/jpg' cost to
download.

To prove just how useful
this prog is, if I'd been typing

this text on-line it would have cost

me all of 6p but then it is Sunday
evening...

trary upper limit of 100K on files.
Please don't take this as an invitation

to write 98K tunes - the smaller the

better! Our top tune from recent
months was Graeme Jefferis' positively
waif-like 60sSciFI weighing in at a
mere 32K.

We're always interested in receiving
Rhapsody and MIDI files.



Bett '97 - Stand C40
Come & see all

our DTP utilities!

The Ultimate

Table Editor!
^&ti%*m

TableMate Designer is the latest in the popular
TableMate family of products - it offers the most
comprehensive range of facilities yet - with more
new features than TableMate 2 and 3 put
together. A short extract is given below.

• Variable fonts inside cells

• Super- &sub- scripts, bold and italic effects
• Export/import HTML tables for the Internet
• Yet more line and row controls!

• Global cut-and-paste
• Named colours & styles

Single User - £60, Upgradefrom Impression Style/Publ £45
Upgradefrom TableMate 3 - £25 (until 31st Jan. 1997)

Also available - GraphMate, Diagramlt, Clingon

DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: dalriad.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/

Special

Icon Tec

offers

m

nology

EasiWriter Professional and TechWriter Professional

can be purchased at special prices through Acorn
User magazine.

Buy EasiWriter Pro for the price of EasiWriter
and TechWriter Pro for the price of TechWriter!

The Professional versions now include the facility to
id and write Microsoft Word 6 and 7 files.

"TechWriter surpasses
anything available on
any other platform"

User Comment

Icon Technology Ltd
5 Jarrom Street

Leicester LE2 7DH

Telephone: 0116 254 6225
Fax: 0116 247 0706

Quote Ref: P0196 to

purchase
EasiWriter Pro at £89.00

plus p&p and VAT
or

TechWriter Pro at £149.00

plus p&p and VAT

1st now seriously upgraded version 2
products give a choice of user interfaces
with even more statistics and graphics.

1st provides UNEQUALLED statistical
facilities. Drawfile graphics. Easy CSV
interface. Spreadsheet type data entry with
extensive manipulation features. Automatic,
context sensitive manual. Mouse driven,
with optional keyboard shortcuts.

Our products cover statistical require
ments at levels from GCSE to advanced
research. Education prices from £50 to
£164 depending on the version.

New, unique features for Value Added
Analysis in School Administration.

FREE loan copies. Further info
available from:

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood

Benty Heath Lane
Willaston

S.Wirral, L64 1SD
Tel: 0151 327 4268

The established statistical packages.
Visit us at The Bett Show - Stand C35

EARLY YEARS • EDUCATIONAL CD-ROM

Patch the Puppy
• Designed especially for early years (ages 3-6)

• Develops skills in Maths, Language and Science

• High quality speech, graphics and music throughout

• Includes four colourful story books and a user guide

• 12 interactive educational activities to use

• Caters for different levels of ability
minimum system

Acorn

4MB ol RAM

Rise OS 3.1 onwards
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Zap HTML keys Author: Nigel Parker

Nigel Parker was not enamoured with the
standard keys used in Zap's HTML mode
and has come with a new set for entering all
those weird and wonderful HTML codes. He

says that his alternatives are ideal for begin
ners since most of the keystrokes make sense
(eg Ctrl-E for emphasis and Ctrl-Shift-E for
strong emphasis).

'I've tried to keep as much of the default
key map as possible so that it isn't necessary
to switch between maps, and I've altered
one of the default keys (Ctrl-Shift-H) to per
form the command 'BASEMAP 5' which

selects the HTML keymap for use. I have also
disabled all of the Ctrl-Shift keystrokes in
the HTML map which aren't used for HTML
(to avoid confusion and incorrect keystrokes
being entered).

Cunning kerning
Long standing *info contributor Barry
Wickett has come up with another invalu
able utility. Barry says, 'The need for this
application is quite obvious from the title.
The writing of it arose from the need to
kern text quickly and easily for use in
'.Draw and the like.

'It is possible to do what this application
does in '.Draw by typing in each character
and then dragging them around. This can
be a little tricky though and time consum
ing. With this application the needed text
can be kerned in seconds. Sometimes you

The latest version of ZapHTML (available
on the R03.7 CD) has new commands and
Nigel has supplied updated versions of his
keymap for both version 0.02beta and
0.03beta. His original file can be found in
the directory 'original'

There is also a drawfile on the disc ready
to print out which contains a list of all the
key assignments.
AA Address

AB Bold

AC Program code

AD Definition list

SHIFT AD Definition list

AE Emphasis
SHIFT AE Strong emphasis
aF Definition

AH Headings (1-6)

Author: Barry Wickett

HamaKam

[•fluto-tarn Global tarn (T] '_Spts RgQj

item

WAVE

AI Image

AK Keyboard
AL Hypertext link

SHIFT AL List item

AM Line break

AN Numbered list

A0 Oblique (italic)
AP Preformatted

AQ Quote (Citation)

SHIFT AQ Block quote

AR Rule off

SHIFT AR Remark

As Sample
Am Teletype

SHIFT Alp HTML template

AU Unordered list

AV Variable

SHIFT ARETURN Paragraph

want to tightly kern a title to give it a strik
ing effect or stretch out the spacing to give
it a cooler and classic look.

'At other times, when using a PD font in
a large size, it is often necessary to change
the kerning as it never seems to look quite
right.'

We particularly like the attention to
detail Barry has put into this program - the
way the window automatically resizes when
the text resizes and the natty little red 'han
dles' on each letter. All we'd like now is a

'plug-in' to perform vertical kerning.

Rain, snow and thingummybobs Author: Nigel Stoner

Not a weather forecast delivered by a hope
less amnesiac you understand but a clue to
four graphical oddities by Nigel Stoner of
Barnsley.

As you might expect, Rain and Snow were
fashioned along similar lines. Indeed, have a
look at Rainand you'll find a variable called
flakes% which might indicate which
weather simulation Nigel created first.

Rain is a nice downpour emulator with
several layers of precipitation in various
colours, moving at different speeds to give a
good feeling of parallax.

As you might expect, the donkey work has
to be done by some machine code, which sim
ply processes the list of 'flakes', unpiotting
them, moving them and replotting them.
Each flake is made up of two pixels, written
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directly into the mode 13 screen for speed.
Snow is a similar affair with a random ele

ment chucked in for that authentic blizzard

effect. Some random numbers afe pre-stored
in a table for speed.

lleium is "a very pretty display of random
Henon maps." (That's Henon, not Hendon -
if we were to unleash a random map of Hen
don on an unsuspecting London, the North
Circular Road would be clogged up for
weeks...) Nigel obtained the Henon formula
from the Chaos Cook Book.

"The variables a and b decide what shape
Henon map will be drawn, PROCChoose
decides if it is a fast plot or a slow (15 itera
tions) plot, the scale and the direction of the
plot (ang%). Look out for the galaxies, owl
eyes, fire birds, shells, shrimps, fountains,

fireworks, duds and many other shapes. It's
interesting to note how fine the line is before
order is transformed into chaos." This pro
gram is particularly striking on a
StrongARM, although you are likely to miss
some of the subtleties of plotting.

Nigel's final offering this month is Thingy
- well, come on - we all have to write a pro
gram called Thingy at some time in our
careers. It's one of those assembler sin and

cos riddled lissajous-type affairs and reminds
the author of "one of those Christmas orna

ments you hang on the ceiling". It's a pity
we didn't include it in the last issue or you
could have all saved pounds on expensive
Christmas decorations, by suspending your
monitors on sturdy chains and running
Thingy.There's always next year.

.-
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Clouded vision Author: Daniel Mossop

Weather seems to be the theme of

the month and there is quite an
uncanny parallel between this trio
of demos by Daniel Mossop of
Dumfries and those by Nigel
Stoner.

Clouds uses a "combination of

random and determined colour plots to produce a cloud-like scene." It
is a relatively short pieceof BASIC and thus all the more impressive.

ATractor draws a 'strange attractor'. The result is what appears to be
a fractal hand-sketched with a fine pencil and you might never guess
you were looking at humble old mode 12. This will take a short while
to get going.

So-fa, so good
Author: Mr Adamson

Mr Adamson, music teacher and MIDI-meister extraordi
naire, has evidently been burning the midnight oil down in
the music room. The result is a trio of original compositions
in Rhapsody 3 and MIDI format.

Mr A makes no apologies for the titles - the three ele
ments of his three-piece suite taking their names from
well-known couch designs.

The pieces have a sort of baroque flavour. QucenAnn has
to be our personal favourite, but then we always were suck
ers for a well turned leg.

That's all from Sir for a month or two at least. We hope
he will crank out his music quill again before too long but
in the meantime, we have excellent musical offerings of a
different kind from Clem Edmonds and Barnaby Rowe over
the next couple of issues.

Watch, or rather listen to this space...

.•vJftjte
J***^

Finally, GOOoooooo is an effective demonstration of what a little
BASIC, mode 12 and some colour cycling can achieve. Particularly
goo-like is the way the globules pause sometimes then run quickly
down again. Jan Vibe once did a 'rain on the window' simulation and
this program might well be the equivalent for some particularly
unpleasant alien world.

Home is where
the art is
Author: David Llewellyn-Jones

Here's the first of two

stunning desktop redesigns.
David decided a little

modern art could be the

answer to drab windows and backdrops and so came up with a
coupleof new looksin the style of famous modern artists.

This month IMondrean emboldens your windows with primal
quadrilaterals. The application simply installs new sprites to
replace the default ones and also loads a new backdrop. The
small Hiunlmage program merely issues a SYS "Wimp_Command-
Window",-l to avoid the "press SPACE to continue" message.
Next month see what Jackson Pollock might have got up to had
he got his hands on an Acorn machine!

TT HDfS::HooU.S,flqi997.».J«aproo»

f»3Mamon fJsAdcocfc &flllan
tanmrv flaBohan eaEdnond
gjnatchar aUau-Jonaa eanraaop
ftParttar eRaula ftRouo
eaSlonor ftWba &HlcJ«Kt

HagOpt 4 16:19

Top of the formulae Author: Chris Allen

Ignotum is the strange and wonderful title
of this mathematical application. We leave
it to the author to explain the name...

"Ignotum Perignotius - an explanation
obscurer than the thing it is meant to
explain. This is how I felt text books
described scientific equations, in an
obscure, dated and confusing manner.

"I wrote Ignotum to provide me with a
quick and easy way to find the equation
that 1happen to be looking for. 1also made
sure that it gives you information on the
equations, at least to tell you what the let
ters stand for and often more detailed

explanations. The formulae are suitable for
GCSE and A level."

Install Ignotum in the usual way. It will
use 3D sprites if you have them configured
and also provides interactive help on win
dows and menus. Click on the Ignotum icon
to open the formula window.

The 'topic' can be selected from the 21
provided using the pop-up menu. Chris has
kept Ignotumsmall because it is obviously a
program that could well be used alongside
other, larger applications. For this reason
the formulae are loaded from disc when

needed (i.e. when a particular topic is cho
sen).

Underneath, a list of formulae available
for the topic specified is shown. Click on a
formula with Adjust or Select. If informa
tion is available (and selected - use the
button top-right) it will be shown at the
bottom. You can export the formula easily
by dragging it to a filer window or to
another application like Impression or Edit.

Because of the limitations of standard

fonts, certain symbols have been used to

i lanotun

M TnP'r; Oscillations 113] l'"l
r|a=-ks/rn IM

W|S=RC05(Ut)
Hu*=k/n
Ht=2PI/u
iT=2PI(n/k)"'2
Hf=i/T
•f=u/2PI
• f=((k/n)~W2PI

M

HFor slrtple hamonic notion, uhern:
Hf=fraquGncu of oscillation
Hk='spring' constant
•n=nass of object
BPI=3.141592654

replace the correct mathematical ones:
A to the power of
*% square root
> differentiates to

{ integral sign
Other symbols are standard, so for exam

ple modulus of x is shown as Ixl.
If you use a particular set of formulae all

the time, use the Sav? Choices option on the
menu to ensure they are loaded by default.
You can also add your own formulae quite
easily.

"The formulae lists are in the Formulae

subdirectory. The filenames are the first
four letters of the topic which appears in
the topic menu, e.g. the 'Motion' topic is
called 'Moti'. To add to any topic, load it
into Edit and read the notes at the begin
ning of the file to guide you.

"Should you want to add your own topic,
then the menu structure is flexible enough
to handle it. You should add the title of the

topic to the relevant fi'i in the Topics subdi
rectory. Again, the notes at the beginning of
each file will guide you. Finally create your
formula list and place it in the Formulae
subdirectory."
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> Hither and dither Author: Jan Vibe

(A

Jan Vibe OBE (Our Basic Expert) returns with a trio of the finest
BASIC graphical ditties.

ColPat produces a nice dithered progression in a circular form.
Not bad we thought, until we looked at the program and realised it
was running in just a 16 colour mode! The dithering procedure
takesonly one parameter in the range0 to 255and selects a pattern

Small-minded Author: Justin Fletcher

between the logicalcolours 1 to 15. These are set to a carefully cho
sen palette.

Tunnel was actually designed to show a 'pulsating star' but Jan
thinks it turned out looking like a 'trip into a multicoloured tunnel
of light'.

Who are we to disagree? We've altered the program slightly to
run on RiscPCs but if, like Jan,
you have a ColourCard Gold,
change the PROCmode back to
MODE 103.

Considerate as ever, Jan
recoded Tunnel to run in mode

20 with 16 colours and the

effect is just as impressive.
You'll find this version as Tun-

ne!16 on the disc.

It turned out

looking like a
trip into a multi
coloured tunnel

of light

Justin Fletcher mayindeed beaccused of being small-minded, butonly in the nicest possible sense. He resurrects the challenge of writing a
program in less than 256 bytes and the mysterious title of Sig, a throwback to a previous mini machine-code doodle, gives nothing away
aboutwhat it actually does. In fact, we're not even going to tellyou- you'llhave to work it out foryourself.

If you think you're up to writing an amazing sub-256 byte masterpiece then we would like to see it. Coming up soon aresome splendid
BASIC demos which are exactly IK long, so if assembler is not really yourbag, try your hand at coding the best Kof BASIC you everdid.
(And then send it in to us of course.)

Over to you McDuff Arc TAN gent *„«„„r^
Author: Barnaby Rowe

We've carried a number of compositions by Barnaby Rowe over the
recent months. His latest toon was written as part of his GCSE
course work and is call LeadOn. Whether this is an order to beat

forth a path or merely a description of a metallic nature is not
made clear but either way LeadOn is a jolly little piece which
would not seem at all out of place in the background of 'The
Clothes Show'.

The tune is supplied in (compressed) Rhapsody 3 format and also
as a MIDI file. The instruments are set to General MIDI standard so

most users won't have to alter the voice selections. If your key
board is not General MIDI compatible you may have to edit the
MID Program Number, or Voice.

QUIT
All programs, hints and tips, music and madness to:
MNFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SKI0 4NP

or, if your submission is 100K or less, e-mail us (including
your real address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk
You needn't include a letter but please put your name,

address and program title on every disc and include a text
file containing your name, address, disc contents and program
details. Saved screens, drawfiles, examples and background
information are a delight to receive and an SAP. will ensure
your discs are returned. *info submissions only please.

As well as his usual box of visual tricks, Jan Vibe offers this
simple and eminently useful demonstration of how to work
out angles.

The function ATN doesn't quite tell you all you need to
know when you want to work out what angle one object is
from another. Angle shows how it is done by displaying the
angle of the position of the pointer from the centre of the
screen. (And if you are very careful, you can get a 'division by
zero' error - have a go!)

Compatibility table
j

Program RISC OS 3.5+RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1

Heron Yes Yes Yes
Rain No Yes Yes

Snow Yes Yes Yes
Thingy No Yes Yes
Metallic Yes Yes Yes

Metallic2 Yes Yes Yes

The Mask Yes Yes Yes
Hgnotum No Yes Yes

ICtrllimit Yes Yes Yes
IPhoneBill No Yes Yes

Sig Yes Yes Yes

IMondrean No Yes Yes

A Tractor Yes Yes Yes

Clouds Yes Yes Yes
GOOoooo Yes Yes Yes

Tractor31 No Yes Yes

Tractor RPC No No Yes

ISaviour No Yes Yes

Angle Yes Yes Yes

Colpat No Yes No

Tunnel No Yes Yes

Tunnel 16 No Yes Yes
IWannaKern No Yes Yes
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CARE QUALITY & SERVICE

QUALITY INK JET & BUBBLE JET REFILLS
Our refillsuseonlylopquality inks.Youbuydirect fromus henceour superbqualityillsensibleprices.

Black refills lor 111- Deskjet 500.510.550,500C.550C.560C.660C.850C
CANON BC-01. BJ10E/EX/SX, BC-02. BJ200. BJ130, BJ300. BJ330

EPSON STYLUS 800. 1000. CITIZEN PROJET. OLIVETTI JP150. 250. 350.
6 refill (3 on highcapacity cartridges)kit 120mlpureblack. £16.99

CANON BJC600. BJC4000/4100 20 refills pure black 120ml. £16.99
EPSON STYLUS 4 refills 120ml pure black. £16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS:
HP Deskjet range 10 refills of Yellow. Magenta & Cyan 180ml £24.99

CANON BJC600.4000/4100 10refillsof Yellow.Magenta& Cyan 180ml£24.99
EPSON STYLUSColour/IWIs of Yellow.Magenta&Cyan 180ml£24.99

'Print Ilead RecoveryFluid"forunblockingnozzles£6.99 new largersize, new lowerprice
all kits come with full instructions. Other refills available.

Important: Please stale type when ordering

Colour Printer Ribbons & Reloads Special Re-Ink
To Reloada ribbonis easy, just remove the top. take out the old
ribbonand reloadit witha new one. Complete One Five

ribbon reload reloads
Citizen Swift/ABC/MOeic. £11.95 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
Panasonic KXP2135 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95
Star LC2009 pin £9.99 £5.99 £29,95
Star I.C24-10/20/200 £9,99 £6.99 £29,95
Star LC24-30/LC240 £8.99 £4.95 £19.99
Seikosha S1.95 £14.95 £6.99 £29.95

For Panasonic 1080/81.

1123/24. 2123/80. 2135.

Slar LC200 9 Pin. Epson
LQ100/150. Oki 182 io
390 range. Black boitle
will re-ink 100+ ribbons

£9.95

Black Printer Ribbon Reloads T-Shirt printing ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC7120D 5 black reloads.. £9.99

Star LC10/20/100 5 black reloads £4.99

SlarLC24 range5 blackreloads £9.99
Seikosha 1900/2400/SL95 5 black reloads £9.99

Epson FX80 loLQ800 range 5black rcloads£ 11.99
Star I.C24-30/LC240 5 black reloads £14.99

T-shirt printing is simple, just print onto
normal paper & iron on. One ribbon gives
lots of prints. We can also supply ribbons
in many colours. T-shirt and normal ink.

4 col Citizen Swift/ABC/240....£I9.99
4 col Panasonic KXP2123/35 ...£19.99

4 colour Star LC200 24 Pin £19.99

reload for above £9.99
4 colour Slar LC10 £10.99

4 colour Slar LC200 9 Pin £12.99

reload for above £7.99
Black Citizen Swift/ABC/120D .£9.99

Black Star I.C10 £9.99

Black Star LC200 9pin £9.99
Black Panasonic K.XP1080/81,

1123/24 £9.99

Prices include VAT & postage. To order send cheques/PO payable to:

CARE PRODUCTS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Watford, VVD2 6JN _

or use Visa/Mastercard or Education order

FOX order line 0192.3 672102

Tel ORDER LINE 01923 894064

ft

PortFolio can be used to display in sequence a carousel
of images that children (or adults) have produced.

These can be either draw or sprite files and even JPEG
images. PortFolio will cope with Squashed files too.

PortFolio is fully configurable and is ideal for
displaying children's work on open evenings.

• Each picture can have a sound file associated with it.

• The sequence can be set to manual for slide show
type presentations.

• Very flexible, sequences can be driven using a Script file.

"As with any good product - the more we use
it, the more we like it." - Archive (August 1996)

Price: £30 + V.A.T. (£35.25 inc V.A.T. and P&P)

8 Barrow Road, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 1EH

Tel: 01926 842544 Fax: 01926 843537

email: info@kudlian.demon.co.uk

W.Zudlian
JV Soft

Draggle
The Professional Application Launcher

For fast, on-screen access to your most frequently used
games, files and applications Draggle is the professional
answer. Cut out constant clicking with Draggie's neat pull
down menus. The best way yet to organise your computer

screen, your files and your time. £12.00

Notice Board

"...for rolling presentations Notice Board excels." Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files you can create multi-page,
presentations to run unattended in any location. Widely
used in schools, Notice Board can display colourful pages
of information on any subject. It is also ideal for sales and
information points at conferences, exhibitions, etc.
For use with RISC OS 3.1 or later. £35.00

MultiLink
Still the best way to transfer data between 8-bit BBC and all
RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy to use click and drag
operation. £24.95 With serial cable £29.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carlsbrooke Road, Harpenden, Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 Email:rgsc@tumbull.compulink.co.uk
No VAT or post/packing. Cheques, with order please, made

payable to the company. Offical orders welcomed.

The answer....

Sibelius Software SPECIALISTS!
The best music processing software in the world,
bar none! And the best place for a demonstration?

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT, BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181 -460 8991 Fax: 0181 -313 0400

Email: sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

If you're fed up with warehouse stores that don't know
anything about what they sell, or shops that let you look

but not touch, try us for a change! Come in and take
advantage of our expertise and considered advice before
you buy, and after you've made your purchase, we won't
leave you in the lurch if you hit problems - our service is

renowned around the world!

ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

P.S. If youwant a full demonstration of Sibelius, ring us first for
an appointment - you'll need to reserve at least an hour!
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Missed out on one of our previous issues? Now's your opportunity to
bring your collection up to date. But hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 166-March 1996

• Video editing • Multimedia
packages • Graphics
applications • Colour printers
• Alone in the dark demo

• FSCK

Issue167-April 1996
• Reviews • Power DTP

• Acorn Australia • Swarm

• Float• Glossary

Issue 168-May 1996
• Bulletin Boards t Internet

explained • PD CD-ROMs
reviewed • Demo of Optical

Issue 169-June 1996

• Hands-on review of Studio

24 Pro • RISC OS running

Quasar • Clip-artCDs reviewed
• Baka Chal!

Issue170-July 1996
• PowerWave• The Hydra
multi-processor board • Sibelius

version 3 • Acorn User CD-

ROM No. 2

• Tank Attack

Issue 171-August 1996

• Unlocking the Internet •
Writing HTML • The Lindis

Technology bus

• Set-top boxes • Ridiculous
Rhymes demo

Issue172- September 1996

• OvationPro• Printersurvey
results • Acorn in Holland

• Images in HTML •
Customisingyour desktop

Issue 173-October 1996

• Top-level Acorn interviews

• NChannel & the NetStation

• Presentation software •

Hilighter package • Save the
Gweeks

Issue 174 - November 1996

• StrongArm • Hi-resonline video

editing • MIDI explained and
explored • Rainbow CD from

RESOURCE •Inferno

Issue 175-December 1996

• TopModel • ActiveX and the
NetStation • Fitting the

StrongARM • Creating images for

the Web • Shanghai and Shogi
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Issue 176-Christmas 1996

• AU awards

• StrongARM compatibility table
• SCSI vs IDE

• Nstore for the pocketbook
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Name....

Address

Order form
166, March 1996 £3.75

167, April 1996 £3.25
168, May 1996 £3.25
169, June 1996 £3.25

170, July 1996 £3.75
171, August 1996 £3.25
172, September 1996 £3.25
173, October 1996 £3.75

174, November 1996 £3.25

175, December 1996 £3.75

176, Christmas 1996 £3.25

Tel No
Pleaseallow 14 days for delivery.

Sendcheques payable to IDG Mediato:
Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB

or phone 0151 3571275
Fax: 0151 357 2813

E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

• Please tick if you do NOT wishto receive further
information orspecial offers



Mike Cook's hardware series 5

We all have interests that fall by the wayside
as we get older. One of my early interests

was theatre lighting - I even did the lighting in
a professional theatre once, the newly built
Gulblenkin Theatre in Newcastle. 1 was there

fore intrigued when Philip Hearman contacted
me wanting to know how to control DMX stan
dard lights.

1 admit I had never heard of the standard. In

my day most lights were controlled by very
large wire wound variable resistors, a technol
ogy that hadn't changed much since the war.

When 1 left the lighting scene electronic dim
mers were coming in that used triac switching
devices. These basically chopped up
the mains waveform and fed the

lights with a variable mark/space
ratio voltage at 100Hz. The problem
was that they caused interference
both to other lights and sound
equipment. This meant there had to be lots of
filtering and screening of lighting wires.
Nowadays the dimming electronics are in the
lights themselves. So there is little potential for
radiated interference. The control signals can be
a low DC voltage or now with DMX control,
derived from a computer. Thanks to Philip, 1
got a copy of a DMX Good Practice Guide from
which I was able to deduce what the standard

was all about.

The DMX512 standard, to give it its full
name, is an asynchronous serial data signal. It is
similar to the data produced by the computer's
serial port using eight bits of data, two stop bits
and no parity. However, two vital differences
mean the built-in serial port cannot be used.

Firstly, the signals are in RS485 or R.S422 for
mat - that is, a five volt push pull standard.
This means there are two serial signals, one the
inverse of the other. Secondly, the data rate is at
250K baud, a speed that can't be generated by

the hardware in the computer. Fortunately this
speed is very easy to generate. The serial data is
sent from the computer, in a daisy chain, to all
the lights. The total length of the line may be
up to 1km but in practice, it's best to keep the
line down to about 500m and after that use sig
nal repeaters.

Each light is given an identity number by a
row of small switches and it simply counts the
serial bytes until it reaches the one that matches
its identity number. It latches the value of that
byte and uses it to control the brightness of the
light. Hence there are 256 levels of brightness.

More sophisticated lights can have other para
meters controlled in the same way.
For example, some lights come
equipped with a mirror controlled
by two motors to enable the point
ing position to he changed. Others
have built-in pattern projectors and

coloured filter wheels. All these are controlled

by bytes assigned to different channels.
As a slight complication there are two differ

ent schemes for numbering the lights. This is to
avoid having a channel zero, something with
which many people have a conceptual diffi
culty. So when you set up a light's address it can
either be that channel or the one next to it, it's

a matter of trial and error.

In order for the light to know when to start
counting the bytes, some form of start code
must be sent. A number can't be used as all the

available numbers are needed to control the

dimmer. Therefore the DMX standard specifics
a packet protocol - this is shown in Figure I.

To mark the start of the package, a break state
is sent for the time of two bytes. A break is sim
ply the line being held in the space state for the
time it takes to transmit two bytes. This can be
detected at the receiving end as not being a valid
serial word and used to reset the lights counter.

Incidentally, the old term of a break
state was 'the line being spaced out' -
something that has a completely differ
ent meaning nowadays.

After the break a start code is trans

mitted. The standard only recognises
one start code - that of zero or a null.

Following that the bytes for the lights
are transmitted - there can be up to
512 of these but in practice there are
normally fewer. The more bytes or
channels, the longer it takes to send a
new state to the lights and the slower
the response time can be. Unless you're
lighting a Pink Floyd concert you
don't get anywhere near the maxi
mum. If you do happen to be lighting
a Pink Floyd concert you'll probably
use multiple data streams.

The standard says to use 180 degree
DIN connectors with female connectors

being the source and male the inputs.
Connections should be by means of
twisted pair cable with a screen. Finally
the last lamp must be terminated by
placing 90 to 120 ohm resistors across
the data lines, which is normally done

Mike Cook
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Figure 2 The circuit diagram
of the DMX 512 interface
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Mark after break 8uS

Two bytes Idle gap

with a small terminating plug on the last lamp.
The exact value of the resistor should match the

impedance of the cable used. If the line is not
correctly terminated, signal reflections can
occur that could scramble the next byte.

Having established what is needed, let's look
at how it can be achieved. Generating serial
data is the province of a UART, so I immedi
ately thought of connecting one to the printer
port. However, with the requirement of eight
data inputs a straightforward connection would
leave single direction port owners out in the
cold because of their lack of auxiliary outputs. I
therefore decided to design some sort of latch.
Initially I used two 4-bit latches. I even built
them into the prototype, but while writing the
software I discovered I could get away with
only using one.

The final circuit is shown in Figure II - it uses
a 74LS74 to latch the lower nibble of the data

word. The upper nibble is addressed directly at
the same time as bit 6 strobes in the data. The

break condition can be produced by some
UAR'l's but these are specifically designed to be
connected to a computer bus.

In this case I had to pass the serial data
through a logic gate and use printer bit 7 to let
data pass or impose the break condition. The
UART needs a times 16 clock. As the data rate is

250K baud this works out at 4MHz. fortunately
this is a standard speed for quartz oscillators. I
used an oscillator module - the type is not
important, only the frequency.

The UART also needs a reset pulse after power
on. I could have used a hardware arrangement
of capacitors and flip flops but these can be
unreliable and I had a spare printer port output
available. I used the two printer port inputs to
read the UART's TX status lines.

The ACK line indicates if the UART's buffer

can receive a character. The UART has two

transmit locations, the register where the serial
output occurs and the buffer which is the next
character in waiting. Normally only the buffer
flag needs to be seen, but when forcing the
break condition it is vital we know the UART

has stopped transmitting before the break
enable is lifted.

The RS485 signal is generated by a SN75176
line driver. Many such drivers are available and
this is just one I happened to have.

That's the hardware sorted, now let's look at
the software. All the important timing is done
by the hardware so it is quite reasonable to
drive it using BASIC. I have written a minimum
BASIC program to show what is needed - you
can find this on the cover disc. It has a simple

keyboard interface, press C to
select a channel and then + or -

to brighten or dim that channel.
The first line of the program

sets up the maximum number of
channels and then reserves a

piece of memory to put all the
channel data into. The program
simply pokes the data into the
correct place by specifying an off
set which is equal to the channel

Serial byte /

• •
Dim

N

Break Dim

1

Dim

2

Dim

3

N is any value from 12 to 512

A DMX 512 packet composed of 250KB serial data bytes

Figure 1
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

BE Us S2 SI D3 D2 Dl DO

A A 1 A -*

'— i -.

Nibble Output

Least significant nibble strobe

Uart reset

UART strobe

Break enable

Figure 3
DMX 512 interface as seen by the printer port

number. The send procedure ships the whole
block off to the UART. Note here that location 0

contains the zero start code - if you want any
other type of code simply poke into the mem
ory with a zero offset.

The heart of the interface is the send proce
dure - it has to manipulate the bits at the
printer port. Figure III shows the programmer's
view of these bits. The lower four bits are for

data and the upper four are for control. Bit 5 is
the UART reset, which needs pulsing high at the
start and then needs to be kept low. Bit 6 is the
UART strobe, which needs to be kept high until
the data latch has been set up.

This is done by placing the lower four bits of
data on the outputs and pulsing the nibble
strobe high. Then the upper 4-bits of data are
shifted to the lower 4-bits and output and
finally the strobe is pulsed low. Bit 7 must be
kept high when sending data and held low
when sending the break.

This is achieved by sending two UAR'F strobes
and then wailing until the Busy line signals the
transmit buffer is empty. The break bit on bit 7
must now be raised. Note the Busy line is an
inverting input so we are looking for a zero here
to indicate the UART has finished. The Mark

after break delay time occurs naturally due to
the speed of the BASK;. Before each byte is sent,
the program checks the ACK line to see if the
UART buffer can accept the next character.

All the output is performed by the parallel
output calls in the operating system. If you only
have a single direction printer port you will
have to load in my Mono_D module should
your computer complain about the SWI. This is
because Acorn, in its wisdom, docs not imple
ment the call

The send byte routine can be converted into
machine code for maximum speed. However, if
you have a StrongARM processor don't bother,
BASIC runs faster than the hardware. If you
have a slower machine and don't fancy turning
your hand to machine code you can eliminate
the lines that look for the UART to be free, but
check it still works and you're not trying to
strobe a full buffer.

The software could be extended from this

simple base into a full blown lighting console.
This type has two controls for each light and a
master fader to mix between one setup and
another. You could also write a program to
sequence flashing lights or to tie in sound and
lights now you know how to start. Seeyou AT.
next month. /lU



Part Exchange
to RiscPC

Rise PC600

Rise PC700 5M

Rise PC700 IOM

17"Monitor add

StrongArm upgrade for 199.00

• Typical Trade in Allowances
A3I0 £ 125

A3000 £ 150

A440/I £200

A4000 £300

A5000 £400

Acorns 0* Finance Scheme
available on exchanges

Hard Pisk Exchanges
for RiscPC with RiscOS 35

210Mb to 540Mb - £ 69.00

for RiscPC with RiscOS 3.6 or 37

2IOMbto850Mb - £99.00

210Mb to 16Gb - £159.00

425 or 540Mb to 850Mb - £ 69.00

425 or 540Mb to 16Gb - £139.00

850 to 1.6Gb - £109.00
Rease call for details on how to

upgrade to RiscOS3.6
Software Transferred free.

AJS Computers
Millstone House

51 Heath Drive
Chelmsford

Essex CM2 9HE
tel 01245 345Z63

fax 0124S 345233
email sales@aiscompi.demon.co.uk

all pricesplus vatandcarriage

SIMMs for RiscPC
additional 8Mb - £3500

additional 16Mb - £65.00

additional 32Mb - £12500

trade-in allowances:

4Mb - £10.00

8Mb - £20.00

16Mb - £40.00

100''- Strongarm compatible

rchimedes 1 ublic L/omain ilibrary
Jt-* Public Domain, Shareware and other
k£t„ low cost software for Acorncomputers EwiissuassWl

APDLPDCD-1 only £14.90
APDLPDCD-2 only £14.90

A huge collection of P.D. and Shareware at a realistic price.
Issue 2, re-mastered November 1996 with even
more software. Buy both PD CDs for just £27.50

APDL Clip Art CDs £19.90 each
DTP-1, DTP-2, and the new DTP-3

Any two for £37.50, all three for just £50
All in Acorn format, Sprite, Drawfile and Artworks. Ideal for schools.

DTP-1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTP-3 more than 720 Mb

Hard discs
Low cost IDE and SCSI drives and interfaces for all models

A310/A400IDE
210Mb - £149, 512Mb - £199, 850Mb - £209, 1Gb - £235, 1.6Gb - £259

A3010/A3000IDE
80Mb - £135, 170Mb - £165, 340Mb - £209, 512Mb - £239,810Mb - £329

A310/A400/A5000/Risc PC SCSI
Drives: 540Mb - £149, 1Gb - £239, Complete: 540Mb £259, 1Gb - £349

Prices include cables, brackets andfittings. Lots of others available.
Syquest 135 & 270Mb removable, SCSI or IDE, internal or external
Solve your backup and security problems -from £99, discs from £17
0I Rise PC RAM upgrades, the famous APDL part
is IU S exchange scheme if you need a bigger hard disc

(eg. 210Mb to 512Mb for only £115) and more!
For a catalogue please send 50p or two 1st class stamps to

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN
ragg> Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 .
[S9| A11 prices include VAT andcarriage Z£l

mywhere
\tart to type

ifGSk Windows Ve&
jf/^^^ This award winning software

is now available in Windows format.

Standard and Talkingversions available.
Fully compatible with Acorn format files.

tfiSSl Multimedia Vei
y0^^^ The Acorn version, now

allows you to add video, animation,
and sound. Whether for fun, for S Standard
learning or for communication, ( £49 +Vat(£S7.ss)
it will bring your documents to life.

«*"*& w i*r& (*«T"ldnBO 4^ ^m ^^ ^ £.03 +VAT (£76.38)

Softease Limited, Tel 01332 204911
The OldCourthouse, ^^^_
St Peters Church Yard, ^SH
Derby, DE1 1NN I 0f
For Windows 3.11 and^S orAcorn RISC OS3.1 'HP Produced OntCXl
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Hints & tips

Rambles through

Another selection of

problems and solutions
from Mike Cook Wood
What's in a name? Well a lot really, and it

seems that the computer industry is losing
the ability to think of new sensible ones. I hate
products that give no indication in their name as
to what they do.

Take the application on the cover disc a few
months ago. It was called Hilighter and had the
logo of several hilighter pens - but what did it do?
First I looked in the readme file. This told me lots
of things but not what it actually did. So then I
lookedfor a Helpfile - there wasn't one. 1opened
up the application, no document files. There was a
slight clue in the info box - 'information han
dling', it said.

It turns out that the application is nothing to
do with hilighter pens - it's just that one of the
processes involves highlighting a section. What it
actually does is link together screensfor presenta
tion or learning - whycouldit not sayso?It's very
arrogant ofauthors to think everyonehas heard of
their product.

It gets worse in the PI) sector. Sometimes there
are pages of legal disclaimers, copyright notices,
version histories, shareware prices and methods
of payment, even praise for a program's flexibil
ity and power but no explanation of what it
does. So please let's return to boring names that
give clues to the software's function. And, have a
bit of modesty - not everyone has heard of your
application.

At the Acorn World show I purchased what
looked like a bargain - a CD containing movie
clips to experiment with costing less than a fiver. I
was done. The clips were of low quality, taken by
a not very steady hand-held domestic camcorder.
The subject matter was underwhelming- a whole
folder of horses eatinggrass, trafficon a motorway
and a worm slowly moving into its hole. However,
the prize for the worst clip, if there were a prize,
wouldgo to the stunning 10-second clip of a trian
gular road warning sign. I kept waiting for it to
move but it only swayed slightly due to an
unsteady cameraman.

This might sound a bit like Monty Python but I
would like to apologise for my last apology. It
turns out that the slide show images are on the
StrongARM CD after all, despite the denial from
sources at Acorn who shall remain anonymous.
Thanks to all those who pointed it out, especially
Bimal Jangra from Birmingham at the Acorn
World show.

Ian Can e-mailed meon the topic:
I can assure you llial the slide show images arc
on the StrongARM CD. I'm lookingat them right
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now - Ihey're in S.SACDROM.DISC370.DISC370,
which is a huge archive. So are all the videos, as
wellas (he 3.7 Boot, Apps, Utils etc.

Chris Hughes, a member of Wakefield Acorn Com
puter (User) Group has a few comments about the
Deskjet 600 that Jonathan Gutteridge had:

Versions L.53 and 1.54 ol Acorn's !l't inlets has
drivers specifically lor this printer, while in the
Case ol Turbo Drivers you are advised to use
either the 51() or 520driver since Ihis is basically
Ihe same in spec.

To solve the problem ol the missing lines, set
the height lines in Ihe Text margins pari of the
printer driver to between 60 and 66 - this should
tix ihis problem.

It is partly caused by the rather large
print horder and also the tact thai il might
well he performing a perforation skip, and
yes, I know it's a single sheet printer hut
they still have a lol of old codes in for back
ward compatibility!

To solve the problem of the
missing lines, set the height
lines in the Text margins part

of the printer driver to
between 60 and 66 - this

should solve the problem

On the same subject David Symes from Dorset
notes:

I know from experience how frustrating ii can
he trying to get a WY.SI\VY(i(ish) screen presen
tation onto paper.

I discovered many years ago that even though
a lull A'l sheet is supposed lo he around 297mm
long, lor some strange reason word-processors
and printer drivers do not seem lo he governed
by Ihe same set ol measurements and my docu
ments gel chopped at the bottom. My solution
was lo reduce Ihe word-processor and driver
page size until things lil correctly.

I think the problem here is that many printers
can't approach the edge of a page.

I have had a good response about support for
Model B, Master and even Electrons. It seems that
there are still some dedicated souls out there doing

there best to support them. The first one I heard
about was: 8-Bit Software, 17 Lambert Park Road,
Hedon, Hull, HU12 8HF

This is a one-man operation that produces use
ful stuff including a regular disc-based magazine.
More details and magazine back issues on
ftp.acorn.co.uk in /pub/8bit. I have been informed
of a few more from John Crane of Harrogate and
Martin Wilson of Yeovil but to save space I have
put the contact addresses in a text file on the
cover disc.

On the subject of URL addresses, joe Oldak- Web
masterfor the Acorn Computer Group informs me
that:

In yourcolumn Ihis month there was ,i question
about BBC resources and you rightly said thai
application notes were available on the Acorn
Web site. However, the Mil. you quoted is out Ol
dale. This is hecause of Ihe rc-slriidiiring I've
been doing on Ihe sile.

The correct place lor application notes is the
Sales and Support section of the Aid sile:
http://www.8rt.8corn.co.uk/SAmy

David Walker from ART sent in thesefollow-ups to
some recent debates:

X Windows; !.\, Irom (inome computers, is a lull
X server for RISC OS; it's currently XIIR4 with
Rfi foul extensions, but Chris Stenlon
(jaCS@gnome.CO.uk) is working on a lull XI ll(o
Implementation. IX works on StrongARM and is
pleasantly last when running on one. I use it
regularly to conned lo our Solaris boxes. More
info on http://www.gnomexo.uk/.

Mai Fonts: FiBl Ol all the fonti need lo In- in
the Adobe Type I'format. However, some thai
claim they are this format do not slick strictly to
Ihe Adobe specification. This could he Ihe reason
that THolonl is having trouble with it- II the
tout file is using the Mac filing system then it
should he all right.

John Dennisfrom the department ofMcch. Eng., at
the University of Southampton has a problem trans
ferring large files between platfonns:

My A420/1 is not actually connected lo the net,
Instead I use these awful I'lOO.s at ihe university
where I gel free Internet access - very nice. I
have recently houghl a new hard drive and have
discovered Ihe relative marvels of Digital Video,
The problem is thai i have to transfer the files
from the university computers to my A-120/1 by
disc and I only have a HOOK disc drive (which is
only 7i:?K dos Formatted!), So i can't lii any ol
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the larger files on to these discs and therefore
have a very limited number (and size of video
clips). Is there any way of splitting these up on
the PlOOs and transferring them to my Arch, lo
he reconstituted?

An application called Split will do just this on a
number of cross platforms. It will cope with
Archimedes, PC, VAX, Sun, Alpha, HP, NeXT,
RS6000, SGI and M.TRIX. You can get It via the
Internet from many places including Hensa. There
are two files - Split and Support. Split is the RISC
OS desktop application whereas Support contains
a command line version for all the machines,
including Acorns.

As I got a few enquiries of the same type over a
couple of days 1 contacted the author Adam
Hamilton and he kindly gave me permission to
put it on the cover disc. He even sent me a slightly
newer version that is generally available. Due lo
space limitations 1 have removed the nice post
script instructions - these can he obtained either
from the author or any Internet site carrying it.

Peter Young contacted me via the Internet to say
that contrary to what I said, it is possible to have
an IDE CD drive and a SCSI CD drive connected at
the same time. Hesays:

Initially I used to load both drivers in
IBoot.Choices.Boot.PreDesk hut now I Flash load

them into the ROM on my Cumana SCSI II
cards! CDFS just seems to sort out what wants
which driver... thankfully! 1 use an Eesox ATAPI
driver and their genericSCSI2 CDdriver. All1do
is flash the Cumana ROM with both CDX mod
ules...

The only snag is knowing which drive is 0 and
which is 1.. I look advice from Chris Magee, ex
technical director at Cumana and this is his

response: "Normally the Atapi drive occupies the
first available SCSI ID and I.UN therefore if ID 0 is

not taken up the Atapi drive should use this and
he the first CD drive".

Dane from WerewolfSoftware also informs me
that:

1have a SCSIdual-speed CD-ROM drive (the one
in the Acorn Mlr.U) on my Cumana SCSI 2 card
and a Sony ATAPI quad-speed CD-ROM drive,
both connected up in my RPC7Q0. They work
100 per cent fine together with no problems
whatsoever. I've had it set up this way for the
last 11 months!

OK, so all I know is that my Yellowstone ATAPI
driver won't work with the SCSI system.

Matthew Smart from Stourbridge is having trouble
with his printer:

I own a A3010 and a Commodore MPS 1230 dot

matrix printer. 1 have connected it up to my
computer with a parallel cable and used the

FX80 driver. It prints text from Edit perfectly,
hut when I try graphics or fonts from a word-
processor it leaves giant lines between parts of
the document letters. It printed graphics per
fectly from my old Commodore 64. Please can
you tell me how lo get it to print correctly as 1
don't want to fork out £200 for a new printer.

Ah! I haven't had one like this since the old days.
It's the old CR LF problem - that is carriage return
and line feed. Manufacturers can't agree on what
they mean nowadays. Strictly speaking CR
returned the print head to the start of the line and
LP moved the paper lo the next line. However,
many manufacturers use just one of these codes to
do both functions or in the case of graphics
maybe none at all.

Printer manufacturers normally included an
option to have an automatic CR with each LF or
vice versa. These optionscouldbe implemented in
many ways. The most usual was a small switch
inside the printer. This is in a row of switches that
controlled other things as well. It could also be set
by a signal on one of the interface inputs or from
a sequence of control codes. What's happening is
that in the graphics mode the computer is sending
too many control characters. You will have to
investigate - set your printer so as not to have an
automatic CR with I.F, or uncheck the 'print LF'
box in the printer driver or both.

It's the old CR LF problem -
that is, carriage return and

line feed. Manufacturers

can't agree on what they
mean nowadays

Alan Metcalf from Accrington is having problems
getting a new monitor to work:

I recently purchased the Reeling 9 to IS pin
monitor adaptor to enable me to use a
VGA/Multisync monitor.

The adaptor wasn't supplied with instruc
tions and after numerous phone calls to BeeBug
and technical people not being available, the
best I got was mutterings from their sales staff
about swapping over LK1 and some change to
LK2. Could you please give me a definitive
answer?

VGA monitors require separate horizontal and ver
tical sync pulse signals. Normally Acorn
computers use a mixed sync signal. I.K1 needs to
be swapped over.

Ibis will be set lo the south - that is the short

ing link will be between the middle pin and the
lower pin. Removethe link and replace it between
the middle and top or north pin.

This feeds the mixed syncs into pin 5. The

Hints & tips

>

z

o

VGA monitor needs the vertical sync here but
copes quite well with mixed syncs. Then add a
shorting link to LK1 - this feeds the horizontal
sync to pin 4.

Peter Smith contacted me with reference to my
StrongARM incompatibilitypage:

1 would like to draw your attention to my page
at http://www.ursaminr.demon.co.uk/sagames
.htm which is dedicated to games running under
the StrongARM.

It has a list of demo, full and PD games and
indicates their working status and whether the
game can be made to work.

lor example, PD Tracker may be cured by
replacing the QTM module with the latest ver
sion on my pages or it might be cured by the
Cnimhfix module, which has a link.

Flashback (on mine) works by using
Crunchfix, Starfighter by using StrongCache, as
does Elite and Stunt Racer (RiscPC version only
BTW) Sadly, unless the Lemmings versions are
for the RPC specifically, there's no obvious way
of getting il to work.

Thanks. There's a lot of useful information there.

It seems that a lot of things will run under the
StrongARM if the cache is turned off while it is
loaded in, and then turned on again after the icon
appears on the icon bar.

This can also be built into the Run file of an

application. However, with the cache off the com
puter runs very slowly indeed.

If youfancyseeing howto weigh a star, Leos Ondra
has a Web page to showyou. Hewrites:

I have put on my WWW pages a small lab
'Weighing a star'. Use just a ruler, a common
calculator and the two enclosed diagrams
(downloadable in PostScript) to determine the
mass of Capella, the brightest star of the winter
constellation Auriga the Charioteer and the text
book double-lined spectroscopic and
inlerleronietric binary.

Based on recent papers by Barlow, D.J., Fekel,
F.C. & Scarfe, CD. 1991s, PASP 105:476, and
Hummel, C.A. et al. 1994, Astron. J. 107:1859.
The lab is at http://www.sci.muni.cz/-ondra/
capeila/lab html

Finally, Nathan Atkinson fromCleveland has a bit
of advice about outline fonts on the desktop:

Desktop+ does allow fouls but only on the filer
windows and Deskl'onts didn't compensate for
the spacing between the letters.

The program 1 found which allows fonts
everywhere on the desktop is Outline Wimp by
Andrew Sellors - it also conies with a Rise PC

style mode changer.
Ibis, coupled with my 3D texture template

program (which needs a hard disc), makes a nice
addition to all the pre-RISC PC Acorns. If any
one is interested I can supply both - A*-,
telephone (01642) 787808 for details. /1U
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f DSL SUPPLIES

mDFFARMOCM
Siifk Ms&r £22.75 Sum. £12.25/
10Cfscr £90.35 Saw£48.65.'

Pricesexcludepost & packing

St Margaret's Lane
FAREHAM

Hants POU 4BQ

Tel/Fax 01329 841600

DON'T READ
THIS ADVERT

Rise PC Offer: Trellis + Exeria - £15

Rise OS 3.1 Offer: Trellis & 5 Games - £25

Soft Rock Software, FREEPOST (BS 7978)
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, BS10 7BR

On the WWWeb:-
http://www.argonet.co.uk/softrock

include postage. Please allow 28 days.

Pixon
35 Rokcby Drive, Kenton

Newcastle upon Tync NE3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North l-ast Acorn Dealer

Textile Transfer Paper1
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

Print it - Iron it - Wear it
4 Sheets A4 30Sheets A4 (00 Sheets
£8 £44 £140

Hobby Kit - includes 2 T-Shirts and 4 Transfer sheets 12.99
MouseMaf Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 ml) for 18.80 inc VAT & postage
FLUSH SOLUTION (why not change your cartridge colour)
Flush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

TWIN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

d.!it^jrr>7i EZEESm^

MAUDENS
"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

\m

"ZOe. Have. 6ee*t Aufcfciqitcj education
eatatfiidAtttettfy- /ox ?6 yearta.

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre
• Authorised Microsoft re-seller
• PCDevelopers and Category f.Networking Specialists
• NewShowroomswithcompleterangeof Acornmachines
• MAIL ORDER- It isour policyto match most priceson offer
• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

0% Finance on PCand Acorn Machines
With 16years ofserviceyoucan't gowrong withMauilens
Tel: (01384) 444433/ 833300. Fax: (01384) 441655

Undelete

H33SMZ

AUTHORISED ACORN DEALER

^/ (/ SALES &REPAIRS
16 / 8 Meg Simms £80 / £45 Inclusive

Visit Our Web Site At

http://www.armtcch.demon.co.uk

86 Meadowbank, Moor Lane, Holway, Holywell, Clwyd.
CH8 7EF Tel/Fax :- 01352 715840

E_Mall mlke@armtech.demon.co.uk

At last the program
everyone has been waiting for!

lUndololo does jusl whal it says, il undeletes any file.
application or directory you may have deleted on a
Floppy Disc or Hard Drive.

Thisprogram is incredibly totally non-lechnical inuso!
You just select your delolod file from a list and click on il
to undelete it! You don't have lo know anylhing aboul
Disc Maps. Tracks or Sectors, etc.

(Undelete workswilhany ol tho popular Acorn Filing
Systems such as ADFS. SCSIFS, ATAFS, IDEFS, etc,
and runs form RISCOS 3.1 lo SlrongARM 3.7.

lUndolole is available lor only EI8.95 + El UKP&P (£3
overseas). No VAT form Quantum Software, 35
Pinowood Park, Livingston, EH54 8NN. Scotland.
Email: Sales@quanlumsofl.co.uk
Tel: 01506 411162 or order via credit/debit card Irom the

24h Acorn Cybervillago Shop at
http://www.cybervillago.co.uk/acorn/

FLYPRINT
DEflD CERT
KEYBOARD EMULATOR

£ 19.97

£ 19.00
£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT £1 postage UK mainland

3ZEQ3S

CUT VINYL BUREAU
LETTERING, LOGOS & DECALS

cut in self-adhesivevinyl on our
plotterfrom Acorn DRAW files.
Any size, colour and quantity.

Ideal for Signs, Van sides, Car Decals
& Exhibition graphics.

Tol 0118 956 7947 Fax 0118 956 1112
14 Eldon Terrace Reading Berks RG1 4DX
Contact Chris Morcior ':-'. Email: mcrcior@argonot.co.uk
S.. our woh lh« I.Hp://www.cyborvilluu»..o.ul</(olio/prinln.ol<or

Our *NEW* demo/catalogue disc
^f^TUP forjust £1 or buyanypackand

r rA\ Tai^lfjA* get our demo disc free- Sorry>JJ^Jj.J^JMiMsnSQ no credit card facilities available.
OUTSTANDING HIGH QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE

EXCELLENT PACK OFFERS
Games 1.' Games 2 : Games 3 : Games 4 : Draw Clipart 1
Draw Clipart 2 : Draw Clipart 3 sDraw Clipart 4 : *NEW*
Draw Clipart 5 : Educational 1: *NEW* Educational 2
Utils 1: Utils 2 : Utils 3 : *NEW* Utils 4 : Christmas Pactc

Each pack has three fully archived discs. One pack for £3.75 -
Twopacks for £7.20 • Three packs or more at £3.50 for each pack.

For this month only, deduct'Wr off tho above FD pack prices

Weare distributors ofeducational software from Sherston and 10 out
of10. Weoffer at least W?& saving on their recommended prices.
Official orders are welcome. For free educational catalogues and
further information write to the address below or call 0181 950 4973.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
\1/ Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ.

Simple to use &step by step instructions
Essential tool tor beginner &experienced users
Muti tasking editor: Support library
Powerful Arm code module &application
1900% faster than Acorn VDU drivers
Wimp 'front ends': Distribution utilities

II

€ a H
Obfrctt W«kPj«ra Anmat-oo ft!

Welcome K>Gam* Suite VI 00

Grasshopper Software, 6Truro Close, East Leake LE12 6HB
Free demo disc: send SAE •WWW http://users.ox.ac.uk/~sjoh0576

Contact us for details of part exchange deals on Archimedes, Atari, Amiga
and PCs and Software Bundle Special Offers, these and the The StrongARM

for £116.33 with a Rise PC - offers end 31st December 1996
Acorn Rise PC
RiscPC600 4Mb HD540 14" monitor i;=-il..:->: £1299
RiscPC6O0 4MD HD540 17"monitor [KCUMFJi] £1675
Eight speed CD ROM drive with Rise PC600 4Mb - C47
RiscPC700 5Mb HD540 14"monitor(KRIHKRt £1549
RiscPC700 5Mb HD540 17"monitor («87fA<FSl| £1925
Eight speed CD ROM drive wilh Rise PC700 5Mb - £47
RiscPC700 10Mb HDlGb 14"monitor lACWSAffK) £1799
RiscPC700 10Mb HDlGb 17"monitor (AC8JSMFSI) £2175
Free eight speed CD ROM drive wilh Rise PC700 10Mb

Upgraded Rise PC
Rise PC600 13MbHD1.2Gb14' monitor :«KU-HCJ £1591
Rise PC600 13Mb HD1.2Gb 17" monitor ,*C66**."?3i( £1967
For a 1.6Gb disc ndd £22. or add £80 (or a 2Gb disc

Alternative Monitors

liyama MF8515F 15" £299 or £35 addod to 14"prices
liyama MF8617E 17" £575 or £310 addod to 14"prices
liyama MT9017E 17" £644 or £380 addod to 14"prices
Cenon printers, SyQuest*, herd discs, motiving anil software at
competitive prices. We repair computers, monitors etc.

CD ROM Drives suitable tor Rise PC
For an Eight speed CD ROM dnvo add £114
Panasonic PD CD ROMdnve.650M0 opticaldsc internal £479
Panasonic PD CD ROMdnv&'650Mb opticaldec external £537
The Panasonic drives require a SCSI interlace.

PC Cards
PC card 5x86 ACA57
Ordciod wilh Rise PC
Exchango trom SXL/33
PCcardDX4-100ACA56
Ordorod with Rise PC

Exchango from SXL/33
PC card DX2-66
Ordoied with Rise PC
Exchango IromSXL/33

£469

£351

£351

£351

£234

£234

£293

£175

£175

Memory
rctRscPCanrlATOOO

4Mb £31

8Mb

16Mb

32Mb

1Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

Upgrade VRAM
1 lo 2Mb £76

£44

£86

£178

£81

£117

All prices include VAT
WooporotoAcorn's 20/20 interest Iroo purchase schemo.
subject to status, maximum loan now increased to £3000.

SELECTIVE
COMPUTER

SERVICES

Telephone/Fax 01332 690691 email to • solectlveSglobalnelcouk
8 Old Gate Avenue - Weston on Trent • Derby - DE722BZ
Prices ato subloctlo change, worosorvo tholightto modify ourpricesaccordingly. (E»OE)

Winner of the 1996 Acorn User Award

for best Pocket Book Softwarel

The WHOLE WORLD in your HAND?
We can't premise that, but NSTORE for

the # ACORN POCKET BOOK II gives
you all this for only £49.95+V.A.T.

sophisticated automated report writing
+ National Curriculum Record Keeping

+ National Curriculum word /phrase search
+ a large bank of over 750 teacher comments

+ all the National Curriculum Level Descriptions
+ comprehensive exporting and importing of data

#an ARCHIMEDES version 1$ also available for only £38.25 + V.A.T.
buy both versions togetherfor £69.95 i V.A.T. and save over £301

Full details from: H.S.SOFTWARE, FREEPOST. SWANSEA SA2 9ZZ
Tel: (01792) 204519 Internet: http://www.argonct.co.Uk/h.i.toft



Sooner or later, and it's probably going
to be sooner, you'll find yourself writing

a program that has to organise its data in
some specific way. This could be arranging
names and addresses into alphabetical
order, or a list of numerical results into
ascending order.

Usually this will involve sorting groups
of data - records - according to one field.
For instance, a simple address book
program would sort its records, containing
such elements as telephone numbers and
street names according to the alphabetic
position of the surname. In my parachute
database, the individual records would be
arranged according to their dates.

In BASIC, things are fairly straight
forward. Numbers and strings could be
compared with the same operators and
because arrays were the only easy method
of storage, if a whole record needed
moving into a new location all the array
elements with the same index would just
require copying. It is a little easier if an
array of structures in C are being used as a
whole record can be copied in one go - the
main point to note is that strings can't be
directly compared using the normal
numeric operators, there's a separate func
tion to provide the necessary tools.

It's defined in the strhtg.h standard
library, so remember to #include it before
starting. strcmp() takes pointers to two
strings and returns an integer value depend
ing upon the results of the comparison - if
the strings are identical, the function
returns zero. Otherwise, the value returned
is either positive or negative to indicate
which of the two strings comes 'first'.

Sorting through your data
- Steve Mumford starts

to explain how

int result = 0;

char a[] = "Hello";

char b[] = "World";

result = strcmp(a, b);

printf("The result was: %&", result);

In this case, a negative value is
returned, indicating that string a, "Hello",
lies before string li, "World".

I mentioned above that it was easy to
copy blocks of data around in C when
they're in the form of structures. This is
true, but when using linked lists to hold
the data, the situation gets a little more
complicated. When dealing with an array
of structures, predefined slots are used
that have their own number, irrespective
of whether that slot actually contains an
information record.

Linked lists are somewhat more amor

phous. And in order to remove a structure
from the list it's necessary to do a little
work on either side of the record in ques
tion so that the list isn't broken. The

simplest way to alter the sequence of a list
is to change where the links point to for
each of its members - think of the list as a

large telephone switchboard, the connec
tivity can be altered by pulling out a wire
from one socket and pushing it into
another. Now you might be able to see one
of the reasons why I decided to give each

Programming

of the list members two links, one point
ing to the previous member in the chain
and one to the next - in this way, when
swapping the links around, it's easier to
work your way up and down the list.

The dreaded bubblesort
The easiest - and normally the slowest -
method of sorting is to step through the
data gathered and look at each of the
consecutive data pairs. Starting with
elements one and two, decide whether

they need to be swapped to approach the
desired list order and perform the change
if necessary. Moving on to look at
elements two and three, the same compar
ison is carried out - and so on, until the

end of the list is reached. In this way, the
'heaviest' element will sink to the bottom

of the list in the first pass.
We've not finished yet - this technique

needs to be repeated over the list several
times until all the members are in posi
tion, but the range of the sort can be
truncated each time knowing that the
last element in the previous sort is in the
right position. To avoid unnecessary repe
tition, a flag can be initialised at the start
of each cycle and set to TRUE if a swap
has been made. Once the routine

completes a cycle where the flag remains
unset, we know that none of the data
pairs have been swapped and the list is
now in the correct order.

This method is horrendously time-
consuming for large datasets, and other
more complex methods exist to minimise
the time taken - more on those

next time. M
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the world's number 1 Acorn magazine

You already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. After all, we've been the main source of
information for all Acorn enthusiasts for the past
13 years.

What you might not know is that by taking out a
subscription today, not only are you guaranteed
never to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn
magazine in the world, but you can also claim an
excellent free gift or special offer, available
exclusively to all new ACORN USER subscribers.

As an Acorn User subscriberyou'llbenefit from:

• Free delivery, every issue, direct to your home

• One of our amazing free gifts or special offers

FREE BINDER &TWO
FREE MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User this binder will
hold up to 13 issues of your favourite
magazine. PLUS receive an extra two
magazines absolutely FREE!

84 Acorn User January 1997

brand
offer
£30

HIGH RISC RACING
Fast, Furious and fatal its THE fast action,
plan-view racing game for all dedicated
gamers. Race against 9 of the toughest
competitors, over 40 levels and 20 tracks,
to gain the ultimate prize of Champion. To
win you'll need nerves of steel and
lightening fast reflexes. Runs on any 32-bit
Acorn Rise Machine with 2Mb of memory
and RISC OS 2+.

SUBSCRIBING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
^•"V Why not make your subscription
\j^J even easier andsubscribe by direct
B'ebYt debit, spreading the costof your

subscription over quarterly hassle-
free payments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,
as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.



Only £10

exclusive

rrp £35

EASYFONT 3

Gives flexible control over your fonts;
WYSIWYG display window; up to 40%
space saving on your hard drive;
specifically designed Font Filing System
giving maximum power and flexibility;
the ability to create countless new styles
quickly and easily; and the elimination of
the dreaded 'Font not found ' errors.

PUBLISH ART

SAVE £25.00

FREE
STAR

FIGHTER 3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our
reader's Best Game

award. An original
and thrilling space
game from Fednet.

The ultimate DTP
resource -1500 original
designs, a massive 13Mb i r^i
of eye catching resources \ -^^--^~~Z-----^ O Name(Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss)
- for perfect DTP \— ^^

Address

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel:

0151-357 1275 Postcode M
Fax:

UI 3 I "vu I £.0 I u ^^1^ N0W sencj y0ur completed form and payment to Acorn User,
Email" WA\W Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357
Email! ^1^ 1275. Please state if credit card billing address is different from the
ddfdbdS6@db(!ir6Cfi(!6ni0HiC0iUk delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa

tion are acceptable.
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Yes! I will subscribe

Take advantage of one of these offers TODAY
before we change our minds! See section 2

4234 Li UK £39.99 4202 \Zi EU £53.99 4203 Q Wor|d £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

4235 O UK £39.99 4224 [_ J EU £53.99 4225 O World £68.99*
•Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligible to receivethe free gift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: Qj Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

Expirydate

Card No.

/ 1

n ' i

©
Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

J42W D with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit
See section 2.

Yoursubscription will continue until you cancel. Over a year you will receive 13 issues.

Nameof Bank/Building Society.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society: |Originator's ID No. 851412]
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG Media. The
amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No acknowledgement
required. I understand that IDG Media may change the ampunts and dates only after
giving mepriornotice.Iwillinform the bank/building society in writingif Iwishto cancel
this instruction.Iunderstand that if any direct debit is paid whichbreaks the terms of the
instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/buildingsociety may
decline to accept instructionsto pay direct debit from some types of accounts.

o Pleasesend me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4205
Binder and two

'magazines FREE
4279 I I High Rise Racing FREE

i—, *, 4731 I |EasyFont3 Only £104206 [_JStarfighter 3000 FREE '—' '
4207 Q Publish Art Only £10

For the gift pack pleasespecify whether you requireHigh or Low density
discs(delete as appropriate)
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- guide to local dealers
SURREY CUMBRIA

CaIancraft Ltd. 0
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

2

X Cumbria Software Systems
Specialist Acorn Dealer

Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.
Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.
Full service and repair facilities.
Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
Printers, Upgrades, Internet, CD ROM, etc. etc.

"Veuj helpful people"
with a 13 year long reputation for exceptional service and support.

I.,..••• i Easy parking.
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT14 7QT

Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate t0|, n-j CQ77 077Q
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW l«.WIWIIOII9

WEST YORKSHIRE MIDLANDS AND OXFORD

THE CHOICE 0K EXPERIENCE For the best service in Yorkshire I
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000.RIsoPC &> L -

Visit our Showroom
Open9.30to5.30

Mon,Tues,Weds, Sat.
9.30to7.30

Thurs&Fri.

IV*\HI

)avyn Computer
Primers, Ribbons, Ink Curtridges,
Refills
ExpertAdvice & AfterSales Service
Mailorder Matter Card, Visa,Switch
Ringfor Prices
Sen-ice <£ Ke/Hiir to all Equipment hu*s«iiicm

FtdlRange ofAeomHardware &Software u\*aam
(Weoperate the Acorn Finance Schemes)
Full Range of Educational Software ^ wSrtSStf
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 <•" **«». sue*

e-mail sales@davyn.demon.co.uk w«k«noid
WF1 SNY

Acorn
Pocket Book .Sriscpck^iHEWLETT

PACKARD

s

m

ADVERTISERS INDEX
1st Computer Centre 53
4Mation 71

5 Star Marketing 82
APDL 79

AJS Computers 79
Akalat Publishing 68
ANT OBC

Beebug 11, 23, 34
C.S.S 86

Calancraft 86

Care Electronics 75

Castle Technology 13

Circle Software 47

CJE Micros 42

Computer Concepts IFC
Cumana 18

1-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

fel: 0121 706 8933 Fax: 0121 706 4306

• Home use

• Business

• Education

• Special Needs
• SoftwareTraining
• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete range of
Acornequipment

\Consultancy

Curriculum Training Associates 50
Daco Systems 86
Dalriada Data 71

Davyn Computer Services 37, 86
Desktop Projects 14
Dixon & Dixon 82

DSL Supplies 82
Eclipse 65
Eesox 79

Grasshopper Software 82
HS Software 82

LC.S. (Ian Copestake Ltd) 4, 5
Icon Technology 71
II'd 30

Innovative Media 68

Irlam Instruments 8

KudlianSoft 75

Liquid Silicon 59

For expert advice
&friendly service
come and see us.

Weare open
Monday - Friday

9.00am - 5.30pm

Mauden Sales 86

Oregan Developments 62
Pineapple Software IBC
Printmaker 82

Quantum Software 82
QTec 47
Really Good Software Company 75
Resource 59

Selective Computer Services 82
Serious Statistical Software 71

Soft Rock Software 82

Softease 79

Spacetech 68
Technology Matrix 44
The Datastorc 75

Uniqueway 44
VTI 27

Yellowstone Educational Solutions....50

Zenta 62



• A.SOOO, 4Mb RAM, 2011Mb III), AKFSO mon
itor, Jl' 150 mono printer, Scanlight 256.
Artworks, EasiWriter, PipeDream, PC
Emulator plus more software. £600 ono. Tel:
(01753) 853454 (Windsor).
• A5000, 4Mb, AKFI8 monitor, 540Mb HD,
mldl/sound sampler interface. Lotsof soft
ware. Boxed c/w manuals. £500 ono. Tel:
Trevor(01775) 710640.
• StarI.C24-10printer forsalewith cut-sheet
feeder. All offers considered. Tel: 0181-863
2077.
• Wanted: Hard drive for BBC Master.
Software. ROMs and manuals always wel
come. E-mailZul_Kahan@maid.com or call
(1181-542 8076 after 7pm or fax 0171-839
5949.
• Eagle M2 videodigitiser, sampler, midi,
£250. Impression Publisher, £70..Scanlight
256 hand scanner, £70. JIM50 inkjet printer,
£70. All perfect. Offers considered. Tel: Mark
(01223) 574784 (eves).
• Panasonic KXP1180 printer, four ribbons
and perspex stand. In originalbox with man
ual. A bargain at £110. Tel: Parnborough,
Hants (01252) 543244.
• Watford ARM3 and software, £50. Walford
IDEinterface, A300/400 and 40meg Il/I), £50.
Hawk v9 mkll, £80. Impression Style, £30.
Impression Publisher, £75. Tel: (01482)
871474 after6pm.
• A3000, 4Mb RAM,330Mb IDP, ARM3, RISC
OS 3.1, user port, serial port, 2nd floppy inter
face, monitor plus lots of software including
Learning Curve. £450. lei: (01995) 604621.
• Acam A3000, 4Mb, RISC OS 3.1, ARM 3,
Taxan775 Multisync monitor,PRES complete
housing for hard drivesadn other peripherals
with 'second layer' (adds to first layer) expan
sion box hardware and firmware, SCSI
Interface podule, ST506 Interface podule.
£595 ono. Tel: 0191-285 0097 evenings.
• Z80 board to plug into external Tube on
BBC with 'Perfect' software packages. 16 bit
power software on an 8-bitmachine. £25. Tel:
0191-2850097 evenings.
• Software/Hardware: ProArtisan 2, Eureka,
ArcFS2, WordWorks, Voltmace joystick,
ARM2 chip, Birds ofWar, RISC OS 3.5 ROMs.
Tel:(01690) 760308 anytime.
• A5000, 4Mb, 40Mb HDD. A4000, 4Mb,
4(iMb HDD. A410/1, 4Mb 40Mb IDE, AKFSO,
AKP18, 3xDcskjel plus oilier goodies, moni
tors, prinlers, software, all the manualsetc.
lei: (01394) 460891.
• A.SOOO, RISC OS 3.1, 4Mb, 41Mb/I ID,
Learning Curve, AK18 monitor, £450.
Colour Card Gold, £60. Star LCI00 colour
printer, £50. Boxed as new. Tel: (01705)
615133.
• A540 svstem with 12Mb RAM, ITU, Acorn
SCSI card, 116Mb SCSI disc, 48Mb SCSI disc,
two 3.5in drives, 5.25 drive, 1/0 podule,
Ehternet, Taxan 720 monitor. £485. lei:
Colin (01761) 472072.
• A.SOOO, Multiscan monitor, 2Mb RAM,
80Mb III). Selection of software. £500. Tel:
(01494) 727156after4pm.

• Acorn A5000, 2Mb RAM, 41Mb hard disc,
part of Learning Curvepackage with loads of
software and games, excellent condition,
manuals and boxes included. Call Paresh on
0181-675 8648.
• Wanted: Archimedes Games Makers
Manual, Beginners Guide to WIMP
Programming, and Archimedes Assemble}'
Language. No more than £5 each. Ask for
Michael on (01953) 681684(evenings).
• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 41Mb HD, AKF18 moni
tor,Learning Curve package and othersoftware
wilh Panasonic KXPI I24i printer.Ciood condi
tion. £400.Tel: (01494) 675040 (South Bucks).
• All back issues, 1990-1993 mags, £1 each.
Discs, 50p each. Also discs from 1994. 50p
each. Postage £1 (jiffy bag). Tel: (01223)
324318. Ask for Thomas.
• RPC 486 SX33 card, software and DOS, £80.
Cumana IndigoCD-ROM with RPC IDE inter
face, £55. 2 podule backplane, £10. Call Kevin
(01703) 346809 or e-mail K.R. Page*iee.org
• A3010, 2Mb RAM, colour monitor, printer,
manuals, discs. Games selection: Star lighter
3000, PremierManager, £185 ono. Tel:0171-
584 0578 after 6pm.
• Wanted: Cumana OSCAR CD-ROM drive
for A5000.Second hand but in good working
order at reasonable price. Tel: (01427) 61762s
(Lines).
• Wanted: Cheap Acorn computer lor hard-
up student. Also wanted, any computer - old
or malfunctioning esp. lst/2nd Generation
computers. Call: Darren (01302) 371535
(Weekends only).
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, 20Mb Hard disc plus
monitor and some software, RISC OS 3.1,
£200. Tel: (01254) 823373.
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 160Mb HI), AKIT8 mon
itor, RISC OS 3.1, PipeDream 4, PC Emulator,
games, boxed, manuals. With Panasonic
KXPI 124 24-dot printer. £550. Tel: Mark
(01252) 629338 (Fleet, Hants).
• Wanted bv student: A5000 (not monitor),
4/8Mb RAM; SCSI interface?, PC card?. May
accept slightly faulty unit. £300 is all I have.
Tel: (01323) 509401.
• For sale: S-Base2 Developer plus pack, hard
ly used, unwanted gift, £80. Tel: (01353)
661214 after 6pm or weekends, ask for
Andrew.

• A310 upgraded to 2Mb, colour monitor,
keyboard, mouse, manuals, application discs,
£85. Tel: (01865) 724781.
• A3000, 2Mb RAM, colour monitor, printer,
Pen Down, First Word +. Boxed games.
Cyberchess, Saloon Cars, Man United, James
Pond, Diggers, Supcrpool. Enter the Realm,
DR. DOS, manuals. £300. Tel: (01425)
654429.
• A3000, RISC OS 3,1, 4Mb RAM, ARM3,
540Mb Internal Hard drive, 6 x CD, colour
monitor , concept keyboard, PC Emulator,
manuals, discs, CDs. £489, Tel: (013331
730908.
• Wanted: A4portable in goodworking con
dition. Tel: Maidenhead (01628) 31072
evenings.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 241Mb III), Philips
colour monitor, >10 percent faster memory,
boxed. Sensible offers considered. Tel:
Dominic (01582) 792530 or e-mail
Dominic.PlunketlWcomlab.ox.ac.uk
• A3010, 2Mb RAM, 170Mb hard drive,
AKFSO colour monitor, PipeDream 4. Games
including Virtual Golf. All manuals and
instructional cassettes. Excellent condition.
£40(1ono. tel: (01483) 575861 (Guildford).
• A3020, 4Mb RAM, colour monitor, Epson
Stylus 400 Bubble Jet printer, TextEase DTP
package, lotsof other software, no reasonable
offer refused. Tel: (01772) 465462.
• Cumana OSCAR 2x CD-ROM drive for sale.
Latest software, boxed. Less than a yearold.
£100 ono. Tel: Steve on 0114-267 0907.
• Acorn A4000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb III), colour
monitor, screen filler, lots of software. VGC.
£465 ono. All offers welcome. Tel: (01329)
846968.
• Got a StrongARM voucher? Want to make a
profit? I'll buy it off you for £150. Phone
Adam, evenings and weekends on (01908)
616935.
• GameOn 2, £7. Tel: (01484) 603825.
• A410/I, ARM3, 4Mb RAM, 42Mb Hard disc,
3.25in and 5.25in drives. RISC. OS 3.1, key
board, monitor, manuals, software inc
Ovation, PipeDream 4, Squirrel, PC Emulator.
£450. Tel: 0161-244 3237.
• Cumana dual speed CD 300i, complete,
leadsand Instructions,£40. 2 x 4McgSimms,
£20 each, £30 Ihe pair. Tel: (01386) 49732.
Can deliver within reason.
• Games! All new and boxed. Populous,
Speedball II, Gods, I.oopz, Swiv, Serpents,
Birds of War, Neuryon, Cataclysm, Pandora's
Box, Stunt Racer 2000, £6 each. Phone Dave
(01752)253327.
• A3000,2Mb RAM, Philips monitor, various
software items. Offers around £250. Tel:
(01484)842934.
• Acorn A3000 RISC OS, Philips CM8833
colour monitor and Star 1.C200colour printer
plus 40 blank floppy discs. Tel: (01332)
332276. £300ono.
• RPC600, 5/210Mb, 2 x CD-ROM,
unused/boxed, £500. A3000, RISC OS 3.11,
2Mb CTM644 colour monitor, mouse, soft
ware, £200. BBC B/Master PSU, £5.
Wordwise+ manuals, £4. tel: (01522) 514241.
• A7000, 8Mb RAM, 540Mb HI). Impression
Style, III' printer, Turbo driver. Games, all
manuals. £650. Tel:(01353) 648358.
• Acorn A4000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb hard disc,
color monitor, Home Officepack, other soft
ware, games etc. Boxed, as new. £500 ono.
Tel: (01252) 851084.
• Mitsubishi G370-IO colour thermal printer,
as new,originalbox plusone colour film. Pull
working order. £1100. Offers considered, no
manual. Tel: Nottinghamshire (01949)
860738 (evenings).
• PipeDreanvl, £25. Acorn DTP, £15. 1st
Word Plus, £15. Atelier, £15. Arctist, £10.
Arcliculate, £10. Man Utd Europe, £10. Chuck
Rock, £10. Tel: Christian (01285) 659872.

Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill inyourdetailson this coupon(25 wordsmaximum,
onewordper boxbelow) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Only one ad per reader, please.Although we try to publish everyad we receive, we
can make noguarantees; publication isentirely dependent on space andtimeconstraints. We may alsopublish
freeads on the cover discif magazine space is short. Please fill in yournameand telephone numberbelow:
thesewill not be published, but they enable us to contactyou in caseof any queries.

ads
• 540Mb Conner IID (formats to 512Mb for
RISCOS 3.1), £100. 4Mb SIMM, £20. 100 DD
pre-Iabelled floppy discs, £25. Tel: Christian
(01285)659872.
• Wanted: RISC OS 3 Programmers Reference
Manuals. Any reasonable price paid, plus
postage. Tel:Elv(01353) 861728.
• Rise PC 600, 8Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM,
170Mb HDD, 2x CD-ROM, AKP60 monitor,
486-33 PC card, Excellent condition. Includes
manuals and PRMs. £900 ono. tel: (01952)
275171.
• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 162Mb III), AKP50mon
itor, SCSI card. Learning Curve, EasiWriter
plus loadsof gamesand other software. £900
ono. Tel: (01777) 709775.
• Midi/ Analogue/ User Port Podule for
A3000 - sensible offers. SoundLab software
for old Oak Recorder Sampler - sensible
offers. Tel: Dave (01752) 253327, e-mail dfly-
nn@plymouth.ac.uk
• A3000, ARM3, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb III), PRES
system housing, SCSI interface (Cumana),
extra 3.5in PI), CM8833 stereo colour moni
tor, 3 expansion slots.£250ono. Tel: (01634)
308258.
• Wanted: RISC OS 3.6 ROMs, Digital
Symphony.PorSale: 1MB VRAM. Contact Ian
(01388) 766213 or e-mail ian("'arcade.demon.
co.uk
• Por sale: Impression Style, as new, unused.
Also Archimedes User Guide. Offers. Tel:
(01274)679679.
• A3000, 4Mb RISC OS 3.1, ARM3, 170Mb
111), £350 ono. Genlock card for A3000 - put
titles on your videos, £50. Tel: (01663)
743858.
• Rise PC 600, 8Mb RAM, 1Mb VRAM,
420Mb IID, 4 x CD-ROM, Mozart sound card,
486 PC card, AK6 monitor, £1000 ono. tel:
0161-430 8852 (Stockport).
• Wanted: HCCS SCSI Micro podule (and
CDPS). Tel: (01225) 863828 (evenings and
weekends).
• Wanted: A3000 or A3020, RISC OS 3 mini
mum. Hard disc, GWO. Tel: (01234) 359716
(Bedford).
• A3000 Philips colour monitor, Epson JX
colour DM printer. £270 ono. Tel: 0116-288
7098.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb III), monitor,
RISC OS3.11, Impression Publisher, Schema
2, games, utilites, all with manuals. £450. Tel:
0121-308 4317.
• Por sale: Eureka v3, £35. Tel: (01223)
892891.

• Por sale: Various emulators for Archimedes,
£4 each. Latest available. Phone: Matthew on
0181-523 8058 or 0973 301882 (mobile).
• Acorn software for sale. Tablemate Three
£18, Graphmate, £35. Plus postage or both
packages, £50 including postage. Tel: (01706)
817570.
• SCSI card - Castle Technologyfor use with
EZ drive 135, CD-ROM etc. Used on A5000,
£30. Tel: 0151-639 8948.
• Acorn x86 card, DX4 100S for RiscPC with
DOS 7. New, boxed and unused. £200. Tel:
(01270)841773.
• A3010, 2Mb Ultimate card, 47Mb Hard
drive, Impression Style, PipeDream 4,
Integrex Colourjet printer CM8833-11 moni-
tor.TalkWrite. Buyer collects. £500 ono. Tel:
0181-842 1028 (Northolt).
• Canon BJC 600 with latest Turbo Drivers,
£250. Boxed, as new. Tel: 0973 692 932.
• A7000, 8Mb RAM, 540Mb 111), Impression
Style, HPTurbo printer driver, games. £650.
Tel: (01353) 648358.
• A5000, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb IID, Learning
Curve, PhilipsCM8833 monitor, Star I.C24-
30 colourprinter. Impression Junior, Personal
Accounts, lots of educational software, £500.
Tel: (01737) 249606.
• A.SOOO, 4Mb RAM, 80Mb III), Learning
Curve, monitor, CD-ROM, PC Emulator,
Advance, DOS 6.0, Genesis, Impression, lots
of educational software, manuals, + IIP colour
printer. £1100ono. Tel:(01784) 433438.
• CableNews2 presentation package: Can
take any type of file (including replay files).
Needs a computer with RISC OS 3.11 with
4Mb of RAM and preferably more. Pull pack
aging and documentation included. Wil sell
for £35 ono. Pleasephone 0181-568 1633and
ask for Tomislav or e-mail: TomlslavOtemp-
pubs.demon.co.uk
• WANTED: Any Acorn computer for BBS in
South Africa. Need person to sponsor me a
computer. Contact alistair.phillipsOprogtest.
all./a
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Struggling on
I am a struggling student at
Staffordshire University, tak
ing a degree course in
electronic media. It is a multi

media course but they called
it this because it looks good
in their course handbook I

presume.

Although I enjoy most of
the course, I have a problem
concerning the computers
used on this course. They are
Macs. At home, I have a Rise
PC, recently upgraded to
8Mb. 1 suffer severe problems
in getting work between the
two machines having to
resort to floppies to get
mostly graphics work across
from one machine to another.

My position is not an envi
ous one. Because of lack of

money I cannot buy a Mac.
Not that I would want one if

the frequent crashes I experi
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ence are anything to go by. 1
have managed to scrape up
the cash to buy a Syquest drive
which eases the problem of
storage, having before relied
on other people's machines to
keep my project work.

Right now I cannot use the
Syquest on a Rise PC because
of a lack of a SCSI card. From

what I have discovered, cer
tain cards give a lot of
problems when trying to con
nect the drive (an EZ135
external drive by the way). Is
there any way I can get a
straight answer to the ques
tion: which cards work, and
which don't? There is so

much conflicting information
out there, and I cannot afford
to make mistakes. As a maga
zine publisher who partly uses
Acorns, do you use Syquests,
and if so, have you had prob
lems in connecting them?

I went to the Xemplar
stand at Acorn World, and
asked one of the attendants

about the new XMPC

machine due out next year.
He didn't know much about

it and I asked him whether

the venture included univer

sities as well as schools. He

said no, because universities
are that much closer to indus

try and so have to stick to
industry standard technology.
So basically, our children
grow up using Acorns, but as
soon as they leave for univer
sity they have to come to
terms with lowly PCs and
Macs, spending time learning
new conventions and getting
frustrated at their shortfalls.

I find on my course, that
Acorn is still regarded as 'that
pathetic little company that
made those BBC machines'. I

could show them what

Acorns are really like but I
don't have the software to

prove it. I'lwtodesk is a major
step forward in the credibility
stakes along with Hyper-
studio, but there is still no

major multimedia creation
package in the same league as
the industry leader Macro
media Director 5.

I hope with the launch of the
XMPC next year I will start to
see major improvements in the
compatibility stakes between
the Mac and Acorn, because
right now I feel that these sort
of problems should have been
at the forefront of Xemplar's
strategy when the company
was formed.

Having put that aside, I am
still happy with my machine.
The Macs at college are far
inferior and my fears about
PowerMacs/PowerPCs crash

ing frequently have been
realised. How these machines

came out with the bugs is

anybody's guess. To see the
Rocketship Rise PC running
four movies and four TV

channels plus a drawing
application on the desktop,
all independent of each
other, on a 17in monitor dis

playing 24 bit, hi-res colour,
all under StrongARM (with
pizza while you wait) gave
me added confidence in the

technology that Acorn can
conquer the industry with.

Perhaps in a few years,
when the NCs are about and

NCOS/RISC OS is a world

standard operating system,
the sort of problems I am
going through now will be a
distant memory.
Stephen Scott
dc5bass@cr47cstaffs.ac.uk

For connecting the various
drives your best bet is to talk
to your local dealer, unlike
certain other markets we

could mention, Acorn dealers

know what they're talking
about and will always give
honest help. After all its not
in their interests to upset you
with wrong information —
the market isn't unite big
enough for that.

We used to use Syquest dri
ves but now we transfer data
across the internal network.

I suppose I shouldn't be
surprised that you got non
sense out of the Xemplar
representative but you would
think that with their Acorn

side they would have some
grasp of the real world. The
XMPC machine is ideal for
all education markets —

hopefully they'll realise this
when it comes to actually
selling the machine. Still,
Acorn no longer require the
education market for their
success so it's not so great a
problem as it was.



A quick note
The new 640Mb Fujitsu MO
drives do not work on Acorn

machines. The discs use 2K

sectors and FileCore is not

able to read the boot block

information from the disc as

it is not on a 2K boundary
Dave Lawrence,

*INFO Editor

austarinfo@idg.co.uk

IDE problem
It has come to our attention

that there may be a problem
with the operation of IDE
hard discs larger than 2G
bytes on RISC OS 3.60 and
RISC OS 3.70. This problem
appears to only apply to hard
discs connected to the inter

nal IDE interface (i.e., those
that use ADFS). This appears
to be a separate problem to
that fixed by HForm 2.47
Beta.

We are currently investigat
ing this problem, however we

believe that at present the
problem can be avoided by
setting ADFSBuffers to 0. If
you are using a drive of 2G
bytes or more on the internal
IDE interface then we

strongly recommend that you
set ADFSBuffers to 0.

To do this, press fl2 in the
desktop, to get to the com
mand line, and type:

configure ADFSBuffers 0

then press return. To check
that the configuration change
has been correctly performed,
type:

status ADFSBuffers

then press return and you
should see:

ADFSbuffers 0

in response.
Once you have done this,

return to the desktop by

pressing return again, shut
down and restart your com
puter to make the change
take effect.

Remember that when you
perforin a delete-power-on,
the value of ADFSBuffers will

be reset to a non-zero value,
so you should manually re
configure the value to zero
after a delete-power-on.

When the problem has
been properly resolved, ART
will make an update or patch
available to enable ADFS

Buffers to be utilised once

more.

Simon Proven

Software Engineer,
Acorn Rise Technologies

Numero Uno,
for now
Recently, Acorn have stormed
to the forefront of technol

ogy, boasting a highly
efficient 200MHz Rise PC

(courtesy of the StrongARM)

and now the NetStation. The

idea of the CHRP is being
dumped, in favour of Acorn's
(or should I say ART's?) own
RISC based system. After lag
ging behind for three or four
years, we are now up with the
big guns again. But how long
will we stay at StrongARM
level while the PC technology
of tomorrow catches up?

In 1987, Acorn users were

thrust violently into the fore
front with extremely
powerful 32-bit machines. We
then had a pause of a few
years without much develop
ment, letting the IBM
compatible machines catch
up and take over slightly.
Then we had ARM3 to catch

up which gave us equal, if not
slightly superior performance
to our PC friends. But then

we slowed again and lost our
lead, with just a couple of

peaks - the advent of the
RiscPC and then ARM710.

Again, we were left dangling
for a year or two, until our
recent huge boost. Are we
going to have to dangle for
another couple of years while
PCs start to take over again? I
hope not. It is the responsibil
ity of ART and ARM to keep
us at the spearhead of leading
technology.

I have heard a rumour of a

Rise PC with a PCI bus, sup
port for an alien 64-bit
processor and a host of other
excellent features. It sounds

good to me, scheduled for
late 1997. Perhaps a clever
innovation would be the

incorporate of provision for
SIMMs of RAM specifically for
the PC card.

It is the hardware sharing
such things as RAM that
slows up the PC processor.
Perhaps this might make a
significant enough speed

improvement to make
WinRisc-style PC card use
practical for all programs
(WinRisc allows PC programs
to run with the PC applica
tion in RISC OS windows).

The Rise PC is a truly flexi
ble machine, capable of
running incredibly powerful
programs. It is such a shame
that it is not fully exploited.
The problem is that not
enough Acorn companies feel
it profitable enough to make
fast, powerful programs just
for the Rise PC. They feel it is
necessary enough to make
them work on all RISC OS

machines - the only limita
tion being perhaps RAM.

Yes, this is what distin
guishes Acorns from PCs - the
support for enthusiasts with a
lower budget, but it is limit
ing the growth of our more
able machines. Rise PC SAs

(as I call them) are easily
capable of running complex
texture map programs. The
Landscape demo on the
StrongARM demo CD, for
example, could be developed
into a fantastic new version

of Chocks Away or some other
simulator.

I'm not saying to stop
development of programs for
earlier Acorn machines, but

we do have to move on to

ensure our future in the com

puting world. I also have a
RISC OS 3.1 A3000, and

although it is a shame, I am
prepared to except the fact
that I will not be able to use

all future software produced
for the Acorn.

By the way, is there by any
chance an adapter to put a
two ROM set in a four ROM

board (RISC OS 3.5 from my
upgrade to StrongArm to
replace my RISC OS 3.1 in my
A3000)?
Guy Poland
guy@kingscol.demon.co.uk

With Acorn's MD, David Lee,
and Peter Bondar at the helm

of ART I believe you can stop
being concerned about Acorn
resting on its technological
laurels. The main problem
before was not a desire to
wait while the rest caught up,
but the fact that Acorn's
resources were very limited.
Back then, it was a company
that was dying the death of a
thousand cuts and the

resources fust weren't avail
able for fast new development.

But that's worlds away
from the current situation,
with specific development
being paid for by massive
third party companies, and
enough left over for ART to
pay for what they like to call
speatlative development. ART
are recruiting new engineers
and programmers almost con
tinuously — almost bleeding
the market dry ofAcorn third-
party talent.

There are many things that
could he done in terms of
development but remember,
the Acorn companies will only
develop what they think they
can sell — it's the only way to
survive.
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Paolo Rossi is the business manager (and
interface designer) of Sincronia Soluzioni
Multimediali, the major Italian developer

for the Acorn. Sincronia is responsible for
TopModel, the Gemini engine - current hot topic
in Acorn software. It is not that surprising to find
an Italian company being a major Acorn devel
oper. Italy and Cambridge do have strong links:
Acorn is part-owned by the Italian company
Olivetti and Cambridge, in summer, is home to
Ihe Italian language student.

My abiding memory of Italian language stu
dents in Cambridge is of meeting groups of them
blithely cycling the wrong way round round
abouts, chatting away to each other. As Paolo
was once a language student, this makes
Sincronia's first programming project all the
more ironic.

'Myself and Guido started Sincronia three
years ago, programming a system for driving
schools,' recalls Paolo. 'Guido was at the time
actually working in a driving school, so this gave
us a good insight as to what would be needed.
We built a very nice multimedia system for
leaching, but the problem was that in Italy dri
ving schools are quite poor and did not have the
money to spend. So it was not as successful as we
had hoped.'

Sounds plausible to me - I've driven in Milan.
Although Paolo feels that Italy is a country of

traditions and conformity, he himself does not
like standards. He is in the Acorn market largely
because the PC is seen as a computer standard.

'Standards breed mediocrity and that is not a
good thing. It is far better for individuals lo
spend time doing things in their own way which
then come together. This is how I see the Acorn
market functioning. This is how the European
Union should be run, not people losing their
identity through unification policy.'

Italy is one of the least computer literate coun

tries in Europe, primarily because it is one of the
poorest countries and secondly because its popu
lation tends towards the elderly. However, to
Paolo's business eye, this just makes the potential
for selling computers all the greater.

'Sincronia is also a distributor of Acorn

machines in Italy; just a few months ago we set
up a deal for selling Sibelius, and we have helped
in the translation to Italian. We are chatting to
several other Acorn companies, because to sell
something you need the channels and we know
the Italian market. Just before summer the
Gemini engine was developed, I visited Acorn
and the director was only interested in figures of
sales in Italy. I think a key to our success is that
we do not just sell but we develop as well.'

TopModel started life as a university project for
displaying 3D objects. Paolo had the idea with
Giancarlo (Sincronia's main programmer) to
develop it into a complete application. They
would like TopModel to become a world leader in
its field - to be the 31) package equivalent of
Sibelius - with people buying Acorn machines
just to run TopModel.

'At the moment for us the Acorn market is a

test place. If everything goes well and we can
establish ourselves with a professional product
then it will be fine; at the moment we are trying
to establish where potential markets are. This is
all the fun of business to me, predicting how a
company will evolve and where to take it to do
so, and watching it happen.

'I have already spent many hours contem
plating how successful Acorn businesses work. I
do not think it is tactful to comment on Acorn

itself, but I really admire Computer Concepts'
business sense - they have an uncanny ability to
produce what the market needs. Impression, the
TurboDrivers and Xara Studio on the PC all filled

a basic need. In fact I visited them a few years
ago and was very impressed ... right up to the
point when they offered me a cup of tea with a
spoon taken straight from a bowl of black-
looking water. But perhaps that is an English
custom.'

Paolo likes England, but does not feel he could
live here permanently because he feels you have
to be born into a country to live there. Also, one
thing he has never done in England is go in to an
Italian restaurant or have pizza.

'The only way I will go in an Italian restaurant
is if I do not continue in programming and I
take up my friend's suggestions of running an
Italian restaurant here. You see I am a

very good cooker.' 4u
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Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system fits into a 514"
drive slot in the RiscPC and hardclrives are
available in many sizes which can simply plug
in and out of the slot as required. The drive may
be locked in place to prevent unauthorized
removal. For total security the drive may be
removed and stored in a safe place to prevent
unauthorized access to your data. Because the
removable drives are available in any size (up

to at least 4Gb) they are also ideal for use as backups for existing drives, and may be
transported between different computers.

PAL TV Coders
The PLC/3 PAL TV Coder works in any of the 'Standard' Modes,
e.g. mode12and 15 on all Acorn computer models. The PLC/3
has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and
an S-VHS connector for S-Vidco. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although the AKF60 and AKF91 will not
work at the same time.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen
modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning
the TV picture. The AVK/3 includes all connecting cables
including a SCART which gives TV frequency RGB G7Pfor

AVK/3 £325.00 large screen TV's, a phono socket for composite video and an S-
VHS socket for S-Video.

A new model, the AVK/5 is similar to the AVK/3 but has the added
feature of remote mouse operation using the infra red hand held remote

control. This enables lectures and demonstrations to be done without having to sit at the
computer keyboard. AVK/5 £425.00

ArtWorks Video Tutorial
Walter Briggs is the tutor for this 1 hour video which shows how to use all

:'•£ the ArtWorks tools and then goes on to show how Walter produced his
«V famous Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive landscape

picture which can be copied by those with no artistic talent at all!
ArtWorks Video Tutorial £19.99 |Tr

24 Bit Colour Scanners
Pineapple offer a wide range of Flatbed A4 colour
scanners. (At NEW LOWER PRICES - see opp.)
The cheapest in the Epson range is the GT5000
with an optical resolution of 300dpi. This is
adequate for virtually all home use. The GT5000 is
available with either a parallel or a SCSI interface.
The NEW GT9500 is the top of the range with an

optical resolution of 600dpi and both parallel and SCSI interfaces. Imagemaster
and Twain software are included in the price, but we also offer our Studio24Pro
Photo re-touching software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

Internet & World Wide Web

Forallourlatest prices and news us Robotics Voice Modem E189.00
of new products try our Web Site:- ANT Internet Suite Software £116.32

http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk
20 :20 Finance available on all RiscPC's

Studio24 v1 FREE with any RiscPC purchase
FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC

Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase
Tryour 'Choose your own RiscPC' deal and save money

m
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Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme will allow you to detect
and remove over 100 viruses
from your Acorn computer.

"If you're interested in
virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer.
Accept no alternatives.' -
Acorn User Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M15 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 £359
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £399
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £469
Epson GT8500 £529
Epson GT9500 £679
All scanners include Imagemaster & -M
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1069
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1159

RiscPC 600 Computers
4Mb HD540 14" Mon £1275
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1375
4Mb HD540 17" Mon £1675
4Mb HD540CD 17" Mon £1775

RiscPC 700 Computers
5Mb HD540 14" Mon £1525
5Mb HD540 17" Mon £1900
5Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1600
5Mb HD540CD 17" Mon £2025
10Mb HDlGb 14" Mon £1750
10Mb HDlGb 17" Mon £2100
10Mb HD1 Gb CD 14" Mon £1850
10Mb HDlGb CD 17" Mon £2250

PC Cards/StrongARM
Separately with RiscPC

SXL-33Card £233.83 £116.32
DX2-66Card £289.00 £169.00
DX4-100Card £349.00 £229.00
586-100 Card £468.83 £351.32
StrongARM £279.00 £116.32

CDRom Drives
x8 Speed CDRom £120.00

Memory Upgrades
IMbVram(Simtec) £99.00
2Mb Vram (Simtec) S_ £129.00
4Mb SIMM Ram I •> £ 29.00
8Mb SIMM Ram il £ 49.00
16Mb SIMM Ram .5 £109.00
32Mb SIMM Ram |s £199.00
RiscPC Sound Card e-w £70.44
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created from scratch using this program
alone, concrete proof of the power of this

creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£149.87 inc vat

Special Offer!
Studio24 vl £35.00

INEW!
Casio QV10

Digital Cam

£410.00

The Casio QV10 Digital Camera is now
available for Acorn Computers. It is

supplied complete with all cables and
software. Stores up to 96 images.
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Printers

Citizen
PRINT/Va 600C £399.00
Hewlett Packard

* Laserjet 5L 4ppm £399.00
Deskjet 690 colour £269.00
Deskjet 870 colour £399.00
Canon
BJC610 col 720dpi £360.00
BJC4100 col 720dpi £249.00
BJC210 mono £169.00
BJC210 colour £199.00
BJC4550 A3 Colour £399.00
Epson
Stylus Colour 500 £269.00
Stylus Colour IIS £199.00
Stylus Pro XL+ (A3) £999.00

3.5" Bare Harddrives
540Mb IDE £125.00
850Mb IDE £139.00
1.2Gb IDE £165.00
2.0Gb IDE £249.00
3.2Gb IDE £349.00
1.0Gb SCSI £225.00
2.0Gb SCSI £349.00
4.2Gb SCSI £665.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 15.00
IDE Removable Case £ 10.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 19.00
SCSI Removable Case£ 10.00
External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32
SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI External Cable £19.99
SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99
SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14" 0.28mm SVGA £199.00
15" 0.28mm SVGA £299.00
17"65KhzSVGA £525.00
17"82KhzSVGA £599.00
20"82KhzSVGA £1115.00
llyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £595.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £669.00

!! Choose your
own RiscPC !!

By allowing us to construct your RiscPC using some Acorn and
some third party components you can obtain a high specification

computer ana save lots ofmoney! Prices start as low as £999
including vatfor a basic RiscPC. Ask for our special application

form andjust tick the boxes for the extras you require.
Pineapple Software have moved!

Come and visit us in our new showroom
Easy Parking

352 Green Lane, llford
Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £5.00+vat
on all hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
U.K. Official orders, cheques

and all major credit cards
accepted at no extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after-
sales support you will find' -

Acorn User Mar 96
Why no! come and visit us (easy
parking) where you can see most
of* the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730



There are two ways to get on the Internet:
•
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TCP/IP, PPP, SLIP, SMTP, P0P2, POP3, IMAP, MIME,

UUencode, FTP, HTTP, HTML3.2, NNTP, GIF, JPEG, Telnet,

Gopher and more.

If the Internet is a superhighway, the directions can be

pretty confusing.

When you use the ANT Internet Suite Release II, you don't

need to worry about all the technical jargon. Our software

takes care of setup and configuration. All that most users

need do is put our disc in the floppy drive, type in name

and serial number, and choose their Internet

provider and access point from pop up lists.

The new version includes some of the most

powerful and up-to-date Internet software

available for Acorn computers such as our Web

I
^^ Release 2.xx
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browser Fresco1" (also used in Network Computers), so you

won't be left in the slow lane as new Internet technologies

emerge.

So you can sit back and enjoy the ride. And if you do

experience any difficulties, our dedicated customer

support team won't leave you stranded on the roadside.

For further details, get motoring and contact ANTat PO Box

300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG, or visit our Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk

The ANT Internet Suite is £99 + VAT. If you use

another commercial Internet product for RISC OS

we'd like you to try the Suite for £49 (inclusive)

plus proof of ownership. Upgrades from release

I are £10 (inclusive).

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG. Tel: 01223 567808. Fax: 01223 567801. Email: sales@ant.co.uk
Fiesco is a registered trademark of ant Ltd.September 1996. E&OE.


